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ABSTRACT 

Two riparian habitats in southeastern Arizona provide 

the setting for a study of 127 plants useful to human fora

gers. A view of plant part availability is based on annual 

phenological profiles, and on historic and prehistoric 

records of plant use. Food choice is limited in March and 

April, but high August through November. Riparian plants 

also offer numerous non-food resources. Trees and shrubs 

serve more needs in relation to number of available species 

than do perennial herbs (including grasses) and annuals. 

Southwestern ethnographic literature hints that certain 

native taxa (eQniQ~m~ eb~~Qli~~ eQg~l~~~ SQlio~ I~gbQ and 

~iti~J might receive special care. 

15 

Inherent qualities of parts, coupled with ethnographic 

records of preparation and use, provide a basis for specula

tion on which parts might survive in an ancient record. Most 

are expected to disintegrate in open sites. Parts sought for 

different needs can enter a dwelling via diverse routes that 

produce confusingly similar archaeological debris. 

Modern experiments to wash pollen from 1~ separate 

harvests permit evaluation of plant fruit and leaves as 

pollen traps, to help interpret pollen recovered from 

ancient dwellings. High amounts of ~§rQ§rl§~ BYID§~ and 

Bj~§~ pollen, sometimes in clumps or as tetrads, travel on 

harvested fruit. eCQtQ~tQQb~lQ§~ ~QQQCQQ~ QoQli§~ Rb~§~ 
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BbQIDDY~~ ~iti~ and JYDi~~~Y~ parts carry lower amounts. 

QY§rgy§ and Gramineae pollen grains travel on parts of other 

taxa, as well as on their own fruit. 

The phenological profiles offer insight into group 

life-form activities in response to local temperature and 

precipitation trends. RisLng and maximum temperatures coin

cide with intense vegetative and reproductive activity for 

trees, shrubs, herbaceous perennials, and annuals. In

creased levels of precipitation coincide with maximum 

flowering and fruiting of herbaceous perennials and fall 

annuals. Limited data on six taxa from Utah generally 

agrees with observations in .this study, suggesting strong 

genetic control in the phenology of some riparian taxa. 
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INTRODUCTION 

EXisting wetlands in the American Southwest are good 

candidates for an "endangered" habitat list. Many semi

permanent streams and cienegas in southern Arizona, once 

fostering dense growth of water-loving plants, have passed 

from the landscape within the last century (Bryan 1925). 

While perhaps "70% of the original areas of r1parian 

ecosystems have been cleared" in the entire United States, 

some estimates suggest that less than 10% (and as low as 2%) 

of certain native riparian Southwestern ve~etotion types 

remain today (Johnson and Carothers 1982:~). The roles of 

climate, geomorphic processes, and ~umans in the shrinkage 

ond destruction of riparian sites has been addressed by 

numerous researchers (Antevs 1983; Cooke and Reeves 1976; 

Waters 1986). Certain pOints of view stress the role of 

humans in the changes. For example, a whole sequence of 

historic and prehistoric human activities have been labeled 

as likely contributors to dramatic altering of the Gila 

river drainage system in the late 1800's (Dobyns 1981), It 

has even been suggested that the Colorado river is so under 

human control that it is no longer a natural phenomenon, but 

rather a product of the political process (Fradkin 1981J. 

Since the nature and extent of southwestern riparian 

habitats seems to have altered dramatically within the last 

century, it is with some surprise that one encounters the 
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small numbe~ of studies that have focused on wetland natural 

history and management. For example, a classified 

bibliagraphy on native plants of Arizona published in 1978 

was able to devote a mere 2 of 1~~ pages to references on 

studiss of aquatic and riparian vegetation (Schmutz 1978). 

Following some outstanding initial natural history (of 

fishesJ and geological studies in the 19~O's and 19SP's by 

C. L. Hubbs and R. R. Miller (Brown 1982:23), interest in 

wetlands and their biological components lagged for two 

decades before a comprehensive publication again addLessed 

basic habitat characteristics and plant and animal life 

(Johnson and Jones 1977), Since then three major symposia 

have focused on Sauthwestern riparian habitats, though 

strongly emphasizing the management point of view (Johnson 

and McCormick 1978; Warner and Hendrix 198~; Johnson et al. 

1985J. 

Other recent works that document Arizona wetlands 

include: two digitized classification systems (Brown and 

Lowe 197~; Brown, Lowe and Pase 1979); vegetation analyses 

of major drainages (Hasse 1972; Turner 197~; Lacy, Odgen and 

Foster 1975; Turner and KarpiscaK 1990; Brown, Carmony and 

Turner 1981; Minckley and ClcLk 1981) and smaller areas 

(Joyce 1976; Toolin, Uan Devender and Kaiser 1979; 

Yatskievych and Jenkins 1981); and a synthetic overview of 

Southwestern wetlands which includes descriptions of basic 

natural history (Brown 1982). Two studies of the San Pedro 



end its tLibuteLies focused on Leleting plent coveL to 

locel biotic and abiotic factoLs (BeLsted 1981; 2immeLmen 

1969). 
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NetuLel histoLY studiss elso include a few eutecolog

icel LepoLts. These include monitoLing seedling esteblish

ment of EQ~~l~~ (Moss 1938; EngstLom 19~8; HOLton, et el. 

1960J, E~Q~QQi~ (Glendening end Peulsen 1955J,SQli~~ 

BQ~~bQ~i~ end El~~b~Q (HoLton et el. 1960), ElQtgU~~ 

wci~btii (Bock end Bock 1985: ~93-~9~), and getheLing deta 

an ell~U~Qle~g~ Cb~~~QtbQmu~~~ Oi~tiQbli~~ O~~i~Q~Q end 

5QC~QbQtu~ (Robinson 1958J. Much effoLt has been diLected 

to studying intLoduced species of IQmQ~i~ [saltcedaLJ, as 

summoLized in wOLks by Robinson [1958; 1965) and WeLLen end 

TULneL (1975). Beyond these publicetions, little is known 

about the individual life histoLies end LequiLements of the 

majoLity of plants thet flouLish in LipaLian hebitats. 
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Definition/characteristics of riparian associations 

A riparion association has been defined as "one which 

occurs in or adjacent to droinageways and/or their flood 

plains ond which is further charocterized by species and or 

life-forms different from that of the immediately surround

ing non-riparian climax" (Lowe 196~:100). A similar defini

tion suggests that "wetlands are periodically, seasonally, 

or continuously submerged landscapes populated by species 

and/or life-forms differing from immediately adjacent 

biotas" (Brown 1982:22~). In the Southwestern United States, 

riparian can refer to vegetation associated with a variety 

of settings, from large rivers to small and intermittent 

drainages such as arroyos (Dick-Peddie and Hubbard 1977:86). 

It also includes fresh and saltwater morshes, lakes, seeps, 

springs, oases, and ephemeral playas (Brown 1982). 

Southwestern riparian habitats tend to be limited 

in area, and have often been omitted on maps of a region 

whose scale could not accomodate their delineation. But 

their small size belies the relative importance of these 

locotions, since such habitats often support faunas and 

floras composed of a larger number of species and indivi

duals than inhabit the surrounding environs (Johnson and 

Carothers 1982:2). Diversity seems especially high for 

birds CKendeigh 1961:336), which may nest in greater numbers 

in riparian habitats (100 pairs/lOa acresJ, than in adjacent 
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open deserts (0-37 pairs/100 acres). 

Temperatures in wetlands are often lower than those of 

the surrounding terrain, for two reasons. First, the abil

ity of water to absorb heat provides cooler temperatures in 

the immediate area. Second, cold-air drainage can lower 

local temperatures in areas that are low-lying (streams, 

rivers, lakes) relative to the surrounding terrain. Lower 

temperatures can permit plants within riparian habitats to 

span a greater elevational range than those in drier sites 

(Lowe 196~; Hastings and Turner 1965:7). 

Wetlands can be viewed as both "routes to migration" 

and "biogeographical islands". For example, down-canyon 

drainage of cool mountain air permits cold-water fishes, 

other animals and riparian plants to penetrate into warmer 

lowland biomes (Brown 1982:230). Animals such as birds, 

bats, deer and elk have all been documented to use them as 

such [Thomas et al. 1979:7). On the other hand, wetlands 

can also be looked upon as "biogeographical islands", 

hosting species that are not found anywhere else in the 

region, or not encountered until the next adjacent wetland 

(Johnson and Carothers 1982:2). 

Other characteristics generally set riparian habitats 

aport from drier locations. For example, they are among 

the most productive ecosystems (Johnson ond Carothers 

1982:2). Often if a plant species grows in on area, its 

productivity will be higher in a wetland setting. This 
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higher productivity will corry up through trophic levels, 

with increased biomass of insects, birds and other animals. 

Riparian communities ore also dynamic, subject to frequent 

change fostered by the unstable nature of the physicol 

environment (Campbell and Green 1968; Brown 1982); such 

physical instability might be expected to provide optimal 

conditions for plants that thrive in disturbed habitats. 

Finally, certain wetland ecosystems (rivers, streams) are 

incomplete from the energetics standpoint; that is, some 

large portion of their energy flow is bosed on organic 

matter imported from adjacent terrestrial ecosystems (Odum 

1966:118). 

There are a number of unique characteristics of south

western riparian zones (Johnson and Carothers 1982:~). One 

is their high visibility. They are easily seen from long 

distances because they provide on abrupt visual change with 

the surrounding vegetation. Southwestern wetlands ore also 

less physically stable. Generally they have rather ~arrow 

zones of estoblished vegetation along the margins, and 

receive a high influx of water and soil during storms from 

more barren nearby slopes. 

It has been suggested that wildlife use riparian zones 

disproportionately more than other habitats. Far example, 

in the Great Basin of southeastern Oregon, 79% of 363 animal 

species were considered to be either directly depsndent on 



~ipa~ian habitats, o~ utilized these zones mo~e than any 

othe~; many of the species could be found nowhe~e else 

(Thomas, et 01. 1979:2-7). In addition to alte~ed mic~o

climates, ~ipa~ian zones offe~ animals cove~, inc~eased 

dive~sity and p~oductivity of plants, and mo~e complex 

vegetation st~uctu~e. 
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The plants that inhabit wetlands in dese~ts may do so 

fo~ c~itical conditions found only the~e. Such "obligate" 

~ipa~ian species must have access to ~ipa~ian conditions at 

some point in thei~ life-cycle. Fo~ example, they might 

~equi~e a certain level of moistu~e only du~ing seedling 

establishment, o~ the adult plant must have continued access 

to wate~ via the ~oot zone. The p~esence of gene~ally lowe~ 

tempe~atu~es can p~ovide on optimum location fo~ ce~tain 

obligate species. At times the distu~bance foste~ed by 

~ive~ settings pe~mits species that a~e high light-~equi~e~s 

to become established and th~ive. Ce~tain ~ipa~ian habitats 

may host only obligate species because they a~e poo~ly 

ae~ated, o~ a~e so high in total soluble salts that few 

species can live the~e (Dick-Peddie and Hubba~d 1977:86). 

Othe~ plants that live in wetlands can be labeled 

"facultative", that is they can su~vive and ~ep~oduce in 

d~ie~ sites but expe~ience inc~eased vigo~ when in a ~ipa~

ion situation (Dick-Peddie and Hubba~d 1977:86). Locations 

that expe~ience good d~ainage o~ only inte~mittent inunda

tion (such as a~~oyos) may host many facultative species. 
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Geographic setting is important when assessing whether 

a species might be "obligate" or "facultative". For example, 

plants that are "obligate" riparian species in dry desert 

regions could well act as "facultative" riparian species at 

higher elevations. Therefore, in order to accurately 

distinguish obligate from facultative species, one must 

explore how plants are distributed over a specific local 

area, including both wetland and drier sites. 

A number of plant species chosen for this study are 

clearly confined to the riparian zones visited, and have 

been labeled as "obligate" in a list of plants introduced 

furth~r in the text. It is likely that the reasons these are 

"obligate" taxa extend beyond the presence of moisture to 

edaphic and other environmental factors. 

Two additional terms characterizing riparian plants 

provide some overlap with the concepts of obligate and 

facultative. A "phreatophyte", or plant that obtains its 

water from the zone of saturation (Meinzer 1923], may be 

difficult in practice to distinguish from generally 

"obligate" species. Likewise, "pseudo-riparian" plants, or 

those woody species that ore capable of completing their 

life cycle in relatively mesic or xeric sites but which 

achieve maximum size and density when additional subsurface 

moisture is available (Campbell and Green 1968], may be hard 

to distinguish in practice from "facultative" species. 



Aims of this study 

There are two major goals for this dissertation. The 

first involves accumulating natural history information 

on native plants in and adjacent to southeastern Arizona 

wetlands, and then consolidating existing ethnographic and 

archaeological literature to provide a broad view of the 

~Qt~Dtlgl value of these plants to humans. The second 
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goal is to make methodological contributions to understand

ing the archaeological record of riparian plant remains. 

As part of the first goal, I assembled detailed pheno

logical information on 127 plant taxa in Arizona wetlands. 

None Ol' the studies on Southwestern riparian plants known to 

me has focused on the seasonality of plants. In fact, 

detailed studies on flowering, fruiting, and periods of 

vegetative growth and dormancy of any southwestern species 

are rare (Humphrey 187Sj McGinnies 1886]. 

Apart from the use of phenological data intended for 

this study, such information has value for other reasons. 

Wildlife biologists attempting to understand animal use of 

wetlands will now have a schedule of reproductive and 

vegetative events that might correlate with animal life

cycle events or strategies. Plant ecologists interested in 

different plant strategies can also make use of the pheno

logical data (Grime 1878]. For example, timing of vegeta

tive activity, flowering and fruiting can be compared to 
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general environmental data. This would single out certain 

competitive taxa that maximize photosynthate production by 

having fully expanded leaves when days are longest, light 

intensity highest, and temperatures most favorable for high 

rates of photosynthesis. 

'Io complete the first goal, the phenological data has 

been combined with ethnographic and archaeological citations 

to view the potential value of the riparian habitat type to 

humans living in prehistoric southeastern Arizona. The 

purpose is to offer an overview of the availability of a 

suite of plant species and their parts to humans as the 

seasons vary over a full calendar year. 

The second major goal of this dissertation is to make 

methodological contributions to help understand the sparse 

prehistoric record of past human selection of riparian plant 

resources. In the Southwestern United States there has been 

relatively low recovery of wetlands plant parts in ancient 

sites. This ma~ be related to reasons regarding cultural 

habits of plant choice and use as well as to the often poor 

preservation of plant remains in archaeological sites. 

Waterlogged sites that foster preservation of organic 

remains are poorly known in the American Southwest. Deposits 

from well-protected cave locations have revealed some 

details on riparian plant acquisition, but often mainly 

upland plants are represented. 

One methodological contribution of this study involves 
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making informed predictions on what the archaeological 

record is likely to preserve, based on historic accounts. 

One can view the ethnographic record for parts of plants 

historic groups have commonly chosen, reasons they gathered 

these ports, and how they actually prepared or processed 

them. With such data one can make suggestions as to what 

taxa and their parts might be expected to be carried into a 

dwelling. Also revealed would be parts not likely to be 

retained due to cultural habits (such as choice of part, 

location of use), or parts that might be lost from the 

record due to certain preparation techniques or low inherent 

likelihood of preservation. 

Another methodological contribution involves a series 

of modern experiments to understand the mechanisms of pollen 

transport into ancient dwellings. Fruit, seeds and other 

potentially harvested parts such as leaves and stems ma~ or 

may not be likely to harbor pollen (their own or that of 

other plants) when picked and carried to living quarters. 

One can harvest certain parts, wash their surface with 

distilled water, and examine the wash water residue to 

identify any pollen contained therein. Predictions made 

prior to this process, based on plant structural and 

flowering characteristics, can provide insight into ways in 

which pollen might enter an ancient site. 
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Applicability of this study to otheL aLeas 

RipaLian habitats in dLY deseLts would seLve as easily 

visible magnets to humans, dLawing them to wateL, shade, 

shelteL and the diveLse plant and animal LeSOULces cancen

tLated theLe. TheLefoLe, 0 study of the potential value of 

wetland plant LeSOULces to humans has meLit. HoweveL one 

could question the value that such a study in two specific 

wetlands would have to colleagues in a bLoadeL OLea. 

Two points can be addLessed LegaLding the tLansfeL 

value of this study to otheL aLeas. The fiLst has to do 

with the expanded elevational distLibution and geogLaphic 

spLead of many LipaLian plants when contLasted to upland 

species. The second involves the notion that food gatheLeLs 

the wOLld oveL aLe often attLacted to similaL plants, so 

insight gained about plants in one aLea may well apply to 

Lelated plants in distant OLeas. 

The fiLst point LegaLding LipaLian habitats includes 

the idea that hydLophytes "exhibit consideLable indiffeLence 

to climate, in compaLison with mesophytes and xeLophytes" 

CDaubenmiLe 1978:27J. Thus ceLtain species of ElQgeQ~ 

fbrggID~t§~~ gDQ fQtgIDQ~etgD, as well as IU~bg 19tjfQl~Q, 

Lange oveL a wide vaLiety of climates in maLsh and pond 

habitats in diverse worldwide locations. 

Certain facultative riparian species seem also widely 

distributed. In the American Southwest, an examination of 
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50 local flo~as pe~taining to the Basin and Range and 

Colo~ado Plateau Physiog~aphic P~ovinces. (McLoughlin 

1986:~6) ~evealed a total of 81 of s~s8 (1.5%) species to be 

in 50% o~ mo~e of the flo~as. Of the 127 native species 

studied fo~ this disse~tation the~e we~e 16 (12.5%) included 

in that list of b~oadly dist~ibuted plants (Table 1). Such 

~ep~esentation lends suppo~t to the ideo that ~ipa~ian 

species may gene~ally be mo~e widesp~ead in b~oad ~egions. 

McLaughlin also found that of species in common between the 

Ame~ican Southwest and adjacent pe~iphe~al ~egions much of 

the ove~lap could be accounted fo~ by species of both mesic 

and distu~bed habitats (1986:s~J. These comments suggest 

inc~eased likelihood of encounte~ing a ~ipa~ian species in a 

b~oad geog~aphic a~ea. 

The second point that favo~s applicability of this 

study to othe~ ~egions in the Ame~ican Southwest conce~ns 

fundamental simila~ities in human choice of food the wo~ld 

ove~. When Jock R. Ha~lan w~ote "It appea~s that food 

gathe~e~s a~e att~acted to simila~ plants" [1975:17) he was 

discussing how the g~ass fgDl~~m had been a favo~ite of 

g~ass seed gathe~e~s living in No~th Ame~ica. Mexico, 

Af~ica, Aust~alia, Eu~asia and India. But his b~oade~ 

implication is that humans a~e att~acted to simila~ 

~e30u~ces, ~ega~dless of whe~e they live. It seems 

~easonable to assume that food choices fo~ humans are 

generally const~ained by human physiology and nutritional 
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Table 1. Species listed in this study that were encountered 
in 25 or more of 50 southwestern United States floras 
examined by McLaughlin (1986:53). 

Species 

Sitanion hystrix 
Descuroinia pinnata 
Rhus trilobata 
Poa fendleriana 
Mimulus guttatus 
Bouteloua curtipendula 
Sporobolus airoides 
Helionthus annuus 
Populus fremontii 
Boutelouo gracilis 
Cercocarpus montanus 
Plantago patagonica 
Bromu5 carinatus 
Juncu5 ensifoliu5 
Pseudotsuga menziesii 
Salix gooddingii 

Subspecies 

2 
12 

6 
3 
6 
2 
o 
o 
2 
2 
7 
3 
a 
2 
2 
a 

% of floras 

88 
86 
82 
70 
70 
66 
62 
60 
58 
58 
58 
56 
51f 
52 
50 
50 
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requirements, as well as by the overall effort involved in 

acquiring and processing any resource. One might expect 

humans in different areas to choose foods that enhance their 

fitness, with energy expenditure costs as low as can 

reasonably be kept. In on environment of limited plant 

choices, it is likely thot a genus utilized by humans in 

otheL areas may have on increased chance of being selected. 

In sum, the brood geographic range of riparian species, 

coupled with the sUGgestion that humans tend to be attracted 

to similar resources regardless of location, means that this 

study may have 0 wider applicability for archaeologists than 

might at first be thought. 
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Wo~ldwide pe~spective on the histo~ic 

and p~ehisto~ic signiricance or wate~ to g~oups 

Wo~ldwide ~eco~ds ~eveal that histo~ic and p~ehisto~ic 

g~oups have chosen to live in or adjacent to ~ipa~ian 

habitats. A d~amatic example can be round in the Andean 

highlands between Pe~u and Boliva whe~e the U~u (and likely 

the Inca bero~e them) have rashioned homes and boots r~om 

coco (Ma~den 1971). These ~eeds a~e mode into rloating, 

occupied islands; as the bottom laye~s rot, new reeds are 

added to maintain a platrorm ror habitation. Inhabitants or 

Lake Chad in Af~ica still navigate in reed boots similar in 

appearonce to those on Lake Titicaca (Heyerdahl 1971). 

In Europe, Hunga~ian plant gathe~ers/hunters/fisherfolk 

known os ~Q~Q~~ lived in the marshes of the G~eat Hungarian 

Plain up to the 20th century, making ~eed huts for housing 

and eating the available plant and animal resources CGunda 

1977:~). In summer the people wandered about the ma~shes, 

moving as the local rlo~a and fauna were exploited. A 

special kind of shoe was worn to keep them from sinking into 

the bogs, and many of thei~ household needs come from marsh 

resources. These people were poor, landless folk who 

survived quietly until the marshes were d~ained. 

In the southwestern United States the high plateaus of 

the Kaibab Paiute are well-watered, but deep snows prevent 

habitation in the winter. In the lower arid elevations, 
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campsites are governed st~lQtly DY tb~ g~gllgDlllty ~f 

Wgte~. While streams were of some importance, springs were 

often the controlling factor in choice of a semi-permanent 

settlement location. At times the most important springs 

were privately owned by a family. Occupants of nearby 

watering places tended to share the same seasonal cycle, 

constituting informal economic groups. Agriculture came 

very late to these people [Kelly 196~:6-8J. 

The Kiliwa of southern California provide linguistic 

clues to the importance of riparian habitats. As inhabi

tants of a fairly hot and dry area, they recognized both 

mountains and bodies of waters as principal geographic land

marks. In a list of 57 place names, 31 were of mountains and 

23 of springs or arroyos. While the mountains provided 

important landmarks, it was the watering places that 

commonly gave their names to the rancherias where people 

spent a good portion of the year (Meigs 1939:12-13]. 

Prehistoric records strongly suggest that more than 

one group derived its livelihood from riparian habitats. 

Between 2000 and ~OOO years ago people now known as the 

Swiss Lake Dwellers lived in structures built directly over 

shallow lakes. Apparently long-term occupation yielded 

extensive accumulations of burned and unburned organiC plant 

and animal debris preserved in the soft muck below the 

platform dwellings [Heer 1878]. Heer hypothesized that these 
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people had strong ties to the Mediterranean areo, especially 

to the Egyptians, who appeared to use, the same cereals and 

materiels 'of cloth manufacture. He considered the dwellings 

to be occupied year-round, due to multi-seasonal information 

gleaned from the plant record; he also thought cattle were 

kept on the platforms above the water. 

In the southwestern United States, researchers inten-

sively studied the adaptations of prehistoric people to the 

Dolores, Colorado area. Thraugh time the occupants of the 

region located their habitations near riparian ecosystems 

[Kane 198~:50). Seasonal camps and areas of suspected 

limited human activity during the Archaic period [2000 B.C.-

A.D. 500) are concentrated in an area with easy access to 

marsh resources [Kane 198~:27). Later in time when villages 

were constructed around A.D. 875, marsh resources were 

still relatively close by [Kane 198~:29). 

In a possible prehistoric United States perallel to the 

historic South Am~rican occupation of Lake Titicaca, 

Northern Paiute tradition recounts that en ancient group, 

the Achomawi Indians, once lived on tule (S~~~~~~J rafts in 

the Humboldt Lake. Eventually the NortheLn Paiute exter-

minated this lake-inhabiting group, first by burning the 

tule on the lake, and then by suffocating the survivors 

seeking refuge in nearby Lovelock Cave [Loud and Harrington 

1929:165), 
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Wetland conseLvatism 

The ancient LecoLd shows that people lived neaL 

LipaLian habitats fOL lengthy inteLvals. FLom copLolites 

LepLesenting ALchaic deposits fLom DangeL and Hogup Coves in 

nOLtheLn Utah, FLY (1976:25) concluded that the basic 

ALchaic lifewoy and diet peLsisted viLtually unchanged fOL 

10,000 yeaLs, until aLound 1 A.D. when Anasozi and FLemont 

peoples come into the OLea. These two coves are situated 

neaL abundant springs and maLshes. 

The ancient GLeat Basin humon copLolite LecoLd at Love

lock Cove speaks not only of a continuous Leliance upon 

LipaLian LeSOULces such as SQ1~~~S and I~gbQ but also of 

diverse meals comprised of seed, bird and fish (Cowan 

1967:26-27J. The Glen Canyon copLolite record fLom southeLn 

Utah stLeamside sites (A.D. 1-1300J also expLesses a similaL 

diveLsity of diet (Fry 1976:3, 25), as does the A.D. 900-

1500 copLolite LecoLd of ancient Lake Cahuilla in the Salton 

Basin of California (Wilke 1878:85). 
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The San Ped~o Rive~ Valley: an ove~view 

Ce~tain ~ive~ valleys in the weste~n United States have 

hosted humans fo~ millenia. The San Pedro ~ive~ valley in 

southeoste~n A~izona (Fig. 1) cu~~ently contains some of the 

best p~ese~ved examples of ~ipa~ian habitat, so it is not 

difficult to imagine that this a~ea has had a long histo~y 

of human occupation. Th~ough time the San Ped~o and its 

t~ibuta~ies have se~ved as a magnet fo~ both humans and 

animals, with evidence of its d~awing powe~ uncovered by 

paleontologists and a~chaeologists. 

The ea~liest human evidence. The first people to leave 

evidence of thei~ passing we~e Big Game Hunte~s, who 

appea~ed in the San Ped~o basin nea~ the end of the 

Pleistocene afte~ 11,000 yea~s ago. Then mammoth, tapi~, 

ho~se, camel, sloth, bison and various co~nivo~es inhabited 

the Son Ped~o orea (Smiley 1983:20). The Big Game Hunte~s 

left stone tool evidence of hunting young mammoth, ho~se, 

bison and topi~ ot the site of Lehne~ (Hou~y et a1. 1959; 

Haynes 1982), of felling 0 mammoth with no less than eight 

p~ojectile pOints ot the site of Naco (Hou~y 1953), ond of 

hunting mammoth ond bison at Mu~ray Springs (Haynes 1981). 

Lehne~ was thought to be a favo~ed hunting spot whe~e 

animals, att~acted by wate~, we~e pe~iodica11y ambushed by 

the same band of people within a ~e1atively sho~t pe~iod of 

time. Based on a~tifact similarities, a~chaeologists 
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speculated that the two sites of Lehner and Naco could 

represent kill sites used by the some band (Haury et al. 

1959J. 

In eastern Arizona the Big Game Hunting tradition was 

followed by what is referred to as the Cochise Cultural 

Sequence, beginning with the Sulphur Springs stage (Sayles 

19830:58J. The range of artifact remains left 11,000 
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years ago indicates a way of life based generally on a 

gathering economy, with some hunting activities [Sayles 

1983b:85-88J. The following Cazador, Chiricahua and Cochise 

cultural stages, spanning the period of 11000-2000 years 

ago, have artifact assemblages reflecting various degrees of 

hunting and food gathering [Sayles 1983c:90j Sayles 

1983d:117; Sayles 1983e:125J. 

Agricultural villages. When A.F. Bandelier made a trip 

through eastern Arizona in the 19th century, he wrote of 

abundant traces of former habitation in the San Pedro valley 

[Tuthill 19~7:13J. Evidence for small clustered villages 

whose residents cultivated plants and made ceramic vessels 

exists for the A.D. 600 period in the region. Prehistoric 

agricultural sites dating after A.D. 1000 have often been 

found around springs and on stream benches or flood plains 

where simple ditch irrigation or floodplain agriculture 

could be practiced (Bahre 1977:9-10J. Hohokam influence was 

strong in the area until after A.D. 1300, probably a time of 

major dislocation and perhaps of massive crop failures. 
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The archaeological period from A.D. 1350-1700 is only 

partially understood for southeastern Arizona. Two exomples 

of settled village life include Babocomari Uillage on Babo

comari Creek and the Garden Canyon Site. The time horizon 

of the Babocomari Village, where occupants grew corn, beans, 

squash and cotton as well as hunted, is the mid A.D. 1300's 

[DiPeso 19~8-~9:11-12]. The Garden Canyon Site, located 

near the main channel of Garden Creek in the Huachuca Mtns., 

is considered to be a late prehistoric village dating to the 

period 1~00-1~50 A.D. (Young 1972]. The site contains two 

types of architecture, yet similarities in construction and 

pottery types suggested to excavators simultaneous occupa

tion by two different groups of people. 

Spanish visits. During A.D. lS39-15~0 parties led by 

fray Marcos de Niza and francisco Uasquez de Coronado were 

the first Europeans to enter the San Pedro river valley. 

Unfortunately, they left rather poor accounts of the local 

people (Bahre 1977:9]. It wasn't until father Eusebio Kino 

and Captain Juan Manje came through in November of 1697 that 

more details emerged. These two explorers set off on a trip 

intending to visit all the Sobnipuri (Pima] villages. They 

visited the village of Quiburi, built on a high bluff likely 

as a defensive strategy against roving Apache bands. 

Leaving Quiburi on the 10th of November, they traveled north 

along the river, and eventually came to Caso Grande. On 
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this jou~ney Captain Manje estimated that ove~ 2000 people 

lived in a se~ies of at least 1~ villages, all clang the 

rive~. Many of these ~ipa~ian villages had i~rigation 

ditches and the people raised extensive c~ops (Bolton 

1919:170-171). 

In the late 1600's and early 1700's a series of 

attempts at livestock ~aising were made in the volley by 

people coming up f~om Mexico (Hammerson 1972). Ripa~ian 

habitats would have been critically impo~tant fc~ domestic 

animals, no less than for native people end for wild animals 

through millennia. Soon the presence of ~aiding Apaches 

made such livestock ventu~es extremely risky. Later land 

grants established in the early 1800's again had to be 

abandoned due to Apache ~aids. 

Anglo Ame~ican settlement. Afte~ the Civil War Anglo 

settlement in the Sen Ped~o Live~ volley intensified. Fort 

Buchanon, Camp Wallen, Camp C~ittenden and Fort Huachuca 

were established in the period 1857-1877 (Bah~e 1977:15). 

By the 1880's towns such as Tombstone, Charleston and 

Fai~bank began to se~ve the many silve~ miners that were 

drown to the area. Demand for wood to fuel the boilers and 

furnaces at the mill sites, and to serve the domestic needs 

of an ever growing population, led to substantial ~eduction 

of the forests of the orea (Bahre 1977:16). Heavy domestic 

grazing in the late 1800's fostered changes in the diversity 

and composition of the grass and shrub communities, 
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including invasion of weedy species, and compaction of 

soils. By 1900, if not before, the channel of the San Pedro 

river began entrenching and the number of people living in 

the valley had dropped dramatically (Bahre 1977:17). 



The changing nature of the San Pedro River Valley 
and other southeastern Arizona drainages 
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Combined historical and archaeological records provide 

insight into the changing nature of southeastern Arizona 

river valleys over the last century and a half. For 

example, in 18~6 the Mormon Batallion found the San Pedro 

river flowing bonk-full through grassy marshes, with 

extensive flooding behind beavsr dams (Cooke 18~8J. Dense 

areas of cottonwood, ash, and mesquite bosque were common. 

In the late 18~0's and early 1850's the Son Pedro river 

volley neaL the present international border was largely 

open grassland; farther north one encountered extensive 

grassy marshes (Bartlett 185~: 323, 378-379; Emory 1857:9~J. 
> 

Richard J. Hinton (1878J later wrote that in the early 

1870's the Rio Babocomari was a clear year-round stream, 

about 20 feet wide and 2 feet deep. It ran in the midst of a 

brood rolling grass-covered plain, with banks supporting a 

large stand of cottonwood trees. In this area today the 

Babocomari river is a dry wash except in floods; its bonks 

are currently lined with mesquite (DiPeso 19~8-~9J. A 

similar view by Hammerson (1972J echoes the theme ttlat, even 

though it might not have been a perennial stream thoughout 

its entire length, the Son Pedro river volley formerly hod 

more water with widespread swampy areas. Hammerson 

speculates that on earthquake in the lots 1800'5 may have 

portly altered the nature of the Son Pedro river by breaking 
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a~ea. 

Historic documents ~egarding the beaver trade, and 

p~ehistoric fish ~emains, echo the view that the San Ped~o 

river forme~ly had permanently flowing water. Beaver fu~ 

t~appers came in large numbe~s in the 1820's and 1850's; 

there was enough beave~ to make trapping profitable fo~ some 

time (Wasley 1983:15J. References to catching large fish 

nea~ the town of Fairbank complement the recover~ of fish 

ve~tebrae during excavation of the nea~by i6-18th century 

A.D. Quiburi mission (Wasley 1983:15J. 

In summary, the major changes the San Ped~o river 

valley experienced since the mid 1800's included a ~eduction 

in the number of well-watered stream courses fed by 

pe~manent springs, and a decline in the number of both dense 

grasslands and mature riparian communities of cottonwood, 

Willow, ash, walnut, sycamore and oak. 

In addition to major shifts in the composition Df plant 

species, the alte~ed vegetative and hyd~ologic regimes have 

promoted a change in the animals that inhabit the a~ea. Fo~ 

example, fo~me~ populations of dee~, antelope, wolf and bea~ 

have shrunk or vanished (Wasley 1983:16J. Both habitat loss 

and human efforts at capture and e~adication were involved. 

The hydrologic, vegetative, and faunal diffe~ences just 

discussed have not been limited to the San Ped~o valley in 

southeastern Arizona. Immediately to the west, Empire 



valley (whose waters ultimately drain into the Santa Cruz 

riverJ experienced a period of erosion and arroyo cutting 

that began sometime between 1890 and 1905. These events 

promoted a general replacement of grasslands by mesquite 

woods along the drainages and a general drying up of the 

cienegas in the area (Eddy, et al. 1983:6J. Today most 

streams in this area remain dry throughout the year 

(Wasley 1983:16]. Likewise, the larger Sonoita valley to 

the northwest was better watered in the 1850's than at 

present, evidenced by historic references that wagons 

sometimes bogged down in the extensive mid-valley cienegas 

(Bartlett 185~J. To the east of the San Pedro river valley, 

the Sulphur Springs valley was largely plains grassland in 

the mid-19th century (Davis 1973: 202-20~J. 

The changing noture of the southeostern Arizono river 

valleys indicated by historic accounts may reflect 0 natural 

stote of affoirs for the region at least os far bock as 

13,000-15,000 B.P. C.U. Hoynes has outlined the mOjor 

events taking ploce in the San Pedro valley, based on 

geomorphological and paleoenvironmental evidence ot the 

locations of Murray Springs (1981J and the Lehner site 

(1982J. Haynes hypothesized well-wotered periods 

olternating with episodes of arroyo cutting ond filling 

throughout the Holocene. In nearby Sulphur Springs valley, 

Waters (1986J also documented fluctuating environmental 
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conditions over the last 5,000 years, though his sequence of 

reconstructed conditions is asynchronous with the scheme 

outlined by Haynes for the San Pedro. Waters suggested 

that inter-valley correlation of aggradation and degradation 

events should not be expected to be identical, but rather 

can be explained by local geomorphological parameters. For 

Waters, major shifts in the Holocene from a braided stream 

environment to periods of cienega environments and arroyo 

cutting were probably climaticall~ induced, while cycles of 

erosion and deposition within a major cienega or arroyo 

period could be explained b~ local geomorphological 

conditions. It is obvious that both over the short term and 

in the long run, the river valleys in southeastern Arizona 

can be expected to change. 



PROCEDURES 

Study area selection 

Y:S 

A number af objectives were considered in selection of 

study areas for modern observations. Two ungrazed locations 

rich in species of native plants were sought within 100 

miles of Tucson to facilitate the frequent visits required. 

The size of each study area had to be relatively small and 

manageable for a dissertation, and the owners sympathetic to 

repeated visits. 

Two published resources reviewing natural areas were 

consulted [Martin 1979; Smith 197Y:J in the intial stages of 

site review. Eventually 10 locations were chosen for 

visitation and on-site evaluation [Appendix IJ. Locations 

in both the Santa Cruz and San Pedro river valleys were 

represented. All ten sites were visited in the early months 

of 1983, 

At each location a number of observotions were made 

that would facilitate later comparison of sites. For 

example, a tally of all plant species recognized included 

those that extended down a drainage from a higher vegetation 

zone. Portions of the flora that represented introduced 

plants or that were suggestive of severe over-grazing were 

noted. Species richness was documented. A subjective 

evaluation was made regarding the presence of a range of 

age-classes for the dominant species, to perceive community 
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health. Finally. di~ect evidence ~ega~ding tne p~esence of 

domestic g~azing animals was noted. The 10 locations were 

then ~anked based on the accumulated data. 

The top two sites on the list were Ramsey Canyon Nature 

Preserve and Canelo Hills Cienega. Both are managed by the 

Arizona Chapter of The Natu~e Conservancy. Canelo Hills 

since 1969 and Ramsey Canyon since 1975. Pe~mission was 

g~anted in May of 1983 to make repeated visits to both loca

tions and collect herba~ium voucher specimens. 



Description of study sites 

Ramsey Canyon and Canelo Hills are riparian habitats 

tributary to the San Pedro riveL (Fig. 1J. A freshwateL 

stream in the Huachuca mountains drains steep-walled Ramsey 

Canyon east toward the Son Pedro river. Except in time of 

floods, surface flow stops shortly beyond the canyon mouth. 

According to local inhabitants, the stream within the canyon 

often dries up in May and June; lateL summeL rains scoUL the 

stream bonks. Streamside vegetation falls into the category 

of "Interior and Californian Riparian Deciduous Forests and 

Woodlands" (Brown 1982:250), composed of a mixed broad leaf 

community including el~t~u~~~ ace~~ eQg~l~~~ ECQ~in~~~ 

Eiu~~~ J~uige~~~~ 5Ql1~~ Q~e~c~~~ J~~lQn~ and e~~n~~. Such 

communities are considered relictual of a formerly wide

spread Early Tertiary mixed mesophytic forest. 

Canelo Hills cienega is located west-northwest of the 

Huachuca mountains, along a permanent stream that goes 

undsLgLound as it drains north into the Bobocomari river, 

which in turn flows northeast into the Son Pedro river. The 

cisnega is maintained by springs, perhaps fault-controlled. 

The Nature Conservancy has installed a low concrete dam to 

help maintain the high water table (Hendrickson and Minckley 

198~:1~9). The area's permanently saturated, highly 

organic, oxygen-poor soils support a rather limited flora 

dominated by S~i~~us. JUD~~~. fl~Q~bg~iS and some grosses. 



PLehistoLic activities adjacent to the study sites 

Since my aim is to delineate the gQtant1~l, not the 

actual, utilization of wetlands plants by humans, it wos not 

essential that aLchaeological evidence be neaL eitheL study 

site. Especially in the case of Ramsey Canyon, it appeaLed 

that the naLLOW stLeam teLLaces flanked by shaLply Lising 

slopes OL cliffs weLe not favoLable fOL site pLeseLvation. 

The aLchaeological data bank maintoined by the ALizona 

State Museum was consulted to locate LecaLds of sites within 

a thLee-mile Ladius of each study aLea. Ancient sites aLe 

pLesent in the vicinity of both locations [Tables 2 and 3) 

and a systematic sULvey would doubtless Leveal mOLe. 

Of eight sites LscoLdsd in the invento~y, five we~e 

listed as villages by the oLchaeologists. AppaLently these 

villages we~e extensive, LepLesenting Lepeated visits O~ 

occupations of some dULation. Fo~ example site EE:6:26 nea~ 

Canelo Hills spans 900 x 25 mete~s, while less than 1.5 

miles away site EE:6:23 cove~s at least an a~ea 92 x 92 

mete~s. Sites EE:11:13 and EE:11:1~ in the Ramsey Canyon 

study Legion may cove~ as much as 1/~ x 1/~ miles, including 

sub-su~face pithouses and adobe st~uctu~es. 

The extensive occupation of thLee of these village 

sites [EE:11:13, EE:11:1~ and EE:l1:6) may be paLtially 

unde~stood by conside~ing geog~aphic location. All a~e 

situated on gentle slopes at a canyon mouth some distance 



Table 2. Archaeological evidence Nithin three miles of Ralsey Canyon Study site. 

Site ManifestatIon 

Rock & adobe rectang
ular structures 

Village of 10+ rools; 
dates to A.D. 1300-
1400 

Village consisting of 
sub-surface pithouses 
and above-ground 
adobe structures 

Village, similar to 
above 

Arizona State MuseuM Site 
No. and Location 

AZ:EE:l1:5 Miller Peak Quad, 
T235, R21E, SNl/4 of Sect. 
18, 5100'; 3 liles 5E of 
Ralsey Canyon study area. 

AZ:EE:ll:6 Miller Peak Quad, 
T225, R20E, SW 1/4 of 5W 
1/4 of S~ct. 35, 5020'; 2 
liles HE of Ramsey Canyon 
study area. 

AZ:EE:l1:13 Miller Peak Quad, 
T225, R20E, 5Wl/4 of HWl/4 
of Sect. 281 5000'; in 
Garden Canyon, 3 liles HW 
of Ralsey Canyon study 
area. 

AZ:EE: 11: 14 

Motes 

Site located at Broken 
Arrow Ranch; pottery is 
Babocolari and Santa 
Cruz polychroles, 
brolmNares. 

Constructed of boulders 
t?lj pottery includes 
Babocolari, Gila and 
Tucson polychroles, 
plainMares. Lithics 
include full trough 
letates, lanos and a 
quartz crystal. 

Site covers area 400 x 
400 leters; pottery 
includes Babocolari and 
Gila polychromes, Rin
con R/br, Trincheras 
P/Rd, plainMares and 
corrugated sherds. 
Lithics include trough 
letates, pOints and 
scrapers. 

A site of very si.ilar 
nature to AZ:EE:l1:13, 
less than 400 leters 
froll it. 
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Table 3. Archaeological evidence "ithin three liles of Canelo Hills Study site. 

Site Manifestation 

Possible dwellings, 
plus two or lore 
lescal pi ts. 

Surface scatter of 
arti facts 

Villag~/Pithouse (?); 
little indication of 
architecture; Babo
cOlari Phase? A.D. 
1300? 

Possible village 
site, Late HohoKam, 
dates to A.D. 1200-
1700. 

Arizona State Museul Site 
No. and Location 

AZ:EE:b:2 D'Donnell Canyon 
Quad T21S, RISE, SE 1/4 of 
HE 1/4 of Sect. 32, 49S0'; 
less than 1/4 lile from 
Canelo Hills study area. 

AZ:EE:b:3 O'Donnell Canyon 
Quad, T22S, RISE, Sect. 10, 
5100'; 2 liles SE of Canela 
Hills study area. 

AZ:EE:b:23 O'Donnell Canyon 
Quad, T23S, R1SE, NN1/4 of 
SW 1/4 of Sect. 4, 5030'; 
less than 1.5 liles SE of 
Canela Hills study area. 

AZ:EE:b:26 O'Donnell Canyon 
Quad, T22S, RISE, E1/2 of 
SE 114 of Sect. 5, 5025'; 
less than 1.5 miles S of 
Canelo Hills study area. 

Notes 

Site covers 600 lIeters by 
90 leters on ridge less 
than 400 aeters fro. 
cienega. Stones outline 
rools; pottery includes 
plain brown, red.are, 
sludged interiors. 
Lithics include points, 
scrapers, trough letate. 

Site covers 4050 square 
meters along AZ highway 
'83; pottery includes 
Trincheras P/Rd and 
red/brown wares; 
lithics include lanos, 
hallerstones, drill. 

Site covers 90 x 90. 
near Canelo Ranger 
Station; additional 
sites on adjoining 
hills. Pottery in
cludes redwares, 
plain brownwares, Gila 
polychrome; lithics 
lnclude rhyolite and 
basal t i tees. 

Site covers 900 x 25 I 

on the west bank of 
D'Donnell Canyon, near 
AZ:EE:6:23. Pottery 
includes redNare and 
plain ware; lithics 
include heavy flake 
concentrations and a 
small steeled point. 
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f~om steep mountain walls. 8~oad slopes ~emoved f~om canyon 

st~eamsides would p~ovide sweeping views of the basin 

beyond, and escape f~om cold ai~ d~oinage. 

Two of the non-village sites might ~ep~esent mo~e than 

just casual visitation. Site EE:6:2 consists of mescal pits 

and a possible dwelling ond cove~s an a~ea at least 3/8 mile 

long and 100 ya~ds wide. Site EE:11:5 has both ~ock and 

adobe st~uctu~es. Only a single site [EE:6:3J was listed as 

having no below g~ound featu~es, consisting solely of 

a~tifacts scatte~ed on the su~face of the g~ound. 

Fo~ most of these sites, the ce~amic she~ds ~ecove~ed 

suggest occupation sometime.afte~ A.D. 1200-1300. Polych~ome 

potte~y types known as 8abocoma~i, Gila, and Tucson a~e 

suggestive of the "Classic Pe~iod" in southe~n A~izona. 

Site EE:6:3 nea~ Canelo Hills might be ea~lie~, pe~haps 

dating to 700-900 A.D. based on the p~esence of T~inche~as 

she~ds. Sites EE:11:13 and EE:11:1~ in the Ramsey Canyon 

a~ea could ~ep~esent villages lived in fi~st by people 

making Trinche~as and Rincon patte~y types, and then later 

by people that fashioned Gila polych~ome wa~es. Alte~na-

tively, these two sites may ~eflect long-te~m occupation 

du~ing the pe~iod A.D. 900-1300. The cultuEol affiliutionCsJ 

of the inhabitants af these sites de~ive f~om a he~itage 

of Hohokam, Mogollon and T~inche~as Cultu~es [see Di Peso 

1951, Young 1972, and Eddy and Cooley 1983.J 
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Locotion of collecting stations 

PeLmanent collecting stations weLe designated at each 

study OLea. The seven stations selected at Ramsey Canyon 

CFig. 2J LepLesented both wet and dLY soil in the geneLal 

vicinity of the stLeam CTable ~], in the pLotected aLeo of 

the LeseLve that extended fLom the uppeL Bledsoe cobin to 

the edge of the pLeseLve in the OLeo known as "The Box". 

All seven locations weLe consideLed to be eitheL shallow OL 

steep colluvial slopes, undeLlain by bouldeLs and alluvium, 

OL by gLanite bedLock. Most locations Leceived less than 

25% exposuLe to the sun's Lays due to the dense canopy of 

tLees that lined the stLeam. 

A vaLiety of locations at Canelo Hills, including the 

cienega, edges of ponded woteL, stLeamside, dLY stLeam 

flanks, ond 0 spLing site weLe selected os collecting 

stations [Fig. 3J. The nine stations included wateL-logged 

stLeamside ond Lelotively dLY OLeos within 30 meteLs of the 

cienega and stLeam CTable 5J; the total distonce between the 

two faLthest stations was less than 0.8 km. Most stations 

weLe on hOLizontcl teLLain undeLlcin by QucteLnaLY alluvium; 

a few LepLesented shallow slopes undeLlain by local bedLock 

and colluvium. 
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Fi;ure 2. Ramsey Canyon Nature Preserve. Northeast flanks 
of the Huachuca Mauntains in Cachise County or southeastern 
Arizona. Miller Peak Quadrangle C7.5' series), T23S, R20E, 
SE l/"i or SW l/"i or Section 9; 5700-6000 reet elevation. 
Numbers refer to collecting/observation stations. 
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Table 4. Description of Ramsey Canyon Collecting Stations. 

Collecting 
Station # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Setting 

Dry site 

Boulder field 
near stream 

Stream flanks 

Steepb c:ollu
vial slope 

Steep granite 
slope 

Very steep 
granite 5lops 
near stream 

Boulder and 
c:obble field 
near stream 

Desc:ription 

North-faC:ing shallow· c:olluvial 
slope abutting granite bedrock; 
50% or more exposure; dry 
soil. 

Northeast-facing shallow c:oll
uvial slope overlain by bould
ers and underlain by alluvium; 
less than 25% exposure; dry 
soil. 

North-fac:ing shallow slope 
overlain by overbank 
sediments; less than 25% 
exposure; wet soil. 

Northwest-fac:ing steep collu
vial slope overlying granite 
bedrock; 25-50% exposure; dry 
soil. 

Northwest-facing steep slope 
underlain by granite bedrock~ 
with poc:kets of c:olluvium; 
less than 25% exposure; dry 
soil. 

Northwest-fac:ing very steep 
slope underlain by granite 
bedroc:k; less than 25% expos
sure; dry soil~ subject to 
stream SC:OLlr. 

East-fac:ing shallow to steep 
slope c:omposed of water
c:arried boulders and c:obbles; 
less than 25% exposure; wet 
soil. 

-A shallow slope deviates between 3-15- from horizontal. 
bA steep slope deviates more than is- from horizontal. 
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Figure 3. Canalo Hills Nature Preserve. West-northwest c~ 
the Huachuca Mcuntains in Santa C~uz County o~ southea9~ern 
Arizona. O'Connell Canyon Quoerangle C7.S' seriesJj T21S , 
R18E, NW l/~ o~ SW 1/~ o~ Section 33 ana NE l/~ c~ SE l/~ c~ 
Section 32; ~92S ~eet elevation. Numbers re~er to 
collecting/observation stations. 
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Table 5. Description of Canelo Hills Collecting Stations. 

Collecting 
Station # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Setting 

Cienega 

Deciduous 
forest 

Streamsi de ~~ 

drier stt-eam 
flanks 

Edges of 
ponded water 

Dry stream 
flanks (east 
side) 

Dry stream 
flanks (east 
side) 

Dry stream 
flanks (west 
side) 

Spring site 

Description 

Horizontal surface, underlain 
by modern and Quaternary allu
vium; 100% exposure; soil 
fully saturated with water. 

Horizontal surface, underlain 
by modern and Quaternary allu
vium; less than 50% exposure, 
except winter; wet soil. 

Horizontal surface, underlain 
by modern and Quaternary allu
vium; 100 to less than 50X 
exposure; wet to fully satur
ated soi 1. 

Horizontal surface, underlain 
by modern and Quaternary allu
vium; 100% exposure; soil 
fully saturated with water. 

West-facing, shallow· collu
vial slope underlain by collu
vium and volcanic outcrops; 
100% exposure; dry soil. 

West and northwest-facing 
steepb slope, underlain by 
volcanic bedrock with pockets 
of colluvium; 25-50X exposure; 
dry soil. 

East-facing shallow slope, 
underlain by Quaternary allu
vium; 100% exposure; dry soil. 

East-facing shallow slope, 
underlain by Quaternary allu
vium; 75-100% exposure; soil 
fully saturated with water. 

9 Cienega North-facing shallow slope 
underlain by Quaternary allu
vium; 50-100% exposure; soil 
fully saturated with water. 

-A shallow slope deviates between 3-15- from horizontal. 
bA steep slope deviates more than 15- from horizontal. 
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Plant selection 

Over 150 species were chosen that were known from 

either the ethnographic or archaeological literature as 

providing potential resources for humans. Previous work in 

Canelo Hills by Yatskievych (1980J and at Ramsey Canyon by 

Toolin (1980) had produced fairly complete floras. Effort 

was made to avoid choosing the same species for study at 

both study areas although in a few cases (e.g. Rb~~ t~i= 

19~9tg, Sgll~ 19~jgl§Dj~J a single species was intentionally 

selected at both locations to determine intersite differ

ences in phenology. In choosing the plants to be studied, 

species avoided included those considered "special elements" 

by the Nature Conservancy, and any plants protected by the 

Arizona Native Plant Law (AH-N SOO-Rev. 7-81-R-DJ. 

for various reasons, including flooding, the original 

target of over 150 species was reduced to 127 taxa, repre

senting SO plant families (Table 6J. They were identified 

using the taxonomic keys found in e~1~QnQ ElQ~Q (Kearney and 

Peebles 1960J and Ibe ~~g~~e~ gf SQytbwe~te~D Unlteg Stgte~ 

(Gould 19513, with nomenclature updated by Lehr (1978) ond 

Lehr and Pinkava (1980, 1982). Synonyms in parentheses can 

be found in either of the major floral treatments cited 

above, or in the S~QQlamant tQ e~1~QnQ ElQ~Q (Howell and 

McClintock 1960). 
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Table 6. List of 127 native plant species studied, 
organized alphabetically by plant family. Taxa with an 
asterisk are considered to be obligate riparian species 
within the local orea. 

ACERACEAE 

59 

• e~~~ ~g;~bg~~m Marsh. ssp. gcgnQ1Q~ntgt~m (Nutt.) Desm. 
(- e~ g~gn~1Q~ntgt~m Nutt.J 

AMARANTHACEAE 
aCQ~~l1n~Q Q~n~Q (Humb. & 8onpl.) Small 
GQmgbc~ng ~g~~g1tQ~Q Torr. 
G .... n1t1Qg Rothr. 

ANACARDIACEAE 
Rh~~ tc1lQbgtg Nutt. var. cgc~m~lQ~g (Greene) Barkley 

APOCYNACEAE 
• egQ~~n~m ~1b1c1~~m Jacq. (- eo&. ~~kSQQcf11 Greene.) 
ARALIACEAE 
• e~QllQ £Q~eIDQ~g L. 
ASCLEPIADACEAE 

ea~l~g1g~ ~~b~~ct1~1llgtg (Gray) Uail 
eo&. t~Q~CQ~g L. ssp. 1nte~1Q~ Woodson 

8ERBERIDACEAE 
a~cQec1~ ~1l~Q~11 Kearney 

80RAGINACEAE 
~1tbQ~g~cm~m m~lt1[lQ~~m Torr. 

CAPRIFOLIACEAE 
LQD1C~Cg glb1[lQCg Torr. & Gray. var. Q~mQ~Q [Gray) 

Rehd. 
CHENOPODIACEAE 

Ch~DQQQ~1~m Q[[L D§Qm§~1cQD~m Stand. 
COMMELINACEAE 

CQmmel1DQ QiQDtb1fQl1Q Delile. 
I~Q~§aCQDt1Q ~1netQ~~m Greene. 

CONUOLUULACEAE 
IQQmQeQ b§~§~1[Ql1Q L. (-I .... cQcc1n§Q var.h§~§~1[Ql1Q L. 

Gray 
COMPOSITAE 

aeClgD~1~CQ l~~QtQ Benth. var. mgc~Q~b~llg Gray 
lUd.~n~ ~ilQ~g L. 
GC1Dd.~l1Q g~mnQ~gecmQ1Qe~ CA. Gray) Ruffin 

(= ~gDtbQ~~gbgl~m g~mnQ~g~cmQ1Qe~ (Gray) 8enth. & 
Hook) 

G~tie~ce&ig ~C1gbt11 Gray (- ~gntbQ~~gbQl~m ~C1ght1i 
Gray) 

tlellQDtbu~ QDDUU~ L. 
HellQ~~l~ ~g£~lfQliQ Gray 
LQ~tu~Q g~QIDlDlfQllQ Michx. 
~elQm~QQlYm 19D9i~Q£DY Gray 

• Bydge~klg lQ~lD1QtQ L. 
~ig~iecQ lQOgi[Ql1g (Robins & Greenm.) 8lake 



Table 6 Ccont]. List of 127 native plant species studied. 

CORNACEAE 
egCC~g ~c1~bt11 Torr. 

CRUClfERAE 
Oe~c~cg1n1g g1nngt~ CWalt.J Britt. ssp. QccQle~G~ 

CWoot.J Detling 
eennell1~ lQn~1fQl1g (Benth.J Roll. (-Ibel~gQQ1~m 

lQn~1fQ11g Benth. 
CUCURBITACEAE 

egQQ~ntbec~ ~nQ~l~tg Gray 
C~Q~Cbitg fQet1Qi~~1mQ H.B.K. 

CUPRESSACEAE 
J~n1UeL~~ Qegge~n~ Steud. var. gQQb~gblQeg (Torr.J 

Martinez 
CYPERACEAE 
• C~Le~ Qb1b~Qb~en~1~ Mock. 
• C~ QQQiQent~11~ Bailey 
• C~ 1~n~~1nQ~g Michx. 

C~ le~QQQQnt~ Holm. 
• C~~ec~~ fenQleL1~n~~ Boeckl. 
• C~ mgn1mQe H.B.K. var. Q~gecc1m~~ CLiebm.J Kukenth. 
• C~ Qff~ gc1n~lei Britt. 
• EleQcb~c1~ cQ~tellgtQ (Torr.J Torr. 
• SQ1~g~~ ~mec1Qgn~~ Pers. 
• SC1Cg~~ ~g11Q~~ Uahl. (-SQ1Cg~~ QQ~tu~ Muhl.J 
EQUISETACEAE 
• E~~1~etum b1em~le L. var. ~ffine CEngelm.J A.A. Eaton 
• E~ 1ge~i~~tum A. Braun. 
ERICACEAE 

ecbut~~ ~c1~Qn1Q~ CGrayJ Sarg. 
eCQtQ~tggb~lQ~ u~n~en~ H.B.K. 

EUPHORBIACEAE 
eQgl~~bg 11nQbe1mec1 Muell. Arg. 
E~~bQCQ1Q CQb~~tg CEngelm.J Small. 

fAGACEAE 
Q~ec~~~ Qf[~ Q~i~Qnicg Sarg. 
Q~ emQc~1 Torr. 
Q~ b~gQle~QQ1Q~~ Comus. 
QL c~aQ~Q ~eeL (-QL cet1cul~tg Humb. & Bonpl.J 

GRAMINEAE 
eg~Qg~CQn QLi~Qni~~m Scribn. & Smith 
enQCQgQ~Qn ~QQCbQcQ1Qe~ Swartz 
aQutelQ~~ Quct1genQ~lQ CMichx.J TorL. 
aL ~C~Q1li~ CH.B.K.J Log. ex. Steud. 
6cQm~~ Q~cinQt~~ H. & A. 
El~m~~ Q~n~Qen~1~ L. 
ECQ~CQ~t1~ 1ntecmeQ1Q Hitchc. 

EC1QCblQQ lemmQn1 Uasey & Scribn. var. ~LQQ1l1~ 
(fourn.J Gould C-EL ~LgQil1~ (fourn.J Hitchc.J 

~e~tQcblQg d~~lg CH.B.K.J Nees 
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Table 6 (cont). List of 127 native plant species studied. 

GRAMINEAE (continued) 
*? O~ol~Ob~L~1Q Q~~eL1fQl1Q (Nees & Mey.) Pa~odi 

O~ ~m~L~le~1 Uasey 
O~ ~Ql~~Q~l1~ Sc~ibn. 
O~ L1~~n~ (Benth.) Hitchc. 

*? O~ ~t1l1~ (To~~.) A.S. Hitchc. 
Ego1~~m b~lbQ~~m H.B.K. 
E~ Qbt~~~m H.B.K. 
E1gtQ~og~t1~m f1mbL1gt~m (H.B.K.) Hitchc. 
EQg f~n~l~L1gnQ (Steud.) Uasey 
S~tQL1Q ~~n1~~lQtQ (Lam.) Beouv. 
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S1tQO~QO b~~tL1~ (Nutt.) J.G. Smith (-El~m~~ el~mQ1cte~ 
(Rof.) Swezey) 

S~QLQbQl~~ Q1LQ1~a~ (To~~.J To~~. vo~. WL1Qot11 (Mun~o 
ex. Sc~ibn.) Gould 

StlgQ g~lDgl~~ Sc~ibn. 
IRIDACEAE 
* S1~~L1n~o1~m ~am1~~~m G~eene. 
JUGLANDACEAE 
* J~~lQn~ mglQL (To~~.J Helle~ 
JUNCACEAE 
* J~n~~~ lQn~1~t~l1~ To~~. 
* J~n~~~ an~1fQl1~~ Wikst~. vo~.mQntQn~~ (Engelm.) C. L. 

Hitchc. (-J~ ~g~1mQotgn~~ A. Nels.J 
* J~ teD~l~ Willd. 
LABIATAE 

Ogotbg g~~§n~~~ L. va~. ~illQ~g (Benth.) S. R. Stewa~t 
OQOQL~Q Q~~tLQmQntQnQ Epling. 
SQl~1Q Lefla~g Ho~nem. 
Stg~O~~ ~Q~~1nag Jocq. 

LEGUMINOSAE 
* emQLgQQ fL~t1~Q~g L. vo~. Q~~i~entgl1~ (Ab~omsJ K.&P. 

e~tLg~gl~~ DQtbQ~~~ G~oy. 
CQlQQQ01g gn~~~t1fQl~g H.B.K. (-C~ lQn~1fQ11Q G~oyJ 
Oa~mQ~1~m bQtQ~g~lQn G~ay 
C~ LQ~a1 Schube~t 
LQt~~ QLQbQ1~e~ (H.B.K.) Ottley vo~. n~mm~lQL1~ 

(M.E.JonesJ Isely 
fbQ~eQl~~ Q~utlfQll~~ G~oy vo~. Q~~tlfQllY~ 
EQQlDlQ DeQm~~l~QDg GLOY 

LILIACEAE 
ell1~m ~aLn~~m Roth. va~. oaQma~1~go~m (Rydb.) Macb~. 

MALUACEAE 
enQ~g ~L1~tQtQ (L.J Schlecht. 
S1~Q f1l1~g~l1~ T. & G. (- S. pLocumbens Sw.) 
S1~Q oaQma~1~gnQ GLOY 



Table 6 Ccont]. List of 127 native plant species Studied. 

NYCTAGINACEAE 
tlicQQilia cQccioe~ CTo~~.] B. & H. (-a~~QQgb~~ 

cQc.cioeu.~ To~~.] 
DLf~CEAE 
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• Ec~~iou.~ geoo~~l~~oic.Q Ma~sh. ssp. ~elu.tioQ (To~~.] G. 
N. Mille~ (- E~ ~~l~tiDQ To~~.] 

DNAGRACEAE 
EuilQQiu.m Qt1eoQcQu.lQo Hausskn. (- E~ CQlifQcoic.u.m 

Hausskn.] 
*7 DeDQtbe~g ~g~eg Ait. 
OXALIDACEAE 

Q~Qlis gmglifQliQ CT~el.] Knuth 
a~ t1ec.Qgb~llQ H.B.K. C-Q~ GCQ~i CRose) Knuth.) 
Q~ QlQic.QO~ H.B.K. ssp gilQ~Q (Nutt.] Eiten C~ Q~ 

gilQSQ. Nutt.] 
PAPAUERACEAE 

CQC~~~li~ QU.C~Q Willd. 
PINACEAE 
• eQi~S c.QOc.QlQC CGo~don & Glendenning] Hoopes 

EiOu.§ t1iac.QlQc Bailey & Hawkswo~th (~f~ c.emQcQit1e§ 
Zucc.] 

Eim.!.s ~o'lelmQ.ooii Ca~~. (- E~ lQtU:QliQ Sc,~g J 
• e~ ~tCQQifQcmi~ Engelm. C- E~ cefle~Q Engelm.] 
• E~eu.~Qt~u.'lQ. tleo~ie~ii CMi~b.] F~anco va~. ~lo.u.c.Q 

CB9issn.] F~anco C- E~ tQ~i[QliQ CPoi~etJ 
B~itton va~. ~lQu.c.Q CBeissn.) Sudwo~thJ 

PLANTAGINACEAE 
ElQoto.'lQ gQt~~QUic.Q Jacq. (- E~ gu.c~bii R. & S.] 
E.J.. ~iC~iUiCQ L. 

PLATANACEAE 
• ElQtQOu.s ~ci~btii Wats. 
PDLYGONACEAE 
• Ru.m~~ ~iQlgsc.eos Rech. f. 
PORTULACACEAE 

EQctu.l~c.Q u.mQcQtic.QlQ H. B. K. (= E.J.. CQCCUQtQ Small] 
RANUNCULACEAE 
• RQUu.Oc.u.lu.~ bu.c1CQc.o~ccit1e!s G~ay 
• R~ mQc.cQutbu.~ Schelle. 

IbQlic.tcu.m feut1leci Engelm. 
RHAMNACEAE 

CeQoctbu.s feut1leci G~ay 
ROgIDUU.S Qetu.lgefQliQ G~eene. va~. QQQ~QtQ K. & P. 

·7 R~ CQlifCCOic.Q Esch. ssp. u.c~iOQ CG~eene] Wolf. 
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Table 6 [cont). List of 127 native plant species studied. 

ROSACEAE 
C~C~Q~QCR~a mQotQO~a Raf. VOL. RQ~~1~~utQt~a [5. Wats.) 

F. L. MaLtin 
• E~~o~a aacQtloQ EhLh. ssp. ~1c~oa [Woot. & StandI.] 

McUaugh 
SALICACEAE 
• ~QR~l~a fcemQut11 Wats. 
• ~~ll~ ~QQ~10~11 Ball 
• ~~ lQalcleQla Benth. 

SAXIFRAGACEAE 
~bllQ~elQb~a mlC~QRb~ll~a GLay 

• Rlbea QUceum PULsh. 
SCROPHULARIACEAE 
• ~lmyly~ gy11gty? D.C. 
SOLANACEAE 
• ~b~aQlla ~lCQ1U1QUQ MilleL VOL. aQOQ~Qe [Torr.) Water-

fall (- ~~ lQO~lfQl1Q Nutt.) 
TYPHACEAE 
• IURbQ lQtlfallQ L. 
UMBELLIFERAE 

6~~~lQ ec~ctQ [Huds.) Coville 
UITACEAE 
• ~lti~ QCi~QOiCQ Engelm. 

"""f·--- .-.-.--- --.-



Field methods 

Both Ramsey Canyon and Canelo Hills study sites were 

visited fourteen times from June 1983-June 198~, and then 

less frequently until July of 1985 CTable 7J. The frequency 

of visitation declined as my familiarity with the flora 

improved, and was ultimately determined by the general 

activity level of vegetation at each study location. 

Because the first months of the study coincided with intense 

summer plant activity, extensive and frequent collecting was 

required to establish familiarity with the plants as 

individual species. For example, JYD~~~ QQlt~~~~ was 

unwittingly collected repeatedly until the range of its 

morphological expressions became known. After each 

collecting trip, all plants were identified and verified at 

the University of Arizona Herbarium, to be added to the 

growing list of plants recognized. 

Intervals between collecting trips varied according to 

the season. Collecting and observation sessions were less 

than four weeks apart during the summer and fall months, 

since phenological changes were occurring rapidly during 

this period. As both riparian areas approached the winter 

dormont season, collecting trips were spaced at longer 

intervals until the first signs of renewed activity in the 

spring. 

During each visit a suite of phenological observations 
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Table 7. List of dotes r"ipor"ion hobitats wer"e visited. 

Dote(s) Visited Romsey Canyon Conelo Hills 

June 1f-5, 1883 X X 
June 25-26 X X 
July 8-10 X X 
Aug 6-7 X X 
Aug 20 X X 
Sept 3 X X 
sept 17 X r"oined out 
Oct 8-8 X X 
Nov 6 X X 
Jon 8, 188Lf X X 
Feb 12 X X 
Mar" 30 X X 
Apr" 29 X X 
May 20 X X 
Aug 19 X X 
Sept 15 X X 
June 1, 1985 X X 
July 20 X X 
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was made on ell plants collected previously. plus those 

newly added. Information was kept on ~x6 index cards; 

entries included the date and current observations on stem. 

leaf, flower and fruit condition (Table 8J. To insure 

consistency of observations between visits, parts of each 

species that provided important clues to its recognition 

were taped to the back of the index card carried in the 

field. All phenological notations were made on a population 

of individuals to reflect general species activity. Dual 

conditions, such as presence of both immature and mature 

fruit/seeds, were noted only when each was quite obvious and 

applied to a significant number of individuals. Noting in 

the field when the different species of grasses resumed 

active growth was difficult, since vegetative charact~rs 

were not always helpful in identification. 

Herbarium specimens, black and white photographs, and 

envelopes of pollen and fruit provide voucher documentation 

for this study. Standard field collecting techniques and 

data recording were employed to provide a collection of 

plants to serve as herbarium voucher specimens. These 

specimens have been deposited in the University of Arizona 

Herbarium in Tucson. The black and white photographs remain 

in the files of the author, as do the pollen and seed 

samples which serve as part of a modern comparative 

collection useful in identifying fragmented plant parts from 

archaeological sites. 

----_.--_.---._-----
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Table 8. Fhenological observations made on riparian plant 
populations. At each visit, a species was observed for all 
parts listed below. 

Leaves None present 

Young, active growth 

Stems No active growth 

Active growth 

Flowers None present 

Buds present 

In full bloom 

Withering 

Fruit/Seeds None present 

"'"ii\ .• --- • _ .. ----.----

Immature 

Mature 

Prior season's fruit 
still clinging 

CQrn.rn.e.nt. 

Leaves toward end 
of twigs smaller 
and expanding 

All fu 11 size 

Internodes toward 
twig & branch ends 
short, flexible; 
often green and 
without mature 
bark 



Pollen wash samples 

PLoceduLes fOL ocquiLing the pollen wash samples weLe 

68 .... 1. 
~ 

as follows. As fLuit, seeds OL leaves of species came into 

motuLity, vOLiable amounts (aveLaging fLom 1-2 cupsJ weLe 

hOLvested and immediately washed with a concentLoted stLeam 

of distilled woteL into clean plastic contoineLs. The pH of 

the wash woteL was then loweLed to a Longe of 2-3 with 

hydLochloLic acid to LetoLd fungal gLowth. The samples weLe 

stoLed until they could be ocetolyzed occoLding to the 

laboLotoLY pLoceduLes outlined in Appendix 2. 

At the time of hOLvest of the paLts, pLedictions weLe 

mode on whetheL OL not the pollen of the species in question 

~os expected to show up in the wash woteL. PLedictions weLe 

based mainly-on stLuctuLol choLocteListics and timing of 

floweLing in Lelotion to the POLtS of inteLest. A need to 

anticipate SOULces of pollen tLanspoLt into aLchoeologicol 

sites undeLlies on inteLest in plant POLtS as pollen tLOPS 

[see BohLeL 1972, 1981bJ. This some inteLest is shoLed by 

LeseoLcheLs conceLned with diffeLent modes of pollen entLY 

into POCkLct middens [Davis and AndeLson 1987J. 
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RESULTS 

All three major date bases, including the phenological 

data, ethnographic information, and archaeological cita

tions, are presented. The field work to develop the 

phenological profiles covered one full year, with periodic 

visits over a second year. This coverage is insufficient to 

detect potential interannual variability in timing of 

phenologicol events. 

Phenological profiles were developed for a total of 127 

native species, 6~ from Canelo Hills and 63 from Ramsey 

Canyon. For each species, the profile has been presented in 

a pictDrialized format that precedes each discussion (see 

Figure ~ for an explanation of the general schemeJ. 

Species are alphabetically arranged, according to 

genus. Full citotions (including authorities, subspecies, 

varietiesJ are listed at the start of each discussionj 

thereafter only genus and species names ore referred to in 

the text, tables or appendicies. 

Each full species citation is followed by a series of 

explanatory entries. Codes for location of collection are 

RC - Ramsey Canyon and CH - Canelo Hills. The number 

immediately following the location code, for example RC-1, 

refers to the actual collecting station within the preserve. 

A number in parentheses, such as (KA #62-83) was that 

assigned by Adams as the field collection number. The 
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Figure~. Symbols for phenological profiles. (a) Basic 
positioning of parts monitored. The vertical line represents 
stem/twig status. The position displaying leaf activity 
diverges from the lower right, the location of flower 
status from the middle on the left, and fruit development 
from the upper right. (b) Stems/twigs inactive. (c) Stems/ 
twigs elongating. (d) Leaves have emerged directly from 
ground or water's surface. (e) Leaves on twigs actively 
expanding. (fJ Leaves appear mature. (g) Flower buds swell
ing. (hJ Full flowering apparent. (iJ Flowers withered but 
still cling to branches. (j) Immature fruit present. (k) 
Mature fruit available. (1) Mature clinging fruit was formed 
in the previous calendar year. Symbols may be combined, e.g. 
both immature and mature fruit could be present. In any 
profile, an X indicates that the plant has died back to 
ground level or to such on extent that it is difficult to 
find on the landscape. A blank space represents an annual 
plant that is overwintering as a disseminule in the soil. 



accession number applied by the University of Arizona 

Herbarium is preceded by the letters UA, for example 

UA2S~6~7. 
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A sample of the ethnographic and archaeological 

literature, largely representing the southwestern United 

States, has been surveyed for Native American uses of all 

native species. Ethnographic data cited in this study has 

been taken at face value and reported as written. Yet 

certain reservations apply to written records. For example, 

one cannot assume that ethnographers recorded data on all 

plants in use by a group; nor can one be completely certain 

that their identifications are always correct. Another 

potential bias involves plants formerly in use, but no 

longer relied upon when the historic observations were made. 

Even as ethnographers recorded, plants that once played an 

important role in subsistence were being replaced by more 

easily acquired European foodstuffs. 

The archaeological record is also not without bias. 

For years only larger, visible plant remains were recovered; 

sometimes only those items actually known by the excavators 

were saved. Advent of various flotation methods in the 

1970's greatly increased chances of recovering microscopic 

parts of taxa not recognized before. Unfortunately the 

criteria of identification of prehistoric plant remains are 

often omitted from a report, making it difficult to evaluate 

the basis for many identifications. 
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With these biases in mind, the following section out

lines the seasonality of a plant, followed by a text summary 

of the historic uses and prehistoric record. Frequently the 

cumbersome literature citations are summarized in table 

format. The overall significance of a given species for 

humans is addressed, as is the likelihood that the various 

ports sought might survive in the archaeological record. 

Although the major focus of this study was on nctive 

species, some phenological data was also gathered on nine

teen plants known or suspected to have been introduced into 

the New World in historic times (Kearney and Peebles 1960). 

These observations have been retained and appear in 

summarized form in Appendix 3. 



eQi~~ ~gD~glC~ (Gordon & GlendenningJ Hoopes 
RC-1 (KA #62-83J UA25~6~7 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

8biaa cOnCOlOL grows less than 10 meters from the 

stream at Ramsey Canyon, on a shallow slope composed of 

colluvial sediments and granite bedrock. The surface sub-

strate is generally dry and the area receives over 50% 

exposure to the sun's rays. 

PHENOLOGY 

This evergreen fir resumes active stem elongation and 

leaf (needleJ growth in April, coinciding with the period 

when mole and female reproductive strobili (cones) emerge. 

Male cones cling to the branches for months, although they 

most likely shed viable pollen only for a short while. 

Female cones high in the tree branches appear to ripen in 

October and November, before they turn brown and come aport. 

By December the female cones are no longer visible. Active 

vegetative growth that began in April slaws considerably in 

August, and by September appears to have ceased. 



ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Fi~ t~ees have offe~ed food to histo~ic g~oups in the 

fo~m of inne~ ba~k (especially the cambiumJ and seeds (Table 

9J. When the inne~ ba~k of e~ Dgl~gmeg was analyzed, it was 

found to have up to ~7% reducing suga~s, depending on the 

season of the yea~ ha~vested. It was desc~ibed as being 

tasty when eaten ~aw if peeled off the t~ee in winter o~ 

ea~ly sp~ing (Gae~tne~ 1970J. The Kawaiisu of California 

ate the seeds occasionally, but gene~ally conside~ed them 

inedible (Zigmund 1981:9J. Pe~haps they we~e mainly sought 

as a famine food, as both thei~ small size and difficulty in 

ha~vesting would ~equire much effo~t fo~ low ~etu~n. 

Diffe~ent g~oups conside~ed fi~ needles useful in 

medicinal teas, fo~ ce~emonial deco~ations, ond as "tobacco" 

(not to be confused with cultivated tobacco ~l~QtigDgJ. 

Resin was gathe~ed as a chewing gum and medicine. Pipestems 

have been fashioned f~om twigs of app~op~iate size. At the 

A~izona pueblos of Hopi and Hano, the name of a clan was the 

same name given to eQi~~ cQncQlQ~. 

Fi~ cha~coal has been ~ecove~ed f~om fou~ Anasazi sites 

of the 11th century A.D. in the Chimney Rock Mesa a~ea of 

Colorado (Minnis and Fo~d 1977:83J. The Chacoan period 

occupants of Salmon Ruin (A.D. 1090-1135) in no~thwestern 

New Mexico employed beams fashioned f~om eQi~~ cQncQlQ~ in 

thei~ roof const~uction (Adams 1980b:512). The Laborato~y 

of T~ee Ring Resea~ch in Tucson, A~izona undoubtedly has 
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Table 9. Ethnogr-aphic r-erer-ences to the use or ebiaa. 

SPECIES 

A. bolsamea 

A. concolor-

A. gr-andis 

Abies spp. 

PART AND USE 

inner- bar-k, eaten 

needles('?J, 
ritually smoked 

needles, made into 
a medicinal tea 

plant, name of a 
clan 

plcnt, name of the 
Fir Clan 

plant, in decora
tions 

resin, as a medicine 

resin as a 
medicine 

seeds, eaten 

twigs, as pipestems 

inner- bar-k, eaten 

resin, chewed 

GROUP(SJ 

Eastern U. S. 

Hopi, Ar-izona 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Hano, Tewa pueblo 
Arizona 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Picur-is, New Mexico 

Hano, Tewa pueblo of 
Ar-izona 

J<awaiisu, Calir. 

Hano, Tewa pueblo of 
Arizona 

Br-itish Columbia 

British Columbia 

REFERENCE 

Gaer-tner 1970 

Whiting 1966:62 

Swank 1932:2LJ: 

Whiting 1966:62 

Robbins et al. 
1916:38 

Swank 1932:2LJ: 

J<r-enetsky 196LJ::LJ:3 

Robbins et 01. 
1916:38 

2igmund 1981:9 

Robbin!:; et 01. 
1916:38 

cited in Yonovsky 
1936:LJ: 

cited in Yanovsky 
1936:LJ: '-I 

til 
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files on nume~ous Southweste~n United States p~ehisto~ic 

sites whe~e aQ1~~ se~ved both as ~oof beams and fi~ehea~th 

mate~ial. 

SIGNIFICANCE FDR HUMANS 

76 

In Ramsey Canyon, the inne~ ba~k of aQ1~~ ~QncQ1Q~ 

might be sweetest in Janua~y and Feb~ua~y. just p~io~ to 

~esumption of vegetative g~owth in Ma~ch. Seeds could be 

collected f~om intact female cones high in the t~ee o~ f~om 

fallen cones in Octobe~ o~ Novembe~. All other needs se~ved 

by this species would be met yeo~ ~ound, such as needles 

sought fo~ medicine, "tobocco" o~ as ce~emonial pa~ophe~no

lio, ~esin os chewing gum or medicine, twigs as pipestems, 

ond wood fo~ ~oof beoms and fi~ehea~th fuel. 

PREDICTIONS fOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Pa~ts of eQle~ exposed to fi~e, such as hea~thfuel 

o~ ~oof beams bu~ned in a cotast~ophic conflag~ation, could 

p~ese~ve. Othe~ pa~ts not no~molly exposed to fi~e. such os 

needles, twigs ond seeds, might survive only if buried in 

deep deposits o~ in p~otected locations. Inne~ bark is 

conside~ed to be a highly pe~ishable pa~t. P~ese~ved resin 

would ~equi~e n compo~ative collection of ~esins and gums 

fo~ accu~ate identification. 
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e~glu~bg liDgbeim~ri Muell. Arg. 

CH-3 [KA #182-83) UA255002 

_0_ 2<_ _6. _~ x _6. X 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

At Canelo Hills, a~~l~gbQ l~nctbe1mec1 thrives along the 

permanent stream in wet to fully saturated soil composed 

entirely of alluvial deposits. Different e~glU~bg plants 

are exposed to varied amounts of sunlight. 

PHENOLOGY 

This barely shrubby plant is in full flower in July. 

Flowering tapers off considerably by September, and mature 

fruit capsules can be found in both September and October. 

The period of active vegetative growth spans the months July 

through September. In November the plant dies back to 

ground surface, and remains dormant for e number of months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

In Mexico a number of e~Ql~gbQ species, including e~ 

l1m;lbe1met:1, weLe known as "yerba del cancer" end used for 

treating cancer, ulcers, sore gums and loose teeth [Altschul 

1973:158-159). People in Honduras, Guatemala, Indochina, 

the Soloman Islands, the Philippine Islands and Figi all had 

medicinal uses for e~glU~bg [Altschul 1973:158-159). Nine 
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species have seLved gLOUPS in east AfLica in medicinal waysj 

geneLally a decoction of the Loots OL leaves has been 

applied to tLeat some exteLncl malady, although sometimes it 

was dLunk [KokwoLo 1976:85-86]. 

sought in Mexico. fOL example, the TaLahumaLa of Chihuahua 

consideLed the leaves as a flavoLing rOL food dishes 

[Pennington 1963:76]. Mexicans bundled up leaves and stems 

of this plant and cLushed them to a powdeL to be applied to 

sOLes; they also made a tea fLom the plant to CULe itch 

[Rose 1899:229]. AppaLently a mouth wash fOL SOLe gums and 

loose teeth was also decocted [Lewis and Lewis 1977:261]. 

No aLchaeological LecoLd found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Basically it seems that eCQl~gbQ has potential as a 

medicinal plant, pLepaLed as an exteLnal Lemedy OL possibly 

to be ingested as a tea. WhetheL OL not e~ llDgbelIDeri can 

be safely consumed as a medicinal tLeatment OL food flavoL-

ing is unknown. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

If the plant undeLgoes extensive alteLation in pLepaLa-

tion as a medicine, most likely no Lscognizable paLts would 

Lemain in the ancient LBcoLd. Incidental intLoduction of 

Lipe capsules with seeds might bLing in a paLt apt to 

pLeseLve, pLovided an accidental bULning event OL supeLb 

pLeseLvation conditions pLevailed. 



eQe~ ~gQQbg~YID MOLsh. ssp. g~gDglg~DtgtYID CNutt.J Desm. 
(- e~ g~gDglg~DtgtUID Nutt.J 
RC-2 (KA #69-83J UA 25~877 
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HABITAT 

encounteLed along the stLeam at Ramsey Canyon. It does well 

in filteLed light as an undeLstoLY tLse. 

PHENOLOGY 

FloweL and leaf buds of big-tooth maple begin to swell 

in MaLch, and floweLing follows shoLtly theLeafteL since 

immatuLe fLuits OLe pLesent in ApLil. Leaves continue to 

enlaLge until June, at which time vegetative gLowth slows 

consideLably. The fLuits begin to Lipen in August, and by 

OctobeL only ma~uLe-appeaLing somaL as cling to bLanches. 

FLuits have all dLopped off by NovembeL. In NovembeL matuLe 

leaves can still be obseLved, but by DecembeL only dead and 

witheLed leaves OLe Letained. Uegetative dOLmancy spans the 

peLiod of OctobeL to eOLly MaLch. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHREOLOGICRL RECORDS 

Big-tooth maple wood makes excellent fuel CKeaLney and 

Peebles 1960:526-527J. In wLiting on edible plants of 

---_.-------.... __ ... 
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northern Arizona, Bartlett (1951:52) reports that maple 

sugar was sometimes made from the sap of this species (as SL 

gt:t!DQ..1.QeD.tg.tUID) • 

Other species of maple have also been used by historic 

groups. The twigs of e~et: DegUDQQ were used as prayersticks 

by the Acoma and Laguna (Swank 1932) and Navajo (Wyman and 

Harris 1951:31); the Kiowa burned the wood in a peyote 

csremony (Uestal and Schultes 1939:~1). Castetter and Opler 

(1936:~~) relate how the Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache 

groups gathered material for sweetening by boiling e~ 

DegYDQQ inner bark and cambium just beneath the bark. Ramah 

Navajo made an infusion of the branches of this species to 

treat swellings (Uestal 1952:36). In the New Mexican pueblo 

of Isleta, the supple trunks of stLaight young specimens of 

e~et: glt!DrUID weLe the choice of bows; this species was 

sought in the Manzano mountains, some distance from the 

pueblo (Jones 1931:20). 

The archaeological record confiLms some of the historic 

uses noted above. ALLow shafts and utilized sticks of e~et: 

Deg~DQQ were Lecovered from Pueblo III period cliff 

dwellings in Johnson Canyon in southwestern Colorado 

(Nickens 1981:7~). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Maple wood could be sought year Lound for fuel needs. 

Twigs and bLanches could also be acquiLed at any time as 
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proyersticks or for medicinol preporotions, olong with 

supple trunks of young trees needed os bows. Topping the 

trees for sop ond peeling the inner bork to extroct 

sweetening would likely be more productive in the period 

prior to resumption of vegetotive growth in the spring, 

probobly in February. This is the time of year when the 

trees have initiated internal tronsport of nutrients to 

developing buds, and active cell division which produces 

soft inner bork tissue. Inner bork ocquired in other months 

might not be os sweet. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Ports predicted to show up in the prehistoric record 

include wood in firepits ond twigs ond branches fashioned 

into ortifocts. No evidence of sop or inner bork would be 

expected ta survive, especially if the inner bork had been 

boiled for ony period of time to remove the sugors. 
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HABITAT 

e~~Q~~~QO Q~1~Qoic~m g~ows on a steep colluvial slope, 

in d~y soil not fa~ f~om the Ramsey Canyon st~eam. The a~ea 

is heavily shaded by a highe~ canopy of t~ees. 

PHENOLOGY 

This pe~ennial wheat g~ass can be ~ecognized in May by 

vi~tue of its wide blue-g~een leaves. Stem and leaf g~owth 

a~e vigo~ous th~ough June, continuing th~ough Octobe~. Full 

flowe~ing p~edominates fo~ July and August. By Septembe~ 

the fi~st ca~yopses a~e ~ipe, and matu~e f~uit is available 

until the end of Novembe~. In Decembe~ the g~ass gene~ally 

dies back fo~ a five month do~mant pe~iod. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnog~aphic ~eco~d is quite spa~se ~ega~ding wheat 

g~ass. Only the "seeds" Cca~yopsesJ of e~t.Qg~t=:QO Cagan~, a 

species nctu~alized in this count~y f~om Eu~asia CKea~ney 

and Peebles 1960:93), we~e among those fo~me~ly eaten by the 

Gosiute of Nevada and Utah CChcmbe~lin 1911:360). Polish, 
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HungaLian and Roumanian peasants ate flouL made fLom the 

Loots of a~~QR~~QD, consideLing it a cLitical feod in famine 

times (Sunda 1977:2J. WhetheL gLOUPS in the New WOLld have 

eV8L sought any native species of wheat gLass is unknown. 

PeLhaps the common OCCULLence of eLgot, a fungus that 

especially paLasitizes egrQ~UrQD among wild Lange gLasses 

(Lewis and Lewis 1977:2~J. discouLaged people fLom seeking 

this gLass fOL food. 

No aLchaeological LecoLd found, but see discussion of 

"flUIDY~ complex" undeL ~lUIDY~. 

SIBNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Unknown. 

PREDICtIONS FOR tHE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Data too scanty fOL pLedictions. 

---- -._-._---------
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HABItAt 

elli~m ceLo~~m g~ows in dense shade in wet soil 

ve~y nea~ the side of the st~eam at Ramsey Canyon. The 

unde~lying subst~ate is composed af ove~bank sediments 

subject to f~equent flooding. 

PHENOLOGY 

Some wild elli~m species a~e mo~e typically found in 

the sp~ing, while othe~s a~e available in late summe~ o~ 

fall CKea~ney and Peebles 1960: 179-181J. elli~ID ~erD~~ID, 

the nodding onion, is one of the late 5umme~/ea~ly fell 

species, fi~st ~ecognized at Ramsey Canyon in August. By 

Septembe~ the plants a~e in full flowe~ and al~eady 

p~oducing ~ipe seeds. Sho~tly the~eafte~ they die back to 

g~ound level and a~e not obvious on the landscape fo~ up to 

the following ten months. 

EtHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

elli~m ~erD~um bulbs have been gathe~ed by g~oups all 

ove~ the Ame~icon Southwest and into the G~eat Plains a~ea 

CToble 10J. People have consumed bulbs and leaves of othe~ 
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Table 10. Ethnographic rererences to the use or elli~m, especially e~ ~~rDuum. 

SPECIES 

A. cernuum 

Allium spp. 

PART ANI] USE 

bulbs and leaves, eat
en raw or as rlavoring 

bulbs, eaten raw or 
as rlavoring; dried 

bulbs·, eaten raw 

bulbs, eaten raw 

bulbs, eaten raw or 
as rlavoring; dried 

bulbs, eaten raw or 
cooked; stored; used 
as a medicine 

bulbs, os rood 

bulbs·, as rood and 
medicinal remedies 

bulbs, as a Flavoring 

bulbs, as rood 

·species listed as a synonym. 

GRDUP(S) 

Blackroot, NW 
Great Plains 

NavajO 

Tewa or Hano 

Hopi, Arizona 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Spanish-Americans, 
New Mexico 

Chiricahua and 
Mescalero Apache 

REFERENCE 

Johnston 1870:308 

Bailey 181.±0:286 

Robbins et 01. 
1816:53 

Whiting 1866:70; 
Nequatewa 181.±3:20 

Vestal 1852:20 

Jones 1831:20-21 

Swank 1832:25 

Curtin 1865:55 

Castetter and Dpler 
1836:1.±7 

White Mt. Apache, AZ Buskirk 181.±8:31.±6 

[D 
(J1 
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Table 10 (cant. J EthnolJraphic ref"erences to the use of" Elll1u.m, especially El ... 

SPECIES 

Allium spp. 

C~J::DY!.lID. 

PART AND USE 

bulbs, as f"ood 

bulbs, eaten raw or 
cooked in ashes 

bulbs, as f"ood 

bulbs, eaten row or 
dried f"or winter use 

bulbs, eaten row or 
as a flavot"ing 

bulbs, eaten row or 
as a f"lavot"ingj dt"ied 

bulbs, as rood 

bulbs, as food 
t"oasted 

bulbs, eaten raw or 
os a flavoring 

bulbs, eaten raw or 
as a f"lavoring 

bulbs, to flavot" 
meat 

GROUP(SJ 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
At"izona 

Not"thern At"izona 
gt"oups 

Pima, At"izona 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Gosiut~, Nevada and 
Utah 

Comanche, Okla. 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

Nebt"aska gt"oups 

Set"i, Sonot"a 

REFERENCE 

Wyman and Hat"t"is 
1951: 17 

8at"tlett 1951:50 

Russell 1975:76 

Kt"enetsky 196'%: 
'%3 

Lange 1968:1'%9 

Cushing 197'%:227 

Chamberlin 1911: 
360 

Cat"lson and Jones 
19'%0:520 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:37 

Gilmot"e 1977:19 

Felget" and Moser 
1976:25 III 

01 
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onion species either raw or caoked, often adding them to 

other food as a flavaring. The Cahuilla of California 

gathered wild onion bulbs Just prior to full flowering in 

late spring or early summer (Bean and Saubal 1972:37). 

Havard (1895:113) provided some historical insight into the 

importance of ell~~m as a foodstuff when he noted that "it 

was their abundance allover the land which gave them value, 

rather than their quality". He also noted that many early 

explo~ers were forced to sustain life by relying on wild 

onions. 

Wild onions have been dried and stored for winter use. 

They have also provided material for medicinal remedies. 

For example, warm onions were applied externally as a relief 

for sore throat by the Isleta of New Mexico, who also 

thought that application of on onion to infected places 

would cure them promptly (Jones 1931:20-21). 

The archaeological record of ell~~m use is scarce. 

Small wild onions were occasionally found in Basketmaker 

deposits in a prehistoric rock shelter in Val Verde County, 

Texas (Pearce and Jackson 1933:131). The outer diagnostic 

bulb scales of ell~~m mg~cQgetQl~m were common in Mesa Verde 

period [A.D. 1180-1250) trash strata at the Salmon Ruin in 

northwestern New Mexico, most likely representing a food 

(Bohrer 1980:2~3). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Ramsey Canyon the bulbs and leaves of nodding onion 
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could only be gathe~ed du~ing a ~elatively short time in 

August and September to satisfy both food and medicinal 

needs. Perhaps bulbs would be preferred in August, before a 

plant shifted its major store of energy fram bulb to 

developing flowers/fruit. A sharp-eyed observer who noted 

the exact location of a wild anion stand might be able to 

dig in the ground at other times of the year to harvest the 

ove~wintering bulbs. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Unless the diagnostic outer bulb scales a~e preserved 

in protected locations, prehistoric acquisition af nodding 

onions is not likely to be retained in the ancient record. 

Eating the bulbs row, cooked, or as a flavoring for other 

dishes would destroy identifying criteria. Likewise, 

heoting onions to obtain a poultice in medicinal treatment 

would not provide the best conditions for preservation. 

Possibly bulbs roasted or cooked in ashes would occasionally 

preserve as complete chorred specimens. 
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emQr~bg fr~ti~g~g L. var. g~~~g§Dtgli~ (Abrams) K. & P. 

RC-~ (KA #79-83) UA2S~88S 

~ I 
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HABITAT 

BmQcgQQ fc~t~cQaQ does well in partial shade along the 

stream at Ramsey Canyon. It can be found on steep colluvial 

slopes or fairly flat land underlain by granite bedrock. 

The substrate is generally dry, though the roots are 

undoubtedly in water. 

PHENOLOGY 

Indigo-bush is a medium-sized shrub that renews growth 

in April, signaled by both leaf emergence and stem 

elongation. The plant is in full flower in May and June, 

though it is not until September that the fruit pods first 

appear ripe. This first ripening coincides with cessation 

of vegetative activity in September. The ripe pods are 

available until November, at which time the plant loses all 

its leaves. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The Kiowa of Oklahoma made use of the long stems· of 

indigo-bush as a bedding material; the stems were fashioned 
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into a foundation for a temporary bed of leaves (Uestal and 

Schultes 1939:31J. The Pawnee felt that by butchering meat 

onto a thick layer of this plant spread on the ground the 

meat would be kept clean (Gilmore 1977:~lJ. Navajo made use 

of e~ mlcrg~bullu~ as a snuff for colds (Elmore 19~~:55J. 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

In order to be fully effective, it might be better to 

have the indigo-bush leaves still clinging to stems gathered 

for bedding foundations, or for holding butchered meat off 

the ground. At Ramsey Canyon this would be during the 

months of April through November. Use of the leaves os a 

snuff for colds would span the same period. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

If indigo-bush stems and leaves gathered for 0 domestic 

purpose also carLied ripe pods, perhaps some of the durable 

tiny seeds would enter the archaeological record. Since the 

pods generally dehisce easily, few seeds might actuolly be 

brought into a dwelling. In order for the seeds to 

preserve, some special condition would be required, such as 

accidental burning of 0 dwelling or burial in deep, dry 

deposits. The very tiny leaves of this plant would be 

difficult to recognize in archaeological debris unless 

recovered via a process such as flotation . 

.".------------ _._- .---
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HABITAT 

west side of the stream at Canelo Hills Cienega, in an area 

fully exposed to the sun's rays. The underlying substrate 

consists mainly of alluvium. 

PHENOLOGY 

This robust perennial blue-stem grass can first be 

recognized as vegetative in June. By July flowering has 

commenced, followed shortly by maturity of the first grains. 

Flowering and grain ripening continue in tandem through the 

months of August and September, at which time flowering 

ceases and most groins observed seem mature. Leaf expansion 

slows in July, much earlier than the cessation of active 

stem elongation in October. The grass dies back in 

December, and remains inconspicuous on the landscape until 

the following June. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Two species of blue-stem grass were used by the Ramah 
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Navajo of New Mexico (Uestal 1952:15). Ashes of the stems 

and leaves of 8L ~CQ~~~i~~ provided blackening for the 

Enemyway ceremony, while ashes of 8L f~~c~t~~ did likewise 

for Evilway rites. The Omaha-Ponco of the Missouri River 

Region laid eL Qe~~~~1 (as eL f~~c~t~~) on poles to support 

the earth covering of lodges. Little boys made play arrows 

from the stems of this wild grass. A decoction of chopped 

fine lower blades was used for bathing to treat fevers 

[Gilmore 1977:16-17). 

The archaeological record considerably amplifies the 

ethnographic record by revealing a number of times when 

different species of blue-stem were sought in prehistory. 

A tentative identification of e~ ~~CQQ~~U~ was given to some 

bundled raw material for fashioning baskets, mats, etc. 

found in a Basketmaker age rock shelter in Ual Uerde County, 

Texas (Pearce and Jackson 1933:115). enCrCQCggn was listed 

by York, et 01. (1961:97) as among plant remains recovered 

from a feature at U-Bar Cave, a suspected ceremonial 

location in the A.D. 1350-1~00 period in southwestern New 

Mexico. Salado peoples living in south-central Arizona in 

communal structures at Tonto National Monument in the A.D. 

1300's made pot rests out of coils of 8nQ~Q~QQQO (Bohrer 

1962:82). These rests permitted pottery vessels with 

rounded bottoms to sit upright on either a floor or on 

someone's head. 9DdrQQCgCD was also described as part of 

the foundation in coarse coiled basketry at Canyon Creek 
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Ruin in Arizona (Haury 193~:7~]. At least two species of 

eD~~Q~Q~QD were fashioned into artifacts recovered from the 

Ozark Bluff-Dwelle~ culture of Arkansas and Missouri 

(Gilmore 1931:9~]. Pieces of rope had bean twisted from the 

long lower blades of S4 f~~Q~t~a, as well as netted bags, 

sandals and insoles for moccasins. A fragment of a mat 

appeared to have been made of e~ ~CQ~g~lU~. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

It appears that blue-stem can serve a number of daily 

needs. Stems, leaves and entire plants might be gathered 

from July through September for basket-making, and the 

construction of pot rests, net bags, sandals, insoles, mats, 

and other items. Stems sought for play arrows and roof 

construction might not be collected until they had developed 

both length and strengh during the later part of the growing 

season. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Not much blue-stem evidence is expected to preserve in 

the archaeologi=al record, due to the general perishable 

nature of the parts. Accidental charring might totally 

consume grass leaves and stems, leaving no trace of their 

presence. Only superior conditions of preservation, such as 

the interior of a dry cave, would be likely to retain 

evidence of use of this grass; the present archaeological 

record bears this suggestion out. 
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HABITAT 

enQ~~ c~~~t~t~ con be found in dry soil on the eost 

side of the streom ot Conelo Hills Cienego. The oreo is 

fully exposed to the sun's roys. The underlying substrote 

is composed of colluvium ond volconic bedrock outcrops. 

PHENOLOGY 

This onnuol member of the mollow family germinotes in 

the summer months, ond comes into full flower in September. 

The plant continues to flower profusely until it dies. Ripe 

fruit ere ovoilable in both October and November. The plant 

is no longer obvious on the landscope by December, but is 

presumably present os overwintering seeds in the soil for a 

number of months. 

ETH~'OGRAPM I C/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Only two New World references to 9DCgg use were locoted 

in the literoture seorched. The leaves of 9ncgg bg~tgtg 

hove been mixed with olive oil end taken for inflommotion of 

the stomach in Mexico CRose 1899:230). enQ~~ t~~QO~Ul~~~~ 

"" 



was said to be good to eat and a t~eatment fo~ feve~ by 

people in the same count~y (Altschul 1973:187J. 

No a~chaeological ~eco~d found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 
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The spa~se natu~e of ~efe~ences to SOQQQ make it 

difficult to infe~ potential significance. If 8Dggg 

cri~tgtg is not poisonous to humans, pe~haps the leaves 

could se~ve as both medicinal t~eatment and food. If so, 

they could be gathe~ed in Ramsey Canyon du~ing the months of 

Septembe~ th~ough Novembe~. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Plants gathe~ed fo~ eating o~ to be mixed in medicinal 

p~epa~ations a~e not apt to become pa~t of the archaeologi

cal ~eco~d. It is not conside~ed that much 8Dggg evidence 

would ~outinely p~ese~ve in ancient sites. 
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HABITAT 

e~Qc~n~m ~1b1L1c~m can grow in soil fully saturated 

with water, with 100% exposure to the sun. At Canelo Hills 

it does well in the water-logged soils of the cienega. 

PHENOLOGY 

By April this perennial Indian-hemp has renewed its 

grawth. Then long flexible stems support rapidly expanding 

leaves. Uegetative growth continues until July, when the 

plant reaches full flowering. Mature fruits first present 

in August have nearly all dispersed by September. Stem 

elDngation slows considerably in Octaber and the plant 

resumes dormancy from November through March. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOlOGICAL RECORDS 

Apparently many members of the dogbane family (Apocyna-

ceaeJ are poisonous as well as being important rubber plants 

(Kearney and Peebles 1960:651). e~gCYDUID ~U~~ggrfll Greene 

var. gDgU~tlfgllUID Wooton was assayed to have 1.89% rubber, 

which is a relatively high percentage for a native 
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Southwestern plant CBuehrer and Benson 19~5:19J. This same 

species was immersed in cold water by the Kayenta NavajO to 

become an emetic medicine and ceremonial waterway chant 

lotion. Sometimes it was ground and mixed with frost to be 

used in a curative way CWyman and Harris 1951:36J. At least 

two species of egQQ~n~m were sought by the Ramah NavajO of 

New Mexico CUestal 1952:39J. The leaves of eL m~~i~m served 

as an emetic and the plants, after having been placed on hot 

rocks, were applied to the head of someone with an infect-

ion. Leaves of e~ ~iDl£i~YID were used to treat stomach-ache 

and as an emetic and lotion. 

Again and again in literature on historic southwestern 

groups the Indian-hemp species referenced is e~QkUDUID 

kQDDQDiDUID. People in southern Utah, California and Arizona 

extracted fibers from the stems of this species to make 

ropes, twine, nets and clothing. The woody stems were first 

soaked in water, and the bark removed, leaving a soft, silky 

fiber which is very strong and durable CPalmer 1678:6~9). 

Southern Paiute groups had many uses for this species when-

ever strong, flexible fibers were needed CKelly 196~J. 

Fourteen northern Paiute groups used the bark fibers to make 

rope and string; they generally found the plant in the moist 

rich soil of river bottoms (Stewart 19~1:~28J. The Luiseno 

of the California coast made items of clothing from the 

fibers, fashioning twine by rolling the fibers between a 

hand and a bore thigh (Sparkman 1908:201-202J. 
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e~Q~~DYID ~gDDgD~DUID has also been sought fo~needs 

othe~ than fibe~s. Along the uppe~ Rio G~ande ~ive~ 

d~ainage in New Mexico, Spanish folks laid the stems of this 

plant in the sun to dry the milky fluid ~eleased, and then 

chewed the dessicated little bolls as chewing gum (Cu~tin 

1965:111). Also in New Mexico Picu~is child~en made small 

toys f~om the stems (K~enetsky 196~:~3). 

In an attempt to use a p~ope~ty of a plant to t~eat a 

human conditian, Acoma and Laguna mothe~s in New Mexico 

rubbed the c~ushed milky leaves of 8wQ~~DUm ~~~ig~ on thei~ 

b~easts to give mo~e and ~iche~ milk. A tea made f~om this 

plant se~ved the same pu~pose (Swank 1932:27). 

The a~chaeological ~eco~d ~eveals many identifications 

of Indian-hemp. Specimens of e~ c~nn~binum fibe~s, th~eads, 

twine and co~dage we~e listed by Gilmo~e (1931:100) as 

having been used by the Oza~k Bluff-Dwelle~ cultu~e of 

A~kansas and Missou~i. a~g~~DYm fibe~s fashioned into a 

co~d net and co~dage we~e ~ecove~ed f~om a 8asketmake~ 

~ockshelte~ site in Val Ve~de County, Texas (Pea~ce and 

Jackson 1933:38, 89). Twine and plant stalks we~e found in 

the Pueblo period occupation (A.D. 600-800) of Paiute Cave 

nea~ Ove~ton, Nevada (Ha~~ington 1930:115, 117). Nusbaum 

recove~ed egQC~nUm fibe~ string f~om Cave Du Pont, a 

Basketmaker cave in scuthe~n Utah (1922:103J, and Jennings 

(1957:228) noted fibers as having been used by the Dange~ 

Cave inhabitants of the G~eat Basin a~ea of Utah. Hewitt 



[1980a:68J listed plant fibers identified as e~gC~DumL 

e~~le~ig~ as forming one of the largest categories of 

cordage materials found in Cowboy Cove in central Utah. 
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While the bulk of the evidence suggests prehistoric use 

of fibers to fill material culture needs, one reference 

implies ingestion. Roust [1967:56,66J listed on eggQ~DUm 

twine ring in a human coprolite recovered from Lovelock Cave 

in Nevada; likewise he noted a similar item in a caprolite 

from Hidden Cave. This limited dot a may reveal that the 

fibers were eaten in famine times. 

SIGNIfICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Long Indian-hemp stems with flexible bark fibers 

would be available April through October. The fibers can be 

fairly easily peeled from the stems in long strands; the 

accompanying latex serves as a ready "glue" when wrapping 

the fibers. As for the ingestion of the twine, presumably it 

could be eaten fresh during the growing season, or at any 

time of the year, as the material lends itself to indefinite 

storage. Possibly the latex would have to be leached out 

prior to human consumption. 

PREDICTIONS fOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Items constructed of egQC~DUm fibers could be recovered 

from well-preserved locations. Evidence of human consump

tion might show up in human coprolites. Leaves and latex 

balls used in various ways would probably nat preserve. 
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HABITAT 

the stLeam at Canelo Hills Cienega. It can be found among 

otheL dense vegetation which pLovides a good deal of shade 

fOL individual plants. The locol substLate is composed of 

colluvium, with volconic bedLock. 

PHENOLOGY 

This peLennial heLboceous plant of the cucuLbit family 

is fiLst noticeable in June, emeLging fLom a laLge 

undeLgLound Loot. It appeaLS to continuously floweL fOL the 

months of July and August, but by SeptembeL floweLing has 

ceased and fLUit begins to Lipen. Active stem and leaf 

gLowth seem to have stopped by OctobeL, the month when 

matuLe fLUit become availabe. The plant Lesumes dOLmancy 

fOL seven months, beginning in NovembeL. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

No histoLic infoLmation on the use of e~Q~Qotbe~Q was 

found. HoweveL, aLchaeologists LecoveLed Lemains of this 
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genus in at least two locations in Mexico. Its seeds weLe 

found in several levels of a cave site dating to A.D. 600 

neaL the Ria Zape in DULango, suggesting to LeseaLcheLs the 

occupants had consideLed the LeSOULce a food (BLooks et 01. 

1862:367J. e~~ggDtb~rg Lemains weLe also cited by MacNeish 

(1867:280J as among those LecaveLed fLom sites spanning a 

long peLiod of pLehistoLY in the Tehuacan Ualley. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Possibly the seeds and/oL fLuit of this plant could be 

eaten, as the cucuLbit family has a numbeL of membeLs with 

edible fLuit. If matuLe fLuit weLe sought, as is suggested 

in limited pLehistoLic LefeLences, SeptembeL and OctobeL 

would be the months of haLvest. It is quite likely, 

howeveL, that matuLe fLuit would Lemain intact fOL a numbeL 

of months beyond OctobeL, as is the case with many wild 

membeLs of the cucuLbit family. 

PREDICtIONS FOR tHE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Chances of finding seeds OL fLuit would depend on 

ancient methods of pLepaLation. FOL example, paLching OL 

Loasting the seeds incLease chances of pLeseLvation, while 

boiling Leduces them. The delicate fLuit Lind might 

pLeseLve if pLotected in cave deposits OL otheL dLY sites. 
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HABITAT 

8CQliQ ~gcemQ~Q grows in deep shade in a boulder and 

cobble field nea~ the Ramsey Canyon stream. Little sun 

filters through the dense uppe~ story of trees, and the soil 

is generally damp. 

PHENOLOGY 

Although no vouche~ specimen was secu~ed due to the 

rare status of this species at Ramsey Canyon, obse~vations 

on life-cycle events on this membe~ of the ginseng family 

we~e routinely made. In July this perennial he~b grows 

~obustly f~om an obviously la~ge unde~ground sto~age o~gon. 

Rapid vegetative and reproductive development occur in July 

and August, with immature f~uit p~esent in Septembe~. The 

plant has died back to g~ound surface by Novembe~, and 

~emains dormant for eight manths, until the following July. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

8rglig is of ethnobatonical inte~est, for it de~ives 

f~om the same family as eQnQ~, (t~ue ginseng), a genus 
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widely used in many parts af the world. Like ginseng, the 

root of 8CQi1Q ha~ been frequently cited as of interest to 

humans as a flavoring, medicine and foad. According to 

Kearney and Peebles (1960:605), the undsrground parts of 

e~Qi1Q are spicy-oromatic, ond the root of e~ ~QcemQ~Q has 

been an ingredient of root-beer. In the Appalachian area of 

the eastern United States, the root was applied externally 

to relieve and reduce swellings, and a root decoction was 

drunk for kidney and liver troubles (Bolyard 1981:36-37). 

Bolyard states the Cherokee took the root as a tea for 

arthritis and backaches, and the Chippewa and Shawnees used 

it for a variety of other purposes. The roots of this 

plant, alone or mixed with the bark of a species of flD~~, 

formed the basis of a popular 19th century cough syrup 

(Lewis and Lewis 1977:302). Yanovsky (1936:~7) reports the 

Menominees ate the roots with wild onions, gooseberries and 

maple sugar. 

Apparently parts of e~Ql1Q other than the root have 

fulfilled human needs. In the Appalachian area, people 

used the plant as a carminative (relieves gas in the stomach 

or intestine) or to eose coughs or-other pains (Cere 

1967:210). Chumash in southern California sought ergllg 

~CllfQrDl~g for medicinal purposes (Timbrook 198~:16~). In 

China, young shoots and leaves of e~Qi1Q Qb1QeQ~1~ have been 

eaten, and the flower used in medicine. Two other species 

of e~Ql1Q served medicinal needs (Altschul 1973:211). 
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No archQsological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Young shoots of this plant would be available in July, 

and flowers could be gathered in August and September. 

Actively growing leaves are present at least for three of 

the four months the plant is active above ground, July

September. Presumably one would not harvest roots during 

the growing season, when much of the plant's nutrient 

reserves are located in the visible vegetative and 

reproductive parts. Once the plant dies completely back to 

ground level, root harvesting would require recall of plant 

locations as well as the ability to recognize any above

ground signals of a plant's presence. The roots would 

likely vary in chemical make-up at various times during the 

dormant season, offering different properties in the spring 

as the mechanisms to resume growth are set in motion. 

Possibly people would be aware of these differences, end 

prefer to harvest in a specific seeson. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

It would be quite unlikely that perishable flowers and 

young shoots of e~Qllg would survive in the ancient record. 

Roots might preserve if burned or in a location where 

conditions foster dessication. Recognizing roots would 

require detailed knowledge of root anatomy and morphology of 

a broad range of plants, and even then confusing 

alternatives might preclude positive identification. 
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e~~utu~ g~~~gD~~g (Gray) Sarg. 

RC-~ (KA #78-83) UA255000 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

e~Q~t~~ ~~i~QDiC~ does well in Ramsey Canyon on a steep 

slope underlain by pockets of colluvium and granite. The 

area is heavily shaded by trees, with less than 25% exposure 

to direct sunlight. The soil is fairly dry. 

PHENOLOGY 

This evergreen madrone tree begins stem elongation in 

March, two months before the leaves start to noticeably 

enlarge. All vegetative activity ceases in September. Full 

flowering spans the two months of May and June, and immature 

fruit can be observed clinging to branches for many 

succeeding months. Ripe red fruit was first documented in 

January, fully eight months after flowering, and remained 

until active growth resumed in March. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

e~Q~t~~ g~i~Qn1cg supplied edible fruit to the Tara-

humar of Chihuahua (Pennington 1963:119), as well as to the 

Tepehuan (Pennington 1969:137). The Tepehuan made bowls and 
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spoons from wood of this species (Pennington 1969:220). The 

leaves of another species, ecb~t~~ man~~g~11, were once used 

by the Cahuilla of southern California as a medicine for 

stomach ailments (Bean and Soubel 1972:~OJ. Madrone fruit 

has been eaten in California (Yanovsky 1936:50). 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 
Fruit of e~b~t~~ Qc1~Qn1~Q can be gathered in January 

and February, during the harsh part of winter in Ramsey 

Canyon. As a food resource clinging to branches above snow 

level, it would provide a critical food if provisions hod 

run low. Leaves from this evergreen species are available 

year round to satisfy medicinal requirements. Likewise the 

wood could be acquired at any time for production of various 

household utensils. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Depending on whether madrone fruit is normally eaten 

row, or on how it is prepared, the seeds might survive. If 

the fruit coot, and not the hard seeds, is the object of 

interest, seeds discorded in 0 habitation could remain as 

evidence of madrone use. Wood fashioned into bowls or 

spoons would presumably be recovered in any context where 

non-burned wood preservation is fostered, such as in a dry 

cove. 
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erQtc~tg~bulc~ ~YDgeD~ H.B.K. 

RC-1 (KA #138-83J UA2SS001 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

HABITAT 

ec~tQatQgb~lQa gUO~eOa does well in a site less than 10 

meters from the Ramsey Canyon stream. The shallowly sloping 

substrate in the area is composed of granite and colluvium. 

Generally the location is quite dry. 

PHENOLOGY 

This evergreen point-leaf manzanita shrub flowers in 

February, after having displayed flower buds for the 

previous 5 months. Flowering has ceased, and immature 

fruits are present by March; it tokes five months before the 

first ripe fruits show up in August. Stem elongation and/or 

leaf growth span the period from March until September, by 

which time all vegetative ~ctivity has slowed considerably. 

The dormont season for this shrub seems to be during the 

months of October through February. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnographic record documents extensive use of a 

number of species of manzanita, especially for e~ gUO~~n~ 

(Table 11l. For example, people allover the west have 
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TobIe 11. Ethnog~ophic ~efe~ences to the use of e~~tQ~tQghulQa. 

SPECIES 

A. glouco 

A. po~~yi 

A. potulo 

A. pungens 

PART AND USE 

f~uit, os food 
~ow o~ d~ied and 
g~ound into flou~ 

f~uit, as food 
g~ound 

f~uit, as food 

leaves, as ce~emoniol 
emetic ond "tobacco" 

flowe~s, as food 

f~uit, as beve~oge 

f~uit, as beve~age 

f~uit, as food o~ 
medicinal tea 

f~uit, as food 

f~uit, as food 

f~uit, os food; 
mashed with wate~ 

f~uit, eaten ~aw 
o~ sto~ed 

GROUP(S] 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

Luiseno, Calif. 

Kayenta NavaJa, 
A~iz. 

Kayenta NavaJo, 
A~iz. 

Apache, A~izona 

REFERENCE 

Bo~~ows 1900:6'-:1: 

Spa~kman 1908:230 

Wyman and Ha~~is 
1951:35 

Wyman and Ha~~is 
1951:35 

Buski~k 19'-:1:9:3'-:1:1 

S. Paiute, Utah Bye 1972:9'-:1: 
ond Nevada 

Weste~n Apache, A~iz. Gallaghe~ 1977:25 

San Luis Potosi, Bye 1979:1'-:1:5 
Mexico 

Apache, A~izona Buski~k 19'-:1:9:3'-:1:1 

Weste~n Apache, A~iz. GallaghB~ 1977:25 

NE Yavapai, A~iz. Giffo~d 1936 

SE Yavapai, A~iz Giffo~d 1932:213 .... 
o 
CD 
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Table 11 (cont.J Ethnographic references to the use of eL~t~~t~gb~iQ~. 

SPECIES 

A. pungens 

PART AND USE 

fruit, as food; 
sun-dried; stored 

fruit, as food 

fruit, as food 

fruit, as food, ["ow or 
dried; flour made 
into mush, bread 

fruit, as food, row 
or ground up 

leaves, mixed with 
"tobacco" 

leaves, smoked as 
"tobacco" and as a 
medicine 

leaves, smoked as 
"tobacco" 

leaves, as ceremonial 
emetic and smoked 
as "tobacco" 

GROUP(SJ 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

Tarahumara, 
Chihuahua 

Warihio and Tarahu
mara, Sonora 

S. Paiute, Utah and 
Nevada 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

S. Paiute, Utah and 
Nevada 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, New 
Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:'±O-'±1 

Pennington 1963: 
119. 123. 187 

Gentry 19'±2:6'± 

Bye 1972:9,± 

Pennington 1969: 
137, 183-18'± 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:'±O-'il 

Bye 1972:9,± 

Lange 1968:1l.J:9 

Vestal 1952:38; 
Wyman and Harris 

19'±1:58 

,.... 
o 
tD 
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Table 11 (cont.) Ethnographic references to the use of er~tg~tggbUlg~. 

SPECIES 

A. pungens 

A. uva-ursi 

PART AND USE 

leaves, as a medicinal 
teo 

leaves, as a medicinal 
teo 

leaves, as a medicinal 
teo 

seeds, as food 
ground into a meal 

seeds, as food 
roasted and ground 

wood, digging sticks 

wood, as firewood 

leaves, smoked as 
"tobacco"· 

leaves, smoked as 
"tobacco" 

leaves, smoked as 
"tobacco" 

leaves, smoked as 
"tobacco" 

GRDUP(S] 

Tarahumara, 
Chihuahua 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

Tarchumara, 
Chihuahua 

Apache, Arizona 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1863: 
118, 123, 187 

Bean and Saubel 
1872: LtO-Lt1 

Pennington 1869: 
137, 183-18Lt 

Bean and Saubel 
1872: LtO-Lt1 

Pennington 1863: 
118, 123, 187 

Buskirk 18Lt8:3Ltl 

Bean and Saubel 
1972: LtO-Lt1 

Uarious groups of the Gilmore 1877:56 
Missouri River regien 

Picuris, New Mexico Krenetsky 186Lt:LtLt 

Santa Ana, New Mexico White 18Lt5:558 

Jemez, New Mexico Cook 1830:20 
~ 
~ 

o 
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Table 11 Ccont.] Ethnographic references to the use of e~QtQ~tQub~lQa. 

SPECIES 

A. uva-ursi 

PART AND USE 

tannic acid, as a 
medicine 

Arctostaphylos fruit, os food 
spp. crushed 

fruit, as food 
raw or cooked; 
dried and ground 

leaves, boiled as 
a medicine 

leaves, smoked as 
"tobacco" 

·species listed as a synonym. 

GRDUPCSJ 

Spanish-Americans, 
New Mexico 

Kiliwa, Calif. 

Various groups in SW 
United States 

Kaibab Paiute 

Kaibab Paiute and 
Kaiparowits Paiute, 
Arizona and Utah 

REFERENCE 

Curtin 1965:68-69 

Meigs 1939:9 

Yanovsky 1936:50 

Kelly 1939:153 

Kelly 196~:~6, lS~ 

.... .... .... 
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harvested and eaten ripe pOint-leaf manzanita fruit, as well 

as mode a beverage and medicinal teo out of it. Groups ate 

the fruit row, or ground into a flourj frequently it was 

dried and stored for winter use. Palmer describes in detail 

the preparation techniques of one species, er~tg~tg~bUlg~ 

tQmeDtg~g [1878:599). Its fruits were dried in quantity, 

and then used in a fermented beverage, as a mush, or eaten 

dry. When ground to a fine flour, it was mode into a thin 

cake and then cooked in ashes, providing a sweet meal. In an 

alternate preparation technique, the Northeastern Yavapai of 

Arizona pounded the fruit on a metate, then placed the 

mashed material in a water-tight basket, and drank the 

mixturej sometimes the hard parts were spit out [Gifford 

1936J. Not only were the fruit frequently eaten in historic 

times, but a few groups were said to g~i~d the seeds into a 

meal, sometimes roosting them beforehand [Bean and Saubel 

1972:~O-~lj Pennington 1963:119, 123, 187J. 

Hints at timing of manzanita fruit harvest are in the 

literature. The Cahuilla in southern California customarily 

gathered the berries from June-September, sun-dried them 

and stored them for the future. Berries were collected as 

soon as they ripened, or the birds would devour themj 

manzanita thickets were known locations for animal 

diverSity, providing a rich hunting opportunity [Bean and 

Saubel 1972:~O-~lJ. The Kiliwa of California crushed row 

berries and ate them when ripe in June and July [Meigs 
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1939:9). The Kawaiisu of the same state apparently did not 

distinguish between different species of manzanita, and were 

said to gather ripe fruit in August and September (Zigmund 

1981:12). 

Manzanita leaves have provided many groups with a ulild 

"tobacco" (not to be confused with cultivated tobacco 

~icQtigng), either alone or when mixed with other material. 

The Kaiparowits Paiute considered mixing of the leaves in a 

smoking mixture an old custr (Kelly 196~:~6, 5~). People 

also prepared ceremonial emetics and medicinal teas from the 

leaves; Spanish-Americans living along the Rio GLunde River 

in New Mexico sought them for the medicinal properties of 

their tannic acid (Curtin 1965:68-69). 

People have also brought the wood of manzanita into 

their firehearths, as well as fashioning digging sticks from 

it. A single reference to the consumption of flowers 

[Buskirk 19~9:3~1) reveals yet another port of this plant 

that has served human needs. 

Manzanita remains seem to be rare in Southwestern 

United States prehistoric sites, but occasionally a record 

of use is revealed. At Grasshopper Pueblo in central 

Arizona, occupants in the period A.D. 1300-1~00 left fruit 

pits in three ovens and in seven other room contexts (Bohrer 

1982:98). Bohrer (1982:102) pointed out that the seeds of 

some e~Qtg~tg~bYlg~ can be scarified to promote germination 
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via fi~eJ c foet possibly also known to p~ehisto~ic folk. 

Elsewhe~e in A~izonaJ manzanita seeds we~e recognized 

in Coppe~ Basin Hohokam sites dating to the pe~iod A.D. 700-

1300 in the Prescott region of the west-cent~al pa~t of the 

state (Gasse~ 1977:30~-305). In one of these sites, ove~ 

500 seeds we~e found on a se~ies of ancient floo~s. In 

Utah, th~ee f~uits we~e excavated in a Basketmake~ 111-

Pueblo cave in the Zion National Pa~k a~ea (Jones 1955:198), 

SIGNIfICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The significance of pOint-leaf manzanita plants fo~ 

humans seems quite high. Flowe~s, f~uits, seeds, leaves and 

wood could all be collected. Flowe~s a~e p~esent in 

Feb~uaLY, when most othe~ plant activity is still much 

reduced, and would pe~haps rep~esent on impo~tant food at 

this time. Ripe f~uit fo~ food, beve~ages and medicinal 

teas is available fo~ at least the th~ee months of August 

th~ough Octobe~j seeds to be g~ound into flou~ can be 

gathe~ed simultaneously with the fruit. Leaves of these 

eve~g~een plants intended for medicinal, ceremonial or 

smoking purposes may be picked off the branches at any time 

during the year. Likewise, wood sought for firehearth fuel 

or as raw material for digging sticks or other tools can be 

acquired during any month. 

PREDICtIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The practice of roasting manzanita seeds prior to 

grinding them for a flour might insure that some would enter 
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the prehistoric record and be recovered centuries later as 

representative of plant use. Most refe~ences to the fruit 

include drying (not necessarily via fire), grinding to a 

flour, mashing with water or consumption of the berries raw. 

None of these practices would foster preservation of 

recognizable ports, except for the potential of seeds to be 

recovered in human coprolites. Leaves ground up as tobacco, 

or made into various teas, seem unlikely to preserve. 

Charred hearth fuel, or wooden implements protected in dry 

deposits could presumably be found by excavators centuries 

later. 



e~Qle~ig~ ~uD~e~tiQillgtg CGLCY] Vail 
CH-6 CKA #190-83] UA25~899 
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HABITAT 

aacle~iga a~b~ecticillgt~ is a pSLennial hSLb that does 

well on the dLY stLeam flanks at Canela Hills. The soil is 

dLY and exposuLe to the sun is paLtially Leduced by the 

shade of sULLounding vegetation. 

PHENOLOGY 

This milkweed plant begins Lapid vegetative gLowth in 

June, including the development of floweL buds. By July 

some of the floweLs have bloomed and immatuLs fLuit is 

pLesent, but the full pSLiod of floweLing does not OCCUL 

until the months of August and SeptembeL. Ripe fLuit can be 

found in SeptembeL, and the LepLoductive stLuctuLes OLe no 

longer obvious by OctobeL. DULing the entiLe gLowth peLiod 

the leaves and stems actively elongate and expand until just 

pLioL to dOLmancy, which occupies the months of OctobeL 

thLough May. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

In geneLal milkweed plants OLe dangeLous plants to both 
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livestock and humans, due to the cardiac glycosides known to 

be present in almost all species of this genus' (Lewis and 

Lewis 1977:52). It is with some surprise, then, that the 

ethnographic literature holds so many references to the use 

of various species of milkweeds. Eight separate species of 

e~~l~2~g~ are listed by Yanovsky (1936:52) as having been 

utilized by various New World groups. The parts employed 

include chewing gum from the stem sap, young buds arid 

blossoms, seeds, roots, leaves and green fruit. 

The literature offers a few hints of specific uses of 

e5~l~g~~~ ~~b~~~t~~~ll~t~. Hough (1898:1~8J recorded that an 

infusion of e~~leg~~5 ~~~t~~~llQt~ was drunk by the Hopi to 

considered a synonym for e~ ~u~~~~ti~illgtg (Kearney and 

Peebles 1960:661J, additional records of milkweed use are 

available. For example, young Zuni boys sought out 8L 

ggliQ~~~~ plants to acquire the first buds to eat (Stevenson 

1915:65); likewise White Mt. Apache children of Arizona ate 

the first buds (Reagan 1929:155J. These references are 

supported by Cushing's comment (197~:561) that the Zuni mode 

greens from the young milkweed pods. Pods that were about 

two-thirds ripe were gothered for spinning, as fully ripe 

pods were too dry for this purpose. Some of the beautiful 

white dance-kilts, women's belts, and other articles were 

said to have been woven of the fiber of e~ ggliglge~, as 

well as used by the rain priests for making cords to attach 
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plumes to certain prayer sticks (Stevenson 1915:77,88). The 

Ramah Navajo of New Mexico spun the seed hairs of this 

species, and used the strings in prayer sticks (Uestal 

1952:39J. Swank (1932:30) offers additional uses for the 

silk from the seed of e~ ggliQig~~. It seems that when it 

became ripe enough to separate easily, the Acoma and Laguna 

of New Mexico mixed it with grease and chewed it as a gum. 

Mothers rubbed the crushed leaves on their breasts to give 

richer milk, and drank a teo made from the plant for the 

same purpose. 

Ethnographic references to other species of milkweed 

are abundant, and have been encapsulated into Table 12. 

From this data it is clear that numerous parts have served 

people. Clearly the poisonous qualities are either lacking 

in some of the species referenced, or people have learned 

when to pick or how to rendeL certain parts harmless. 

A number of references are to the use of milkweed as 

food. It seems the young pods have been eaten by more than 

one group. Other parts eaten include immature seeds and 

leaves, either boiled or eaten row. References to the use 

of milkweed being cooked with meat can perhaps be explained 

by a chemical present. According to Bartlett (1951:52) 

milkweeds contain 0 substance called asclepain, which can be 

used as a substitute for papain for tenderizing meat. 

Many milkweed uses appear as medicinal treatments or as 

everyday non-food needs. The milky sap has been chewed by 
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Table 12. Ethnographic rererences to the use or e~~lagia~ 

SPECIES 

A. albicans 

A. eriocarpa 

PART AND USE 

roots cooked for 
medicinal shampoo 

plant as medicinal 

stems used for fiber 

sap from stems for gum 

GRDUP[S] 

Seri, Sonora 

Seri, Sonora 

LUiseno, California 

LUiseno, California 

A. erOsa sap from stems heated Cahuilla, California 
and then chewed as gum 

A. hypoleuca medicine for overeating Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

A. involucrota plant applied topically NavajO 
for veneral disease 

A. latirolia 

root heated and used Kayenta Navajo 
ror toothache 

some port chewed as gum Hopi 

milky juice rrom stems 
as chewing gum 

fresh sap as external 
medicine 

Rio Grande Spanish 

Rio Grande Spanish 

leaves and stems ground Isleta, New Mexico 
as medicinal powder 

REFERENCE 

Felger and Moser 
197":1::":1:19-":1:20 

Felger and Moser 
197":1: 

Sparkman 1908:230 

Sparkman 1908 

Borrows 1900:75 

Pennington 1S69 

Wyman and Harris 
19":1:1:61 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:36-37 

Whiting 1966:87 

Curtin 1965:110-111 

Curtin 1965 

Jones 1931:23 
p 
p 
Ul 
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Table 12 [cant.J Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of eaQlag~Qa 

SPECIES 

A. latifolio 

A. lina~ia 

A. so~dida 

A. speciosa 

PART AND USE GRDUP(S) 

young plants d~ied and Picu~is, New Mexico 
used as meat flavo~ing 

leaves as medicinal teo Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

tiny f~uits; food Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

possible food 

cooked with meat 

milky fluid mixed with 
block cloy as gum 

eaten occasionally 

Hopi, A~izona 

Hopi, A~izona 

Chi~icahua and 
Mescale~o Apache, 

New Mexico 

Paiute, Owen's Ualley 
Califo~nia 

A. st~icti- fruits; food in Sept. Tepehuan, Chihuahua 
flo~a 

A. subulata stem chewed for emetic; Pima, Arizona 
dosage ca~efully given 

Asclepias spp. gum, fibe~i one species Cahuilla, Califo~nia 
as food May-June and 
seeds harvested late~ 

young pods cooked Kiowa, Oklahoma 

REFERENCE 

Krenetsky 196~:~~ 

Pennington 1969 

Pennington 1969 

Whiting 1966:87 

Bartlett 1951:52 

Castette~ and Ople~ 
1936:~5 

Stewa~d 1933:2~2 

Pennington 1869 

Curtin 198Y::81 

Bean and Saubal 
1872:~3-Y:Y: 

Uestal and Schultes 
1938:Y:8 

...., 
ru 
o 
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Table 12 (cont.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or e~cl~gig~ 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

Asclepias spp. leaves boiled and 
drained or eaten raw 

leaves dried, crushed 
and added to water 
as a medicine 

plants eaten raw or 
boiled 

roots and unripe 
pods eaten raw 

immature seeds as rood 

medicine and additive 
to an alcoholic 
drink 

GROUP(S] 

Tarahumara, 
Chihuahua 

Navajo 

NavajO 

Jemez and other 
Rio Grande Pueblos 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Western Apache, 
nrizona 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1963:127 

Elmore 19"1':1::69 

Elmore 19"1':1::69 

Cos tetter 1935:17 

Cook 1930:20 

Gallagher 1977:63 

...,. 
ru 
p 
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many as a form of gum. It has also been applied externally 

to treat various medical conditions. Leaves have been dried 

and ground as medicinal powders and for steeping as a tea. 

Both the roots and stems are recorded as occasionally needed 

parts. 

The archaeological record does not offer extensive 

evidence of milkweed use. Plant fibers identified as 

egQ~~D~mLe~~l~giQ~ formed one of the largest categories of 

cordage materials recovered from Cowboy Cave in central Utoh 

(Hewitt 1980a:68). e~~le~ig~ fibers were extenSively 

employed during some of the occupation of Danger Cave in the 

Great Basin area of Utah (Jennings 1957:228). The stems and 

pods of some species were found in quantity in Bat Cave 

stratigraphic deposits, on the shore of ancient Lake San 

Augustin in south-central New Mexico (Smith 1950:173). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Hills spans the period June-September. Presumably the milky 

sap could be obtained at any time during this period. 

Likewise leaves and stems could be continuously harvested 

for medicinal or fiber needs. July and August seem prime 

months to gather the young pods, as by September some of 

them are mature. Ripe pods and seeds seem restricted to the 

month of September, possibly a bit longer. Roots might be 

harvested during the period the plant is actively growing, 

or after it has resumed dormancy if its location is known. 
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The most likely milkweed pa~ts to preserve in 

oLchaealogicol sites include the stems, stem fibers and 

matuLe seeds. Mature pods might also survive if conditions 

of pLeservotion were occomodoting. Less likely to p~ese~ve 

in recognizahle condition would be the young pods, milky 

sop, leaves crushed to 0 powdeL, roots heated in 

pLepaLation, young plants cooked with meat, or immature 

seeds. It seems possible that the pLehistoric record might 

not Letain the full complement of evidence of milkweed use. 
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HABITAT 

slope obove Canelo Hills cienega. The location receives 

100% exposure to the sun's rays, and the soil seems 

generally very dry. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial herbaceous milkweed becomes obvious 

du~ing the month of June, when active stem and leof grawth 

resumes, sustained by a large underg~ound root. Flants are 

in full flowe~ fo~ the two month pe~iod of July and August, 

when a show of flowe~ing attracts swa~ms of butterflies. By 

Septembe~ the leaves have reached full g~owth potential and 

flowe~s have withe~ed. Ripe f~uit is available in Octobe~ 

and November, when the plants resume do~moncy. Above g~ound 

pa~ts a~e not visible between December and Moy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Historic groups have found a variety of uses for pa~ts 

of 8~ t~b~LQ~~, notably os medicines. Fo~ example amang 

people living in the Appalachian orea, 0 decoction of the 



Loots wos given os 0 tonic ond fOL pleuLisy ond lung 

ailments [BolyaLd 1981:~6-~7J. A teo mode fLom the plont 

seLved 0 patient sick with pneumonio. MeceLated Loots 
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weLe ploced on wounds by Menominees end Omahas, who also 

made leoves into a tea fOL dLopsy, ond a poultice of the 

plant to tLeat poisonous snokebites. A tea made by Mexicans 

fLom this species wos soid to be a CULe fOL 011 ills 

[Altschul 1973:230J. The TOLahumaLa of Chihuahuo dLied and 

pulveLized the stems, and sniffed the powdeL to Lelieve 

nosol obstLuction [Pennington 1963:188J. Ramah Novojo in 

New Mexico applied a cold infusion of the Loots to coyote OL 

dog bites, and dLank a decoction of the leaves and stems fOL 

influenzo [Uestal 1952:39J. Ploins Indians gLOUPS of the 

MissouLi RiveL region ate the root raw for lung troubles, OL 

chewed ond put it into wounds. In the Omaha tribe, ceLe

monies connected with digging, pLepoLing and distLibution of 

the Loot medicine occupied fouL doys [GilmoLe 1977:57J. 

e§Ql~~~~§ t~QeLQ§~ hos also been eaten. According to 

PalmeL [1870:~05], the Lather considerable undergLound 

Loot was boiled for food by NOLth AmsLican gLOUPS. The 

Sioux of the UppeL Plotte RiveL gatheLed the floweLs in the 

morning before the dew evopoLoted ond derived 0 cLude SUgOL 

fLom them. They also ate the young seed pods after boiling 

them with buffalo meat. Canadian groups used the tender 

shoots as asparagus. A similaL reference pertains to the 

Appalachian mountains, whbLe young shoots have been eaten as 
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pothe~bs, and a c~ude suga~ p~epa~ed f~om the flowe~s (Co~e 

1967). Yanovsky (1936:53) lists the ~oots as having been 

boiled by the Sioux; seed pods boiled with buffalo meat; 

tende~ shoots used as g~eens, boiled like aspa~agus by the 

Delawa~e Indians; and buds d~ied fo~ winte~ use. 

No a~chaeological ~eco~d found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

escle~1gs t~beLQ~~ could be ~outinely depended upon, as 

the la~ge ~oot would p~ovide ~ese~ves fo~ the plant to g~ow 

and flowe~ unde~ even the ha~shest of climatic ~egimes. 

Young shoots would be available in June, buds and flowe~s in 

July and August, and immotu~e pods f~om July th~ough 

5eptembe~. Use of the unde~g~ound sto~oge ~oot as a boiled 

food could occu~ du~ing the active g~owing season (June-

Novembe~) o~ at othe~ times, if the location of individual 

plants we~e known. Ha~vest of enti~e plant, stems, o~ ~oots 

fo~ vo~ious medicinal needs would pa~ollel the availability 

of the pa~ts fo~ food. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Likelihood of finding young shoots, flowe~s, buds or 

young pods in the ancient ~eco~d seems low, due to the 

pe~ishoble natu~e of these po~ts. Methods of p~eparation 

such as boiling, mace~ating, and pulverizing would further 

reduce chances of su~vivol and ~ecognition. Only fortuitous 

p~ese~vation, such as in a catastrophic fi~e, might reveal 

the use of this species in a p~ehisto~ic setting. 
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HABITAT 

e~~b~~i~ WilCQ~ii grows in a dry site on 0 shallow 

slope in Ramsey Canyon. Surrounding vegetation provides 

some shade, offering up to 50% cover from exposure to the 

sun. Granite bedrock is present in the area. 

PHENOLOGY 

Barberry is a conspicuous evergreen shrub of the Ramsey 

Canyon vegetation by virtue of its everpresent spiny leaves. 

Active elongation of twigs and stems occurs during the 

months of March though July, after which time vegetative 

activity declines significantly. The bulk of new leaf 

development coincides with three of the five months of 

active stem growth. March is the month of full flowering. 

Immature fruits, present April through June, are mature by 

July and were observed to remain clinging on branches for a 

full eight months, until vegetative growth reactivated in 

March of the following year. 
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ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Although no specific ethnographic citation to Se£D~£l~ 

~ll~Q~ll has been located, many references have been made to 

historic use of barberry parts (Table 13J. It appears that 

the pollen, fruit, leaves, branches, woad, roots and root 

bark have all served humans in some way. The fruit has been 

of prime importance as a food, beverage and dye material. 

The roots have provided a variety of medical treatments as 

well as a yellow dye. Leaves and branches have been boiled 

to treat the sick, while tools and ceremonial objects have 

been fashioned from the wood. Even needs for the collection 

of pollen and root bark are documented. 

The archaeological Lecord retains scant evidence of 

barberry in prehistoric settings. ae~b~~is ~~ggD~ was 

listed by Cutler (1952:~79J as one of the wild plant remains 

identified from Mogollon affiliated Tularosa Cave in south

western New Mexico. Se£Qe£l~ f£emQDtll was also recovered 

in two of 15 locations examined from Cowboy Cave in central 

Utah (Barnett and Coulam 1980:130J. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

If it can be assumed that aeLbeLis Wil~Q~ii might be 

utilized in ways similar to those suggested by the ethnogra

phic literature, the presence of berries clinging to 

bronches for up tel eight months becomes significant. Such a 

resource might be critical during the dormant winter months 

when food is difficult to acquire. There might well be 
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Table 13. Ethnog~aphic ~ere~ences to the use or Becbecia. 

SPECIES 

B. aquirolium 

B. rendle~i 

B. rremontii 

PART AND USE 

r~uit, steeped ro~ a 
beverage 

plant, steeped in wate~ 
as a medicine 

plant, r~esh o~ d~ied, 

made into g~een dye 

plant, chewed in deer 
hunt magic o~ as tea 

r~uit, eaten 

branches, boiled to 
treat the sick 

rruit, crushed for 
pu~ple skin dye 

~oots, boiled and used 
to bathe tubercular 
patients 

wood, made into a cross 
to protect a person 

wood, as tools, arrows, 
spindle sharts, battons 

GRDUP(S) 

Many g~oups 

Calirornia g~oups 

NavajO 

Acoma and Laguna 
New Mexico 

Jemez 

Spanish, Rio Grande 
or New Mexico 

Zuni 

Spanish, Rio Grande 
or New Mexico 

Spanish, Rio Grande 
or New Mexico 

Hopi 

wood, F,o~ ceremonies White Mt. Apache, 
because or yellow color Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Havard 1896:'f5 

Palmer 1878:650 

Bryan and Young 
19liO:37 

Swank 1932:32 

Cook 1930:21 

Curtin 1965:1'f6 

Stevenson 
1915:88 

Curtin 1965:1'i6 

Curtin 1965:1li6 

Whiting 1966:76 

Reagan 1929:155 .... 
ru 
to 
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Table 13 [cont.] Ethnographic rererences to the use of a~~b~~i~. 

SPECIES 

B. fremontii 

B. haemato
carpa 

B. hetero
phylla 

B. longipes 

B. repens 

PART AND USE 

used for dyeing 
buckskin yellow 

rruit, used in 
September for jelly 

roots, used to dye 
basket splints yellow 

rruit, eaten 
by children 

fruit, crushed for a 
bever-age 

rruit, eaten 

leaves, bOiled as a 
medicine 

leaves, fresh or 
boiled as a cure-all 

plant, ceremonial 
emetic 

plant, used as lotion 
for scorpion bites 

plant, boiled as 0 

blood tonic tea 

GRDUP[S) 

NavajO 

Chiricahua and 
Mescalero Apache 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

Argentino 

Mexico 

Many groups 

Spanish, Rio Grande 
of New Mexico 

Kayenta Navajo 

Ramah Navajo 

Ramah NavajO 

Picuris 

REFERENCE 

Matthews 1886:770 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:Lf6 

Gallagher 
1977:63, 78, 110 

Altschul 1973:70 

Altschul 1973:70 

Havard 1896:Lf5 

Curtin 1965:201 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:23 

Uestal 1952:28 

Uestal 1952:28 

Krenetsky 196Lf:LfLf 
.... 
w 
o 
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Table 13 (cont.) Ethnogrophic LereLences to the use or ee~be~ia. 

SPECIES 

B. Lepens 

B. tLiroliata 

BSLbeLis spp. 

PART AND USE 

plant, spLinkled on 
gLass wheLe lightning 
stLuck neaL livestock 

pollen. used in 
inrusions 

Loots, rOL alcoholic 
beveL age 

roots, teo made rOL 
tubeLculosis 

roots, decoction rOL 
constipation 

GROUP(S) 

Kayenta Navajo 

Koyenta NavajO 

WesteLn Apache. 
ALizona 

WesteLn Apache. 
ALizona 

Ramah NavajO 

wood. fOL tools. aLLOWS. Hopi 
spindle shorts. battens 

fLUit, eaten 

rLuit, eaten 

plant, medicine and 
emetics 

Mexico 

Many gLOUPS 

Many gLOUPS 

Mescalero Apache 
Jemez 

NavajO 

REFERENCE 

Wyman and HaLris 
1951:23 

Wyman and HaLLis 
1951: 23 

GallagheL 1977 
63; 78; 110 

GallagheL 1977 
17; 63; 110 

Vestoll 1952: 28 

Whiting 1966:76 

Altschul 1973:70 

Yanovsky 1936: 
25-26 

Standley 1912:~57 

CastetteL 1935: 
19 

Wyman and HaLLis 
19~1:56, 58 .... 

w .... 
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occasions when the f~uit would be clinging to b~Qnches above 

the snow at Ramsey Canyon. 

Nea~ly all othe~ pa~ts of ba~be~~y could be acqui~ed 

yea~-~ound. This includes the leaves, b~anches, wood, ~oots 

and ~oot ba~k, although unde~g~ound pa~ts might be less 

likely to be dug f~om f~ozen soil in winte~ months. Pollen 

could only be gathe~ed in the month of Ma~ch. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Of all the pa~ts utilized, those likely to p~ese~ve in 

the ancient ~eco~d would be the f~uit, seeds, and wood. 

Ca~bonization o~ p~otection would play key ~oles in 

p~ese~vation. Any pa~t subjected to steeping, boiling, o~ 

c~ushing, common p~epa~ation tehniques associated with 

ba~be~~y, would be unlikely to su~vive. 
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~e~lgD~~erg lurgtg Benth. var. mg~rQ~bullg GLay 
CH-6 [KA #161-83) UA2Slf903 
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HABITAT 

the dry stream flanks to the east of Canelo Hills Cienega 

and stream. The substrate is composed of colluvium, under-

lain by volcanic bedrock. In general the area is very dry. 

PHENOLOGY 

Perennial herbaceous e~L1QnQ1~~Q is quite active during 

May, when vegetative growth and full flowering can be 

observed. Flowering continues for the months of June, July 

and August, and ceases by September. Active stem elongation 

and leaf growth extends throughout the summer months, until 

the plant becomes dormant in November. Mature fruit is 

available from June through September. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Swank [1932:33) recorded that the floweLs of e~ l~Cgtg 

have been mixed with meat by the Acoma and Laguna for the 

purpose of seasoning. He also noted that the roots weLe 

collected in the spring and dried; dried Loots were eitheL 
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then sprinkled on hot coals or burned and the smoke inhaled 

as a remedy for nervousness or to give courage. In 

Chihuahua the Tepehuan gathered the roots of a common 

aeLlQn~1eL~ plant growing along arroyos, which they then 

crushed and boiled into a decoction to relieve stomach 

disorders (Pennington 1969:187], Likewise the Tarahumara of 

Chihuahua used the roots in preparing a tea used as a purga-

tive (Pennington 1963:192]. 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

6e~l~n~1eL~ flowers sought for seasoning could be 

gathered over the period of May through August. The roots 

could be dug up during the six months the plant is available 

above ground, Signaling its location for harvest. Perhaps 

the best times to dig them up would be early in the spring, 

prior to the time the plant uses root reserves for 

vegetative growth, or in the fall just as the plant is going 

dormant and has replenished nutrient supplies. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Flowers harvested for seasoning would be unlikely to 

preserve unless some mature achenes were inadvertently 

gathered as well. These achenes would not be retained in 

the archaeological record if they were added to a meat stew 

or soup and cooked. Chances of recovering roots crushed and 

boiled for 0 tea are low. Perhaps entire roots placed on 

hot coals could be recovered. 



S~~~lQ ~~~~tQ tHuds.J Coville 
CH-~ tKA #183-83J UA25~61~ 
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HABITAT 

aec~lQ ecectQ grows not far from the edges of the stream 

at Canelo Hills Cienego, in soil that is fairly damp. The 

area is underlain by alluvial sediments, and receives full 

exposure to the sun's rays. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial, herbaceous species of water-parsnip 

resumes active growth in June, and is noticeably in flower 

during July and August. Mature fruit (mericarpsJ are 

present in August and September; by October the plant has 

died back and is no longer obvious on the landscape. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Se~~lg e~~~tQ is said to be extremely poisonous, and in 

Africa has caused th~ death of cattle within an hour (Lewis 

and Lewis 1977:~9, 256J. Yet in the Southwestern United 

States historic groups have sought it. In New Mexico the 

Zuni found this species around springs, and gathered the 

leaves and blossoms for an ingredient of one of the 
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medicinals for a fraternity (Stevenson 1915:~~J. They also 

utilized an infusion of the whole plant to help alleViate 

rashes and athletes foot infectian (Camazine and Bye (1980: 

378). Leaves and blossoms of the same species were 

occasionally eaten by the White Mt. Apache of Arizona, who 

considered the plant 0 medicine (Reagan 1929:155). In South 

Africa the root of another species of water-parsnip was held 

in the mouth to relieve toothache (Lewis and Lewis 1977:~9, 

256) . 

No archaeological record located. 

SIGNIfICANCE fOR HUMANS 

Water-parsnip leaves could be gathered as a food and 

medicine from June through September. Blossoms, collected 

for the same reasons, are only available in July and August. 

Roots would provide a potential toothache remedy for as long 

as the plant is easily located, June to September. 

PREDICTIONS fOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Because of the perishable nature of the leaves and 

blossoms, and lack of historic information on possible 

preparotion techniques, it is not considered likely thot 

wateL-poLsnip parts would be retained in the prehistoric 

record. If roots happened to preserve in protected 

locations, one would need a large modern comparative 

collection of roots to identify them. 
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HABITAT 

At Ramsey Canyon, a~g§O§ g~lQ§g can be found gLowing in 

dLY soil on a steep colluvial slope oveLlying gLanite 

bedLock. The OLea is in paLtial shade, with on uppeL canopy 

of tLees blocking much of the sunlight. 

PHENOLOGY 

This species of beggaLs-tick appeaLs to be an annual 

heLb, pLimaLily noticeable in the OLeo in the late summeL 

and fall. In August the plant is actively gLowing and 

pLoducing floweL buds. By SeptembeL full-floweLing 

pLevails, though flowers aLe only present in witheLsd 

condition in OctobeL, ImmatuLe and matuLe fLuits can be 

found clinging to the plant dULing the thLee months of 

SeptembeL thLough NovembeL, at which time the plant appears 

to cease all activity. Basically one cannot find this 

species dULing the months of DecembeL thLough July. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

RersLences to the use of species of beggars-tick as 
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food o~ medicines a~e easily found fo~ many pa~ts of the 

wo~ld CToble 1~). In the Ame~ican Southwest, a1a~o~ la~1~ 

was conside~ed a food plant by the Owens Valley Paiute 

[Stewa~d 1933:2~~). In no~the~n Mexico S1a~Q~ b1~alQ~11 was 

employed in making a tea (Hava~d 1896:~6); in Texas an 

infusion of its flowe~ing tops we~e used as a beve~age 

(Yanovsky 1936:60). Leaves of this species p~ovided highly 

esteemed g~eens when boiled, d~ained end f~ied by the 

Ta~ahuma~a of Chihuahua (Pennington 1963:128). Also in 

Chihuahua, the Tepehuan p~epa~ed a tea f~om a species of 

S~d§D~ to ~elieve stomach c~amps, and mashed the ~oots of S~ 

ggUgt~~g to make a tea fo~ stomach diso~de~s (Pennington 

1969:187). 

No a~chaeological ~eco~d found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Appa~ently begga~s-tick plants can p~ovide a numbe~ of 

usable ~esources. Young shoots and leaves could be gathered 

to be eaten as greens or p~epa~ed as a tea during the month 

of August. The leaves, used in so many external medicinal 

treatments, could p~esumably be gathered from June through 

November. An infusion of the flowering tops could be made 

in September. The roots of e1Q~n~ would most likely be 

sought for medicinal needs in August through Novembe~, when 

of some size. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The parts chosen and the methods of prepa~ation g~eatly 
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Table 1Y:. Ethnographic references to the use of 6iQen~. 

SPECIES 

B. pilosa 

B. frondosa 

Bidens spp 

PART AND USE 

leaves, Juice 
as medicine 

leaves, Juice 
as medicine 

leaves, as medicine 

leaves, as medicine 

leaves, as medicine 

leaves, boiled and 
eaten when young 

roots, chewed or 
boiled as medicine 

shoots, as food 

leaves, cooked and 
eaten when young 

leaves, as medicine 

used as medicines 

GRDUP[S) 

E. Africa 

Dominica 

Phillipine Islands 

China 

Mexico 

E. Africa 

Japan 

Japan 

E. Africa 

REFERENCE 

Kokwaro 1976:61 

Altschul 1973 
323-32Y: 

Altschul 1973 
323-32Y: 

Morton 1962 

Altschul 1973: 
323-32Y: 

Morton 1962 

Kokwaro 1976:61 

Morton 1962 

Altschul 1973 
323-32Y: 

Altschul 1973 
323-32Y: 

Kokwaro 1976:61 

.... 
0+ 
o 
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Leduce the chances that evidence of pLehistoLic use of 

beggaLs-tick might enteL the aLchaealogical LecoLd. Young 

shoots and leaves cooked as gLeens would become 

unLecognizable. PLepaLation of the leaves in medicinal 

tLeatments have called fOL cLushing and heating, both likely 

to obliteLate identifying cLiteLia. Chewed, mashed OL 

boiled Loots would likewise not pLeseLve in Lecognizable 

condition. 

aG,~---' ,,- .~ ... _ ... --.. 
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HABITAT 

short distance from the Ramsey Canyon stream. Plants are 

partially shaded from the sun, due to the presence of tall 

trees that grow along the nearby stream. Substrate consists 

of colluvium and granite bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

Perennial side-oats grama emerges from dormancy in the 

spring and can be recognized in May by actively growing 

blades. Stem elongation and leaf expansio~ are apparent for 

three months; full-flowering occurs in August to SeptembsL. 

The first ripe grains are available in September, at which 

time most active vegetative growth ceases. Mature groins are 

present on inactive plants until December, when five months 

of dormancy resumes. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Side-oats gram a has been gathered by a number of 

historic groups. Among the Tewa of New Mexico, it was 

---- --------------
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sought in August, tied up in bundles, and dLied rOL lateL 

use in moking bLushes OL bLooms. When naw, the long soft 

bundle was used to sweep adobe flooLs; when WOLn shoLteL by 

use, it made n convenient bLush fOL sweeping the heaLth OL 

metutes; the veLY shoLt butt-end of the bLoom could also be 

used as a haiLbLush (Robbins et 01. 1916:6'fJ. The Cochiti, 

also of New Mexico, collected this species in late summeL OL 

autumn; they too made haiLbLushes and bLooms out of the 

dLied stems. AppaLently in histoLic times bundles of this 

gLass weLe even sold to otheL pueblos, such os Santo 

Domingo. Men would gotheL this gLass at the same time they 

waLe out haLvesting pinyon nuts (Lange 1968:1'f9J. 

Side-oats gLoma was much used by the MescaleLo and 

ChiLicahua Apache in ceLemonial contexts. These people 0150 

lined Sggye Loasting pits with it (CastetteL and OpleL 

1936:2'f, 36J. To the Kiowa of Oklahoma, this gLass 

Lesembled the Indian lance decoLated with featheLs, and was 

rOLmeLly WOLn by those who had once killed an enemy with a 

lance in battle CUestol and Schultes 1939:1'fJ. This 

LereLence documents the LepLoductively matuLe gLass with 

many evenly-spaced spikelets attached along one side of a 

long Lachis. 

No aLchaeological LecoLd found, but see discussion of 

pLehistoLic ~g~t~lg~Q sp. Lemains undeL ~~ g~gg111~. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Side-oats gLoma gLass could be gatheLed when matuLe 

---- ._._._ .... _. __ . 
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enough to provide stiff stems for household needs, certainly 

by October and November. It would presumably be suitable 

for lining roasting pits at any time during its growing 

season, but may be too small in the months of May and June. 

PREDICTIONS fOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Side oats gram a stems and other parts might show up in 

the lining of roosting pits, due to the dehydrating effects 

of a long slow baking. Bundles of stems would perhaps 

preserve in dry, protected deposits of coves, or in 

unprotected but deeply buried deposits if the bundle had 

been exposed to fire. 

""''''''--------------------- - -- ---- ------------- -------
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HABITAT 

This pe~ennial species of aQ~telQ~q g~ows side by side 

PHENOLOGY 

Blue g~ama g~ass is not obvious on the landscape until 

July, fully two months afte~ side-oats g~ama is fi~st 

~ecognized. By August blue g~ama is in full-flowe~, 

~emaining so th~ough Septembe~. Ripe g~ains a~e available 

in October and Novembe~, at which time it dies bock and 

~emains dormont fo~ seven months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Stems of blue grama g~ass we~e sought fo~ comb and 

b~oom mate~ial by the Apache in A~izona (Buskirk 19"±9:336j 

Reagan 1929:155J, in a manne~ simila~ to that of Side-oats 

grama. However, unlike side-oats grama, blue g~ama 

satisfied othe~ histo~ic needs. For example, it was one of 

the plants tied to the end of a wand carried by NavajO gi~ls 

in the Squaw Dance (Elmore 19"±"±:25J. The Ramah NavajO of 

---- .. _ .... _------ - -- _. __ ._ .. _---_ ......... -_ ..... _--
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New Mexico bULned the plants to pLovide ashes as an Enemyway 

ceLemony blackening, used the infloLescence fOL pLayeL-

sticks, and made a decoction of the whole plant as a 

postpaLtum beveLage. They also chewed ~he Loots and blew 

them on cuts to heal them, and pLepaLed a cold Loot infusion 

as both a dLink and lotion to be used as a Life Medicine 

[Uestal 1952:15-16). 

Impo~tantly, blue g~ama g~ass has offe~ed food to 

histo~ic g~oups. Apache in A~izona once g~ound the g~ains 

fo~ flouL [Buski~k 19Lf9:336; Reagan 1929:155). The g~ains 

a~e not easily dislodged f~om the su~~ounding palea and 

lemma, and would have ~equiLed some p~ocessing to ~emove 

chaffy pa~ts. 

In one of the mo~e unusual uses of this plant, the 

Blackfoot living on the no~thwesteLn GLeat Plains used 

blue g~ama to fo~ecast the winte~ weathe~. Fo~ example, 

culms with one f~uit we~e conside~ed to signal a mild 

winte~, while culms with two o~ mo~e fLu its fo~ecast 

inc~easingly mo~e seve~e conditions [Johnston 1970:306). 

Blue g~ama pa~ts we~e identified in the wild plant 

~emains excavated f~om the Mogollon site of Tula~osa Cave in 

southweste~n New Mexico (Cutle~ 1952:Lf78J. In a late~ study 

Kaplan (1963:352) found spikes of SQ~telQ~~ sp. in the cave 

deb~is. Also in southe~n New Mexico, Lemains of both blue 

g~ama and 6L b~~~utQ we~e common in the st~ata of Bat Cave 

on the edge of the San Augustin Plain [Smith 1950]. 

-----... - ._---------
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Two other references document recovery of Sgyt~lgyg 

from sites in New Mexico. Carbonized Sgutelgyg (part not 

listed) was found in Q Basketmaker III (A.D. 700-900) 

deposit in the Cimarron area (Kirkpatrick and fOLd 

1977:263). In the south-central area of the state, at 

archaic age (B.C. 1600-A.D. 1) Fresnal ShelteL, Bohrer 

(1981:1f1f-IfS) noted the presence of florets and spikelets of 

eQ~t~lQ~~ throughout strata, and speculated that the plant 

represented a common prehistoric food. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Blue grama roots could be dug at any time from July

November, when the above group parts could also be gathered 

for ceremonial or medicinal requirements. In October and 

November plants would likely be mature enough to provide 

stiff stems for bundling into brushes and brooms, and a 

mature inflorescence offering food, prayer-stick material 

and a weather-forecasting device. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Depending on preparation techniques, ripe blue grama 

grains might be retained in the prehistoric record to 

document food use. Plants or roots chewed or made into 

decotions or infusions would be unlikely to preserve. 

Bundles of stems tied together as brushes or brooms have a 

higher chance of surviving, if deposited in a dry cave or 

shelter overhang. In an unprotected site they would most 

likely disintegrate . 

..,----- ---------_.----------
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HABITAT 

ecg~~lioeg QeOag grows in fairly dry locations at 

Canelo Hills. It was especially predominant on the dry east 

flanks uf the cienega, with up to 100% exposure to the sun. 

As a low-growing plant it can comprise fairly dense mats. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial plant resumes growth in May, when active 

stem and leaf elongation are obvious. Flowering reaches a 

peak during August, when immature fruits are also develop-

ing. During September active vegetative growth is curtailed 

as the fruits Lipen and disperse by October. Dormancy 

appears to be in full effect during the months of November 

through April. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

No ethnographic or archaeological records found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Unknown. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

None. 

------- - ..• -
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e~Qm~~ ~~~in~t~~ can be found unde~ the canopy of toll 

t~ees lining the st~eam at Canelo Hills Cienega. In the 

summe~ months these trees block out much of the sunlight, 

permitting less than 50~ exposure to plants below. The 

soil, composed of alluvium, is generally wet. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perenniol b~ome g~ass emerges from dormancy by 

June, at which time vegetative growth is quite active. The 

plant appears to be in full-flower for the three months of 

July-Septembe~i as full-flowering ceases, so too does 

noticeable stem elongation and leaf blade expansion. Mature 

groins are first p~esent in August, remaining so through 

Novembe~. The plant resumes dormancy in Decembe~, becoming 

difficult to locate for six full months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Only a single historic reference was located for this 

species. This citation and a numbe~ of others document the 

""' ......... --- . __ ... __ ._---
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geneLal impoLtance of the S~gmU~ genus as a food plant. 

AccoLding to Yanovsky (1936:7) the gLains ("seeds") of 

a~Qm~~ ~~~1o~t~~ and otheL species of bLomegLass weLe eaten 

in CalifoLnia. The Gosiute of Utah and Nevada ate the 

gLains of notive S~ m~rg~Dgtu~ (cis S~ Dre~l~rl~tgtu~) in 

fOLmeL times (ChambeLlin 1911:36~). The TaLahumaLa of 

Chihuahua, Mexico made a dLink of the gLains of aCQm~~ 

g~lzgD1QU~ (Pennington 1963:156). MOLe than one species of 

non-native bLome gLass was eaten by the Chumash of the 

southeLn CalifoLnia coast in histoLic times (TimbLook 198~: 

15~). TheiL neighboLs the Cahuilla gatheLed the seeds of 

intLoduced 6~ te~tgrUID in quantity when food was shoLt, 

consideLing them a famine food (Bean and Saubel 1972:~8). 

People also collected vaLious species of bLome gLass 

fOL non-food LequiLements. FOL example, the stems and 

plumes of diffeLent species weLe used in gLeen OL dLY state 

by the Tepehuan of Chihuahua as a catalyst in pLepoLing a 

maize dLink fLam COLn SPLOUtS and a fermented beveLage fLom 

e~Q~e (Pennington 1969:106, 109). Acoma and Laguna living in 

New Mexico gotheLed the culms (stems) of a~ mQ~~1oQt~~ in 

the mountains of teL the gLains had fallen off, and tied them 

in bunches; the uppeL end seLved as a bLoom end, and the 

10weL end as a haiL bLush (Swank 1932:3~). Likewise, the 

Isleta of New Mexico tied the stems of bLome gLass in 

bunches to make bLooms and bLushes (Jones 1931:25). 

TheLe is at least one pLehistoLic LecoLd of bLome 

---- .. _ .... - ._-_ .. _. 
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implying its use as food. Carbonized grains were excavated 

from two house floors, levels of horno (oven) fill and from 

a trash pit at La Ciudad, a Hohokam site in the city of 

Phoenix, Arizona (Bohrer 19B~]. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

aLQm~a ~~L~o~t~a grains could be collected os a food or 

beverage as eaLly as August, though the percentage of ripe 

grains is higher in October and November. Stems gathered 

to manufacture brooms and brushes would likely offer the 

best material when fully mature, also in October and 

November. This is supported by the historic reference that 

in New Mexico stems were sought late in the season after 

grain maturity. Stems sought green or dry for use as a 

catalyst in preparing fermented maize or agave drinks could 

be acquired for some time over the entire June-November 

growing season of the plant. 

PREDIctIONS FOR tHE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Brone grains gathered and prepared as a food would have 

high likelihood of entering the prehistoric record if one of 

the preparation steps consisted of toasting or parching the 

resource. At least at one location in New Mexico, this 

seems to have been the case. Grains made into a beverage 

would probably not survive, nor would plant parts used as 0 

catalyst in fermenting other plant materials. Stems tied in 

bundles for brooms or brushes could be recovered, as with 

aQ~t~lQ~g stem bundles, from well protected locations. 

---- - -- -------------- ---------- -----
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HABITAT 

Members of ~~ce~ included in this study generally 

prefer to grow in wet soil. Only ~~ l~~cQ~Qota monitored at 

Ramsey Canyon grew in dry soil, but the area had less than 

25% expsoure to the sun due to dense surrounding vegetation. 

The other three species studied flourished in saturated soil 

of cienegn or streambank. ~g~e~ lQnu~1nQ~~ and C~ 

Qcc1Qent~l1~ can be found in alluvial soil in the Canelo 

Hills Cienega proper, fully exposed to the sun. ~g~§~ 

~blb~gb~~D~l~ does well very close to the Ramsey Canyon 

stream, in overbank sediments heavily shaded by uppe~ story 

trees. 

PHENOLOGY 

These four sedge species behave differently. Cace~ 

~blbygbyeD~l~ is active vegetatively in February at Ramsey 

Canyon, but CL le~cQQQot~ is not noticed in the same area 

until June. The other two species are intermediate to these 

extremes in Canelo Hills; both C~ g~~lgeDtgll~ and C~ 

lQDUglDg~Q are quite active in April. Full flowering 

generally spans a two month period for all species. Achenes 

ripen in sequential months in the locations. At Ramsey 

Canyon the mature fruit of C~ Cb1b~gb~en§1~ can be found in 

June and July, and that of CL l~~cQQQntg in August and 

September. At Canelo Hills, the fruit of CL Qcc1Q~ntgl1§ is 

available in June, while that of C~ 19D~glDg~g is ripe from 

June through September. 
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Although the phenological profiles imply that these 

species are generally not visible above ground level for 

many months af the year, this may not be the case. Once 

ripe fruits disperse, it is difficult ta recagnize the 

leaves and stems tangled among other vegetation. Only in 

the case of C~ QCC~ggntQl~~ was it clear that above ground 

stems and leaves stayed somewhat green and flexible until 

January. None af the other three species was recognized 

above ground after the month of October. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Historic groups have sought various sedge species 

(Table 15]. Sometimes the entire plant was considered 

sacred or was decocted into a medicine. Daily needs such as 

moccasin linings were met by the dried plant. 

The literature holds two views on the importance of 

CQLa~ as a raw material for basketry. On the one hand, the 

Kawaiisu of California did not use sedges in »serious» 

basket-making, although they might have been used for »play" 

or "practice" baskets (Zigmund 1978:202]. On the other hand 

the rootstocks of a number of species of Cg£e~ provided one 

of the most important basketry elements used by the Pomo of 

California in historic times (Peri and Patterson 1976]. A 

Pomo might informally stake a claim to certain areas or 

"tracks" of sand, dirt or clay where different qualities of 

rootstacks could be found. Sand root beds were the most 
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Table 15. Ethnographic references to the use of C~cao. 

SPECIES 

C. douglasii 

C. festivella 

C. pennsyl
vanica 

C. utriculata 

Carex spp. 

PART AND USE 

stem Cbase), eaten raw 

plant, Holyway emetic 

plant, infusion as 
lotion or drink 

stem bases and roots, 
as food 

plant, dried to line 
moccasins 

plant, considered 
sacred 

rootstocks, as 
basketry elements 

roots, as medicine 

ochenes, ground 
and cooked as mush 

stem Cbases), os food 

stems, sugary Juice 
as food 

GROUPCS) 

Kawaiisu, Calif. 

Ramah NavoJo, New 
Mexico 

Ramah NavaJO, New 
Mexico 

Gosiute, I\levada 
and Utah 

Blackfoot, Great 
Plains of U.S. 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Pomo, Calif. 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
Arizona 

Utah, Nevada, Oregon 
groups 

Southwest U.S. 
groups 

REFERENCE 

Zigmund 1981:17 

Vestal 1952:19 

Vestal 1952:19 

Chamberlin 1911: 
365 

Johnston 1970:307 

Cook 19"30:21 

Peri and Patterson 
1976 

Chamberlin 1911: 
365 

Wyman and Harris 
1951: 16 

Yanovsky 1936:9 

Yanovsky 1936:9 .... 
U1 
U1 
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preferred and yielded the whitest roots; dirt beds of sand 

and clay offered vari-colored usable materials, but clay 

beds had only "kinky" roots harvested as a last resort. The 

season of collecting sedge roots varied both geographically 

and according to the composition of the track. Basically 

sand root beds were best collected from late summer to the 

first fall rains, while dirt beds were best dug up after the 

early fall rains when the soil was loose (Peri and Patterson 

1976:2Lf) . 

As food, sedge stem bases could be eaten raw. Some 

groups in the American Southwest expressed a sugary juice 

from the stems, and others ground and cooked the seeds as 

mush. Underground parts were considered edible by some, and 

material for a medicine by others. 

There are few archaeological records of Cgre~. 

Burned and unburned achenes were recovered in Mesa Uerde 

period trash (A.D.1185-1290) at the Salmon Ruin in 

northwestern New Mexico (Adams 19800:296). In addition, 

Cyperaceae stems were part of the excavated plant materials. 

A Cgre~ achene was found in a southern Utah Glen Canyon area 

human coprolite, representing ancient fDOd of either the 

Fremont or AnasQzi inhabitants in the period A.D. 1-1350 

(Fry 1976]. CQC~~ remains were excavated from Cowboy Cave 

deposits in central Utah (Barnett and Coulam 1980:130J. 

They were moderately well represented in human coprolites 

from an early occupation of the cave (B.C. 6000], but became 



insignificant thereafter (Hogan 1980:208J. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 
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Sedges could provide stem bases and stems for food from 

April through September in both Ramsey Canyon and Canelo 

Hills. The plants would also be available during this 

period for medicinal, ceremonial or material culture needs, 

although preferred timing of harvest could span a shorter 

period. The roots could be gathered any time the plants 

were active vegetatively, or if the location of the resource 

were known during the dormant period. Achenes could be 

harvested for food in sequential order in both Ramsey 

Canyon and Canelo Hills from June through September. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Perhaps baskets fashioned of sedge stems or roots would 

survive in the ancient record, as might the lining of 

moccasins, if the conditions of preservation were excellent. 

Stems eaten raw or processed for a sugary juice would not 

preserve. Achenes ground and cooked to mush would likewise 

degrade in the archaeological record unless they were 

burned in prehistory. 

---- --- --------
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HABITAT 

slope in dry soil less than 10 meters from the stream at 

Ramsey Canyon. The substrate is composed almost entirely of 

granite bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

The spiny, much-branched buck-brush shrub retains 

mature leaves year-round, even during a four month fully 

dormant period from October through January. In February and 

March flower buds swell, a~d the plants come into full 

flower in April. Ripe fruit are available only during June. 

Active stem and leaf growth continue through September, at 

which time all outward signs of growth cease. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

CggDQtby~ plants are good browse for deer (Kearney and 

Peebles 1960:532), and animals attracted to them would offer 

protein resources for humans. That native peoples recog-

nized this fact is suggested in the NavajO name of "deer's 
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food or corn" for C~ feD~leri (Matthews 1886:771). 

Various parts of CegDgtb~~ have been gathered in 

historic times (Table 16). The twigs have provided arrow 

shafts, and the wood has been fashioned into digging sticks 

and burned as fuel. Inner bark strips of C~ feDdleri, and 

possibly the fruit capsules (cited as "berries"), have 

been eaten. The blossoms are said to lather up well in 

water and provide a soap. 

No archaeological record located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Most ports of C~QnQtb~~ f~n~l~c1 could be acquired year 

round. This includes the wood for fuel and implements, 

twigs as arrows hafts and kindling, ports needed for 

medicinal or ceremonial use, and inner bark strips to be 

eaten. Ports restricted in availability include the 

blossoms, which could be gathered for soap in April, and the 

possibly edible fruit capsules ["berries") harvestable in 

June. 

PREDIctIONS FOR tHE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Buck-brush wood burned in hearths, or branches employed 

as kindling in mescal roosting pits, might survive in 

charred condition, as would implements fashioned of wood and 

preserved in especially well-pratected locatians. Blossoms, 

inner bark and parts mode into ceremonial emetics or 

medicines are not expected to be recovered in recognizable 

condition. 

---- -- ._-------
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Table 16. Ethnographic rererences to the use or CeQnQtbu~. 

SPECIES 

C. cuneatus 

C. rendleri 

C. greggii 

PART AND USE 

twigs, as arrow 
roresharts 

wood, as rirewood 

wood, as digging 
sticks 

bark strips, eaten 

berries (sic) eaten 

plants, as a 
medicine 

plant known as 
"people's rood" 

plant, as a 
medicine 

plant, as a 
ceremonial emetic 

branches, as 
kindling in mescal 
roasting pits 

GROUP(S) 

Kawaiisu, Calir. 

Kawaiisu, Calir. 

Owens Ualley Paiute, 
Calirornia 

Ramah Navojo, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

NavajO 

NavajO 

Kayenta NavajO, 
Arizona 

NE Yavapai, 
Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Zigmund 1981: 
17-18 

Zigmund 1981: 
17-18 

Steward 1933: 
2LfLf 

Uestal 1952:36 

Swank 1932:35 

Uestal 1952:36 

Fransiscan Fathers 
1910:197 

Wyman and Harris 
19Lf1:58; Elmo["e 
19LfLf:62 

Wyman and Ha["["is 
1951:31 

Girro["d 1936:259 

.... 
m 
o 
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Table 16 [cont.] Ethnographic reFerences to the use of C~QnQtb~s. 

SPECIES 

c. greggii 

PART AND USE 

wood, as digging 
sticks 

Ceanothus spp. blossoms, lethered 
well as a soap 

GRDUP[S] 

NE Yavapai, 
Arizona 

Kaweiisu, CaliF. 

REFERENCE 

GiFFo~d 1936:259 

Zigmund 1981: 
17-18 

,... 
m ,... 
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C~r~g~gr~~~ mQDtgDU~ Ref. var. ~gU~ig~Dtgtu~ (5. Wats.) 
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HABITAT 

steep slope underlain by granite bedrock, within 10 meters 

of the Ramsey Canyon stream. The area receives very little 

of the sun's direct rays, due to a dense overhead tree 

canopy. Although the soil is generally dry, the soil is 

subject to occasional stream scouring. 

PHENOLOGY 

For the six months of October through March mountain 

mahogany shrubs appear dormont, though they retain some 

clinging mature leaves. From April through September the 

leaves and stems are active, and reproductive events rapid. 

Flower buds form in June, full flowering occurs in July, and 

plumose achenes mature in September. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

A number of different species of mountain mahogany have 

been sought by historic groups (Table 17). They preferred 

the hard wood for such items as loom tools, digging sticks, 
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Table 17. Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of CaL~Q~QLgU~. 

SPECIES 

C. betuloides 

PART AND USE 

~oot, boiled as 
a medicine 

wood, ca~ved into 
pipe heads 

wood, os va~ious 
tools 

C. b~eviflo~us ba~k, as a dye 

C. ledifolius 

ba~k-. as a dye 

roots, mashed fo~ 
a dye, tanning agent 

roots, as odditive 
fo~ fe~mented co~n 
beve~age; also a 
medicinal tea 

wood, as digging 
sticks 

wood-, made into 
weaving tools 

wood, favo~ite choice 
fo~ bows; 0 cha~coal 
t~eatment fo~ bu~ns 

-Species listed as a synonym. 

GROUP(S) 

KaUJaiisu, Calif. 

Kawaiisu, Calif. 

Chumash, Calif. 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Hopi, A~izona 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Weste~n Apache, 
A~izono 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Hopi, A~izona 

Gosiute, Nevada and 
Utah 

REFERENCE 

2igmund 1981:18 

2igmund 1981:18 

Timb~ook 198'i: 
160 

Longe 1968:1'i7 

Whiting 1966:78 

Longe 1968:1Lf:7 

Golloghe~ 1977: 
6'i, 79 

Longe 1968:1'i7 

Whiting 1966:78 

Chambe~lin 1911: 
365 

~ 
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Table 17 [cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of CaC~Q~QCQ~~. 

SPECIES 

C. montanus 

PART AND USE 

bark, as a medicine 

bark, as tanning agent 

leaves, powdered 
as a medicine 

leaves, as a medicine 

leaves, boiled as a 
tea for bathing 

leaves, fashioned 
into brooms 

pollen, as a medicine 

root bark, as a 
red dye ingredient 

root bark, as a dye 

roots, as a medicine 

roots, as a tanning 
agent 

-Species listed as a synonym. 

GROUP(S] 

NavajO 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Tewa of 
New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Ramah Navaja, 
New Mexico 

Isleta, 
New Mexico 

Ramah Navajo, 
New Mexico 

NavajO 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Elmore 19'i'i:53 

Swank 1932:35-36 

Robbins et al. 
1916:'i5 

Vestal 1952:30 

Swank 1932:35-36 

Swank 1932:35-36 

Vestal 1952:30 

Jones 1931:21 

Vestal 1952:30 

Elmore 19'i'i:53 

Swank 1932:35-36 

~ 
m 
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Table 17 [cont.] Ethnog~ophic ~efe~ences to the use of Ca~~Q~~~g~&. 

SPECIES 

C. montonus 

C. pa~vifolius 

Ce~coco~pus 

spp. 

PART AND USE 

twigs, to keep 
awoy bedbugs 

wood, mode into 
~abb1t sticks 

wood, os loom tool, 
dice ond fOL sweat
house const~uction 

wood, as tool handles 
and weaving combs 

wood, as small tools 
ond o~~ow pOints 

unknown po~t, made 
into g~ooming combs 

wood, os bows ond 
as cha~coal fo~ burns 

plant, os 0 

medicine 

wood, fo~ digging 
sticks 

wood, fo~ digging 
sticks 

-SpeCies listed os a synonym. 

GRDUP[SJ 

Spanish Ame~icans 
New Mexico 

Tewo of 
New Mexico 

Novajo 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Loguna, 
New Mexico 

Mescole~o and 
Chi~icahua Apache 

White Mt. Apache, 
A~izona 

NavajO 

NE Yavapai, 
A~izona 

Owens Valley Paiute, 
Califo~nia 

REFERENCE 

Cu~ti n 1965: 1'±7 

Robbins et al. 
1916:,,!5 

Elmo~e 19,,!,,!:53 

Vestol 1952:30 

Swank 1932:35-36 

Castette~ ond OpieL 
1936: 19 

Reagan 1929:156 

Wyman and HaL~is 
19"!1:58 

Giffo~d 1936:279 

Stewa~d 1933:239 

.... 
Ul 
U1 
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pipe heads, rabbit sticks, dice, arrow points and as char-

cool to apply to burns. The NavajO called one species "heavy 

as a stone" because of its compact, fine-grained structure 

(Matthews 1886:772J. 

In addition to the wood, bark provided various 

medicinal treatments, dyes and tanning agents. Roots and 

root bark were sought for medicines, dyes, tanning 

materials, and as an additive to a fermented corn dish. 

Leaves were fashioned into brooms, boiled as a bathing teo, 

and used as a medicine. Twigs apparently kept bedbugs away 

when placed under a mattress. Even the pollen was collected 

as an ailment remedy. People may have been especially 

cautious about ingesting medicines that contained mountain 

mahogany, since the plants have been found to contain 

harmful cyanogenic glycosides (Lewis and Lewis 1977:18). 

The archaeological record of mountain mahogany includes 

records to both fuel use and ancient wooden implements. The 

presence of charred C~~gQgg~~y~ remains in hearths and 

middens at sites in the Dolores River area of southwestern 

Colorado suggested the resource was a prehistoric fuel [Benz 

19811:: 2011:, 205 J . Cen;.Qgg£~l.!~ IDQD.t.QDl.!~ charcoal was excavated 

from three 11th century Anasazi sites in the Chimney Rock 

Mesa area of Colorado [Minnis and Ford 1977:83J. 

Uarious prehistoric implements have been identified as 

of mountain mahogany wood. At Cowbay Cave in central Utah, 

a number of artifacts, including dart, arrow and other 

---_ ... -"-----,,._------
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shafts, were made of this wood (Janetski 1980:95J. 

Agricultural implements, scrapers, and a stirring stick of 

C~ mQDtgDY~ were recovered by excavators in Johnson Canyon 

Pueblo III cliff dwellings in southwestern Colorado (Nickens 

1981:79]. Grange (1952:381, 382, 392] described wooden 

artifacts from the Mogollon sites of Tularosa and Cordova 

Caves in south-western New Mexico as having been made of 

~~LCQCQ~~~~. These included atlatl dart foreshofts, the 

handle of a digging stick, end wooden trowels of various 

shapes. Kaplan (1963:35~J lists four C~~~g~g£~U~ achenes as 

also having been found in this cave. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Most parts of mountain mahagany could be acquired at 

any time during the year. This would include wood for fuel 

and various implements, bark, roots and rootbark as 

medicines, dyes and tanning agents, and twigs and leaves to 

serve various medical and household needs. The only part 

restricted in availability would be the pollen; if required 

to treat a medical condition it could be gathered only 

during the month of July. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Wood charred in hearths or fashioned into tools might 

preserve if protected. Concentrated pollen could possibly 

be recovered. Because of their uses and typical preparation 

methods, other C~£~g~Q£~Y~ parts are not considered nearly 

as likely to preserve. 
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CbeDQ~Qg~Um gff~ DeQme~~~gDUm Stand. 

CH-3 (KA ~325-83J UA255~85 

JAN fEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

CbeDQgQ~i~m Q[f~ DeQme~icQD~m appears to be an annual 

plant that does well along the streamside and drier stream 

flanks at Canelo Hills. It grows in alluvial soil that is 

fully saturated, with partial to full exposure to the sun. 

PHENOLOGY 

Goosefoot is recognizable on the landscape for at least 

seven months of the year, April through October. Most of 

that time is spent in vegetative growth and flowe~ bud 

initiation. By August the leaves appear to be fully grown, 

and stem elongation has slowed considerably. August is the 

month during which full flowering and immatu~e f~uit 

development is obse~ved. Ripe seeds a~e available in 

Septembe~, possibly into the ea~ly part of October. The 

plant overwinters in the form of dormant seeds during the 

months of November through March. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnographic record regarding the use of goosefoot 
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plants is almost burdensome, and for this reason the data 

has been encapsulated in Table 18. The major importance of 

all the species to groups allover the western United States 

and elsewhere has been os a food. Historic groups even 

appear to have opportunistically exploited at least two 

species of goosefoot that are suspected of having been 

naturalized in the United States in historic times. 

There are numerous references to leoves, plants, young 

shoots and stalks having been boiled as greens, sometimes 

eaten alone and other times mixed with meal, fat or meat. 

When abundant, the greens were extensively and even 

exclusively relied upon. They were eaten raw or boiled, and 

sometimes dried fOL winter use. People preferred to pick 

them when young and tender. Medicinally, the greens have 

also been applied to burns. 

Repeatedtly the literature refers to the use of the 

seeds as food. These weLe gathered in quantity and some

times stored. Methods of harvest and preparation varied. 

The Havasupai of north-central Arizona gathered sprays of 

the plant, dLied them for a week, then rubbed the plants 

between their palms into a basket so the seeds could be 

winnowed. The seeds weLe then roasted in a parching tray 

and ground and added to a kettle of boiling water to make 

mush (Spier 1928:107). NavajO threshed the seeds by heaping 

the plants on a sheepskin and beating them with a stick. 

Preparation could include grinding for a bread, baking as a 

---- - -----------
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Table lB. Ethnographic rePerences to the use oP Cb~nQgQg1~m. 

SPECIES 

C. album'" 

PART AND USE 

greens, eaten and 
applied to burns 

greens, large omounts 
gathered and eaten 

leaves, extensively 
boiled as greens 

leaves, boiled and 
eaten with Pot 

leaves, eaten os 
greens 

plant, cooked Par 
greens 

plant, cooked Por 
greens in spring or 
aPter summer rains 

plant, boiled then 
Pried when young 

plant, dried Por 
winter use 

plant, eaten 

GRDUP(S] 

Kayenta NavajO 

REFERENCE 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:20-21 

NavoJo Elmore 19~~:~3-~~ 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 
1863: 125 

Hopi Hough 1B98:1~~ 

Luiseno, CaliP. 

Teton Dakota, Omaha 

Hopi 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Picuris, New Mexico 

7 oP 7 Northern 
Paiute gr-oups 

Sparkman 1908: 
233 

Gilmore 1877:26 

Nequotewa 19~3: 
19 

Kr-enetsky 196~: 
":1:":1: 

Krenetsky 196~: 
~":I: 

Stewart lS~1:":I:2B 

... species naturalized Prom Europe [Kearney and Peebles 1860J. 
.... 
--J o 
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Table 18 (cont.) Ethnographic rererences to the use or ~h~nggg~l~m. 

SPECIES 

C. album* 

C. ambros
ioides 

C. caliror
nicum 

PART f!lIND USE 

plant, as a green 
paint: ror bows 

seeds, ground and 
eaten 

seed!; harvested in 
valleys as rood 

seeds, eaten 

leaves. extensively 
bOiled as greens 

plant, medicinal tea 

plant, medicinal tea 

root, stored and 
grated ror soap 

root, used as soap 

root, shavings used 
as soap 

sel3ds, eaten 

BRDUP(S) 

Pawnee 

Navajo, Chaco Canyon 
Or New Mexico 

Kaibab Paiute 

Navajo 

REFERENCE 

Gilmore 1977:26 

Hocking 1956:1~S 

Kelly 196~:~2 

Elmore 19~~:~3-~~ 

Tarahumara. Chihuahua Pennington 
1963:125 

Chile and Columbia 

Tepehuan. Chihuahua 

Cahuilla, Calir. 

Luiseno, Calir. 

Cahuilla, Calir. 

Luiseno, Calif. 

Altschul 1973:63 

Pennington 
1969:139, 179 

Bean and Sou bel 
1972:52-53 

Sparkman 1908: 
233 

Barrows 1900:~8 

Sparkman 1908: 
233 

• species naturalized rrom Europe (Kearney and Peebles 1960). 
.... 
'.J .... 
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Table 18 [cont.) Ethnographic references to the use of CbanQgQQi~m. 

SPECIES 

C. capitatum 

C. cornutum 

C. fremontii 

C. f'remont!! 

PART AND USE 

plant as a medici
nal lotion 

f'lowers, eaten 

plant, liniment 
for ceremonies 

plant, steeped and 
used medicinally 

plant, considered a 
medicine with 
emetic effects 

seeds ground and 
mixed with meal, 
baked in corn husks 

seeds harvested from 
volleys for food 

seeds, gathered in 
quantity; stored 

seeds, eaten 

young shoots, boiled 
as greens 

GRDUP[S) 

Kayenta Navajo 

Hopi 

Navajo 

Zuni 

Acoma and Laguna 
New Mexico 

Hopi 

Kaibab Paiute 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

Owens Ualley Paiute, 
California 

Mohave, Cocopa, 
Maricopa in Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:20-21 

Hough 1898:1li2 

Elmore 19lili:li3-Iili 

Stevenson 1915: 
li5 

Swank 1932:36 

Hough 18S8:1li2 

Kelly 1961i:li2 

Bean and Sou bel 
1972:52-53 

Steward 1933:2li3 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:202 .... 

-...J 
ru 
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Table 18 [cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of CbaQQgQQ~~m. 

SPECIES 

C. hircinum 

C. incisum 

C. lepto
phyllum 

C. murals* 

C. nuttalliae 

C. quinoa 

PART AND USE 

plant, medicinal tea 

plant, medicine 

plant, medicinal tea 

plants, gathe~ed 
when young, boiled 

seeds, important food 

seeds, g~ound and 
eaten in "old times" 

yaung sprouts, 
boiled and eaten 

seeds gathe~ed for 
food; ea~ly summe~ 

seeds harvested for 
food, Dec.-April 

young shoots, boiled 
as greens 

plant boiled for food 

leaves, cooked 

GRDUP(S) 

Paraguay 

A~gentina 

Mexico 

Zuni 

Zuni 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

White Mt. Apache, 
Ar-izona 

Pima, A['"izona 

Seri, coastal 
Sonora 

Mohave, Cocopa, 
Maricopa in A~izona 

Pueblo, Mexico 

Honduras 

* species natu['"olized from Eu['"ope [Keo['"ney and Peebles 1960]. 

REFERENCE 

Altschul 1973:63 

Altschul 1973:63 

Rose 1899:228 

Stevenson 1915:66 

Stevenson 1915:66 

Reagan 1929:156 

Reagan 1929:156 

Russell 1975:73 

Felger and Moser 
1976:16,22 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:202 

Whitake~ and Cutler 
1966:10 

Altschul 1973:63 ... 
'-.I 
W 



Table 18 Ccont.] Ethnographic references to the use of Cb~Dggggium. 

SPECIES 

Chenopodium 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

greens, eaten row or 
boiled 

greens, boiled and 
eaten 

greens, eaten 

greens, cooked 

greens, eaten 

leaves, eaten 

leaves, eaten 

leaves, boiled then 
fried in the spring 

leaves and shoots, 
boiled and eaten 

leaves and stems, 
boiled for greens 

plants, gathered 
extensively for food 

plants, boiled and 
mixed with other food 

GRDUPCS] 

Apache, Arizona 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Keresan pueblos of 
New Mexico 

Sia, New Mexico 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Groups allover the 
United States 

Pima, Arizona 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

NE Yavapai, Arizona 

Gosiute, Nevado and 
Utah 

Hopi 

REFERENCE 

Buskirk 19~9:3~2 

Pennington 
1969: 139, 179 

White 19~5:560 

White 1962:107 

Longe 1968:1~9 

Jones 1931:25 

Yanovsky 1936:22 

Curtin 198~:70 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:52-53 

Gifford 1936:256 

Chamberlin 
1911:366 

Whiting 1966: 
73-7'f 

I-' 
-...J 
~ 
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Table 18 [cont.J Ethnog~aphic ~ere~ences to the use or CbaDgggai~m. 

SPECIES 

Chenopodium 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

plants, packed a~ound 
Yucca r~uits being 
baked in ea~th ovens 

plants, known os a 
rood ~esou~ce 

seeds, ~oasted, 

g~ound. then boiled 
as rood 

seeds. pl:l~ched, 

g~ound then boiled 
as rood 

seeds, used ro~ rood 

seeds, used ro~ rood 

seeds. used ro~ food 

seeds. used ror rood 

seeds, ha~vested in 
obundance; sto~ed 

seeds, made into riour 

stalks, gathe~ed and 
eaten in summe~ 

GRDUP[SJ 

Hopi 

Weste~n Apache. 
A~izona 

Havasupoi, A~izona 

NE Yavapai, A~izona 

Ramah Navajo 

NavajO 

Zuni and NavajO 

Groups all ove~ 
the u. States 

Cahuilla. S. 
Caliro~nio 

Paiute, A~izono 

Papago, A~izona 

REFERENCE 

Whiting 1966: 
73-7LJ: 

Gallagher 1977: 
13-1'i 

Spier 1928:107 

Girro~d 1936:256 

Uestal 1952:2'i-25 

Bailey 19LJ:O:287 

Standley 1912:'i58 

Yanovsky 1936:22 

Bar-r-ollls 1900:57 

Bye 1972:92 

Castette~ and 
Under-h ill 1935: 
1'i-15 

.... 
'" 111 
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cake in a pit oven in the ground, baking as a griddle cake, 

making into mush, or using as a flavoring in corn cakes 

[Bailey 19~O:287J. Northeastern Yavapai in Arizona extrac-

ted the seeds by spreading the tops of the plants on a flat 

surface and beating them with a stick; seeds were then 

winnowed, parched with coals in a basket, ground on a 

metate, boiled and eaten (Giffo~d lS36:c56J. The Ramah 

Navajo (Uestal 19S2:2~-2SJ threshed seeds from dry plants 

on a blanket, winnowed them in a basket, applied light 

grinding to loosen perianths, winnowed them again, and 

washed, dried and ground them with maize. One observer in 

1936 saw a stack of Ch~OQgQ~i~m as high as a hogan being 

threshed and made into bread or saved for winter. 

While the previous methods refer to theshing the entire 

harvested plant, the Zuni had an alternate method of 

acquiring the seeds. They placed a closely-woven large 

shallow troy near a ripe plant and vigorously slopped the 

plant with a wicker fan or scoop (Cushing 197~:2~~J. This 

method differs considerably from that of pulling up on 

entire plant to be dried and threshed later. 

The importance of seeds as food is revealed in oral 

tradition. For example, the Zuni claim the seeds of 

principal foods. They ground the seeds, mixed them with corn 

meal and made Q stiff batter which was then formed into 

balls and steamed. When the Zuni reached this world for the 

---- ------------



first time, however, they prepared the seeds alone, since 

they had not yet acquired maize (Stevenson 1915:66J. 

177 

Uses other than food have been made of goosefoot 

plants. For example, they have been made into green paint, 

medicinal teas, lotions and liniment, and packed into earth 

ovens around y~~~~ fruit to provide steam during cooking. 

The grated root of C~ ~~li[Q~DiQum makes a type of soap. 

The archaeological record of CbeDQgQ~i~m use in the 

American Southwest is almost as extensive as that detailing 

historic uses. Because charred and degraded CbeDQgQQi~m 

seeds cannot always be clearly segregated from morphologic

ally similar emQ~~Dtb~~ seeds, Table 19 includes references 

to both CbeDQ~Q~~~m Qnd Cb§DQgQQi~mLemQ~~Dth~~ identifica

tions made on ancient material. As with the ethnographic 

record, most of the citations suggest a food use for the 

plant in prehistory, specifically for the seeds. 

The majority of ancient seeds have been recovered 

charred. Some have been found in human coprolites. Two 

records of seeds contained within burial vessels suggest 

food offerings. The words "common", "widely distributed", 

"most widespread taxa" and "one of most abundant plant 

foods" hints at the very important role these seeds must 

have played in prehistoric subsistence. 

It seems that the stems were also carried into 

prehistoric Southwestern dwellings. In Cowboy Cave in Utah, 

---- -_. ---... -------. 
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Table 19. Prehistoric rererences to CbeDg~ggiYm or CbeDg~ggiumLemg~gD~by~ remains. 

PART 

pollen 

seeds 

USE 

on metate and in 
vessel in high 
concentrations 

burial orrering 

burial orrering 

rood 

rood 

rood 

rood 

food 

rood 

GROUP(SJ 

Grasshopper 
Pueblo, Arizona 
A.D. 13-1lfOO 

Rainbow Ridge/ 
Monument Ualley, 
Arizona 

Son Cayetano del 
Tumocacori, Ariz. 
Upper Pima Uillage 

Chimney Rock Meso, 
Ariz, A.D. 1000's 

16 or 17 Arizona 
Anasazi sites 

Point or Pines, 
Arizona (A.D. 
1280-1300) 

La Ciudod, Arizona 
Hohokam site 

6 or 8 Arizona 
Hohokam sites 

Mohokam Site, 
Arizona (A.D. 
1100-1200] 

NOTES 

rrom seeds being 
ground and 
stored 

pint or seeds in 
burial bowl 

in bowl with a 
mole burial 

charred 

charred 

cake or charred 
seed on rloor 

charred; 3rd most 
common plant part 

charred 

charred seed coats 

REFERENCE 

Bohrer 1982: 
102 

Jones 19lf5: 
161 

Cutler 1956a 

Minnis and 
Ford 1977 

GClsser 1982: 
33 

Bohrer 1973: 
lf29 

Gasser 1981: 
351 

Gasser 1981: 
351 

Bohrer, Cut
ler and 
Sauer 1969: 6 .... 

...... 
m 
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Table 19 [cont]. Prehistoric references to CbeDC~cdium or CbeDC~cgiUIDLeIDg~gDtbu~ 
remains. 

PART USE 

seeds food 

food 

food 

food 

f'ood 

food 

food 

food 

food 

GROUP(Sl 

Son Cayetano del 
Tumacacori, Ariz. 
Upper Pima Uillage 

NOTES 

one of' most abun
dant plant foods 

Dolores, Colo, 
A.D. 600-850 

charred 

Johnson Canyon, SW 
Colo, Pueblo III 

Chaco Canyon, New 
Mex. A.D.7S0-110 

Cimarron, NE New 
Mex. A.D.700-900, 
Basketmaker site 

Salmon Ruin, NW 
New Mexico, 
A.D.l090-1290 

Arroyo Hondo, New 
Mex. A.D.1300-1~SO 

Higgins Flat Pueb
lo, New Mex. 
A.D. 1175-1250 

Cowboy Cove, Utah 
B.C.2000-A.D.500 

in human copro
lites and a quid 

chorred, comlT'lon 

charred 

parched or carbon
ized; most wide
spread taxa 

charred, widely 
distributed 

charred 

common in human 
coprolites 

REFERENCE 

Cutler 195160 

Benz 1981f: 
20lf 

Nickens 1981: 
75 

Struever 
1977:lflf 

Kirkpatrick 
and Ford 
1977:263 

Adams 19800: 
265 

Wetterstrom 
1976:75 

Cutler 1956b: 
181 

Hogan 1980: 
20lf, 208 ~ 

" LD 
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Table 19 (cont). Prehistoric references to CheQQgQ~l~m or CheQQgQQl~mLam~L~Qth~~ 
remains. 

PART 

seeds 

stems 

unknown 
ports 

USE 

food? 

food? 

food? 

awls, scissor 
snares, spindle 
whorl shafts 

GROUP(S) 

Winona Village and 
Ridge Ruin, Arizona 
A . D. 1000-1100 

Tularosa Cave, SW 
New Mexico 

Cove du Pont, 
Utoh, Basketmaker 

Cowboy Cove, 
Utah 

Tularosa Cave, SW 
New Mexico 

Cowboy Cave, 
Utah 

NOTES 

some twisted 
and bent 

in all levels 
of the cave 

in 11 of 15 
samples; 
common taxon 

REFERENCE 

McGregor 
19lf1:299 

Cutler 1952: 
'±78 

Nusbaum 
1922:71 

Janetski 
1980:80, 
81, S5 

Kaplan 1963: 
35lf 

Barnett and 
Coulam 1980: 

127, 130 

.... 
CD 
o 
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they were apparently fashioned into awls, scissor snares and 

spindle whorl shafts. In Tularosa Cave in New Mexico, their 

presence may have resulted from harvest of older plants from 

which the leaves were stripped and cooked as greens. 

The importance of goosefoot as a prehistoric food in 

the central and eastern area of the United States has been 

known for some time. In the early 1930's Gilmore reported 

that sheaves of goosefoot seed heads were recovered with 

stored foods of the Ozark Bluff-Dweller culture of Arkansas 

and Missouri (1931:97). He thought it likely the resource 

may have been cultivated in prehistory. Cb~DQ~g~~YID was one 

of two foods that formed the bulk of prehistoric plant 

remains recovered from Salts Cove in Kentucky (Watson and 

Yarnell 1966:8~~) representing an Early Woodland Group 

dating 1125-290 B.C. When Bryant (197~:207) analyzed human 

coprolite pollen from Mammoth Cave, very near Salts Cove, he 

discovered cheno-am pollen (representing both Chenopodiaceae 

and aIDQ~QDtby~ pollen) in frequencies greater than 50% in 

four samples. He suggested the prehistoric residents may 

have eaten Cb~DQ~gQ1YID seeds; he had noted a correlation 

between high cheno-am pollen percentages and the presence of 

Cb~DQ~9~lYID seeds in human feces elsewhere (in Texas). 

A flowering stalk and seeds recovered from the Ozark 

Bluff Dweller shelter has been recently examined (Wilson 

Dutt~lli~~, a Mexican cultivar that was transported to the 
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Oza~ks with othe~ domesticated plants. The cha~acte~istics 

of these ~emains led Wilson to believe that they ~ep~esent 

fully domesticated Cb~DQ~QdlYm in the New Wo~ld in 

p~ehisto~ic times. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Goosefoot g~eens (leaves) could be gathe~ed th~oughout 

a fou~-six month g~owing season, although the enti~e plant, 

including young shoots/stems would be most p~efe~~ed du~ing 

the ea~lie~ pe~iod of Ap~il and May. At some point as the 

stems became tough (August-Octobe~) people would p~obably 

pick the plant and st~ip off only the leaves to boil as 

food. It is quite possible, howeve~, that young plants 

might be eme~ging th~oughout the summe~ months, p~oviding a 

continuous supply of the young g~eens. 

At Canelo Hills the seeds of Cb~DQ~gglYID gff~ 

DeQID~zj~gDYm ~ipen in Septembe~, and may possibly still be 

available in Octobe~. Beyond that time the plant has 

dispe~sed its disseminules and can no longe~ be gathe~ed. 

La~ge stands could be ha~vested in any numbe~ of ways such 

as those suggested by the ethnog~aphic lite~atu~e. 

Use of goosefoot plants fo~ othe~ needs could span the 

enti~e length of time the plant is ~ecognizable on the 

landscape. Ha~vest of the plant fo~ medicinal needs, fo~ 

point, and fo~ pocking into eo~th ovens to p~ovide a 

p~otective steam-p~oducing loye~ su~~ounding Y~CQQ f~uits 

---_ .... _ ... _--_ .. _ .. -
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could bccu~ f~om Ap~il th~ough Septembe~. 

Limited use of the flowe~s fo~ food would be confined 

to late summe~, du~ing August. If the ~oots we~e ha~vested 

fo~ soap, it seems likely it would happen late in the 

g~owing season (Sept.-Oct.) when they had attained some 

size. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Chances a~e low that leaves o~ young goosefoot stalks 

picked and boiled as g~eens, flowe~s, o~ ~oots would 

p~ese~ve, at least in a condition conducive to identifica

tion. Howeve~, the seeds would in fact have high likelihood 

of being ~etained in the a~chaeological ~eco~d due to 

pa~ching o~ ~oasting du~ing p~epa~ation. Small seeds being 

p~ocessed ove~ a fi~epit would bounce out of the containe~ 

and into the pit below o~ onto the floo~. When the hearth 

was cleaned o~ the floo~ swept, thei~ transfer to ancient 

t~ash heaps wauld be insu~ed. Once the seeds had been 

g~ound, thei~ chances of recognition would be quite low. 

P~esence of seeds in ea~th ovens might confirm the hista~ic 

practice of using the plants as a steaming mate~ial. 
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HABITAT 

east side of the stream at Canelo Hills Cienega. The area 

receives only partial exposure to sunlight, due to 

surrounding tall vegetation. Underlying substrate is 

composed of pockets of colluvium ond volcanic bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial herb emerges sometime prior to July, at 

which time it can be found in full flower. Flowering 

continues through August, when immature fruit develops. 

By October vegetative activity has ceased and fruit pods 

appear ripe. In November, Just prior to resumption of 

dormancy, only a few mature pods remain clinging to dead 

branches. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

~t~ictQ were said to be a purgative (Altschul 1973:12IfJ. The 

Tepehuan of Chihuahua were reported to boil the leaves and 

------ -- ------- -------
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stems of this species and administer the resulting drink to 

someone with a fever (Pennington 1969:182J. Also in 

Chihuahua, the Torahumara pressed Juice from the cooked 

leaves of another species, CL b~mif~~Q, and added it to a 

common corn dish (Pennington 1963:77J. 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

To treat a fever, leaves and stems of CQlQ~QDiQ 

gDg~~tlfQllg are available in Canelo Hills at least for the 

four months of July through October. One could also dig at 

the base of the plant during that time to locate the root 

fOL other medicinal use. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Because of the parts sought and the preparation steps 

listed in historic literatuLe, it is not expected that 

prehistoric record. 
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CQmmeliDg gigDtbifglig Delile. 

RC-1 (KA ~206-83) UA25~986 

x x x x x x x x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

HABITAT 

Canyon on a shallow slope in an area of granite bedrock. 

The plants receive 50% or more exposure to the sun. 

PHENOLOGY 

The period of active growth for this herbaceous day-

flower species is July-September. In July the taxa displays 

rapidly elongating stems and enlarging leaves. By August it 

appears in full flower and by September mature fruit are 

dispersing. The plants resume darmancy by October. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Various species of dayflower have been eaten or sought 

for medicine the world over. Altschul (1973:20-21) lists 

medicinal lJSeS of CQIDIDeliDQ species in Bolivia, China, Japan 

and the Phillipines. People in China and Japan have been 

reported to eat young stems and leaves of these plants. 

CQIDIDellDQ glff~~g, which grows in the ricefields in West 

Bengal, India, is macerated and applied to burns, boils and 

itches; the leaves af this species also serve as a 
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vegetable (Datto and Banerjee 1979:302). 

In the New World, references to dayflower seem to be 

generolly medicinal in nature. According to Uestal (1952: 

19J, the Ramah Navajo gave a cold infusion of dried 

pulverized roots of C~ g~gDtblfgl~g to animals in breeding 

seasons to increase fertility, and to ewes if twin lambs 

were desired. Other Navajo drank infusions of Cgmmel10Q sp. 

as an aphrodisiac [Wyman and Harris 19~1:61). Tepehuan 

living in Chihuahua used the seeds of C~ ~~~ctQ as a 

treatment for badly swollen eyelids (Pennington 1969:178). 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Young dayflower plants could be gathered in July if 

sought as edible greens. for medicinal needs, perhaps older 

plonts would also suffice, thus extending the period of 

availability through the months of August and September. 

Seeds con be sought for medicinol treatment in September. 

Roots might be gathered at ony time the plant was active 

vegetatively and visible above ground. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Perhaps only the seeds of dayflower would preserve. 

Their manner of preparation as a medicine would bear upon 

the chances for finding them centuries later. Any treatment 

that exposed them directly to fire would foster 

preservation, but other methods such as mixing the seeds in 

water for an eyewash would not. 
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Cg~udgli~ gy~~g Willd. 

CH-6 (KA #311-8~J UA2S~6~8 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLV AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

CQ~~gQli~ Q~~eQ does well in a partially shaded area on 

the east side of the stream at Canelo Hills Cienega. The 

underlying substrate, composed of colluvium and volcanic 

bedrock, is dry. 

PHENOLOGY 

This biennial or short-lived perennial resumes growth 

in February and within a month is in full flower. By April 

the first mature seeds are present in fruit pods. Ripe 

seeds can be found through May and June on still growing 

plants; by July the plant has died back and becomes 

difficult to locate. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

A number of species of weedy CQ~~qQli~ in North 

America, including C~ Qy~~g are suspected of containing 

toxic alkaloids, though they may not taste bad to animals. 

Apparently the tubers of some species have been eaten in 

Europe (Lewis end Lewis 1977:32). In the United Stotes and 
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Mexico CQ~Ug~ll~ ~ure~ has been gathered principally as a 

medicinal plant. For example, in Mexico a tea of C~ Q~~§g 

ssp. g~~lgeDtgll~ was considered good for women immediately 

after childbirth (Altschul 1973:92J. In New Mexico the 

Ramah NavajO made a lotion of C~ ~u~eg to treat sore throats 

and backache; they also drank a cold infusion of the plant 

for stomachache and in the treatment of dysmenorrhea (Uestal 

1952:28). Kayenta NavajO in Arizona treated "milk leg", 

diarrhea, snake bite, and sores on the body caused by 

interaction with a raven's nest with this species (Wyman and 

Harris 1951:23J. NavajO also employed it as an arthritis 

medicine (Wyman and Harris 19~1:59, 62). 

No archaeological record located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

CQ~~QQli~ Q~~eQ is available for gathering in Canelo 

Hills February through June for preparation as a medicinal 

tea or topical lotion. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Plants prepared as teas or lotions generally lose all 

identifying characteristics, precluding chances of 

recovering them in the prehistoric record. Perhaps only the 

black shiny seeds, brought in inadvertently in the harvest 

of the plant, might enter the record and be recovered 

centuries later. 
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Cu~urD~tQ fget~g~~~~mQ H.B.K. 

CH-2 CKA #32~-8~) UA25501~ 

x _c;. _K _~ x _~ 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

HABITAT 

C~C~~QitQ fQ~tiQi~~im~ flourishes under the canopy of 

the deciduous forest that lines the stream at Canelo Hills. 

There is less than 50% exposure to the sun in this location. 

The underlying substrate is alluvial, and is often damp due 

to the shading provided by nearby trees. 

PHENOLOGY 

Buffalo-gourd is a perennial herbaceous species present 

above ground at Canelo Hills May through October. During 

the three months of May to July plants put energy into stem 

elongation and leaf growth. Flowering begins in August, 

with immature fruit ripening by October. By November most 

plants died back to ground level in preparation for a six 

month dormant period. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Buffalo-gourd is another species for which extensive 

ethnographic literature exists (Table 20). In the historic 

period, people have sought blossoms, young and ripe fruit, 

------- --------- ------ -- -~--.--~---.---. ----- .. -~ .. ,--
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Table 20. Ethnographic rererenCBS to the use or CU~U~Qi~g fc=~igi~~img. 

PART USE 

blossoms dye 

medicinal 

rruit food 

food 

rood 

rood 

household needs 

household needs 

household needs 

household needs 

GROUP(S) 

Cahuilla, 
Calirornio 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Many groups in 
SUI U.S. 

Groups in New 
Mexico 

Isleta, New 
Mexico 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Cahuilla, 
Calirornia 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Many groups of S. 
Calirornia and 
Arizona 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

NOTES 

yellow 

powdered and 
applied ta sores 

cooked or dried 

cooked when young 

formerly eaten 

picked while green 
and cooked 

dried and made 
into utensils 

used to clean 
clothes 

pulp or green rruit 
used to clean 
clothes 

made into dance 
rattles and toys 
when ripe 

REFERENCE 

Bean and 
Saubel 1972 

Camazine and 
Bye 1980:375 

Yanovsky 
1936:59 

Standley 
1912:'i58 

Jones 1931: 
27 

Cushing 
197'i:228 

Bean and 
Soubel 1972 

Vestal and 
Schultes 
1939:5'i 

Palmer 
1878:651 

Swank 1932: 
'i0 .... 

LD .... 
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Table 20 [contJ. EthnogLaphic LefeLences to the use of C~~~LbitQ LQatiQi~~imQ. 

PART USE 

fLUit household needs 

household needs 

household needs 

household needs 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

fLUit and household needs 
vines 

Loots household needs 

medicinal'" 

GROUP[SJ 

Hopi, ALizona 

SoutheLn Paiute, 
Utah 

Kawaiisu, 
CalifoLnia 

Luiseno, 
CalifoLnia 

KioUJa, Oklahoma 

Sponish-AmeLicans 
of New Mexico 

Cahuilla, 
CalifoLnia 

GLOUPS in New 
Mexico 

TaLahumaLa, Chi
huahua 

Plains gLOUPS of 
MissouLi RiveL 

NOTES 

["ind unsuitable 
fOL utensils 

mode into a soap 

used when ["ipe 
fo[" washing 
clothes; c["ushed 
OL boiled 

Lipe fLUit used 
as soap 

peeled and boiled 

baked in oven 

pulp applied 
to so["es 

mashed and used 
to wash clothes 

cLushed and used 
to soak clothes 

["oot Lesembled 
human body 

REFERENCE 

Whiting 
1966:93 

Bye 1972:93 

Zigmund 
1981:22 

SpaLkman 
1908:229 

Uestal and 
Schultes 
1939:5'f 

Cu["tin 1965: 
1f5-'f7 

Bean and 
Saubel 1972 

Rose 1899: 
236 

Pennington 
1963:212 

Gilmo["e 
1977:61f-65 

I-' 
Ul 
III 
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Table 20 (cont]. Ethnographic rererences to the use or C~~~rQitg fg§tigi~~imQ. 

PART USE 

roots medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

medicinal 

seeds food 

food 

GROUP(S) 

Kaibab Paiute 

Southern Paiute, 
Utah 

Spanish-Americans 
of New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Tewa, New Mexico 

Isleta, New Mex. 

Cahuilla, 
California 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Many groups, S. 
Calif. and Arizona 

Cahuilla, 
California 

Luiseno, Calif. 

NOTES 

used as a teo 

applied to piles 
and sores 

ground and 
mixed with oil 

crushed to a 
paste 

ground and mixed 
with water 

boiled 

macerated 

sliced 

pounded and 
boiled 

macerated 

ground ror 
flour in spring 

REFERENCE 

Kelly 1939 

Bye 1972: 
93 

Curtin 1965: 
li5-li7 

Swank 1932: 
liO 

Robbins et 
01. 1916:63 

Jones 1931 

Bean and 
Saubel 1972 

Gallagher 
1977:80 

Russell 
1975:179 

Palmer 1878: 
651 

Bean and 
Saubel 1972 

~ 

Sparkman 1908 ~ 
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Table 20 (cant]. Ethnographic rererences to the use or C~~u~bitQ fQetiQi~~imQ. 

PART USE GROUP(S] 

seeds rood Southern Paiute, 
Utah 

rood Pima, Arizona 

rood- Many groups, S. 
Calir. and Ariz. 

ga~es Spanish-Americans 
or New Mexico 

medicinal Zuni, New Mexico 

.. Name listed as 0 synonym. 

NOTES 

made into a mush 

roasted 

ground rine and 
made into mush 

powdered 

REFERENCE 

Bye 1972:93 

Russell 1975 

Palmer 1878: 
651 

Curtin 1965: 
'i5-'i7 

Camazine and 
Bye 1980:375 

.... 
U) 
0+ 
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roots and seeds to serve as food, medicines and as a variety 

of household needs. The fruit could be cooked when green 

and eaten, or dried for storage. As an example of how the 

fruit might be prepared, the Zuni picked it green and cooked 

it in various ways; a principal method was to boil it to a 

paste, mix liberally with rancid suet and fry it on hot 

stone slabs (Cushing 197~:228). When ripe later in the 

season, the hard rind might be fashioned into children's 

toys or utensils. Numerous groups in the Americcn Southwest 

made soap out of the fruit for cleaning clothes. Fruits 

also provided medicinal treatments, generally undergoing 

some kind of preparation prior to use. 

Sliced, maceroted, ground, or boiled roots had 

medicinal uses that included curing rheumatism (Curtin 

1965:~5-~7), ulcer relief (Bean and Saubel 1972:57-58), use 

as an emetic (Uestal and Schultes 1939:5~) and in treating 

chest pains (Jones 1931:27). Apparently the roots also 

provided material for soaking clothes, but not as often as 

the fruits did. 

Seeds of buffalo-gourd have been eaten. Often they 

were ground for flour and mode into a mush. The Pima of 

Arizona first roosted them. Spanish-American children have 

played games with the seeds, and the Zuni ground them to 

powder for a medicinal need. 

The archaeological record of buffalo-gourd is extensive 

(Table 21). According to Cutler and Whitaker (1961:~70-~71) 
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Table 21. Prehistoric references to Cucu~b1t~ ~Qat1Q1aa1m~ remains. 

PART 

fruit 
pulp 

rind 

rind 

rind and 
seeds 

USE 

as scouring 
pads? 

made into 
vessels 

GROUP(S) 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Grand Canyon, 
Ariz. (A.D.1050-
1150) 

Tuloroso Cave, 
New Mexico 

Ventana Cave, 
Arizona 

Tonto Nat'l. Mon
ument, Arizona 
(A.D. 1300's) 

Montezuma Castle, 
Arizona 

Orme Ranch, Ariz. 
(A.D.I100-1'f00, 
historic age) 

Tamaulipas, Mex
ico (B.C. 7000-
historic times) 

NOTES 

found with rind 
and roots 

in a rock shelter 
granary 

found with fruit 
pulp and roots 

fruits halved 
lengthwise 

many lots in 
numerous 
strata 

three caves, in 
all levels 

Zion Nat'l. Park, from a cave 
Utah (Basketmaker 
III-Pueblo I) 

REFERENCE 

Cutler 
1852:'f70 

Cutler 1863: 
301 

Cutler 
1852:'f70 

Haury 1850: 
168, 'f25 

Bohrer 1862: 
88-100 

Cutler and 
Kaplan 1856 

Breternitz 
1960:35 

Whitaker, 
at 01. 
1857:356· 

Jones 1855: 
201 

.... 
(f) 
01 
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Table 21. Prehistoric references to C~~Y~Q1tg fg§t1gi~~1mg remains. 

PART 

rind and 
seeds 

roots 

root pulp 

seeds 

stems 

unknown 

USE 

as food'? 

as food 

GROUP(S] 

Higgens Flat Pue
blo, New Mexico 
(A.D.1175-1250) 

Tularosa Cove, 
New Mexico 

Montezuma Castle, 
Arizona 

Fresno I Shelter, 
New Mexico 
[B.C. 1600-A.D.11 

Montezuma Castle, 
Arizona 

Montezuma Castle, 
Arizona 

Rock Shelter, 
Texas 

NOTES 

rind fragment 
and two seeds, 
charred 

found with rind 
and fruit pulp 

in 8/10 natural 
strata and 
many pits 

REFERENCE 

Cutler 1956b: 
182 

Cutler and 
Whitaker 
1961:'i7'i 

Cu1:ler and 
Kaplan 1956 

Bohrer 1981 

Cutler and 
Kaplan 1956 

Cutler and 
Kaplan 1856 

Coffin 
1932:59 

p 
tD 
-.J 
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this species has the widest distribution among ancient 

groups of ony of the wild C~C~LQitQ species. Wild remains 

date back to 7000 B.C. in the Ocampo Caves of Tamaulipas, 

Mexico, and have been recovered from numerous prehistoric 

sites in both Arizona and New Mexico. Many of the 

Southwestern United States remains date to the period A.D. 

900-1~00. According to Cutler (1956b:182J, this plant was 

one of the most common found in Tularosa and Cordova Caves 

in New Mexico. Many of the ancient records refer to 

uncharred parts retained in well-protected sites. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Buffalo-gourd blossoms could be sought for medicinal or 

dye purposes in August in Canelo Hills Cienega. Young fruit 

is generally available in September. By October the fruit 

has ripened, and would be ready for harvest then and for 

some time after the plant has died back. A plant can 

produce an abundant crop of ripe fruit which contains seed 

rich in oil and protein (BemiS, et 01. 1978J. 

The large underground root would be easily located 

during the time the plant is obvious above-ground (May 

through OctoberJ, but if the location of a plant were 

remembered the root could be dug at any time during the 

year. The roots can often be quite extensive, with a fresh 

weight of up to ~7 kg; they also vary in starch content from 

20% [initial flush of growthJ to a high of 52~ during 

dormancy (BemiS, et 01. 1978). 
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Highly pe~ishable buffolo-gou~d blossoms would p~obobly 

not p~ese~ve. Likewise, cooked young f~uit would become 

un~ecognizable. Matu~e f~uit fashioned into utensils might 

be ~etoined in well-p~otected locations; matu~e f~uit 

c~ushed o~ boiled as soap, o~ baked, peeled and boiled as a 

medicine would not. Any moce~oted o~ c~ushed ~oots that 

we~e subsequently mixed with wote~ ond/o~ boiled could lose 

identifying c~ite~ia. The ~oosted seeds, destined to be 

eaten, would su~vive only if they ente~ed the o~choeolagical 

~eco~d p~io~ to being g~ound to flou~. 
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x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 

C~~~~y~ f~DglerlgDY~ Boeckl. 
RC-l (KA #207-83] UA2550~0 

x x X X _~ X -~-
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 
C~Qe~~~ m~oim~~ H.B.K. vor. ~~Qe~cim~~ [Liebm.] Kukenth. 

RC-l (KA #220-83] UA25503S 

x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 

CugerY~ off. ~riDgl~i Britt. 
RC-1 [KA #202-83] UA255~82j (KA #211-83] UA255~8~ 
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HABITAT 

All three species of C~ge~~~ grow in a dry, partially

shaded site, approximately 10 meters from the stream at 

Ramsey Canyon. The substrate is composed of colluvium and 

granite. 

PHENOLOGY 

Vegetative growth of these perennial flat-sedges 

resumes in July, though stems cease to elongate a month 

later. Leaves enlarge for an additional one or two months. 

By August both Cya~~~~ f~Dgl~~lgD~~ and C~ aff. a£lDgl§l are 

in full flower; C~ mgDlmg~ follows a month later. Mature 

achenes can be found on all species in September and 

October. It becomes difficult to locate flat-sedge plants 

in November or December, after they have dispersed their 

fruit and resumed dormancy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The underground roots of Cya§~~~ f~Dgl§rlgD~~ have been 

listed as food for various Apache groups in the American 

Southwest CTable 22). Neither of the other two species 

listed above were mentioned in the ethnographic literature. 

However, other species have been sought. The underground 

tubers and/or rhizomes seem to be a preferred food, as well 

as providing medicinal material. Leaves, culms and achenes 

have also found their way into a number of medicinal 

preparations. The achenes of more than one species offered 

a food resource to people in various places. 
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Table 22. Ethnographic re~erences to the use of Cug~rY~. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

C. a~istatus tuberous roots, 
[as C. inFlexusl as food 

C. b~evifolius leaves, as medicine 

C. cype~oides seeds, as medicine 

C. dif~usus root, as medicine 

C. esculentus seeds, former-ly 
eaten 

seeds, as food 

C. fendler-ianus tuber-s, as food 

C. ferax 

C. mur-icatus 

Cyperus spp. 

tuber-s, as Food 

seeds, for-mer-ly 
eaten 

r-oot, as food and 
o scent 

unknown port, as 
medicine 

culms, as medicine 

GROUPCSl 

Acoma and Loguna, 
New Mexico 

Philippine Islands 

Philippine Islands 

Philippine Islands 

Mohave and Cocopa, 
Lower- Colo. River-

Cocopa, Lower- Colo. 
River-

Mescaler-o and 
Chiricohuo Apache 

Apache, Southwest 
United Stotes 

Mohave and Cocopo, 
Lower Colo. River 

Tangonyiko, Africa 

Philippine Islonds 

West Bengel, Indie 

REFERENCE 

Costetter- 1935:25 

Altschul 1973:12-13 

Altschul 1973:12-13 

Altschul 1973:12-13 

Castetter- and Bell 
1951:192 

Kelly 1977:39 

Castetter end Opler-
1936:'i7 

Bortlett 1951:50 

Costetter end Bell 
1951:192 

Altschul 1973:12-13 

Altschul 1973:12-13 

Dotto end Boner-Jee 
1979:310 

ru 
o 
ru 
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Table 22 [cont.l Ethnographic rererences to the use or CUg~rU5. 

SPECIES PART AND USE GRDUP(Sl 

Cyperus spp. rhizomes, as medicine West Bengal, Indio 

root, as medicine NE Yavapai, Arizona 

seeds, as rood Cocopa, Lower Colo. 
River 

spikes, as medicine West Bengal, India 

REFERENCE 

Datta and Banerjee 
1979:301 

Gifford 1936:261 

Curtin 19B'i:99 

Datta and Banerjee 
1979:301 

ru 
o 
w 
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No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Underground flat-sedge parts might be harvested in July 

for food or medicine just as the plants are emerging from 

the ground. These three species may not offer much in the 

way of nutrient reserves, however, judging from the scanty 

underground parts on herbarium specimens collected in this 

study. An alternate time for gathering would be in October 

or November, when plants have replenished underground 

storage organs and can still be located via above ground 

parts. Leaves and culms could be gathered for medicinal 

needs at any time from July through the beginning of 

dormancy. Achenes from all three species would be ripe as 

food in September and October. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Depending on whether flat-sedge achenes were prepared 

in some manner that exposed them to fire or heat, they might 

represent the only part retained in the prehistoric record. 

Leaves and culms processed into a medicine, and young fleshy 

underground parts would be unlikely to survive. 



D~~~U~gjDjg ~jDDgtg (Walt.) Britt. 
ssp. Qg~Ql~U~g (Woot.) Oetling 

CH-7 (KA #306-8~) UA255010 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

HABITAT 

This species of O~a~~~QiDiQ can be found on the 

western side of the stream at Canelo Hills Cienega. The 

underlying substrate is composed of alluvium and is 

generally quite dry. The area is fully exposed to the sun's 

rays. 

PHENOLOGY 

This annual tansy mustard species can only be found in 

the spring months of April through June here. It flowers in 

April and disperses mature seeds in May and June. During the 

time the seeds are ripe, the leaves have generally dried 

up. After June the plant has completely broken down, and 

is present only as seeds in the soil for the next nine 

months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnographic record reveals extensive use of 

D~~GU~gjDjg ~jDDgtg (Table 23). The leaves and young plants 

have been frequently saught when tender to be cooked and 
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Table 23. Ethnographic references to the use of D~~~y~g~Dig QiDDgtg. 

PART USE 

leaves food 

food 

food· 

medicine· 

plants food 

food· 

food 

food 

medicine 

point 

GROUP(SJ 

Cahuilla, 
California 

Tepehuan, Chihua
hua 

Many groups 

Pima, Arizona 

Mohave and Yuman 
groups, Lower 
Colo. River 

Hopi, Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

S. Paiute, Utah 

Ramah Navl:lJo, 
New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

·Listed under a synonym SQ~biQ QiDDQtQ. 

NOTES 

as greens, in the 
spring 

boiled and fried 

boiled or roasted 

infusion applied 
to sores 

boiled as greens 

as greens in 
spring 

gathered in spring 
and baked in pit 
as steamed greens 

REFERENCE 

Bean and 
Sou bel 1972 

Pennington 
1969:93 

Yanovsky 
1936:27 

Russell 
1975:77 

Castetter 
and Bell 
1951:187 

Whiting 
1966:77 

Nequatewa 
19'*3:19 

cooked as pot-herbs Bye 1972:93 

poultice os tooth
ache treatment 

for pottery 

Uestal 1952: 
28 

Whiting 
1966:77 

ru 
o 
m 
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Table 23 (cont). Ethnographic rererences to the use or De~cYrgiDig ~iDDgtg. 

PART USE 

seeds beverage 

beverage* 

rood 

rood 

food* 

food 

rood 

rood 

rood* 

rood* 

GRDUP(S) 

Kawaiisu, 
California 

Papago, Arizona 

Cahuilla, 
Calirornia 

Pima, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Kaibab Paiute, 
Ariz. and Utah 

S. Paiute, 
Utah 

Ramah Navajo, 
New Mexico 

Papago, Arizona 

Many groups 

*Listed under a synonym SQ~biQ ~innQtQ. 

NOTES 

mixed with water 

steeped for a tea
like drink 

ground and mixed 
with other items 

roasted 

parched and 
ground 

made into mush 

ground as f'lour 
and used in soups 

once used exten
sively 

most common of' 
seed crops 

cooked to mush 

REFERENCE 

2igmund 
1981:26 

Castetter 
and Under
hill 1935: 27 

Bean and 
Saubel 1972 

Curtin 198LJ:: 
BLJ: 

Russell 
1975:77 

Kelly 196LJ:: 
LJ:2 

Bye 1972:93 

Vestal 1952: 
28 

CastettBr 
and Under'-:' 
hi 11 1935: 2LJ: 

Yanovsky 1936 
ru 
o 
'.J 
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Table 23 (cont]. Ethnographic references to the use of Uea~u~Q101Q g1noQta. 

PART USE 

seeds food 

food 

medicine 

GROUP(S] 

Mohave and Yuman 
groups, Lallier 
Colo. River 

Maricopa, Lallier 
Colo. River 

Cahuilla, 
California 

-Listed -under 0 synonym Sggbig giDData. 

NOTES 

mode into pinole 

REFERENCE 

Castetter 
and Bell 
1951: 187 

considered the Castattar 
most important and Bell 
of small seeds 1951:187 

ground for stomach Bean and 
ailments Saubal 1972 

ru 
o 
CD 
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eaten as greens. An alternate need served by this plant has 

been as an organic pottery point. For example, the Tewa of 

New Mexico boiled De~~~~QlDlQ (as SQ~b~g] until it turned to 

mush, then squeezed out much of the liquid and molded the 

mass into a cake to be dried for late~ use. When needed, a 

small piece was broken off, dipped in water, and rubbed on a 

stone pallette as a paint (Robbins, et al. 1916:60). 

Perhaps the more important resou~ce provided by tansy 

mustard was its harvest of tiny ~ed seeds. Hints as to its 

importance as an early-ripening resou~ce can be found in 

such statements as "once extensively used for food" and 

"most common of the seed crops". Typical ha~vest and 

p~eparation techniques have been reco~ded for the Kawaiisu 

of California. These people beat the seeds into a 

gathering basket, parched them with hot coals on a flat 

t~ay, pounded them in a mo~tar, and afte~ sifting mixed the 

meal with cold water. Among this g~oup, as with others, the 

seeds we~e often stored, as gathe~ed o~ ofte~ pounding 

(Zigmund 1981:26J. In the 1930's a Romah NavajO woman in 

New Mexico was observed making a cake f~om the ground seeds 

of this plant CUestal 1952:28]; perhaps the cake was 

destined to be sto~ed fo~ future use. 

Tansy musta~d seeds have been ~ecovered from ancient 

sites in the southwestern states of New Mexico, Colorado and 

Arizona. The repeoted occurrence of Oe~c~~~ioi~ type seeds 

in 30 of 6~ floor and trash strata at Salmon Ruin in narth-
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western New Mexico suggests that prehistoric occupants of 

the pueblo ate the resource frequently [Adams 1980~:282-

28~]. Some of the seeds appeared parched or carbonized. 

Both the Chacoan [A.D. 1090-1135] and Mesa Uerdean [A.D. 

1180-1250] occupations of the pueblo harvested this 

resource. Just to the south of Salmon Ruin burned 

D~~~YrglDj9 seeds were found in a pueblo site doting to A.D. 

750-1100 in the Chaco Canyon area [Struever 1977:52]. 

Cutler (1952:~79] reported on the presence of D~~~y£glDig 

~lDD9tg in the wild plant debris excavated from Tularosa 

Cove, a Mogollon site in southwestern New Mexico. Two sites 

in southern Colorado, doting to the Basketmaker III and 

Pueblo I periods, contained a total of four lots of charred 

D~~~Y£91Dig seeds (Jones and Fonner 195~:9~-95]. 

In Arizona, excavators recovered a number of tansy 

mustard seeds in a Sacaton Phase [A.D. 1100-1200) pottery 

vessel at Snaketown Pueblo in the southern port of the 

state. An olla (large ceramic vessel] found in a Rincon 

Phase Hohokam site [A.D. 1100-1200] Just south of Tucson 

held at least ~OO ml of the seeds. An accompanying olla was 

full of corn, suggesting both vessels contained foodstuffs. 

An olla in on outdoor hearth area of a nearby site of the 

same time period held 890 ml of the some small seeds 

(Bohrer, Cutler and Sauer 1969:2-3]. 
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Young tansy musta~d plants p~ovide a ha~vestable g~een 

in the sp~ing at Canelo Hills, du~ing Ap~il and pe~haps 

ea~lie~. This pe~iod of availability of leaves and tende~ 

stems would be ~athe~ sho~t, as the plants appea~ to d~y up 

as the seeds begin to ~ipen in the pods. Ripe seeds can be 

found in May, and may often cling in the pods of the plant 

until June. Enti~e stands of what appea~ to be dead 

tansy musta~d plants can still yield an abundant sou~ce of 

seeds to a ha~veste~ walking th~ough with a basket and seed 

beate~. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

P~ese~vation of young plants and leaves is unlikely, 

conside~ing that they a~e most often boiled to p~epa~e 

eithe~ edible g~eens o~ potte~y paint. P~ese~vation of 

seeds, on the othe~ hand, is highly likely. especially if 

they have been pa~ched o~ ~oasted in p~epo~ation. Chances 

fo~ entry of the tiny seeds into fi~epits o~ t~ash deposits 

would be ve~y good. 
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x x x .c-_ ..D_ -~ 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

D~~IDQglYID ~QtQ~9YlQD Gray 
RC-3 CKA #212-83) UA25~88~ 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 
D~~mQct~~m CQ~~i Schubert 

RC-l CKA #208-83) UA25~883 

HABITAT 

The two species of tick-clover monitored in this study 

at Ramsey Canyon preferred slightly different settings. 

Oe§mQQi~m QQtQ~Q~lQn grows in wet soil in a heavily shaded 

area in overbank deposits near the stream. O~ cQ~ei can be 

found in dry soil in an area that receives more exposure to 

the sun. 

PHENOLOGY 

Although O~ ~QtQ~Q~lQn is a perennial herb and O~ 

cQ~ei is an annual, their phenological profiles are similar. 

Both are in full flower in Auyust and September, and have 
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~ipe pods in Septembe~ and Octobe~. Both a~e vegetatively 

active th~oughout this pe~iod. The maJo~ diffe~ence between 

the two species is that the pe~ennial D~ D~tQ~g~lQD can be 

found on the landscape fo~ one month befo~e and one month 

following the p~esence of annual OL ~Q~e~ in the a~ea. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

No ~efe~ences to New Wo~ld use of tick-clove~ we~e 

located in the lite~atu~e sea~ched. This seems somewhat 

unusual in light of the fact that people in other pa~ts of 

the wo~ld have sought the genus. In east Af~ico, the ~oots 

of a species of D~~IDQ9j~ID have been used to t~eot la~ge 

so~es, while the leaves of anothe~ species we~e pounded and 

mixed with wote~ and applied to so~e eyes (Kokwa~o 

1976:135]. In West Bengal, India, a paste of the b~uised 

leaves of D~ t~iflQ~~ID p~ovided a topical medicine fo~ 

itches and so~es; f~esh leaves we~e gathe~ed to t~eat a 

numbe~ of maladies, including dia~~hea, abscesses and wounds 

(Datta and Bane~jee 1979:30~]. In Haiti, this same species 

was boiled as a tea fo~ ~heumatism, and people in Bu~mo ate 

the leaves as a vegetable (Altschul 1973:121]. Oe~mQQ~~m 

9YDDii beans have been eaten in China, while seeds of D~ 

~~~eIDQ~~ID we~e steamed and eaten in Japan; othe~ species 

se~ved medicinal needs in Siam, the Solomon Islands and the 

Philippines (Altschul 1973:121). 

Evidence suggesting tick-clover use in p~ehisto~y was 

~ecove~ed f~om 0 Meso Ue~de (A.D. 1180-1250] t~ash deposit 



at the Salmon Ruin in northwestern New Mexico (Ada.ms 

1980a:263J. This sparse evidence hints that tick-clover 

seeds constituted en occasionally sought food. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

21'-± 

With no date from the New World to support tick-clover 

use, it is not as likely that prehistoric inhabitants in the 

area of Ramsey Canyon would have known end sought these 

species. Nevertheless, in light of Old World references 

their potential human value may have included use of the 

leaves in medicines or as a vegetable from June through 

November, harvest of the fruit for food September through 

November, and digging of the roots for external treatment of 

sores for as long es the plants were recognizable above 

ground (June-NovemberJ. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Perhaps only the recovery of burned tick-clover seeds 

could be reasonably expected to represent prehistoric use of 

these plants. Preparation techniques applied to other, more 

perishable, parts would greatly reduce their chances of 

recovery. 
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flegQbgrl~ ~g~tellgtg (Torr.) Torr. 

CH-1 (KA #123-83) UA25522~j (KA #192-83) UA255225 

x x x x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 

HABITAT 

at Canelo Hills. The soil is fully saturated with water, 

and plants are fully exposed to the sun's roys. The under-

lying substrate seems to be composed entirely of alluvium. 

PHENOLOGY 

Spike-rush con first be recognized in the cienega in 

April, at which time the leafless stems are elongating. 

Full flowering covers the period April through July, and 

mature fruits are present by September. By October the 

plants appear to be dying back to ground level, and they 

remain dormant for the next five months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

New Mexico as a Holyway emetic (Uestal 1952:19). The NavajO 

also sought E~ ~gl~~t~l~ as a medicinal emetic (Wyman and 

Harris 19~1:58). Eight of eight Northern Paiute bands 

surveyed used this same species in weaving (Stewart 19~1:~28). 
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Spike-rush evidence has been recovered in a few ancient 

contexts in the American Southwest. At Lovelock Cave, two 

miles from the shore of former Humboldt Lake in Nevada, 

occupants at some time over a 2000 year time span (B.C. 

1000-A.D. 1000)) used ~~ ~glu~trl~ in forming soft, pliable 

matting. Several bundles of this plant, two of them wrapped 

with J~DQ~~, were also present in the cave deposits (Loud 

and Harrington 1929:60, 93). ~l~QQbQ~i~ cf. ~tQbeD~i~ 

achenes were eaten at Lovelock Cave, as they were found in 

copra-lites dating to the period around A.D. 7~0 (Heizer and 

Napton 1969:567). At Salmon Ruin in northwestern New 

Mexico, an &l~Q~bgrl~ mQntgnQ type achene was excavated from 

the Chacoan occupation (A.D. 1090-1130), yet it was unclear 

if the item represented prehistoric use of the item or 

accidental introduction (Adams 1980a:296). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Spike-rush plants could be gathered for pliable stems 

destined for material culture, medicinal or ceremonial needs 

at any time between April and October. Achenes harvested 

for food could only be acquired in September. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Well preserved deposits, such as deeply buried trash or 

cave debris, could retain evidence of spike-rush stems 

gathered in prehistory. Achenes prepared by parching or 

roasting might preserve as evidence of use of this genus. 
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~lUID~~ ~gDgg~D~j~ L. 

CH-2 (KA #179-83) UA255217 

x x x x x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

~l~m~§ ~QnQQ§n§i§ graws in damp sail under a canopy of 

tall trees near the stream at Canelo Hills Cienega. The 

underlying horizontal substrate is composed entirely of 

alluvial deposits. Shade provided by surrounding vegetation 

can filter aut aver 50% of the sun's rays in this location. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial species of wild rye is quite active 

vegetatively by June. Full flowering seems restricted to 

July, after which mature grains can be found from August 

through November. During the four month period when ripe 

grains are available, stem elongation and leaf expansion 

appear to have slowed conSiderably. The plant resumes 

dormancy for the six months of December through May. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The Gosiute of Nevada and Utah once gathered quantities 

of El.u.my.§ CQtlQ.g~D:ili:il grOins ("seeds") for food (Chamberlin 

1911:368). Doebley (198~) listed five species of wild rye 
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that have been harvested for subsistence by nomadic groups 

in historic times. El~m~a QlQ~C~~ was known as "mountain 

wheat" among the Acomo and Laguna of New Mexico (Swank 

1932:~2J. fl~mu~ ~QDd~D~~tu~ stalks served as arrowshafts 

and roof thatching for the Cahuilla of southern California; 

the stems were fire-hardened in preparotion of the 

arrowshafts (Bean and Saubel 1972:69J. 

Researchers have listed wild rye remains in prehistoric 

sites in Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona. Seed (grain) of 

El~m~~ t~itiQQ1Q~~ was recovered in a single coprolite 

specimen from Lovelock Cave in Nevada, suggesting food use; 

possibly the fiber was recovered from both this site and 

another Great Basin site as well (Roust 1967J. Fruiting 

material from flumu~ ~gllDU~ was identified in some of the 

Bat Cave remains in south-central New Mexico (Smith 1950: 

167). Carbonized grass grains referred to by Bohrer [198~) 

as the flYIDY~ Complex (including the genera fl~IDus, 

eg~Q~Y£QD and ~itgDiQD) were preserved in a number of 

prehistoric contexts in the Hohokam site of La Ciudad in 

Phoenix, Arizona. Bohrer noted that the recovery of this 

material from a house floor and trash suggests utilization 

of the grain as a food, and as such may be the first 

archaeological record to clearly document this possibility. 

An alternate explanation could be the use of the grass as 

roof thatching, and subsequent incorporation of the grains 

into the archaeological record through catastrophic fires. 
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The histo~ical and p~ehisto~ic implications that wild 

~ye provided food to humans is interesting in light of the 

fact that this grass is pe~ticulary susceptible to the 

fungus ClQ~i~eg~ g~Lg~Le~ (e~gotJ. The cereel g~ein 

pa~asitizing fungus can be ingested by humans in flour 

milled from contaminated g~ains (Lewis and Lewis 1977:2~]. 

Humans might heve to be especially ca~eful when gathe~ing 

this g~ass. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

El~m~§ ~Qn~~~n§~§ groins could be gethe~ed for food for 

the four months of August through November at Canelo Hills. 

The stalks sought as a~~owshaft o~ roof thatching material 

might be best collected in the some four month pe~iod, when 

vegetative activity is low and stems are fai~ly matu~e. 

PREDiCTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Both g~oins and stems of wild ~ye might enter the 

archaeological ~ecord. If p~eparation techniques included 

parching or toasting of the g~ain, doily household accidents 

would insu~e that the grain became incorpo~ated in hearth 

debris or t~ash deposits. The practice of fire-hardening 

the stems would tend to promote preservation; roof-thatching 

exposed to normal envi~onmental canditions would decay with 

time. 
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E~11QD1~ID ggeDQ~g~lQD Hausskn. [-E~ ~gllfQrDl~~ID Hausskn.J 

CH-~ [KA #13~-83J UA2S~6S3 

x x x x x _6. x 
JAN FEB MAR AFR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEF OCT NoU DEC 

HABITAT 

water at the edge of a pond below the dam at Conelo Hills 

Cienega. The area is apen, with full exposure to the sun's 

rays. The underlying substrate is composed of alluvium. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial herbaceous willow-weed emerges in the 

spring, becoming obvious in June when in full flower. 

Flowering continues for the remoinder of the period the 

plant is above ground. Active vegetative growth spans the 

period June though October. Mature fruit is available 

August through October. By November dormancy has resumed. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Generally willow-weed species have served medicinal 

needs in historic times [Table 2~). Flants have been 

prepared as both a tea and a lotion. Feople sought roots as 

a styptic. The Kayenta NavajO in Arizona dug mud from 

around the roots of ~L QQ~OgQQ~lgO and applied it to the 
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Table 2~. EthnogLaphic LefeLences to the use of E~~lQb~~m. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

E. odenocaulon mud fLom Loots, as 
exteLnal medicine; 
infusion as lotion 
and dLink 

E. ongusti
folium 

leaves, as a tea 

plants, as a medicine 

E. coloLatum plants, pounded as 
exteLnal medicine 

E. denticu- plant, as medicine 
lotum 

E. glondulosum plant, as medicinal 
tea 

E. hiL5utum Loots, as a styptic 

Epilobium spp. unknown paLt, eaten 
as bLead 

stalks (gelatinous] 
~t~ 

GRDUP(S] 

Kayenta Navajo, 
ALizono 

Russia 

Kayenta NavaJo, 
ALizona 

Hopi, ALizono 

PeLu 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

E. AfLica 

ALizona, Utah and 
Nevada 

NOLthwesteLn United 
States gLOUPS 

REFERENCE 

Wyman and HaLL is 
1951:32 

Lewis and Lewis 
1977:391 

Wyman and HaLLis 
1951 :32 

Haugh 1898:1~9 

Altschul 1973:210 

Pennington 1969: 
183 

KokwaLO 1976:170 

Cited in Yanovsky 
1936:~6 

Cited in Yonovsky 
1936: ~6 . 

I\J 
ru 
I--' 
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body fo~ muscula~ c~amps (Wyman and Ha~~is 1951:32). It is 

even possible the plants have been eaten. 

No a~chaeolagical ~eco~d located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Willow-weed plants and leaves could be gathe~ed for 

medicinal teas and lotions f~om June th~ough October. Roots 

and mud in association with the ~oots would also be easy to 

find du~ing this pe~iod. The stalks of ~~ gg~DgQQ~lQD do 

not seem pa~ticula~ly gelatinous, so pe~haps they would not 

be a good food choice. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Willow-weed plants and leaves b~ought into a dwelling 

and p~epa~ed as a medicinal teo or lotion would likely lose 

all identifying cha~acteristics. Recove~y of ~oots in 

p~otected locations would ~equire on extensive mode~n 

compa~ative collection of ~oots for identification. 
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_!.<_ x _~ x 
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~g~i~§t~m bi§mgl§ L. va~. gffiD§ (Engelm.) A.A. Eaton 
RC-~ (KA #117-83) UA25~99S 

2< __ ~ __ ~_ 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 

E~ui~etum l~e~iQ~tum A. B~aun. 
RC-3 (KA #72-83) UA2S~999j RC-3 [KA #110-83J UA25~998 

HABITAT 

Both species of ~gui~~tum can be found g~owing in fully 

satu~oted soil along the st~eam at Ramsey Canyon. Exposu~e 

to the sun's ~ays va~ies f~om 50-100%. The subst~ate is 

composed of alluvium. 

PHENOLOGY 

In Ap~il stem elongation of the two species of ho~se-

tail ~dsumes. Afte~ this the sequence of developmental 

events fo~ the two species dive~ges. Stem elongation fo~ ~~ 

bi~mgl~ continues until Novembe~, while that of f~ 

19§~iggt~m has slowed conside~obly by Septembe~. Timing 
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of stLobilus development fOL the two species is asynch-

Lonous. Both species do, howeveL, have motuLe spo~es by 

August, and both Lesume dOLmancy fOL at least fouL months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

HOLsetail plants have been made into whistles and 

cLafts, dLied and gLound as food, pLepaLed as a medicinal 

decoction and used to polish items such as bows [Table 25J. 

UndeLgLound LOOts and/oL tubeLs weLe sought by histoLic 

gLOUPS as a food, along with the Lipe stLobili. 

The pLehistoLic LecoLd Leveals the pLesence of hOLsetail 

stems and possibly the stLobili [listed as "seeds"J in 

ancient contexts [Table 26J. The LecoveLY of stems in well

pLeseLved human copLolites in Utah and ALizona hints at a 

food LeSOULce. HOLsetail paLts weLe also tentatively 

identified in human fecal mateLial. 

SIGNIfICANCE fOR HUMANS 

Although hOLsetail plants go dOLmant fOL thLee-fouL 

months at Ramsey Canyon, the stems can still be seen above 

gLound, and usually above snow level. TheLefoLe, they could 

be collected at any time dULing the yeaL to seLve household, 

food OL medicinal needs. HaL vest of undeLgLound paLts, if 

attempted, would also be a yeaL-Lound possibility. The only 

paLt tLuly LestLicted in availability would be the conelike 

stLobilus, obtainable fLom August to NovembeL fLom both 

species. 
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Table 25. EthnogLaphic LefeLences to the use of ~gul~~tum. 

SPECIES 

E. aLvense 

E. hiemale 

E. konsanum 

E. laBvigatum 

PART AND USE 

Loots (swollen], as 
food 

plants, as whistles 

plants, oS whistles 

plant, as medicine 

plant, as medicine and 
in WoteLwoy ceLemony 

leaves (sicJ, as food 
mixed with COLn 

plant, as food 
dLied and gLound 

plant, os rood 
dLied and gLound 
fOL sacLed bLeod 

plant, as medicine 
chewed 

plant, as medicinal 
decoction 

GROUP[S] 

Kiowa, Oklo. 

Gosiute, Utah 

Spanish-AmeLicans of 
Rio GLande, New Mex. 

Spanish-AmeLicans of 
Rio GLande, New Mex. 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
ALizona 

REFERENCE 

Vestal and Schultes 
1939: 12 

ChambeLlin 1911: 
368 

CULtin 1965:51 

CULtin 1965:51 

Wyman and HOLLis 
1951:15 

TaLahumaLa, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
77, 121, 178 

Son Felipe, 
New Mexico 

Hopi, ALizona 

Acoma and Loguna, 
New Mexico 

Ramah Navajo 

CastetteL 1935:27 

Hough 1898:150 
Whiting 1966:99 

Swank 1932:"i2 

Vestal 1952:11 

ru 
ru 
U1 
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Table 25 [cont.] Ethnographic reEerences to the use of E~~i~at~m. 

SPECIES 

E. laevigatum 

PART AND USE 

stems, os medicinal 
tea 

stems, os medicinal 
tea 

Equisstum spp. plants, as medicine 

plants, as medicine 

plants, as crafts 

plants, as medicinal 
emetics 

plants, for polishing 
items 

stems, as whistles 

tubers, as food 

GRDUP[S] REFERENCE 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
77, 121, 178 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Chumash, Calif. 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

Chumash, Calif. 

Navajo 

Plains groups 

Winnebago 

Minnesota 

Pennington 1969 

Timbrook 198~:153 

Bean and Saubal 
1972:70-71 

Timbrook 198~:153 

Wyman and Harris 
19~1:S8 

Gilmore 1977:11 

Gilmore 1977:11 

Yanovsky 1936:Y: 

ru 
ru 
m 
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Table 26. Prehistoric references to EQ~i~~t~m remains. 

SPECIES 

E. pratense 

Equisetum spp. 

PART AND USE 

plant, for scouring 
and polishing 

seeds (sicJ, as food' 
in human coprolites 

stems, as food in 
human coprolites 

stems, as food in 
human coprolites 

stems (?J 

unknown port 

GRDUP(S) 

Ozark Bluff-Dwellers 
of Arkansas and 
Missouri 

Lovelock Cave, 
Nevada 

Glen Canyon, Utah 
[A.D.'fOO-1350J 

Antelope House Ruin, 
Arizona [Pueblo III) 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Hoy House, 5W Colo. 
(Pueblo III) 

REFERENCE 

Gilmore 1931:92 

Ambro 1967:38 

Fry 1976:15 

Fry ond Hall 1975: 
91 

Cutler 1952:'f78 

Nickens 1981:7'f 

ru 
ru 
-...J 
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHA~DLOGICAL RECORD 

Dry horsetail plonts and stems would preserve if 

protected in the prehistoric record. Parts ingested by 

humans, including strolili, might be retained in coprolites. 

Swollen underground roots or tubers could be expected to 

decay, due to their fleshy nature. 
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~~gQrg~ti~ lDte~m~QlQ Hitchc. 

RC-1 (KA #139-83) UA2SS023 

x x x _~ 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

colluvial slope in d~y soil a sho~t distance f~om the Ramsey 

Canyon st~eam. The a~ea is occupied by tall t~ees that 

p~ovide a ~athe~ dense canopy of shade. The unde~lying 

g~anite bed~ock is exposed in a numbe~ of locations. 

PHENOLOGY 

This pe~ennial species of love g~ass becomes noticeable 

in May, with immatu~e inflo~escence units developing by 

June. Full flowe~ing occu~s in July, followed by ~apid 

matu~ity of g~ains. Ripe g~ains can be found on love g~ass 

plants fo~ the full five month pe~iod of July th~ough 

Novembe~. Active vegetative g~owth has ceased by late 

Septembe~, though the plant is still p~esent th~ough 

Novembe~ when it appea~s to ~esume complete do~mancy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Love g~ass seeds have been gathe~ed fo~ food by 

histo~ic New Wo~ld g~oups. In No~th Ame~ica, g~ains of ~~ 
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me~l~gDQ, a gr-ass native to the Lower- Color-ado River- ar-ea, 

wer-e food for- the Cocopa CCastetter- end Bell 1951:187-191J. 

Paiute living in souther-n Nevada pr-epar-ed the seeds of 

love gr-ass in differ-ent ways (Bye 1972:91J. Owens Ualley 

Paiute in Cal ifor-nia considelr-ed E...L !ileJ;J.!D.d.1f.lgrg a very 

impor-tant food, gather-ing it fr-om lar-ge patches in wetland 

ar-eas CStewar-d 1933:2~3J. 

Remains that may r-epr-esent a species of love gr-ass wer-e 

r-epor-ted by Cutler- C1952:~78J as par-t of the plant debr-is in 

the Mogollon site of Tular-osa Cave in southwester-n New 

Mexico. A number- of car-bonized love gr-ass gr-ains wer-e also 

r-ecover-ed fr-om tr-ash pits at the Hohokam site of La Ciudad 

in Phoenix, Ar-izona, dating to the per-iod ar-ound A.D. 850-

sao CBohr-er- 198~J. At that same site, 1~ car-bonized gr-ains 

identified as £...L QiffJ.!~Q type came fr-om tr-ash pits, two 

hear-ths and on a floor-. Although it is possible the 

r-ecover-y of the gr-ain in oven fill may r-epr-esent use of the 

plant foliage in steaming, it may also be that some of the 

gr-ains ar-e the bur-ned r-emains of ancient meals. If so, this 

r-ecor-d may be the fir-st clear- documentation of pr-ehistor-ic 

collection of E~gg~Q3tt3 for- food in the Amsr-ican southwest. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The gr-ain of love gr-ass falls fr-eely fr-om its enclosing 

chaffy par-ts. For- this r-eason, a har-vester- with a beater-

basket could walk thr-ough a dense stand and gather- a quanti-

ty of r-ipe gr-ain that needed no extensive chaff r-emoval. 
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Or, plants could be uprooted and allowed to ripen jn piles 

and the mature grain separated later. At Ramsey Canyon the 

five month period of July through November would continuous

ly offer grain of ECQQcQat1a 1ntecmea1Q for gathering as a 

food. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Love grass grains prepared by parching or toasting 

would be likely to become part of the prehistoric record 

during food preparation. 
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frig~blgQ l~IDIDgD~ Uosey & Scribn. vor. grg~~l~s (Fourn.) Gould 

(-f~ grQ~~lis (Fourn.) Hitchc.) 
CH-6 (KA #231-83) UA255218 
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HABITAT 

~~iQ~blQQ l§mmQD~ grows on the dry east flanks of the 

stream at Canelo Hills Cienega. The oreo varies in exposure 

to the sun's rays, but is generally low due to a dense and 

high canopy of surrounding vegetation. The substrate is 

composed of both colluvium and grar.ite bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

This diminutive annual cup gross requires that one be 

on hands and knees to spot it. The months when it can be 

observed are August through October. The grass germinates 

and develops in August, flowers in September, and has ripe 

grains by October. Beyond these three months, evidence of 

presence is locking. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Ethnographic literature holds little in the way of 

references to cup gross. The Co cop a of the Lower Colorado 

River orea ate the seeds of ~~ Q~~~tQtQ, one of many wild 

plants that provided seeds in their diet (Castetter and Bell 



1951:191; Kelly 1977:393. The archaeological record is 

equally sparse. The mature carbonized cup grass florets 

were recovered from prehistoric oven fill at La Ciudad, a 

Hohokam village site in Phoenix, Arizona. Bohrer (198~) 

suggested the villagers may have cut and brought in the 

foliage to generate steam in cooking. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 
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If the grains of ~~~Q~hlQQ g~Q~ili§ were harvested as a 

food, they could be gathered only during the month of 

October. It may be that the small size of this plant and 

its grains made it an unlikely choice for food, except in 

times of subsistence stress. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Cup grass grains would be retained in the ancient 

record if prepared in such a way that preservation would be 

promoted, such as parching. 
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HABITAT 

heavy shade a sho~t distance f~om the Ramsey Canyon st~eam. 

The unde~lying d~y subst~ate consists mainly of alluvium, 

with st~eam ca~~ied boulde~s. 

PHENOLOGY 

This appa~ently pe~ennial he~baceous spu~ge plant is 

obvious by May, at which time it appea~s in full flowe~. 

P~esumably it has been active vegetatively p~io~ to that 

time. Full flowe~ing continues th~ough August, when ~ipe 

capsules become available. Stem elongation and leaf 

expansion does not cease du~ing the six months this plant is 

above g~ound. Beginning in Novembe~, a six-month do~mant 

pe~iod ensues, when the species dies bacK to g~ound level 

and cannot be located easily. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The milky sap of many species of spu~ge contain toxic 

p~inciples that will couse seve~e poisoning if ingested in 
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quantity (Lewis and Lewis 1977:37). This information seems 

surprising in light of the moderately extensive ethnographic 

record on spurge use, including occasional ingestion (Table 

27J. However it is clear that people have recognized the 

potential danger of this genus. East Africans realized that 

only small amounts of spurge could be taken internally; a 

drop of the juice of one plant was known to induce vomiting 

(Kokwaro 1976:90-93). Some United States Plains groups also 

spoke of th~ poisonous quality of the genus (Gilmore 1977: 

~7J. Navajo in the Southwestern United States suggested 

spurge plants caused dermatitis, and were reluctant to 

use it (Uestal 1952J. 

The overwhelming number of historic references pertain 

to medicinal applications of spurge plants. They were 

used to treat fevers, sores in the mouth, rattlesnake bites, 

eoraches and bee stings among the Cahuilla of California 

(Bean and Saubel 1972:73-7~). Ramah Navajo in New Mexico 

sought the plants as a remedy for stomach-ache, toothache, 

warts, cuts, breast injuries and to relieve the itch of 

poison ivy (Uestal 1952). Ponca living in the Missouri 

River Region boiled certain species and gave a decoction to 

young mothers to increase the flow of milk after childbirth 

(Gilmore 1977:~7). In this case, the »doctrine of 

signatures" might apply. Kayenta Novojo living in Arizona 

treated injuries, pain and bewitchment with E~~bQ~biQ 

~Qbu~tg; later other medicines were used to counteract the 
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Table 27. EthnogLaphic LePeLences to the use oP ~y~bg~DjD. 

SPECIES 

E. PendleLi 

E. glyptospeLma 

E. maLginata 

E. miseLa 

E. petLina 

E. polycaLpa 

E. Labusta 

E. serpylli-
folio 

EuphoLbio spp. 

PART AND USE 

plant, as medicine 

latex, as medicine 

latex, as chewing gum 

Loots, as medicinal 
tea 

leaves, as medicine 

plant, as medicine 

pl~nt, as medicine 

leaves, as medicine 

plant, as medicine 

plant, as medicine 

plant, as medicine 

latex, as medicine 

GROUP(SJ 

Ramah NavajO, New 
Mexico 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Seri, Sonora Mexico 

Seri, Sonora Mexico 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
Arizona 

Omaha, MissouLi 
River Region 

NavajO 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Ponca, Missouri 
River Region 

East APrican gLOUPS 

REFERENCE 

Vestal 1952 

Krenetsky 196~:~5 

uestal and SchUltes 
1939:36 

Felger and Moser 
197~:~23 

Felger and Moser 
197~:~2~ 

Stevenson 1972:26 

Wyman and HarLis 
1951:30 

Gilmore 1977:,!7 

Wyman and Harris 
19~1:56-S7 

Stevenson 1972:26 

GilmaLe 1977:~7 

Kokwaro 1976:90-93 
ru 
w m 
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Table 27 [cont.] Ethnog~aphic ~eFe~ences to the use of £UgbQ~Dig. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

Eupho~bia spp. plant, as Fish pOison 

plant, as fish pOison 

plant, as medicine 

plant, as medicine 

plant, as medicine, 
sometimes d~unk 

plant, as a medicine 

~oot ba~k, as medicine 

stems, as medicine 

GRDUP[S] 

T~ansylvania and 
S. Eu~ope 

REFERENCE 

Gunda 1977:17 

Mexico and New Guinea Altschul 1973: 
167-169 

Cochiti, New Mexico lange 1968:1~9 

Navajo Wyman and Ha~~is 
19~1:56-57 

Cahuilla, CaliF. Bean and Saubel 
1972: 73-7Y: 

Mexicans Rose 1899:229 

East Af~ican g~oups Kokwo~o 1976:90-93 

East African groups Kokwo~a 1976:90-93 

ru 
w 
--J 



effects of the ~u~bQ~~~Q treatment [Wyman and Harris 

1951:30]. 
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In addition to medicinal treatments, spurge plants hove 

been gothered to seLve os fish poisons ond for the lotex 

thot can be chewed os 0 gum. Even the roots and root bork 

hove been mode into medicinol teas. 

A single reference to possible prehistoric use of 

f~gbQ~Q~g gly~tQ~g§£ID9 type hos been found. At Solmon Ruin 

in northwestern New Mexico, seeds similar to this species 

were recovered in a voriety of oncient stroto, including on 

floors and in trosh [Adorns 19800:288-290]. The presence of 

these seeds in 26 of 6~ seporote strate suggested they weLe 

commonly brought into the pueblo. This interpretotion is 

supported by the pOLched or carbonized condition of some 

seeds, as well as by the recovery of over 800 seeds from a 

meoling bin feature of 0 ceremoniol room. It seems possible 

thot at this locotion 0 species of spurge wos sought as a 

food in prehistory. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

E~~bQ~Q~Q ~QQ~~tQ stems, leaves or entire plonts con be 

collected for medicinal needs, or to serve as 0 fish poison, 

from May through October. The milky sop would 0150 be 

ovoiloble for this peLiod. Roots ond root bork, if sought 

to treot vorious ailments, could be dug up during the some 

months; once a plont goes dormont ond dies bock to ground 

level, it becomes difficult to horvest underground ports. 
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PREDIctIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Few hints as to prehistoric acquistion of spurge plants 

might remain in the archaeological record. Generally the 

leaves, stems, roots, root bark, and whole plants have been 

prepared as medicines in ways that would obliterate 

identifying criteria. Brewing the different ports as a tea 

or making various decoctions would preclude recognition. If 

ripe capsules were carried into a dwelling incidentally to 

an intended use, ond became charred in a hearth or room 

conflagration, the presence of burned seeds would 

potentially signal an ancient need. 
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HABITAT 

five meters from the edge of the stream in Ramsey Canyon. 

The substrate is composed of steeply sloping colluvium and 

granite bedrock. Dense shading is provided by a high canopy 

of nearby trees. 

PHENOLOGY 

At Ramsey Canyon this velvet ash species resumes active 

plant growth in April, signaled by the presence of both . 

elongating stems and expanding leaves. Flower buds form 

shortly after vegetative activity begins, and by June ripe 

single-winged fruit are abscissing from branches. Stem and 

leaf activity continue through August, at which time obvious 

growth slows considerably. Fully mature leaves cling to 

branches through November, at which time the plant resumes 

outward signs of dormancy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Uarious needs have been satisfied for humans by species 

-- --- ..... __ •.. __ .. _---- ---"--'--'., "'-' 
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of ash [Table 28J, More than one group sought the wood for 

making bows, arrowshafts, pipestems and weaving t091s. In 

choosing wood for bows, the Havasupai of Cataract Canyon in 

north-central Arizona selected an ash tree when young and 

trimmed the branches so that the tree would grow straight; 

after 2 years the tree was Leady for cutting (Spier 1928: 

1'±7-1'±8J. Navajo even fashioned stems into arrows and into 

saddles in historic times. Kayenta Navajo gathered the 

"seeds" [possibly the winged fruit?] and incorporated them 

into a ceremony praying for rain (Wyman and Harris 1951:35). 

Ash hos also provided humans with food. Apparently the 

inner bark (citied as "cambium") could be cooked and eaten 

(Yanovsky 1936:52J, most likely in times of food stress. 

Leaves were sought by the Tarahumara and Tepehuan of 

Chihuahua, who ate them as greens after repeated boiling 

(Pennington 1963:127; 1969:1'±OJ. 

In the archaeological Lecord, ash wood was listed by 

Gilmore (1931:100) as having been used for various purposes 

by the Ozark Bluff-Dweller culture of Arkansas and Missouri. 

In Arizona, part of a bow fashioned of EL QOQmQlQ wood was 

recovered in Dr me Ranch Cave; quite likely the item related 

to historic occupation of the cave by Northeastern Yavapai 

peoples (Breternitz 1960). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Ash would offer wood for weapons and tools year round, 

however certain items might require selection of particular 

---- - ---------------_._----,--,_.-



Table 2B. Ethnographic reFerences to the use of ECQ~LD~~. 

SPECIES 

F. anamala 

F. cuspidata 

f. pennsyl
vanica 

F. velutina 

PART AND USE 

wood. considered best 
wood For bows 

seeds. used in prayers 
for rain 

wood. as arrawshaft~. 
bOWS, weaving tools 

GRDUP[S] 

Havasupai, Arizona 

Kayenta NavajO, 
Arizona 

Ramah Navajo. 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Spier 192B: 
1't7-1'tB 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:35 

Uestal 1952:39 

woad. made inta saddles NavaJa 
. in historic timesi 

Elmore 191t1t:68 

stems made into arrows 

inner bark cooked and 
eaten 

wood, For pipestems. 
bows, arrowshaFts 
and in ceremonies 

leaves. eaten as 
greens after boiling 

leaves, eaten as 
greens aFter 
repeated boiling 

Ojibway 

Plains groups of 
the Missouri River 
Region 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Cited in Yanovsky 
1936:52 

Gilmore 1977:56-
57 

Pennington 1969: 
litO 

Tarahumara. Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
le7 

ru 
-'= ru 

~, 
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parts of a tree or harvest of trees of a certain oge. Seeds 

inside winged fruits would only be available for a 

short period in June. Inner bark sought for food, perhaps 

in times of food stress, might offer more nutrition in the 

early spring months of March and April when the tree is 

mobilizing nutrients for a new year's growth. Leaves might 

be best chosen as greens when they are young; such leaves 

could be found in abundance in April and May. and then near 

branch tips during June, July and August. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Ash wood made into household·tools or weapons could 

survive in protected locations such as caves, or if charred. 

Inner bark and leaves might not preserve, especially if 

scraped into tiny pieces or boiled. Possibly the seeds 

could be recovered, but their infrequent use in ceremonies 

might not give them many chances to become port of the 

prehistoric record. 

---_. --- .. -------- _ ...•... _-_._-_ ... _-----. ---_ .. _--_._- .,.-
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HABItAt 

GQCC~Q ~Cigbtii does well on a steep slope in a veLY 

shaded aLea along the stLeam at Ramsey Canyon. The undeL-

lying soil is dLY and composed of colluvium and gLanite. 

PHENOLOGY 

This laLge eveLgLeen silk-tassel shLub Lenews stem and 

leaf gLowth in MaLch, and is vegetatively active until 

OctobeL. Actual floweLing was not obseLved, but must take 

place between MaLch and May, as Lipe fLuit can be found 

clinging to the bLanches dULing the month of June. By July 
! 

the fLuit dispeL~es. Fully matuLe leaves cling to bLanches 
! 

dULing the long dOLmant season of OctobeL thLough FebLuaLY. 
Ii • 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Only two histoLic LefeLences suggest that humans may use 

silk-tassel plants. The TaLahumaLa of Chihuahua fashioned 

wooden tips fOL aLLOWS fLam the haLd wood of Sgrryg Qygtg 

(Pennington 1963:96J. Tepehuan in the same state of Mexico 

made both aLLOWS and OLLOW fOLeshafts fLom the wood of this 



species and G~ 19Y~lfQllg (Pennington 1969:121). 

No aLchaeological LecoLd found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The haLd wood of silk-tassel could be acquiLed 

thLoughout the year. The eV9LQLeen nature of the leaves 

would be an eVSL present signal fOL the species. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

2~5 

Silk-tassel wood fashioned into an aLLOW tips OL 

fOLeshafts would only Lemain to signify ancient use if 

aCCidentally bULned OL bULied in a shelteLed location. 

ALLows taken on hunts and used away fLom habitations would 

disintegLate and leave no evidence when lost in open 

tSLLain. 
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MABITFIT 

The perennial ~QmQbcen~ CQ~~pitQSQ appears to be 

available in the summer months at Canelo Hills. It grows as 

a dry site species on the east side of the cienega with 

partial to full exposure to the sun. 

PHENOLOGY 

There appear to be only two months when ball-clover is 

obvious on the landscape. Lying dormant for the period of 

July until the following April, plants initiate octive 

vegetative growth in May. They are in full flower during 

the months of May ond June, with mature fruits developing in 

June. Active stem end leaf elongation seems to continue 

unabated until the plant resumes dormancy in July. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Although Kearney and Peebles [1960:269J have noted that 

GQmQbcen~ c~esQitQsQ plants ore eaten freely by cottle and 

other livestock, no mention of their use has been found in 

the southwestern United States ethnographic literature 

c· ... ~-. _ ... ____ _ 
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examined. An int~iguing ~efe~ence to the use of the ~oot of 

a ~elated species, GQm~bcen~ QlQbQ~Q, has been found fo~ 

east Af~ica, whe~e a t~eatm8nt fo~ chest diseases is made 

f~om this plant [Kokwa~o 1976:19J. 

among plant ~8mains ~ecove~ed f~om a featu~e in U-Ba~ Cave 

in southweste~n New Mexico. U-Ba~ Cave is thought to have 

se~ved as a ce~emanial locus in the pe~iod 1350-1~OO A.D. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Cu~~ent evidence does not st~ongly suppo~t human use of 

ball-clove~, yet the~e a~e a few hints that the plant could 

se~ve medicinal o~ ce~emonial needs. The~e would be only a 

limited pe~iod du~ing which the plant and its ~oots could be 

gathe~ed in May and June; howeve~ once gathe~ed these pa~ts 

could be d~ied and sto~ed fo~ an indefinite pe~iod. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Ball-clove~ plants would only likely show up if the 

f~uit we~e aCCidentally bu~ned in some manne~, o~ p~ese~ved 

in the d~y conditions of a cave. 
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HABITAT 

~QmQb~§DQ DtttQQ does well in d~y, full to pe~tielly 

sheded soil to the eest of the streem at Cenelo Hills. 

PHENOLOGY 

The life cycle of GQmgb~~DQ uiti~Q is unlike that of G~ 

in full flowe~ in August. It blooms th~ough Novembe~, when 

metu~e f~uits develop. Active stem end leef growth spen 

this enti~e fou~-month pe~iod. The plent cennot be easily 

found f~om Decembe~-July, p~esent only as seeds in the soil. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

GQmQb~~DQ uttiQQ plents have been repo~ted to p~ovide 

cu~ative p~ope~ties in Mexico [Altschul 1973:65). 

No e~chaeologicel ~eco~d found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

If this plent W8~e used in medicinel ways, it could be 

gethered f~om August to Novembe~. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 
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HABITAT 

east flanks of the stream ot Canelo Hills. The area con-

sists of a shallow colluvial slope underlain by colluvium 

and volcanic outcrops. The soil is quite dry and the plants 

receive 100% exposure to the sun. 

PHENOLOGY 

This annual species of gum weed first becomes 

noticeable during June after germination. Ropid stem 

elongation and leaf expansion occur until August and 

September, when full flowering occurs. Mature achenes ore 

present during October and November, at which time the plant 

disperses all fruit for overwintering in the ground. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnographic record is sparse in regard to 

gum weed use. A decoction of G~ ~g~g~~Q~g was taken 

internally by groups in southern California as a cure for 

colds [Bean and Saubel 1972:75). The Chumash, also of 



southern California, used a species of gum weed in 

medicinal preparations (Timbrook 198~:168J. 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

250 

If 6~iDQ~liQ g~mDQ~ge~mQige~ has any potential for 

humans, it seems that medicinal needs would be those most 

likely met. Possibly its presence on the landscape for the 

months June through November would provide the raw material 

for treatments. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The rather scarce ethnographic data on gum weed 

species makes it difficult to predict likelihood of 

archaeological recovery. If the plants are employed in 

preparing a decoction, or added to various medicinal 

preparations, it is unlikely much evidence would be retained 

in the ancient record to reflect such uses. 
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HABITAT 

G~ti§~~e~~Q ~~i~bt~~ does well in ove~bank sediments 

along the st~eam flanks at Ramsey Canyon. Plants g~ow in 

moist soil, and ~eceive ~est~icted exposu~e to the sun's 

~ays. 

PHENOLOGY 

As an annual he~b, snake-weed has a sho~t pe~iod of 

availability. In August vegetative g~owth is ~apid and 

flowe~ buds develop. The plant is in full flowe~ in 

Septembe~ and achenes matu~e in Octobe~. By Novembe~ the 

species becomes do~mant, ~emaining so fo~ a total of nine 

months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGXCAL RECORDS 

Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to snake-weed a~e spa~ss. The 

listed as a plant useful to the Cahuilla of southe~n 

Califo~nia as a toothache cu~e [Bean and Saubel 1972:75J. 

Pe~haps the chemical composition of snake-weed plants pre-
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cludes their common use by people. According to Lewis and 

Lewis (1977:57], the leaves of many species contain 

saponins, and are severely toxic to livestock. They may be 

toxic to humans as well. 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

If snoke-weed can be employed in a limited medicinal 

way, the plant could be gathered during the months of August 

through October. After that time, it would be nine months 

before again becoming available. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since it is unknown which partes] of snoke-weed might 

have been chosen in historic times to serve medicinal needs, 

it is difficult to make a prediction whether or not the 

plant would be recovered in the ancient record. Only if a 

diagnostic part such as the achenes accidentally burned and 

preserved would archaeologists have a chance of recovering 

the evidence. 
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HABITAT 

tleliQntb~~ Qnn~~~ can be found growing on dry stream 

flanks at Canelo Hills Cienega. The plants do well in bath 

dry and damp sail, with total exposure to the sun. 

PHENOLOGY 

This annual sunflower is first noticed in May, after 

which rapid stem elongation and leaf expansion produce 

plants aver six feet tall by August. Full flowering spans 

the one month period of September. Mature achenes first 

became avoilable in October, ond may be retained in the 

heads through November, at which time the plants appear 

completely dead ond often breok dawn. The mature ochenes 

remain dormant in the sail until the fallowing May. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Historic New World references to ocquistion ond use of 

sunflower plants are extensive (Table 29J. The majority of 

citations ore to tiL Qnn~~~. The flowers of this species 

have provided yellow coloring os well os 0 chewing gum. 
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Table 29. Ethnographic reFerences to the use or tl§ligntb~~. The port listed as 
"seeds" most likely rerers to the mature achenes, which are actually specialized 
r~uits containing the seeds inside. 

SPECIES 

H. annuus 

PART AND USE 

rlowers, as decoration 
in ceremonial dances 

rlowers, as decoration 
in ceremonial dances 

Flowers, mixed with 
cloy ror plaster 

Flower petals, as 
chewing gum 

Flower petals, ror 
yellow color in 
ceremonies 

Flower petals, dried 
and ground ror yellow 
color 

heads, as medicine 

leaves, as rood 

leaves, as medicine 

plant, os a medicine 

GRDUP(S] 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Pima, Arizona 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Teton, Dakota 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua 

Pima, Arizona 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Cook 193D:23-2'± 

Whiting 1966: 
86-87 

Cook 1930:23-2'± 

Curtin 188'±:103 

Stevenson 1915: 
93 

Whiting 1966 
96-97 

Gilmore 1877:78 

Pennington 1963: 
77, 123 

Curtin 198'±:103 

Reagan 1828:158 
ru 
(J1 
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Table 29 (cont.] EthnogLaphic LereLences to the use or tlel1~utb~5. The paLt listed 
as "seeds" most likely LereLs to the matuLe achenes, which aLe actually specialized 
rLuits containing the seeds inside. 

SPECIES 

H. onnuus 

PART AND USE 

Loot, in medicine 

seeds, as rood 
pOLched and ground 

seeds, os rood 
highly prized 

seeds, as rOud 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as rood 

seeds, as rood 

seeds, as rood 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as rood 

GROUP(S] 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Apache, ALizona 

Gosiute, Nevada/Utah 

Many gLOUPS 

Mescalero and 
ChiLicahua Apache 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Havasupai, ALizono 

WesteLn Apache, 
ALizona 

White Mt. Apache, 
ALizona 

Cahuilla, S. Colir. 

REFERENCE 

Stevenson 1915: 
53; Camazine and 
Bye 1980:375 

BuskiLk 19~9:328 

ChambeLlin 
1911:371 

Yanovsky 1936:61; 
Standley 1912:~58 

CastetteL and OpieL 
1936:":t8 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:61 

SpieL 1928:116 

GallogheL 1977: 
33 

Reagon 1929:158· 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:76 ru 

U1 
U1 
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Table 29 [cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of tleligDtbu~. The port listed 
as "seeds" most likely refers to the mature achenes, which are actually specialized 
fruits containing the seeds inside. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

H. annuus seeds, as food 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as rood 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as food 

seeds, os food 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as medicine 

GRDUP[S] 

Kawaiisu, Calif. 

Luiseno, Calif. 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua 

Mohave, Lower
Color-ado River- Area 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Kaibab Paiute, 
Ar-izona and Utah 

1~ of 1~ N. Paiute 
bands 

REFERENCE 

Zigmund 1981:3~ 

Sparkman 1908: 
228 

Pennington 
1963:77, 123 

Casteter- and Bell 
1951:196 

Longe 1968:150 

Cushing 197q:2q3 

Kelly 196q:q2 

Stewart 19~1:q28 

S. Paiute, Ariz./Utah Bye 1972:93 
gather-ed in quantity 

NavajO Elmor-e 19~q:87 

Ramah Navajo Uestal 1952:51 

Pawnee Gilmore 1977:78 
ru 
m 
m 
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Table 29 (cont.] Ethnographic re~erences to the use o~ H~liQotb~Q. The part listed 
as "seeds" most likely reFers to the mature achenes, which are actually specialized 
fruits containing the seeds inside. 

SPECIES 

H. annuus 

PART AND USE 

seeds, boiled for wash 
water 

stalk, as prayerstick 

stalk, as prayerstick 

stalk, as flute 
and birdsnares 

stalk, inner pulp as 
chewing gum or burned 
as a candle 

GRDUP[S] 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Navajo 

Ramah NovaJo 

Navajo 

Pima, Arizona 

stalk, inner pulp dried Navajo 
and used as medicine 

stalk, inner pulp as Ramah NavajO 
a medicine 

stalk, used as a Tewa, New Mexico 
fire-stick 

stalk, used os a Isleta, New Mexico 
rire-stick 

stalk, burned in rorm
ing scars on arms 

Picuris, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Cook 1930:23-2'f 

Wyman and Harris 
19'f1:65, 72; 
Elmore 191f1f:87 

Uestal 1952:51 

Elmore 19'f'f:87 

Curtin 198'f:103 

Wyman and Harris 
19'fl:65, 72 

Uestal 1952:51 

Robbins, et al. 
1916:56 

Jones 1931:31 

Krenetsky 196'f: 
'f6 

ru 
U1 
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Table 29 [cont.J Ethnog~aphic ~eFe~ences to the use of HeliQotbu5. The pa~t listed 
as "seeds" most likely ~eFe~s to the matu~e achenes, which a~e actually specialized 
F~uits containing the seeds inside. 

SPECIES 

H. annuus 

H. bolande~i 

H. canus. 

H. lenticu
la~is 

H. petiola["is 

PART AND USE 

stalk, inne~ juice as 
a medicine 

stalk [7J, Juice 
ext~acted Fo~ medicine 

stalk, exudates 
enjayed by child~en 

stalk, sap as Faod 
when coagulated 

seeds, as Food 

stalks, inne~ juice 
as a medicine 

seeds, as Food 

seeds, as Food 
a staple gathe~ed 
in quantity 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as a staple 
food 

GRDUP(S] 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Jemez, New Mexico 

S. Paiute, A~izona 
and Utah 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Owens Ualley Paiute, 
Cg.liFo~nia 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Mescale~o and 
Chi~icahua Apache 
g~oups 

Many g~oups 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Mony g~oups 

REFERENCE 

Lange 1968:150 

Cook 1930:23-2Li 

Bye 1972:93 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:61 

Stewa~d 1933:2Li3 

Swonk 1932:Li7 

CastetteL and OpleL 
1936:Li8 

PclmeL 1878:602; 
1870:Li19 

Lange 1968:150 

Palme~ 1878:602; 
1870:Li19 

ru 
11l 
[D 
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Table 29 (cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of Hel~gDtbu~. The paLt listed 
as "seeds" most likely refeLs to the motuLe ochenes, which OLe actuolly specialized 
fruits contoining the seeds inside. 

SPECIES 

H. petioloLis 

PART AND USE 

seeds, os 0 blue dye 

stolk, inneL Juice os 
o medicil,e 

• A possible mis-spelling or H~ gDDUU~. 

GROUP(S) REFERENCE 

Hopi, Arizono Hough 1898:1'f6 

Cochiti, New Mexico Longe 1968:150 

ru 
Ul 
CD 
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Entire heads were sought for medicinal needs, as were roots 

and leaves. Leaves have also been listed as a food product. 

The bulk of references list the "seeds" [probably the mature 

acheneJ as gathered and prepared as a food by groups all 

over the American Southwest. Occasionally the literature 

hints of the importance of this food by suggesting the seeds 

were harvested "in quantity" or were »highly prized". The 

stem or stalk also provided material for prayersticks, 

flutes, birdsnares and fire-sticks; juice extracted from the 

stalk was sought by children as a treat and by medical 

practitioners as a healing substance. Other species of 

tl§liQntb~a seem to have been used in similar ways. 

Methods applied to harvest and prepare sunflower 

achenes have been varied. The Mohave of the Lower Colorado 

River area broke off ripe heads and beat them with sticks to 

release the achenes [Castetter and Bell 1951:196J. Likewise 

the Gosiute of Nevada and Utah beat the achenes out of the 

ripe heads into baskets [Chamberlin 1911:371J, highly 

prizing this source of oil. The Western Apache of Arizona 

judged that the heads were ready for harvest when the ray 

and disk flowers had fallen off; they would then whack the 

flower heads against their hands to discharge the achenes 

[Gallagher 1977:33). 

Preparation often involved many steps. For example, 

the Kawaiisu of California removed the achenes from the head 

with light pounding, followed by winnowing, roasting, 



~--. 
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another pounding to remove the shell, and grinding to a meal 

[Zigmund 1981:3~J. Often the achenes were parched or 

roasted before being eaten raw or ground for use as a meal 

[Gallagher 1977:33J. The southeastern Yavapai of central 

Arizona stored sunflower achenes [no scientific name listedJ 

in pottery ollas in caves [Gifford 1932:203J. 

The ethnographic literature suggests that wild South

western sunflowers have actually baen cultivated. Four 

older Mohave men said that wild sunflower seeds were planted 

in moist soil ot the edges of agricultural fields, in hills 

much like corn was planted [Castetter and Bell 1951:196J. 

The Owens Ualley Paiute may have irrigated tl~ QQigngaL1 in 

some localities [Steward 1933:2~3J. 

The archaeological record documents a number of 

instances of tlellgDtbu~ achenes and some of entire heads 

recovered from ancient Southwestern sites [Table 30J. The 

most likely explanations given are that the remains 

represent prehistoric harvest of the wild plants for food; 

the charred condition of many of the achenes, and the 

presence of the fruit in human coprolites, support a food 

interpretation. The time period represented could be as 

long as 8000 years, as documented at Cowboy Cave in Utah, up 

until the A.D. l~OO's in a New Mexico context. That the 

resource may have provided food for the dead is suggested by 

recovery of achenes in burial bowls at Grasshopper Pueblo; 



l 
Table 30. P~ehista~ic ~ere~ences to H§l~gDtby~ ~emains. 

PART USE 

heads unknown 

food use (7) 

seeds raod 

GROUP(S) 

Bat Cave, Ne.J 
Mexico 

Tula~osa Cove, 
New Mexico 

Anasazi, A~izona 

Ca~te~ Ranch, 
A~izona (A.D. 
950-1200) 

G~asshoppe~ Pueb
lo, A~izona 
(A.D. 13-1'f00) 

Johnson Canyon, 
Colo., Pueblo III 

Pueblo I, Colo. 
Old Ute T~ail 

A~royo Hondo, New 

NOTES 

scattered th~ough
out deposits 

in almost every 
level; 3 species 
possible 

cha~~ed, in 3 of 
17 sites 

cha~red 

f~om on oven, and 
in two sepa~ate 
bu~ial bowls 

in cop~olites 

cha~~ed 

Mex. (A.D. 1300-1'f50) 

Cima~~on, New Mex. charred 
BasketMaker III 
[A.D.700-900) 

REFERENCE 

Smith 1960: 
16'f 

Cutler 1952: 
'f75 

Gasse~ 1982: 
33 

Cutle~ 196'f: 
23'f 

Boh~e~ 1982: 
99 

Nickens 1981: 
76 

Jones and 
Fonner 
195'f:9'f,96 

Wette~st~om 
1976:97 

J<i~kpat~ick 
and Ford 
1977:263 ru 

m 
ru 
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Table 30 [cont.J P~ehistoric rererences to tlal1qntb~~ remains. 

PART USE 

seeds rood 

GROUP[SJ 

Cove du Pont, Utah 
Easketmaker site 

Cowboy Cove, Utah 

NOTES 

diet staple ror 
8000 years; in 
coprolites 

REFERENCE 

Nusbaum 
1922:71 

Hogan 1980: 
20lf, 208 

ru 
m 
w 
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remains of wild H~ligDtbu~ seeds asociated with burials have 

also been reported both from Meso House Ruin in Nevada, and 

from Hawaikuh near Zuni in New Mexico [cited in Bohrer 

1982:99). 

A fascinating discovery related to sunflower was mode 

in cliff-dweller age deposits in a cove in northeastern 

Arizona [Kidder and Guernsey 1919:9~. 1~5-1~7). There, in 

cove fill, excavators uncovered two corrugated pots covered 

with stone lids. In one of them 26 pointed wooden "sun-

flowers" and two pieces of tanned skin, cut and pointed to 

represent "sunflowers", were found. The specimens were 

extremely well preserved and are considered to represent 

ceremonial items. Archaeologists speculated that they were 

perhaps once attached to the sides of helmet masks like 

those worn by the Hopi in Kachina ceremonies. 

In the eastern and central port of the United States, 

it has been known for some time that HallQotbua Qonuua was 

heavily relied upon in prehistory. In on early report on 

the plant foods associated with the Ozark Bluff-Dweller 

culture, Gilmore [1931:102) wrote that quantities of achenes 

of at least two cultivated varieties of this species were 

found, along with sunflower heads. The Early Woodland 

evidence from Salts Cave in Kentucky, doting to the period 

1125-290 B.C., revealed that H~ gDDUU~ achenes were the most 

abundant plant material found [Watson and Varnell 1966:e~~). 

Bryant [197~:208) noted a correlation between high 



H~llgDtbu~ type pollen percentages and the presence of 

sunflower remains in a number of human coprolites from 

nearby Mammoth Cove. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMN5i 

265 

It seems that the annual H=11Qoto~~ ~OU~~a plants have 

important potential for humans living on wild resources in 

Canelo Hills and elsewhere. Flowers could be harvested in 

September for their use in ceremonies and as yellow coloring 

or chewing gum. leaves are present for nearly all the 

seven-month growing season, being available for medicinal or 

other uses at least from May through October. The highly 

prized achenes seem to be most abundant in the months of 

October and November. The many domestic and incidental 

needs served by the stalk might require a mature stem, 

with inner pulp fully developed; this period most likely 

would come in the second half of the growing season, from 

September through November. Even dead stalks could be 

gathered after the plant hod completely ceased activity. 

Use of the root in medicine might also be restricted to the 

latter port of the season, when roots hod obtoined some 

size. 

PREDIctIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The most likely port of wild sunflower plants to 

preserve would be the achenes that hod not been ground up in 

preparation. Accidents during parching or roosting, or 
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devastating household o~ village fi~es, might p~ese~ve them 

intact. Achenes sto~ed ~aw o~ pulve~ized, o~ cooked with 

othe~ foods, would not be ~ecove~ed in identifiable 

condition. Leaves c~ushed, eaten, o~ made into a medicinal 

decoction would likewise not easily lend to ~ecognition. 

Pe~haps stalks would be retained unbu~ned in p~otected 

locations; any exposure to fire might burn them completely 

to ash. 

The ability to positively identify tlel~~ntb~~ achenes 

in the p~ehistoric record may not be possible. When 

carbonized, the achenes of this genus closely mimic achenes 

of another sunflowe~ type plant, ~1guierg. Distinguishing 

cha~acte~istics may nat reveal themselves in p~ehistaric 

specimens, making it impossible to say for certain which of 

the wild sunflower plants were actually used at va~ious 

ancient habitations. This may not be a p~oblem, if a number 

of wild sunflower species we~e ha~vested and prepared in 

similar ways by prehistoric folks. 



HABITAT 

l~cmceg bederifclig L. c-l~ ~C~~iDeg L. var. 
bederifclig CL.J Gray] 

RC-1 CKA #219-83) UA2SS933 
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Herbaceous 19QmQa~ ba~aL1fQl1Q grows in a dry site in a 

very sunny area some distance from the Ramsey Canyon stream. 

The substrate at this location is composed of colluvium, 

underlain by granite bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

Specific information on the life-cycle events were nat 

recorded, although it is known this morning-glory species is 

in full flower with immature fruits during the month of 

September. The plant is dormant, with no above ground 

parts visible, for most of the year. According to Kearney 

and Peebles C1960: 676) the species may be seen on the 

landscape from May to October. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Six separate speCies of morning-glory are listed as 

having medicinal uses among groups living in east Africa 

CKokwaro 1976:77-78J. Crushed leaves and roots were the 

parts chosen. In the New World, the small leaves of 19cmcaQ 

~~~~Yreg have been boiled and used as a green by the 

Tarahumara of Chihuahua CPennington 1963:127J. At one time, 

the roots of l~cmDeg le~tc~b~llg were gathered and toasted 

by the Kiowa in times of food shortage CUestal and Schultes 

1939:Lf8J. 

No archaeological record found. 

----------------------
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Morning-glory leaves could be harvested at any time the 

plant is available above ground. This would encompass the 

summer months of May through October. The roots would 

likewise be easily found at this time. After the plant dies 

back to ground level, root harvest would be difficult. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Unless morning-glory fruit capsules containing seeds 

were inadvertently brought into a prehistoric setting and 

burned, it is unlikely any parts would remain that could be 

identified. Leaves processed for medicines or greens would 

enter the ancient record in unrecognizable condition. 

Possibly a toasted root would preserve, but an adequate 

modern comparative collection of roots would be required to 

provide an identification. 

---- -- -------- ----------
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

Jual~ns m~lQc grows olong both sides of the stream at 

Canelo Hills Cienega. Although the surface of the soil is 

generally dry. undoubtedly the deeper roots of this tree are 

in moister soil. The area is deeply shaded, in part by this 

species. Underlying substrate ranges from alluvium to 

colluvium interspersed with volcanic bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

This large walnut tree resumes vegetative growth in 

April, when both stem elongation and leaf expansion can be 

observed. Flowering is marked in May by the presence of 

long drooping staminate clusters of flowers on lower 

branches. These catkins remain attached at least through 

July; it is unlikely they are shedding viable pollen 

throughout this period. Immature nuts can be seen in the 

uppar branches as early as June, and the first mature nuts 

falloff in September, coinciding with vegetative growth 

cessation. After November the tree has dropped most of the 



mature fruit and remains in full dormancy until April. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Walnut fruit, leaves, twigs, bark, root and rootbark 

270 

are ports that have all been sought by different groups 

(Table 31J. The most important human use is that of the 

nutmeats as food. These have been eaten whole, ground, or 

bOiled, sometimes stored and at least considered by a few 

groups on important resource. The hulled nuts would be 

gathered from the ground or by climbing in the trses; the 

Apache removed the hulls by pounding them with a rock or in 

a bedrock mortar, and then washing the debris in a running 

stream (Buskirk 19~9:332J. Numerous people stored the hull

less nuts (Gifford 1932:209; Gifford 1936:256; Pennington 

1963:106, 11~J. Apparently nutmeats could also be applied 

to the scolp to serve as 0 dandruff remedy ond hair dye. 

TWigs, hulls, nutshells, leaves, and roots all provided 

dyes, either green, earth-tones, or block. Medicinal 

preparations were made from leaves, rootbark and the Juice 

of the hulls. Among the Tarahumara in Chihuahua, when the 

general food supply was scarce in the spring and the walnut 

trees were Just leafing out, the leaves end bark were 

crushed and thrown into streams or pools to stupify fish. 

This widespread practice may well have alleviated food 

stress by making it easy to acquire a protein resource. 

The prehistoric record in Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and 

------ .---" ----------
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Table 31. Ethnographic rererences to the use or JuglgD~. 

SPECIES 

J. major 

PART AND USE 

hulls and nutshells, 
as earthtone dye 

leaves, as green 
pigment when crushed 

leaves, as eorthtone 
dye 

leaves, as rish 
poison 

leaves, as body 
medicine when 
ground up 

nuts, as rood 
eaten on a large 
scale 

nuts, as food 
eaten whole or 
pulverized 

nuts, as rood 

nuts, as rood, 
whole or ground 

GRDUP(S] 

NavajO 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

NavajO 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Comanche, Oklahoma 

NavajO 

NE Yavapai, Arizona 

SE Yavapai, Arizona 

Chir-icahua and 
Mescaler-o Apache 

nuts, as rood or- stored Comanche, Oklahoma 
without preparation 

REFERENCE 

Bryan and YOIJng 
19'10:73-7'1 
Elmore 19,±,±:39 

Pennington 1969: 
13'1, 135, 169 

Br-yan and Young 
19'10:73-7'1 

Pennington 1969: 
13'±, 135, 169 

Car-Ison and Jones 
19'10:531, 53'1 

Elmor-e 19'1'1:39 

Girrord 1936:256 

Girrord 1932:209 

Castetter- and Opler-
1936:'12-'13 

Carlson and Jones 
19LfO:531, 53'± 

III ..... .... 
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Table 31 [cont.) Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of JUglgD~. 

SPECIES 

J. majo~ 

J. nig~a 

J. ~up~est~is 

Juglons spp. 

PART AND USE 

twigs, as dye 

nuts, as food 

nuts, as food 

~ootba~k, decoction 
as medicine 

~oots, as dye fo~ 
buffalo hides 

~oots, as black 
dye 

nuts, as food 
eage~ly sought 

leaves and ba~k, as 
fish poison 
[c~ushed) 

nuts, eaten and 
sto~ed 

hulls [juice], 
as medicine 

nuts, as food 
sometimes boiled 

GROUP[S) REFERENCE 

NavajO Elmo~e 19~~:39 

Plains g~oups of Gilmo~e 1977:22 
Missou~i Rive~ Region 

Kiowa, Oklahoma Uestal and Schultes 
1939:21 

Kiowa, Oklahoma Uestal and Schultes 
1939:21 

Kiowa, Oklahoma Uestal and Schultes 
1939:21 

Plains g~oups of Gilmo~e 1977:22 
Missou~i Rive~ Region 

Tepehuon, Chihuahua Pennington 1969: 

Ta~ahuma~a, Chihuahua 

13~, 135, 169 

Pennington 1963: 
106, 111.J: 

Ta~ahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
106, 11'"1 

Apache Buskirk 19'i9:332 

Apache, A~izona Buskirk 19~9:332 ru 

'" ru 
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Table 31 (cont.J Ethnographic references to the use of ~~~lQn~. 

SPECIES 

Juglans spp. 

PART AND USE 

nuts, as food or 
as beverage 

nuts, as food 
eaten extensively 

nuts, as dandruff 
remedy and hair dye 

GRDUP(SJ 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

Navajo, New Mexico 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Gallagher 1977:35 

Castetter 1935:35 

Gallagher 1977:87 

ru 
--J 
W 
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Colorado reveols ancient acquisition of walnuts, many 

identified as J~Q1QO~ IDQlQL (Table 32J. In most cases the 

presence of nutshells, sometimes carbonized, likely repre

sents consumption of the nutmeats. Contexts of recovery 

also reflect food use. Whole nuts, and nuts with husks are 

rare in prehistoric deposits. In two cases, researchers 

pOinted out that lack of modern walnut trees in areas today 

hinted that prehistoric trade or long distance travel was 

responsible for presence of the nuts in ancient sites 

(Nickens 1981:77; Smith 1950:175J. In one of these examples 

(Nickens 1981:77) the nutshells had been fashioned into 

ornaments and beads. 

SiGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

J~Q1QO~ IDQlQL nuts would be ripe for harvesting for the 

three months of September-November. During this period one 

could acquire food (nutmeatsJ, hair treatment (nutmeatsJ, 

dye (hulls, nutshellsJ, a medicine (hullsJ and ornaments/ 

beads (nutshells). Newly emerging leaves might be 

especially important as a fish pOison in April, though they 

could serve this purpose as well as a dyestuff and medicine 

from April through November. Acquisition of twigs and roots 

for dye, bark as a fish poison, and rootbark as a medicine 

could continue year round, as these parts would always be 

available. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The prehistoric record would retain tough walnut 
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Table 32. Prehistoric rererences to ~~~lQns remains. Presence or on - rlogs remains 
identiried as JyglgD~ mgJQ~ by researchers. 

PART USE 

Nuts with unknown 
husks 

Nuts nutmeots as rood-

nutmeots as rood-

Nutshells nutmeats as rood-

nutmeats as rood* 

nutmeats as rood-

nutmeots as rood 

nutmeots as rood 

GRDUP(S) 

Hohokom at San 
Cayetano del 
Tumacacori, Ariz. 

Higgins Flat Pue
blo, New Mexico 
[A.D.117S-12SCJ 

Point or Pines, 
Arizona 

Copper Basin 
sites, Arizono 
[A.D.70Q-1300J 

Tonto Nat'l. Mon
ument, At"izonCl 
[A.D. 1300's] 

Gt"asshoppet" Pue
blo, Arizona 

[A . D. 13-1I±OO J 

Cave along Rio Zope 
Mexico [A.D. 600) 

NOTES 

also an entire 
walnut rrom a 
house rloor 

charred, possibly 
rt"om a basket 

cat"bonized, rt"om 
o cremation, a 
f"it"epit, two 
cOt"t"ugated Jars 

many broken 
shells 

in t"oom rill, 
reatut"es and 
ovens 

REFERENCE 

Cutlet" 1956a 

Cutler 1956b: 
181 

Bohrer 1973: 
'±2B 

Gosser lS77: 
30'±-30B 

Bohrer 1962: 
99 

Bohrer 1982 

Bt"ooks at 01. 
1962: 357 

Holden 1937: Murt"ah Cove, 
Texas rock
shelter 

most parched, 
in ash heap 70 ru 

'" 1.11 
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Table 32 [cont.J Prehistoric rererences to J~~lQn~ remains. Presence or on • rlags 
remains identiried as JyglgD~ IDgJg~ by researchers. 

PART USE 

Nutshells nutmeats as 
rood [?J* 

Unknown 

nutmeots as 
rood [?J 

nutmeats as 
rood (?J. 

nutmeats as 
rood [?J. 

nutmeats as 
rood (?J. 

nutshells as 
ornaments/beads· 

GROUP[SJ 

Bot Cove, 
New Mexico 

Caves in Upper 
Gila and Hueco 
areas, New Mexico 

Canyon Creek, 
Arizona (A.D. 
132'i-13'iBJ 

Drme Ranch Cove, 
Ariz. [A.D. 1100-
l'iOO and historicJ 

Carter Ranch 
Pueblo, Arizona 

[A.D. 950-1200J 

Johnson Canyon, 
Colo. 

Brewster Co. 
Texas, rock
shelter 

Coves in SW New 
Mexico (A.D. 
1100-1'100J 

NOTES 

throughout the 
depOSits 

port or reruse 

plentirul in 
reruse 

throughout 
strata 

carbonized 

suggestions or 
prehistoric trade 

Quantities 
recovered 

REFERENCE 

Smith 
1950:170 

Cosgrove 
19'17:'15 

Haury 193'i:59 

Breternitz 
1960:35 

Cutler 196Y:: 
23Y: 

Nickens 1981: 
77 

Corrin 1932: 
59 

York et 01. 
1961:96 

ru 
-...J 
01 
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Table 32 (cont.] Prehistoric references to JuglgD~ remains. Presence of an - flags 
remains identiFied as JUglgD~ IDgJg~ by researchers. 

PART USE 

Unknollln 

GROUP(S] 

Tularosa Cave, 
SW Nelli Mexico 

Pueblo Bonito, 
Nelli Mexico 
(A.D. 1200's] 

NOTES 

Babocomari Village, 
Arizona (A.D. 1LJ:50+] 

REFERENCE 

Cutler 1952: 
LJ:78 

Judd 195":1::61 

Jones 1951:16 

ru 
--J 
--J 
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nutshells as the residue of food preparation or as 

ornaments/beads; the hard thick shell is a port predisposed 

to preserve. Parching or roosting are not methods of 

preparation cited for walnut nutmeats, therefore any charred 

specimens recovered likely represent accidents unrelated to 

use of the resource os a food. All other ports are utilized 

in ways not conducive to preservation, such as in dyeing, 

hair treatment, medicinal preparations or as fish poisons. 

It is intriguing that no historic or archaeological 

references were found to the use of the wood as fireheorth 

fuel. 
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x x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JlY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

JUD~Y~ lQDgl~tul~~ Torr. 
CH-1 (KA #91-83) UA25592Sj CH-S (KA #1~S-83) UA25~622 

x _~ _~ _~_ 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JlY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
J~u~~a euaifQli~a Wikstr. vor. mQut~o~a CEngelm.) C.l. 

x X 
JAN FEB 

CH-9 

HABITAT 

Hitchc. (-J~ ~~~imQotQD~a A. Nels.] 
CH-9 [KA #153-83J UA 25~62~ 

X X X X £:..-
MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT 

JYD~U~ t~DU1~ Willd. 

_0_ 
NOV 

CKA #1500-83J UA25~625j CKA #150b-83J UA25~6~8 

)S._ 
DEC 

Two species of rush, J~D~~a teo~1a and J~ lQogiat~lia 

de well in the cienego at Conele Hills, while J~ 1o~1fQli~~ 

can be found en the edges of pounded water just below the 
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dam. Both locations are fully saturated with water and 

composed of alluvium. Generolly the surrounding vegetation 

is low, permitting full exposure to sunlight. 

PHENOLOGY 

The two cienega rush species seem to have a growing 

season roughly half that of J~ ~D~ifgliu~. The cienega 

plants are first observed to flower in June, have ripe 

capsules in July and August, and resume nine months of 

dormancy by September. They are noticeable for a total of 

only three months! being vegetatively active only during 

June. On the other hand, JUD~U~ ~D~ifgliY~ is recognizable 

on the edge of a pond below the dam for seven full months, 

beginning in May and continuing through November. Full 

flowering of this species spans a three month period from 

June through August, ond ripe fruit are avoiloble from July 

through October. This species is most vegetatively active 

during the months of May, June and July. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnogrophic record of rush use is obscured in port 

by the fact that some groups, such as the Hopi, classed 

together all "grass-like" plants growing near water, 

especially those with round stems (Whiting 1966:70J. In the 

references that do exist, one of the most frequent needs 

served J~o~~~ was that of basketry material. Among the 

Chumash of California, this genus comprised virtually the 
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only material used in basket-making (Timbrook 198~:1~5). 

Rush plants were a source of several colors that could be 

worked into elaborate basket designs by the Cahuilla 

(Barrows 1900:~2j Bean and Saubel 1972:80-81), Kawaiisu 

(2igmund 1981:35; 1978:202), and Luiseno (Sparkman 1908: 

23~J, also of California. The baskets made by the Luiseno 

included openwork containers for gathering acorns and 

cactus, and other baskets used to cook acorn meal and as a 

sieve; they Illso fashioned JYDCY~ stems into mats (Sparkman 

1908:23~J. 

Other needs have been served by rush plants in modern 

times. Although the size of an individual rush seed is 

minute, the Paiute in the Owens Ualley of California 

collected the seeds of J~ ~gltiCY~ for food (Steward 

1933:2~3). This citation may reflect a more widespread 

practice in North America before people began to rely 

heavily on cultigens. 

In other uses, the Isleta of New Mexico gathered rush 

plants as thatching for houses (Jones 1931:32). The Navajo 

made an emetic out of an introduced species J~ocu~ Qalt1c~s 

(Wyman and Har.ris 19~1:58), and Hopi in Arizona may have 

collected rushes for use in ceremonies, because of their 

association with water (Whiting 1966:70). 

In the archaeological literature surveyed for this 

study a single reference to rush was located. JYDCY~, 

including J~ Cgg~~~i type seeds, were recovered in 6 of 6q 
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floor and trash strata examined from the Salmon Ruin in 

northwestern New Mexico (Adams 1980a:263J. These remains 

possibly rspresenteda food for both the Chacoan CA.D. 1090-

1150J and Mesa Uerdean CA.D. 1180-1250J occupations of the 

pueblo. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Rushes could be harvested for basketry material, mats, 

roof thatching or medicinal/ceremonial uses at Canelo Hills 

at least from May through November. All three species would 

offer ripe seeds as a food during July and August, with J~ 

~D~~fQl~y~ seeds available for the additional two months of 

September and October. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since the Paiute reference gives no clue as to how the 

rush seeds might be prepared for consumption, predicting 

the likelihood of survival in the ancient record is 

difficult. Any preparation step that would require parching 

or application of heat might ensure some seeds would 

preserve. Perhaps the Salmon Ruin data represent ancient 

toasted meals. In situations of outstanding preservation, 

such as the interior of a cave or shelter, it is expected 

that baskets and mats would also be recovered. 
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JUD1~~~U~ ge~~egDg Steud. vor. ~g~by~blg§g (Torr.) Martinez 

RC-3 (KA #76-83) UA25~991 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

J~n~g~~~~ Q~gg~~n~ grows in both dry and damp soil 

along the stream at Ramsey Canyon. Exposure of the trees to 

the sun varies from very little to 100%. Substrate is 

composed of overbank sediments of colluvium with rocks. 

PHENOLOGY 

Evergreen alligator Juniper trees are obvious on the 

landscape year round. Active twig and leaf growth begins in 

May and continues until September, at which time vegetative 

activity ceases. Cone development occurs in April, and a 

full six months is required before they ripen in September. 

These ripe cones can remain tightly clinging to branches for 

up to nine months, and may still be available in the 

following calendar yeor when the tree has resumed another 

year's growth. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The cones [often called "berries") of alligator Juniper 

[as J~ ~g~bU~blg~g) was gathered by a number of Southwestern 
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groups (Table 33). The berries were said by some to be 

sweet, and without a strong juniper taste. Often they were 

collected and stored for the winter, to be ground and made 

into bread (Palmer 1878:593). The Southeastern Yavapai of 

Arizona collected them from the ground in October, 

pulverized them in a bedrock mortar, soaked them in water, 

put a handful of the mass into the mouth and sucked out the 

juice; the dry solid matter was then spit out (Gifford 

1932:212). The Ramah Navajo of New Mexico gathered the 

fallen berries into sacks, usually at the same time acorns 

were harvested. They would boil and grind the berries to 

remove the seeds, and eat the sweetish pulp, or eat the 

berries raw without preparation (Uestal 1952:12). 

If enough alligator juniper berries could be gathered, 

they would be stored. The Northeastern Yavapai of Arizona 

pounded and ground the berries on a metate and winnowed out 

and discarded the seeds. Some of the resulting meal might 

be kept in tight burden baskets, or made into a caKe by 

dampening and gradually adding meal to build up a heavy caKe 

up to one foot thick (Gifford 1936:257). Such a caKe could 

keep for several months, often cached in a burden basket 

under a rock. 

Two opposing views can be found regarding the depend

ability of alligator juniper as a resource. Palmer (1878: 

593) suggests it provided a staple article of food for many 

groups. On the other hand, Uestal (1952:12) recounts that 
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Table 33. Ethnographic rererences to the use or ~~n~g~~~5 ct~gg~QnQ. 

PART 

berries 

needles 

Some citations are to J~ ~9~bYDbl!Jeg, a synonym. 

USE 

rood 

rood, or crushed 
as a beverage 

rood 

food 

rood 

medicine 

GROUP[S) 

Southwest U.S. 
groups 

Tat"ahumat"a, 
Chihuahua 

Isleta and San 
Felipe Puebloes, 
Mescalero Apache, 
New Mexico 

Hamah NavaJo, 
New Mexico 

SE Yavapai, 
Arizona 

Tarahumara, 
Chihuahua 

NOTES 

considered a 
staple by some; 
eaten row at" ground 

boiled 

eaten row at" 
boiled and ground; 
sometimes stot"ed 

pulverized 

boiled 

REFERENCE 

Palmer 
1878:593 

Pennington 
1963: 
112-113 

Castetter 
1935:32; 

Jones 
1931:33 

Uestal 
1952:12 

Girror-d 
1932:212 

Pennington 
1963:178-
179 

ru 
al 
m 
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some Ramah Navajo individuals considered the production of 

the berries erratic, much like the crops of pinyon nuts, and 

that juniper berries were only gathered in good years. 

When food was not scarce, the matter of taste was 

considered. For example, the Kaibab Paiute of Arizona and 

Utah considered the berries of another species, J~ 

Ytgb~D~l~, to be sweet on some trees, but not on others 

(Kelly 196~: 22-23J. The people would go about tasting them 

until they found some to suit their needs. According to 

Nequatewa (19~3:18J the Hopi picked the berries of this some 

species in the winter after they were frost-bitten, because 

the frost "mode them sweet". 

To gain a brooder perspective on the potential uses for 

a juniper tree, the ethnographic literature has been 

summarized for species other than alligator juniper (Table 

3~J, highlighting the wide range of parts sought. Diverse 

needs have been satisfied by juniper bark in historic times. 

For example, it has been chewed when food was scarce, used 

as a medicine, rubbed fine for baby clothes and served as a 

slow match/fire tinder and as a dye for cloth. Branches 

were sought for basket frames, bows and ceremonial dances. 

People have gathered needles and twigs for dye mordants, 

mediCine, and ritual purification. Wood has provided 

building material, tipi poles, love flutes and fuel. 

Charred wood has been made into a ceremonial body point. 
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Table 3~. Ethnographic references to the use of additional species of JYD~~~~Y~. 

SPECIES 

J. monosperma 

PART AND USE 

bark, chewed in times 
of food shortage 

bark, rubbed fine for 
baby clothes 

bark, chewed as a 
medicine 

bark, used in dyeing 
wool 

branches, used in 
ceremonial dances 

branches, used in 
ceremonial dances 

branches, as basket 
frames and bows 

berLies, roasted and 
cooked for food 

berries. roasted end 
quantities eaten in 
fall or when food 
scarce 

berries, eaten raw or 
sun-dried; once 0 

very important food 

GROUP[SJ 

Navajo 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Navajo 

Jemez. New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Chiricahua and 
Mescalero Apache 

Acoma and Laguna. 
New Mexico 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Castetter 1935:32 

Swank 1932:~B-51 

Swank 1932:~B-51 

Bryan and Young 
19'10:6, 17, 39 

Stevenson 1915:93 

Swank 1932:'18-51 

Swank 1932:'-18-51 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:37, ~S 

Swank 1932:~8-S1 

Gallagher 1977:28 
ru 
m 
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Table 3~ [cont.) EthnogLaphic LefeLences to the use of additional species of 
J!.!Dj,P~t::Y~. 

SPECIES 

J. monospeLma 

JunipeLu5 
viLginiana 

PART AND USE GRDUP[S] 

beLLies, used in dyeing Navajo 
wool 

needles, bULned and 
used as a dye mOLdant 

twigs, medicine fOL 
childbiLth; Loasted 
and boiled 

twigs, staminate 
cones, as medicine 

twigs [green), rubbed 
on moccasins fOL 
coloL 

wood, as building 
material 

wood, as fence posts 

wood, as fuel 

wood, as fuel 

beLLies, chewed as 
medicine 

Navajo 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

WesteLn Apache, 
ALizona 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

REFERENCE 

BLyan and Young 
19~0:6, 17, 39 

BLyan and Young 
19~O:6, 17, 39 

Stevenson 1915:55; 
Camazins and Bye 
1980:373 

Swank 1932:~8-51 

Swank 1932:~8-51 

Cook 1930:2'±-25 

Swank 1932:'±8-51 

GallaghsL 1977:113 

Cook 1930:2'±-2S 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939: 13 ru 

!II 
!II 
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Table 34 (cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of additional species of 
~~n~Q§~~~· 

SPECIES 

Juniperus 
virginiana 

PART AND USE 

berries, eaten 

needles, used in fire 
for purification 

needles, burned in 
ceremonies 

wood, as tipi poles 
and love flutes 

Juniperus spp. bark, shredded, as 
tinder for ceremonial 
fires 

bark, far tinder and 
a slow match 

charcoal, as a cere
monial body paint 

berries, kneaded into 
Jerked meat as 
flavoring 

berries, eaten with 
piki bread 

berries, pierced and 
strung on necklaces 

GROUP(S] 

Comanche, Oklahoma 

Comanche, Oklahoma 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Carlson and Jones 
1940:527, 538 

Carlson and Jones 
19'f0:527, 538 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:13 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:13 

Stevenson 1915:93 

Whiting 1966:62-63 

Whiting 1966:62-63 

Cushing 197~:2SS 

Whiting 1966:62-63 

Whiting 1966:62-63 ru 
aJ 
UJ 
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Table 3~ [cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of additional species of 
JUDipe~u~. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

Juniperus spp. twigs, as flavoring 
for boiled bread 

twigs, medicinal tea 

twigs, scorched and 
used as medicine 

wood, as firewood 

wood, as firewood 

wood, in ceremonies 

GROUP[S] 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Zuni, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Cushing 197~:255 

Gallagher 1877:88 

Reagan 1929:158 

Stevenson 1915:83 

Whiting 1966:62-63 

Stevenson 1815:83 

ru 
to 
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Although the literature repeatedly records gathering 

the fruit of various Juniper species for food, it also 

reveals other uses for the berries. For example, the Navajo 

considered them useful in dyeing wool (Bryan and Young 19~0: 

6, 17, 39). Kiowa in Oklahoma chewed them as a medicine 

(Uestal and Schultes 1939:13). In New Nexico the Zuni 

kneaded berries into Jerked meat as a flavoring agent 

(Cushing 197~:255), and the Hopi of Arizona pierced and 

strung them on necklaces (Whiting 1966:62-63). 

The archaeological record reveals that many modern 

needs for Juniper were also prehistoric needs (Table 35). 

Berries and seeds, charred and uncharred, appear to 

represent food in 0 number of locations in ancient times. 

The seeds were also pierced and strung as beads. Possibly 

the branches were made into a tea, or eaten, as high 

percentages of pollen recovered in two human coprolites 

suggest. The presence of Juniper fiber in human feces in a 

Glen Canyon site hint' that the bark was ingested, in all 

likelihood in times of food shortage. 

Shredded bark of J~D1gaL~~ Q~t~Q~gaLmg or J~ mQDQ~gg~mg 

was fashioned into pot rests, torches, and bags. At arme 

Ranche Cave in the Prescott National Forest of Arizona, 

strips of J~ Q~teQ~geLmg bark and a grass formed the lining 

of a storage pit. All the strips were burned on the outside 

(bottom), possibly to dry them out thoroughly and facilitate 

shaping. According to the excavator (Breternitz 1960:26) 
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Table 35. Prehistoric rererences to JYDi~e~ys remains. 

SPECIES 

J. deppeana 

J. monos permo 

J. monosperma/ 
J. osteosperma 

J. osteosperma 

PART AND USE 

berries and seeds* 

berries and seeds· 

berries and twigs* 

seeds 

seeds 

bark, shredded 
as household needs 

bark, as ceramic pot 
rests 

bark, shredded as a 
storage pit lining 

berries and seeds, 
as rood 

berries and seeds, 
as food 

*Listed as synonym J~ ~ggby~blgeg. 

GRDUP[S] 

Bat Cove, New Mexico 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Bot Cave, New Mexico 

Hohokam, Prescott, 
Arizona [A.D. 7-1300] 

Heltagito Rock
shelter, Arizona 
[A.D. 600-1200] 

Salmon Ruin, NW 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1090-1280] 

Johnson Canyon, SW 
Colorado [Pueblo III) 

Dr me Ranch Cave, 
Arizona 

Salmon Ruin, NW 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1090-1280] 

Tularosa Cove, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Smith 1950:166 

Kaplan 1963:352 

Smith 1950:166 

Gasser 1977: 
30'i-305 

Breternitz 1957:5 

Adams 1980b 

Nickens 1981:7'i 

Breternitz 1960:26 

Lentz 198'i:191-
200 

Kaplan 1963:352 

IU 
UJ 
IU 
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Table 35 [cont.) Prehistoric references to JYDi~~~YS remains. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

J. osteosperma seeds, as beod 
necklace in animal 
skin bag 

J. scopulorum 

J. utahensis 

Juniperus 
spp. 

seeds, as beads 

wood, as construction 
beams and tools 

seeds, charred 

berries, charred 

bark, bundles as 
torches 

bark, bundle as torch 
and brush 

bark, bundles 
fashioned into a bag 

fiber, as rood [?J in 
human coprolite 

GRDUP[S) REFERENCE 

Cowboy Cave, Utah Hull 1980:139 

Salmon Ruin, NW Adoms 1980b 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1090-1280] 

Johnson Canyon, SW Nickens 1981:7~ 
Colorado [Pueblo III) 

Basketmaker II and 
III, NE New Mexico 
[A.D. 'f00-900] 

Higgins Flat Pueblo, 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1175-1250 

Cowboy Cove, Utah 

Tonto National 
Monument, Arizona 
[A.D. 1300's) 

Painted Cave, 
Arizona 

Glen Canyon, Utah 
[A.D. 'f00-1350] 

Kirkpatrick and 
Ford 1977: 
263-26 uf 

Cutler 1956b:181 

Hewitt 19800:71 

Bohrer 1962:83 

Haury 19'f5:~1 

Fry 1976:15 
ru 
lD 
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Table 35 (cant.] Prehistoric references to JYDiY~~Y~ remains. 

SPECIES 

Juniperus 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

berLies, as food 

beLLies (charred] 

pollen, as rood (?] 
in human copLolite 

pollen, as medicinal 
tea (?], in human 
coprolite 

seeds, representing 
food 

seeds 

seeds (chaLLed] 

twigs (charLed], 
as fuel 

wood 

wood, os knife hondle 

GRDUP(S] 

Rio Zope, Durango, 
Mexico (A.D. 600] 

Point of Pines, ALiz. 
(A.D. 1280-1300] 

Glen Conyon, Utoh 

Antelope House, 
ALizona 

FLesnol ShelteL, 
New Mexico (B.C. 
l600-A.D. 1] 

GLosshoppeL Pueblo, 
ALizono (A.D. 1300-
1~00J 

REFERENCE 

Brooks, et 01. 
1962:357 

BohLeL 1973:~27 

MOLt in and ShorLock 
196Lf:173 

Willioms-Deon ond 
BLyont 1975:103 

Bohrer 1981:~~ 

BohLeL 1982: 
98-99 

Corter Ronch Pueblo, Cutler 196Lf:23Lf 
Arizona (A.D. 950-1200) 

Choco Canyon, 
New Mexico (A.D. 
750-1100) 

Bat Cave, New Mexico 

Danger Cave, Utah 

StrueveL 1977:71 

Smith 1950:166 

Jennings 1957:191 ru 
UJ 
..s:: 
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Toble 3S (cent.J P~ehiste~ic ~efe~ences to ~~TIig§~~a ~smoins. 

SPECIES 

Junipe~us 

spp. 

PART AND USE 

weed. os fuel 

wood, os fuel and con
structien materials 

wood, as fuel 

GRDUP[S] 

Dele~es River A~ea, 
Colorodo (A.D. 600-
1200] 

Chimney Rock Meso, 
Colo. [A.D. 1000's] 

Salmon Ruin, NW 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1080-1280] 

REFERENCE 

Benz 198Lf:20S 

Minnis ond Ford 
1977:83 

Adams 1980b 

IU 
tD 
to 
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such juniper bark/grass lined storage bins have been found 

at a number of Southwestern archaeological locations. At 

Salmon RUin such household requiLements as cordage, pot 

rests/burden rings and toilet paper were all satisfied by 

flexible juniper bark (Adams 1980:bl. At this site juniper 

remains were found in burned store rooms, burials, trash, 

and potential food proceSSing areas (Lentz 198~:191-200J. 

Juniper wood provided dwelling construction materials 

and fuel to ancient folks. They also chose the wood in the 

manufacture of various tools, including a knife handle. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Obviously juniper could serve a wealth of human needs. 

At Ramsey Canyon, alligator juniper could offer all parts 

cited in the ethnographic and archaeological literature 

except for the shredded bark. The bark of this species 

occurs in hard plates, rather than as loose, easily detached 

shreds. It still seems possible that alligator juniper 

bark could be used as fire tinder, as a medicine, or the 

inner bark eaten if food were scarce. 

It also seems that this species might provide fairly 

dependable fruit harvests in a riparian location. Ripe 

berries clinging to branches for up to nine months would 

offer a long-term food, stored right on the plant. Acquisi-

tion of the twigs with pollinating cones as a medicinal tea 

or food would be limited to the month of March. 

Twigs and branches could be gathered throughout the 
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yeaL, although fOL ceLtain pULposes such as the constLuction 

of bows theLe might be a pLefe~Led time fOL collecting. 

Waod fOL fuel, dwelling constLuction OL tools would be 

always available. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE AROfM'DIOGltAL I£tORD 

Since so many of the paLts of junipeL can become 

chaLLed dULing use, it is quite likely that the aLchaeologi

cal LecoLd would Letain a faiL LepLesentation of this plant. 

Tha habits of people to Loast the beLLies pLioL to fULtheL 

p~epaLation incLeases the chances bULned fLuit OL seeds 

would enteL the ancient LecoLd. Wood employed as fuel, OL 

as paLt of a dwelling that catastLophically bULned, could be 

Lecove~ed as chaLLed wood fLagments. BaLk used as tindeL, 

along with twigs OL bLanches bULned fOL vaLicus needs, would 

again have a good chance of being Letained in an ancient 

site. 

ChaLLed paLts might not be the only ones to sULvive. 

Wooden tools could pLeseLve fOL centuLies in a dLY cave 

shelteL. Seeds pieLced fOL beads in a necklace and bULied 

in deep tLash deposits might not decay, due to theiL veLY 

hOLd and thick seed coat. 
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LCQtUQC grCmiDifglig Michx. 

RC-2 CKA #1~2-B3) UA25~990 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

strate of boulders and alluvium. Although the plant can be 

found not tao far from the stream in Ramsey Canyon, the soil 

where it grows is relatively dry. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial wild lettuce remains visible above 

ground in vegetative state throughout the year. During the 

months of October through March short stems with inactive 

leaves are always available. In April noticeable vegetative 

growth begins. For the period of April through September the 

plant is in full flower, with both immature and mature 

achenes present simultaneously. Leaves and stems continue 

to grow and elongate as well. In sum, the phenology of this 

wild lettuce can be characterized as having six months of 

inactivity, with seemingly dormant above ground vegetative 

parts, and six months of active vegetative growth and 

continuous reproduction. 
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ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

A numbeL of Southwestern gLOUPS have utilized diffeLent 

species of wild i~ttuce in historic times. The Gosiute of 

Utah and Nevada ate the leaves [Chamberlin 1911:373J. The 

young tender plants of L~ LntggcQtQ were chosen by the Acoma 

and Laguna of New Mexico as gLeans [Swank 1932:51J. The 

leaves of the some species weLe eaten fresh as a relief fOL 

stomach ache by the Isleta, also of New Mexico (Jones 

1931:33J. The Navajo of the Chaco Canyon Legion employed L~ 

~irgsg in the tLeatment of »sick stomach» (Hocking 

1956:152J. t..tl!;tu.!;tl p,u.l!;oelltl was called "female milk plant" 

by a membeL of the Ramah NavajO of New Mexico, and was said 

to be used like otheL milky plants (Uestal 1952:52). 

In addition to the leaves, the root of VQLious wild 

lettuce plants hove been consideLed a chewing gum. The 

White Mt. Apache chewed the LOOts of t..~ gu.l!;oelltl (Reagan 

1929:158). The Zuni extLacted a gummy substance fLom the 

LOOt of this same species; they also hung the LOOts to dLY 

and collected the gum as needed (Stevenson 1915:68). 

No aLchaeological recoLd found. 

S I GNIF ICANeE FOR HUMANfi 

The cultivated vaLiety of lettuce gLown all oveL the 

world is the related species Lg~tu~g ~gtl~g (Kearney and 

Peebles 1960:966). It is theLefoLe not surprising that 

groups eat leaves of Lelated wild species. Although the 

plants would peL haps be most tendeL and desirable dULing the 
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period of April-September, when leaves and stems are rapidly 

growing, ot Ramsey Canyon the leaves could still be 

harvested during the remainder of the year. Likewise the 

roots would be easily faund at anw time, as above ground 

parts are always present marking their location. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Unless the small achenes became inadvertently charred 

in a household catastrophe, it is unlikely that any recog

nizable part of wild lettuce would survive in the ancient 

record. The practice of cooking the leaves as greens, O~ 

eating them raw, would preclude their recovery. Roots 

chewed for gum would likewise became unrecognizable. 
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HABITAT 

This plant does well in d~y soil a sho~t distance f~om 

the st~eam at Ramsey Canyon. Lock of dense nea~by vegeta-

tion pe~mits the a~ea to ~eceive mo~e than 50% exposu~e to 

sunlight. The substrate is composed of colluvium and 

g~anite bed~ock. 

PHENOLOGY 

The slende~ pe~ennial sp~angle-top gross is not obvious 

in the Ramsey Canyon a~ea until late summer, fi~st signaled 

by the presence of immatu~e inflorescence units in July. 

The g~ass flowers th~ough August and September, and g~ains 

matu~e in Octobe~. By Novembe~ the plants have died back, 

resuming a do~mant pe~iod that lasts for up to eight months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Groins of Le~tQcblQQ ~iaci~Q were once gathered and 

eaten by the Mohave of the Lowe~ Colo~ado Rive~ ~egion 

(Castette~ and Bell 1951:187, 192J. In East Af~ica, grains 

of LL cbinenai~ L. we~e conside~ed a famine food (Datto and 
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BaneLJee 1979:299). Beyond these twa LefeLences, theLe OLe 

no hints in the histoLic liteLatuLe examined as to posible 

uses of spLangle-top. 

No aLchaeological LBcoLd found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR H~ 

Possibly the gLoins or spLongle-top could be hOLvested 

fOL food. At Ramsey Canyon this would be LestLicted to the 

month or OctobeL. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Like otheL gLosses, gLoins would be Lstoined in the 

oncisnt Lecord if hOLvestsd and then pLepoLsd in such a way 

that fOStSLSd PLSSSLvotion, such as pOLching. 
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HABITAT 

L~tbQaga~m~m m~lt~flQ~~m does well on the eost side of 

the stream at Canelo Hills cienega. The soil is dry, under-

lain by volcanic bedrock, and partially exposed to the sun. 

PHENOLOGY 

Bromwell is a perennial, possibly biennial, plant 

noticeable only for the summer months of June through 

September. In June vegetative growth resumes, with the plant 

coming into full flower in July. Immatur~ fruits are 

visible in August, ripening to maturity in September. Leaf 

growth and stem elongation seem to continue throughout the 

period the plant is visible above ground. Evidence of the 

plant's presence in the area is difficult to detect during 

the months of October through May. 

EtHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The roots and seeds of Litbg~~e~mYID IDYltiflgrum are 

noted in historic literature for different reasons. The 

seeds of this species of gromwell were formerly eaten by the 
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Gosiute of Nevada and Utah; these same people also made a 

remedy from the roots for kidney troubles (Chamberlin 

1911:373]. The Ramah Navajo of New Mexico used the root as 

a Life Medicine, employed in treating a host of internal and 

external complaints CUestal 1952:~li Wyman and Harris 19~1: 

67-68], This plant was known as "great red body medicine" 

among certain Navajo (Matthews 1886:77~]; perhaps this is in 

reference to the observation that many gromwell species 

contain a purple dye in their roots (Kearney and Peebles 

1960:723]. 

Other species of gromwell are referenced as serving 

human needs (Table 36], Often they were chosen for their 

coloring properties. For example the flowers were ground or 

chewed with gum for a yellow hue, roots produced a purple, 

violet or Led dye, and the plant itself offered a "red body 

medicine" to the Navajo. These references are understanable 

when one examines herbarium specimens that leave various 

blue and red stains on the paper near the roots. As a food, 

leaves have been eaten fresh or steeped into a tea. Medici

nal needs have been met by both plant and roots. Seeds 

provided incense and eyewash powder, 

A medicine man's bag from Tularosa Cave in southwestern 

New Mexico, dating after A.D. 700, contained a number of 

Litbg~Q~rmum multiflgrum seeds. These seeds hod all been 

pierced and inserted onto cactus spines (Martin 19S2:~S~]. 

At this same cave, Cutler C19S2:~79] identified the remains 
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Table 36. Ethnographic references to the use of LitbQ~~~LmUm. 

SPECIES 

Lithospermum 
angustifolium 

L. canescens 

Lithospermum 
erythro["hizon 

L. incisum 

PART AND USE 

plant, called "red 
body medicine" 

plant, chewed as cure 
for coughs and colds 

GRDUP(S] 

Navaja 

NavajO, Chaco Canyon 
New Mexico 

root, chewed with gum Plains 
by children for red color 

roots, soaked in wine 
to drink 

leaves, medicinal tea 

China 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

leaves, bound on arrow- Zuni 
shaft and used in war. 

plant, medicinal tea. Zuni 

roots, ground and Zuni 
boiled as a medicine* 

Loots, Life Medicine 

Loots, violet dye 

Loots and seeds, 
ground for eyewash 

Ramah Navajo 

Blackfoot, NW 
Great Plains 

Ramah NavajO 

• species listed as a synonym 

REFERENCE 

Matthews 1886: 
77'± 

Hocking 1956: 
161 

GilmoLe 1977:59 

Altschul 1973:2'±3 

Pennington 1969: 
185 

Stevenson 1915:9,± 

stevenson 1915:56 

Stevenson 1915: 
56 

Uestal 1952:,±1 

Johnston 1970: 
318 

Uestal 1952:,±1 

w 
o 
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Table 36 (cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of LithQsgacmum. 

SPECIES 

L. incisum 

L. longiflorum 

Lithospermum 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

tops and seeds, dried 
for incense 

roots, yield a 
purple dye 

flowers, chewed with 
gum by children for 
yellow color 

GRDUP[S) 

Blackfoot, NW 
Great Plains 

United States 

Plains 

flowers, ground to make Acoma and Laguna, 
a yellow paint New Mexico 

leaves, eaten fresh Pima of Arizona 

leaves, in a tea Europe 

plants as medicines Navajo 

REFERENCE 

Johnston 1970: 
318 

Palmer 1878:65lf: 

Gilmore 1977:59 

Swank 1932:52 

Yanovsky 1936:Slf:; 
Russell 1975:77 

Lewis and Lewis 
1977:389 

Fransiscan Fathers 
1910:183 

w 
o 
01 



of ~~ ~D~l~Um among the geneLal wild plant debLis. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

307 

The obility to acquire L1tbQ~~ecm~m m~lt1flQc~m would 

be generally restricted to the four month period of above 

ground availability, unless locations of specific plants 

weLe Lemembered. EntiLe plants, leoves, and Loots could be 

gathe~ed fLom June thLough SeptembeL. The floweLs could 

only be sought in July and August, and the seeds in 

SeptembeL' 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Due to the prepaLation techniques applied to most 

QLomwell paLts, including boiling, gLinding, chewing, ond 

soaking, it would be unlikely that much would remain in the 

ancient LecoLd to signal use. PeLhaps only the seeds, if 

incompletely bULned for incense, would pLeseLve. 
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HABITAT 

Sh~ubby ~Qn~~~~Q ~lb~flQ~Q g~ows along the d~y east 

flanks of the st~eam at Canelo Hills, tangled up among 

othe~ dense vegetation. Pa~tial shading is p~ovided by 

nea~by t~ees. 

PHENOLOGY 

The phenological ~eco~d fo~ this species of honeysuckle 

is incomplete, and blank spaces in the phenological p~ofile 

of this sh~ub ~epresent missing data. The species is 

reproductively active du~ing the sp~ing and early summer of 

the year, at least in the months of March th~ough June. 

Full flowe~ing can be observed in Ap~il, and immatu~e fruit 

develops in Ap~il and May. The enti~e period of mature 

f~uit availability was not obse~ved. nor was the timing of 

the pe~iod of dormancy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnographiC reco~d ~efers to a number of species 

of honeysuckle but not to ~L Qlb~flQC~ specifically. There 
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OLe few LefsLences to use of the plants as food, peLhaps 

becouse the fLuits OLe said to contain saponin, Lesponsible 

fOL emetic and cathaLtic effects CKeaLney and Peebles 

1960:816J. In China the black rLuit of LQO~QaLQ Qff~O~~ and 

the yellow fLagLant floWBLS of L~ ~.ticUlgtg WBLB both said 

to be edible (Altschul 1973:292). CloseL to home, the Ramah 

NavajO of New Mexico used two species of LQO~Q~LQ; they ate 

the beLLies of L~ gri~QDi~g and made on emetic fLom its 

leaves. Likewise they mode an emetic fLom the leaves of LL 

iD~Qlu~rgtg CUestal 1952:~5). AppaLently NavajO also used 

L.L Qt:~~QO~QQ in pLepat"ing on "eye wash" to tt"eat vat"ious eye 

diseases and afflictions CWyman and HaLt"is 19~1:5~, 58). 

Two sepaL ate species seLved the Chumash of the southeLn 

CaliroLnia coast as matet"ial fOL ct"afts, tools and in 

medicines (Timbt"ook 198~:167J. 

No at"chaeological t"ecot"d round. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

As potential food t"eSOULces, honeysuckle would offet" 

rloweLs in Apt"il and May and t"ipe fLuit dut"ing June and 

possibly latet". Leaves could be hat"vested fot" emetic and 

otheL medicinal uses ft"om Mat"ch until the plant went dot"

mant. Ct"aft and tool needs could be satisfied fot" pet"haps 

the entiLe yeaL ~f the location or dot"mant plants wet"e 

known. 

PREDIctIONS FOR tHE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

One would not expect to find the highly pet"ishable 
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honeysuckle flowers in the record, except in the form of 

their insect-carried pollen. The chances would be better at 

recovering seeds or fruits that had been accidentally 

carbonized or preserved in 0 highlU protected location. The 

use of leaves in medicines might require their maceration or 

cooking, two processes that would Lender them unlikely to be 

recognized. Perhaps tools or craft items fashioned from 

twigs or wood might preserve. 
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exposed to sunlight. Local substrate is composed of collu-

vium with volcanic bedrock outcrops. 

PHENOLOGY 

This herbaceous perennial deer vetch can be observed in 

June and July in vegetative state. By August flowers are 

present, and the plant continues to floweL through Septem-

ber. Mature pods aLe available in OctobeLj by NovembeL most 

clues to the taxon's presence in the area are gone. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Most species of deer vetch are grazed or bLowsed by 

domestic animals and deer (Kearney and Peebles 1960:~2SJ. 

Isleta sheepherders consideLed L~ wriwbtii an excellent 

gLazing plan~ (Jones 1931:3~). People have gathered this 

same species to satisfy medicinal needs. For example, the 

Navajo made a diuLetic out of it as a treatment in a whole 
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suite of genito-urinary problems (Wyman and Harris 19~1:60-

61), while Ramah Navajo used its leaves in a decoction as a 

cathartic and in treatment of stomach-aches (Uestal 

1952:32). In east Africa another species, ~~ ~Q~t~~~, has 

been drunk three times a day for the treatment of ~OLms 

(Kokwaro 1976:1~O). A Single reference hints that ~Qt~a has 

also been eaten in historic times. At least one California 

group considered a species of ~Qt~~ to provide edible greens 

(Yanovsky 1936:37). 

No archaeological record located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills, deer vetch could be valuable as a food 

preferred by game in the period of June through October I 

thus increasing chances for humans to acquire animals. The 

plant itself might provide edible greens in June and July; 

beyond that time leaves and stems might be less palatable. 

Plants sought for mediCinal purposes could be gathered 

during the entire period of above-ground availability, June

October. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

None of the uses listed above would suggest that recog

nizable parts of deer vetch would routinely enter ancient 

depOSits with high likelihood of preservation. Plants 

cooked down to greens or prepared as a decoction for a 

medicinal treatment are not likely to survive. 
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HABITAT 

The dry stream flanks of Canelo Hills Cienega provide 

Underlying soil is dry, and the plants receive up to 50% 

exposu~e to the sun's rays in this location. 

PHENOLOGY 

This annual-looking plant appears in late summer and is 

present at least through November at Canelo Hills. Full 

flowering spans the months of September through November, 

and mature fruit first become available in October. Stem 

elongation and leaf expansion continue throughout the entire 

period the plant is visible. Dormancy begins in December, 

with the seeds overwintering in the ground. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Only two historic references have been located for 

~elQmgQ~1um. The Navajo in the Southwestern United States 

used tl~ leucQotbum in some way as an eye wash (Wyman and 

Harris 19~1:S~). Elsewhere in the world, ~~ cQmgbQcQtum has 
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been mode into 0 teo in BLitish Guiano (Altschul 1973:315). 

No oLchaeological LecoLd found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The significance of this plant fOL humons seems low. 

Possibly it could seLve as an exteLnally applied medicine, 

ovoilable fOL gatheLing August thLough NovembeL. WhetheL OL 

not it is octuolly sofe os a teo is questionable, since only 

one histoLic LefeLence suggested this use. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Plants sought fOL medicines OLe geneLolly used much 

less fLequently than those sought fOL food. Low fLequency 

of use might Lesult in 0 low Late of loss into the oLchoeo-

logicol LecoLd. In any event, if this plant weLe pLepoLed 

by sooking OL heating in woteL, it is unlikely any POLt 

would pLeseLve in Lecognizoble fOLm. 
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HABITAT 

~eDtb~ ~c~~Da1a can be found along the stream at Canelo 

Hills Cienega, in wet to fully saturated alluvial soil. The 

surrounding canopy of trees and shrubs provides a fair 

amount of shading. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial aromatic mint is first noticeable at 

Canelo Hills in June by virtue of rapid vegetative growth. 

In August the plants begin to flower, and continue to do so 

until they resume dormancy in November. Ripe nutlets can be 

found in both September and October. Stem elongation and 

leaf expansion never cease during the five months the plants 

are visible on the landscape. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

~eDtbg gr~=D~i~ leaves, stems and flowering tops have 

been selected for internal consumption and external applica-

tion by numerous historic groups [Table 37J. Steeping the 

leaves as a beverage tea and medicinal tea is commonly 
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Table 37. Ethnographic reFerences to the use of ~eD~bg, especially tl~ gr~eD~~~. 

SPECIES 

M. arvensis 

PART AND USE 

leaves., as Food 
flavoring; as 
medicinal tea 

leaves., as Flavoring 

leaves, as tea 
and medicinal tea 

leaves·, as tea 

leaves [green] as tea 

leaves and stems, 
as externally applied 
medicine 

leaves., as ~ye 
paul til::e 

leaves and flowering 
tops·, as medicinal 
tea or skin lotion 

plant·, as pot herb; 
boiled; as medicinal 
tea 

·species listed as a synonym 

GROUP[SJ 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Owens Volley Paiute, 
CaliFornia 

Gosiute, Nevada and 
Utah 

Kawaiisu, CaliFornia 

Kawaiisu, CaliFarnia 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1969: 
100, 102, 185 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:Lf7 

Steward 1933: 
2Lf5, 317 

Chamberlin 1911: 
37Lf-375 

2igmund 19B1:LfO 

2igmund 19B1:LfO 

Isleta, New Mexico Jones 1931:3Lf 

Western Shoshones, Smith 1972:81 
Nevada and Idaho 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
127, lB9 

w 
~ 
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Table 37 [contJ. Ethnographic references to the use of tl~DtbQ, especially tl~ 

gr:Y~lJSj,S • 

SPECIES 

M. arvensis 

Mentha spp. 

PART AND USE GRDUP(SJ 

plant-, as potherb Hopi, Arizona 

plant, as tea Pacific NW Coast 

plant-, as medicinal Plains Groups 
teo, steeped; as 
flavoring in cooking; 
pocked around dried meat 

plant-, as medicinal 
teo 

plant, as lotion for 
swellings; to flavor 
other foods; used as 
tobacco in reeds 

plant, as lotion; as 
medicinal tAa 

leaves, as medicinal 
tea, or chewed fresh 

leaves, as flavoring 

plant, as "chant 
lotion" and medicinal 
tea 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Kayenta Navajo, 
New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklalahoma 

N. Arizona groups 

Navajo 

-species listed as a synonym 

REFERENCE 

Hough 1898; 
Whiting 1966:90 

French 1965 

Gilmore 1977: 
60-61 

Swank 1932:53 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:1f0 

Uestol 1952:1f1 

Uestol and Schultes 
1939:1f8-1f9 

Bartlett 1951:52 

Wyman and Harris 
191fl:67 

w ..... 

"" 
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cited, as is use of the leaves as a flavoLing fOL otheL 

foods. ExteLnal application includes pLepaLation of eye 

poultices and lotions fOL skin pLoblems and swellings. 

WesteLn Shoshoneans living in Nevada and Idaho picked the 

leaves of tops of ~aDtbg g~~.D.is in late spring OL BaLly 

summeL when the plant was still in bloom, formed this 

mateLial in tight coils and dried it in a closed containeL 

fOL lateL medicinal use. People have also eaten the plant 

as a pot herb, packed it around dried meat, and occasion

ally smoked the leaves os »tobacco». 

No orchaeological LecoLd of tl~othg was located, but 

Labiatae pollen, comprising 25% of a pollen spectrum, was 

noted in one coprolite from Hoy House in Johnson Canyon in 

southwestern Colorado (Scott 1979:271), implying ingestion 

of some SOLt of mint floweLs. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills mint leaves and stems could be gatheLed 

for flavoring, teas, pot herbs, »tobacco», packing aLound 

meat and as medicinal Lemedies dULing the months of June 

thLough October. Flowering tops, intended fOL 50me of the 

same pULposes, are available August thLough OctobeL. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Unless nutlets of ~.Dtbg g~~.Dsi~ were inCidentally 

caLLied into a dwelling to become incoLporated in burned 

deposits, peL haps only pollen fLom flowering tops would 

Lemain to signal use of this plant in pLehistory. 
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HABITAT 

tl~m~l~~ Q~ttQt~~ th~ives in wet to fully satu~ated soil 

beside and in the st~eam at Canelo Hills. The amount of 

sunlight that ~eaches the plants is va~iable, being pa~tial-

ly obscu~ed by tall t~ees a sho~t distance from the st~eam. 

The unde~lying subst~ate is composed of alluvial sediments. 

PHENOLOGY 

He~baceous perennial monkey-flower plants are fi~st 

noticeable as actively g~owing leaves in Februa~y and Ma~ch. 

By April the stems have begun to elongate, and the plants 

a~e in full flowe~ May th~ough July. Capsules dispe~se ripe 

seeds in July and August, and by Septembe~ all active 

vegetative growth has ceased. The plant is still visible on 

the landscape until November, when it then basically dies 

back fo~ a three month do~mant pe~iod. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

tlim~l~~ Q~ttQt~~ satisfied needs for both California 

and Chihuahua, Mexico groups. The Kawaiisu of Califo~nia 
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ate the tender stalks of this plant row, and boiled the 

leaves and stems to inhale the steaming vapor for relief of 

sore chests and bocks CZigmund 1981:~1). Tepehuan in 

Chihuahua cooked the leaves of this species os food, and 

mode a teo to treat fevers by boiling the entire plant in a 

small amount of water (Pennington 1969:1~O, 186). The Tara

humor of Chihuahua also cooked the leaves, and often ate 

them with beans (Pennington 1969:127). 

Other species of monkey-flower were also sought. The 

Kayenta Navojo of Arizona chewed the seeds of O~ ~Q~t~QQ~1Q~ 

and sprinkled them on on Enemyway rattlestickj possibly they 

also ate the capsules (as "berries") row or stewed, and used 

the plant in some manner to relieve hiccoughs (Wyman and 

Harris 1951:~2J. The inhabitants of Isleta pueblo in New 

Mexico salted and ate the tender young leaves of ~~ geUerl 

as a salad (Jones 1931:35). 

No archaeological record located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills 01m~l~~ Q~ttQt~~ leaves would provide a 

tender food resource especially in February and March, but 

also April through August as new leaves continually formed. 

Tender stalks would be more likely restricted to April, when 

rapid stem elongation preceded reproductive events. Leaves 

and stems could be collected for medicinal requirements 

April through October. Seeds would be mature in July and 

August for use in ceremonies. If the capsular fruit (listed 
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in the historic literature as "berries") provided a food, it 

would be restricted to the months of July and August. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Of the monkey-flower parts potentially utilized in pre

history, perhaps only the seeds or fruit capsules would 

preserve, and these only in very protected locations. Since 

the seeds were chewed, not many of them would survive in 

recognizable condition. Ancient use of young leaves, 

stalks, and plants as medicines would reduce chances thot 

such monkey-flower ports would be recovered. 
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tl1CQb1l1~ cQccioe~ can be found growing in dry soil on 

the eastern flanks of the stream at Canelo Hills. Some 

shading is provided by nearby vegetation. The underlying 

substrate is composed of colluvium and volcanic bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

This showy red-flowered perennial plant is obvious only 

for the three month period of June through August. Repro-

ductive maturity is rapid, with flower buds present in June 

and full flowering by July. Mature fruit begins to disperse 

in August. By September the plant has died back to ground 

level and is difficult to find. 

EtHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Uarious four-o'clock species related to tliCQb1l1~ 

Zuni groups in the Southwestern United States. The root of 

Q~UQg~bu~ liD~grj~ wos ingested by the Zuni ta induce 

vomiting and urination (Camazine and Bye 1980:377). The 
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Kayenta Navajo considerd this species a "Life Medicine". 

They also used the root to treat stomach disorders and post

partum problems, and roasted and ate the seeds (Wyman and 

Harris 1951:21J. Ramah Navajo of New Mexico split and 

soaked the root of O~ ~gmgtuB as a burn treatment, and 

treated coughs with a species (O~ llDegrlSJ that was also a 

good luck drink or lotion (Uestal 1952:26]. 

No archaeological record located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

It appears that the root is the part of O~~b~gb~a most 

sought by historic groups. At Canelo Hills roots could be 

dug for the three months the plant is present above ground, 

June through August. Beyond that, one would have to recall 

the location of the plants, and perhaps search in the soil 

to find them. If seeds can be harvested as a food, as the 

Kayenta NavajO apparently did of O~ l1n~Q~1~, they could be 

gathered only in August at Canelo Hills. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Roasted four-o'clock seeds would be apt to enter the 

archaeological record if they were harvested either in 

quantity or repeatedly. Roots prepared in medicinal ways 

would not be nearly os likely to survive. 
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HABITAT 

tlQD~L~~ ~~~tLQmQot~o~ does well at Canelo Hills is an 

area of partial shade, on the east side of the stream. The 

dry underlying soil in the location is composed of under-

lying volcanic bedrock and pockets of colluvium. 

PHENOLOGY 

This annual bee-balm becomes obvious in July, when it 

is active vegetativelY and developing flower buds. Uegeta-

tive activity ceases and full floweLing begins in August, 

continuing through September. Ripe mint nutlets are present 

in October and November. The plant overwinters as nutlets 

in the soil from December through June. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Uarious species of bee-balm have been used in ways 

similar to ~~Dtbg (Table 38). Leaves and plants are fre-

quently cited os imparting flavoring to food and providing 

beverage and medicinal teas. OccaSionally groups ate bee-

balm as a potherb. Externally applied lotions, insect bite 

treatments and hair perfume have all been made up from 
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Table 38. Ethnographic re~erences to the use o~ tlQOQ~dQ. 

SPECIES 

Manarda 
austromontana 

Manarda 
menthae~olia 

PART AND USE 

plant, as seasoning 
for ~ood and as 
medicinal tea 

leaves, as seasoning 
for stews/soups 

leaves, as flavoring 
and beverage 

plant, fresh or dried 
as f'lavoring 

plants, as a potherb, 
dried f'or winter use; 
possibly cultivated? 

plants, as a potherb, 

plants, chewed while 
hunting 

plants, as medicinal 
tea 

plant, as medicinal 
tea or lotion for 
gun/arrow wounds 

GRDUP(S] 

Mexican groups 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Chiricahua and 
Mescalero Apache 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Tewa of' Hano, 
Arizona 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River of' 
New Mexico 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexica 

REFERENCE 

Altschul 1973: 
255-256 

Jones 1931:35 

Cas tetter and 
Opler 1936:~7, 53 

Krenetsky 196~: 
~6-~7 

Bartlett 1951: 
50i Whiting 
1966:91 

Robbins et 01. 
1916:57-58 

Swank 1932:55 

Curtin 1965:138 

Vestal 1952:~1 

w ru 
U1 
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Table 38 [cont.) Ethnographic references to the use of OCDg~gg. 

SPECIES 

Monorda 
menthaefolia 

M. pectinata 

Monarda spp. 

PART AND USE 

plant., as medicine 

leaves, ground and 
mixed with sausage 

plants, as flavoring 

plants, as flavoring 
and medicinal tea 

plants, as medicine 

plants, as medicine 

plants, as medicine 

plants, as medicine 
and "chant lotion" 

Flowering heads 
[immature) as hair 
perfume 

.species listed as a synonym. 

GROUP[S] 

NavajO 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River of 
New Mexico 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Kayenta NavajO, 
Arizona 

NavajO, Chaco Canyon 
area of New Mexico 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

Navajo 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

REFERENCE 

Elmore 19LJ:LJ::73 
Matthews 1886: 
775 

Swank 1932:55 

Curtin 1965:138 

Krenetsky 196LJ:: 
LJ:6-LJ:7 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:LJ:l 

Hocking 1956:153 

Uestal 1952:LJ:l 

Wyman and Horris 
1SLJ:l:53, 67 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:LJ:9 

w 
ru 
01 
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Table 38 [cont.] Ethnographic re~erences to the use o~ tlQUQ~QQ. 

SPECIES 

Monarda spp. 

PART AND USE 

leaves, rubbed on 
insect bites 

plant, as medicinal 
tea 

plant, to make hogans 
smell nice 

GROUP[SJ 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Winnebago and Dakota 
groups 

Navajo 

REFERENCE 

Vestol and Schultes 
1939:":1:9 

Lewis and Lewis 
1977:19":1: 

Elmore 19":1:":1::73 

uI 
ru 
-.,J 
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bee-balm leaves and plants. The Navajo appreciated its 

ability to make a hogan "smell nice" (Elmore 19~~:73). A 

single citation (Whiting 1966:91) suggests that great demand 

for tl~ mantoQa[Ql1Q by the Hopi and lewa at Hano in Arizona 

may have lead to occasional cultivation of this plant. 

In the archaeological record, several fruiting heads of 

some species of bee-balm were listed by Smith (1950:173) as 

among the plant remains from Bot Cave in south-central New 

Mexico. Labiatae pollen (up to 25% of the pollen spectrumJ 

from a human coprolite at Hoy House in Johnson Canyon, SW 

Colorado, implies ingestion of some sort of mint flowers 

(Scott 1979:271). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills tlQOQL~Q QU~tLQmQntQnQ might serve the 

same needs as tlaotOQ QL~ao~l~. Leaves and stems could 

provide flavoring for other foods, a beverage tea, pot 

herbs, hair perfume, home deodorizers and material for medi

cinal preparations and teas. All these needs could be 

met by bee-balm plants between the months of July-November. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

As with tlantOQ evidence, unless mature nutlets of 

tlQOQLQQ QU~tLQmQotQnQ are carried into a dwelling location, 

or pollen from flowering heads enters the record, it is not 

likely that bee-balm evidence would survive, due to perish

able parts selected and the destructive nature of prepara

tion steps applied. 
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HABITAT 

The five species of muhly grass monitored grow in 

diverse habitats. Both ~~ ~tlll~ and ~~ g~~erjfgljg thrive 

in the fully saturated soil of the Canelo Hills Cienega, 

exposed to the full force of the sun's rays. The other 

species generally prefer to grow in drier soil. tl~ ~clu= 

CgUll~ and tl~ emer~leUl a~e in heavily shaded locations at 

Ramsey Canyon, while tl~ c1~eoa ond tl~ emecale~1 receive full 

sunlight at Canelo Hills. 

PHENOLOGY 

Although all five species of muhly grass studied here 

are perennials, three are rather diminutive (tl~ ga~§rjfQljg, 

tl~ ~C1YCg~11~ and tl~ utlll~) in comparison to the two 

extremely robust species, tl~ eID§r~leuj and tl~ rlgeD~. The 

plants have been grouped according to this size distinction 

for presentation of the phenological profile data. 

At Canelo Hills tl~ g~~erjfgllg becomes noticeable in 

the cienega in June. It continues vegetative growth until 

flowering in September. By October its grains are ripe. 

For three additional' months, even though vegetative growth 

appears to have ceased, the plant remains visible above 

ground, prior to resuming dormancy in February. 

Also in the Canelo Hills Cienega, tl4 ~t1l1a is recogni

zable nearly the year round. A weak-stemmed grass that 

supports itself on the dense cienega vegetation, this grass 

resumes stem elongation and leaf expansion in April. No 
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reproductive activity is apparent for a full six monthsj by 

October the gross flowers, and produces mature grains in 

November. Inactive stems and leaves can still be found 

until February, prior to a one-month period when any 

evidence of this species is difficult to find. 

At Ramsey Canyon, O~ gQl~~Q~l1~ reveals yet a different 

phenological profile. The stems and leaves of this species 

are present in April, followed by four months of vegetative 

growth. Full flowering spans the three months of August 

through Octoberj ripe groins can be found September through 

November. A four month dormont period ensues, when it is 

hard to find visual evidence of the plant's presence above 

ground. 

The robust OL ~m~~~l~~i seems to follow similar pheno

logical patterning in Ramsey Canyon and Canelo Hillsj this 

was one of the few plants monitored simultaneously at both 

study areas. The plants follow basically the same sequence 

of events, with the exception that active stem and leaf 

growth begin two months earlier in Canelo Hills, commencing 

in April instead of June as in Ramsey Canyon. Flowering, 

presence of ripe grains, cessation of leaf and stem growth 

and resumption of dormancy are synchronous in timing in both 

areas. Large dried clumps of the grass are present from 

December until growth resumes. 

Robust O~ ~1Qeo~ is first observed at Canelo Hills in 
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May in the fo~m of leaves g~owing f~om the cente~ of la~ge 

clumps of dead stems/leaves ~ep~esenting p~evious yea~s 

g~owth. By August inflo~escence units aLB pLBsBnt, and full 

floweLing commences in October. Ripe gLains are available 

only in November, afte~ which time the plant loses all gLeen 

coloL for five months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Different species of muhly gLass a~e discussed in the 

histoLic liteLatuLe of both the United States and Mexico 

(Table 39J. ThLee of the species examined fOL this study 

have documented uses. tl~ Q~gec1fQl1Q and tl~ ci~en~ g~ains 

have been eaten, tl~ ameL~la~1 stems weLe sought to make 

b~ooms, bows fo~ shooting f~sh, and to seLve as baking pit 

lining, and ~~ ~~geD~ plants and stems weLe fashioned into 

coiled baskets by va~ious Califo~nia gLOUPS. The Kawaiisu 

even inseLted a stem of this species into a newly-pieLced 

eaL hole to keep the hole fLom gLowing shut (Zigmund 

1981:~3J. RefeLences to other species of muhly gLass Le-

. flect these same so~ts of human needs. 

The pLehistoLic ~ecoLd Leveals a few LefeLences to 

muhly gLass. tl~ ~1~an~ specimeDs weLe recoveLed in stLata 

at Bat Cave in south-centLal New Mexico (Smith 1950:168J. 

Not too faL away in U-BaL Cave, a suspected ce~Bmonial locus 

in the peLiod A.D. 1350-1~OO, tl~bl~ob~L~1~ sp. was excavated 

from a featuLa (YoLk at al 1961:97J. The Lecovery of bu~ned 

muhly gLain in a Mesa VeL de occupation kiva (A.D.1180-1250J 
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Toble 39. Ethnog~ophic refe~ences to the use of ~~bl~nbec~~Q. 

SPECIES 

Muhlenbergio 
osper-iPolio 

M. emersleyi 

PART AND USE 

groins·, os Pood 
porched ond ground 

g~oins, os Pood 
prepared in various 
ways 

stems, as broom 

stems, as tiny bow 
for shooting fish; 
pit lining when 
baking a~Q~e.; 
broom Por sweeping 
metate 

M. microsperma groins, as Pood 
toasted and ground; 
cooked as a gruel 

M. neomexicana plants, as lining Por 
eggye baking pits 

M. pungens stems, hai~br-ushes 
and as r-ooP thatching 

M. r-igens gr-ains·, as Po ad 
ground Par Plour 

·species listed as a synonym. 

GROUP(SJ 

Paiute, Utah 

Paiute, Nevada 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Tarahumara. Chihuahua 

Seri, Sonora 

Mescaler-o and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Hopi, Ar-izona 

Apache, Ar-izona 

REFERENCE 

Palmer 1878:603 

Bye 1972:91 

Pennington 
1969:231 

Pennington 
1963: 111,130,221 

Felger and Moser 
1976:25 

Costetter and Opler 
1936:36, "i8 

Hough 1989:1LJ:LJ:; 
Whiting 1966:65 

Buskir-k 19LJ:9:336 

w 
w 
~ 
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Table 39 [cont.] EthnrJgr-aphic: r-efer-ences to the use of lju.hle.nb.e.t:.~.i..Q. 

SPECIES 

M. r-igens 

Muhlenbergia 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

grains·, as food 

plant, in cr-aft 
pr-epar-ations 

stems, in basketr-y 
and ear--piercing 

stems·, in basket
making 

stems, in basket
making; picked in 
summer-

gr-ains, as food 
threshed, winnowed 
and gr-ound to flour-

stems, hair-br-ushes 

stems, br-ushes and 
brooms 

stems, hairbrushes 
and br-ooms 

.species listed as a synonym. 

GRDUP[S) 

Kaibab Paiute, NW 
Arizona and SW Utah 

Chumash, California 

Kawaiisu, California 

Luiseno, Calif. 

Cahuilla, Califor-nia 

Mescaler-o and Chir-i
cahua Apache 

Ramah NavajO 

NavajO 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Kelly 196Lf:Lf2 

Timbr-ook 198Lf:15Lf 

2igmund 1981: 
Lf3; 1978: 192 

Spar-kman 1908:20'f 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:89-90; 
Kr-oeber- 1908: 
'U-Lf2 

Castetter- and Dpler-
1936:36, 'f8 

Uestal 1952:16 

Elmor-e 19'f'f:25 

Lange 1968:1'f9-
150 

w 
W 
til 
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at Salmon Ruin in northwestern New Mexico hints at the use 

of this taxon in prehistory (Adams 19800:278). Finally, 

excavators found ~~ gUIDC~g in Uentana Cove in southern 

Arizona, speculating that this gross possibly provided row 

material for arrow shafts for the Hohokam occupants who 

visited the cove repeatedly during the period A.D. 500-1~00 

(Haury 1950:169]. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

gathered as food in Canelo Hills, they could be hod in the 

two months of October and November. These grosses do not 

have gLains tightly enclosed in surrounding chaffy bracts, 

and would require little effort in harvesting and 

preparation, as they fall freely from enclosing paleo and 

lemma. This might be a distinct advantage in the eyes of a 

prehistoric harvester. 

Stems of tl~ emec~le~1 would provide row material for 

fish bows, brooms and hairbrushes most likely in October and 

November, after active vegetative growth hod ceased and 

fully mature stems were available. Possibly these ports 

could be collected for some time beyond October. Gathering 

the green leaves and stems for steam-producing fleshy 

material in roosting would span the months of May through 

September at Canele Hills and July-September at Ramsey 

Canyon. Beyond September the leaves and stems slowly dry 

out and become brittle. 



PREDIctIONS FOR tHE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Presence of muhly gross groins is expected in the 

prehistoric record, especially in light of historic 

references to parching or toasting this food resource. 
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Stems laid in baking pits and slowly steamed might preserve, 

though could be hard to recognize and identify. Stems 

gathered into bundles as brooms or hairbrushes can be 

expected to survive only in the best of preservation 

situations. 
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HABItAt 

QeDQtbeL~ LQ~e~ can be found under the canopy of the 

deciduous forest that lines the stream at Canelo Hills 

Cienega. The plants grow in generally wet soil composed of 

alluvium. The area is shaded extensively by the trees in 

the area. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial evening primrose comes up in the spring 

and is clearly recognizable by June, when it is in full 

flower. Flowering continues through July and August, with 

ripe fruit available in August. Uegetative growth occurs 

throughout the period the plant is above ground. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

g~Dgtb§~g rg~~g leaves have been eaten by the Tepehuan 

of Chihuahua as a condiment, boiled as greens and made into 

a medicinal tea CTable ~OJ. At least six other species of 

evening primrose have been sought by groups living in the 

Southwestern United States and Mexico. Reproductive parts 

such as blossoms, fruits and seeds provided food; roots 
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Table ~O. Ethnogrophic reFerences to the use of Q~DQtb~~Q. 

SPECIES 

D. olbicoulis 

D. biennis 

O. brevipes 

D. caespitoso 

o. 
clavaeformis 

PART AND USE 

Fruit- eoten 

fruit- eaten as 0 

delicacy without 
treatment 

blossoms· eaten in 
ceremonies 

plant-, os medicine 

seeds·, ground and 
made into a gravy or 
boiled in soup 

seeds, occasionolly 
eoten 

seeds, as food 

roots, os 0 

medicine 

plant, once gathered 
and eaten; it also 
horbored 0 sought
aFter caterpillor os 
Food 

GROUP(S) 

Mescolero Apoche 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Acoma and Laguna 
New Mexico 

New Mexico 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Mohave, Lower 
Colorado River 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Cahuilla, Calif. 

·Species listed as the synonym eDQ~~Q QlbiQQ~li~. 

REFERENCE 

Castetter 1935:17 

Castetter and 
Opler 1936:'i:5 

Stevenson 1915: 
87; Whiting 1966: 
86 

Swank 1932:27 

Castetter and 
Opler 1936:'i:5 

Chamberlin 
1911:375 

Castetter and Bell 
1951: 187, 195 

Chamberlin 
1911:375 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:9'i: 

w 
W 
LD 
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Table ~O [cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of OenQtb§L~. 

SPECIES 

O. hookeri 

O. r-osea 

PART AND USE 

flowers, powdered 
as a medicine 

root, carried as a 
charm in hunting 

leaves, as condiment 
in corn dishes; as 
gr-eens after boiling; 
as a medicinal tea 

plant, as medicinal 
infusion 

Oenothera spp. leaves, boiled and 
eaten as greens 

plant, named as 
medicines 

plants, as medicinal 
and cer-emonial 
needs; flowers, roots, 
leaves, ashes of seed 
pods as poultices, 
drinks and tobacco 
mixtures 

GROUP[S) 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Ecuador 

REFERENCE 

Camazine and Bye 
1980:377 

Cook 1930:25 

Pennington 
1969:100-102, 
1 LiO, 183 

Altschul 1973:210 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
126 

NavajO 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Fransiscan 
Fathers 1910:195 

Uestal 1952: 
37-38 

w 
~ 
o 
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offe~ed medicine and charms in hunting, and plants p~ovided 

medicines and food. The list is impressive f~om the stand-

point of the va~iety of species sought as well as the 

dive~sity of pa~ts used. 

The p~esence of evening p~im~ose pollen in a rock 

shelte~ in the Hualapai Mts. in A~izana led resea~che~s to 

speculate it was a prehisto~ic economic resou~ce CHevly, 

Heuett and Olsen 1978:72). The site was occupied 

infrequently du~ing the period A.D. 900-1150 by a group of 

people associated with the prehistoric Patayan cultu~e. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Q~DQtb~LQ LQ~~Q is certainly available in the Canelo 

Hills orea for the three months of June through August. 

Perhaps the plant can olso be acqui~ed earlier in the 

spring. The pa~ts that could be gathered through this three 

month period include leaves, blossoms ond roots, to satisfy 

food ond medicinal requirements. Ha~vesting ripe pods and 

seeds fo~ food would be restricted to the month of August. 

PREDICTIONS fOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Evening p~imrose leaves and plants made into medicines 

or boiled as greens are not likely to become part of the 

archaeological record, no~ would fruit pads eaten without 

treatment. G~ound up seeds would have low chances of 

su~viving in ~ecognizable condition. Burned fruit O~ seeds, 

and the pollen from blossoms, could conceivably be recove~ed 

from well-protected locations. 
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HABITAT 

All three species of wood-sorrel monitored in this 

study can be found growing throughout Ramsey Canyon. How

ever, observations were mode in an area of dry soil, with 

50% or more exposure to sunlight. The underlying shallowly 

sloping substrate was composed of colluvium and granite 

bedrock. 

PHENOlOGY 

The three species of wood-sorrel differ in more than 

one way. The two that have scaly underground bulbs, C~gl~~ 

gmal~fQl~g and g~ Q§ggabyllg, share similar phenological 

p~ofile8. They are active for a very short period in July 

and August, flowering, fruiting and dying back to ground 

level over a 2-3 month period. On the other hand, the 

species with no underground bulb, Q~Ql1~ Qlb1CQO~, can be 

found for a full nine months, six of these in reproductive 

state. In addition, the flowering and fruiting regime of Q~ 

Cl~~~gD~ is not synchronous with that of the other two 

species, as it is undergoing reproductive activity both 

prior to and following that of the other two species. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Oxalic acid, an organic acid of plants that is toxic to 

animals under natural conditions, occurs as both soluble and 

insoluble oxolates; while oxalates rarely reach dangerous 

levels in most plants, they do so in a number of species of 



wood-so~~el CLewis and Lewis 1977:20). Yet humans have 

ha~vested and eaten the leaves and bulbs of a numbe~ of 

C~gll~ species in histo~ic times CTable ~1). Some g~oups 

p~efe~~ed them fo~ thei~ sau~ taste (Gilmo~e 1977:~6i 

K~enetsky 196~:~7). The leaves and enti~e plants have been 

consumed ~aw, o~ boiled as potherbs. Likewise, bulbs we~e 

eaten raw o~ boiled. The plants se~ved other needs, 

including those of medicinal tea, thirst reliever, and agent 

fo~ cu~dling cheese. 

No archaeological ~eco~d located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Ramsey Canyon the leaves and bulbs of O~a11~ 

gm~llfQljg and Q~ g~~g~bUllg could be gathe~ed fo~ the th~ee 

month pe~iod of July through September for food, medicine, 

etc. Leaves of O~ alQ1~an~ would be available fo~ the much 

longe~ nine month period of May through January. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The perishable nature of wood-sorrel plants, coupled 

with the typical preparation methods (boiling or no 

preparation) combine to reduce chances that the 

archaeological record would reveal use of these plants. 
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Table ~1. Ethnographic references to the use of Q~Qli~. 

SPECIES 

O. alb icons 

Oxalis 
cor-niculata 

O. decaphylla 

O. stricto 

O. tuberosa 

PART AND USE 

leaves, boiled as 
a potheLb 

plant, as a medicinal 
tea 

plants, eaten as 
gr-eens 

leaves, crushed for
medicines 

bulbs, eaten Law (much 
esteemed); used in 
cur-dling cheese 

GROUP(S) 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Rio May groups, 
Sonor-a 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1969: 
139, 182 

Pennington 1969: 
139, 182 

Gentr-y 19~2:68 

East Afr-ica Kokwar-o 1976:170 

Tar-ahumar-a, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
126, 131, 1~6 

leaves (young), eaten Tar-ahumar-a, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
126, 131, 1'i6 raw; older leaves 

bailed as greens; used 
in cur-dling cheese 

leaves·, eaten r-aw Picur-is, New Mexico 

leaves, chewed to 
relieve thir-st 

tuber-s, eaten 
r-aw or- boiled (a 
histor-ic intro
duction fr-om Per-u?) 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Pueblo, Mexico 

Krenetsky 196~:~7 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:35 

Whitaker- and Cutler-
1966:10 

·species listed as a synonym. 
w 
.+ 
tJI 
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Table ~1 [cont.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or C~~l1~. 

SPECIES 

O. violacea 

Oxalis spp. 

/ 

PART AND USE 

bulbs, eaten row or 
boiled 

leaves, eaten raw or 
boiled 

leaves, flowers, 
scopes and bulbs, 
eaten 

leaves, boiled as 
a medicine 

plants, eaten row 

leaves, eaten as 
vegetables or in 
salads 

GROUP[SJ 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Pawnee 

Spanish-Americans of 
Rio Grande River 

Spanish-Americans 
or Rio Grande River 

T:c-ansylvania 

REFERENCE 

Castetter and 
Opler 1936:~7 

Castetter and 
Dpler 1936:'i:7 

Gilmore 1977:'i:6 

Curtin 1965:181 

Curtin 1965:181 

Gunda 1977:11 

w 
..r:: 
D1 
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x x x x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

fgDl~Um QU1Dg~Ym H.B.K. 
RC-1 (KA #168-83) UA2SS022 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
egn~g~m gbt~§~m H.B.K. 

RC-l (KA #16~-83J UA2SS021 

HABITAT 

Both species of e~niQ~m con be found in a dLY site less 

than 10 meters fLom the Ramsey Canyon stream. They grow in 

paLtial shade provided by nearby trees. The underlying 

substrate is composed of colluvium and granite bedLock. 

PHENOLOGY 

The phenological profiles of these two perennial 

gLasses aLe similcr. Both are first Lecognized in May by 

active leaf expansion; stems and leaves elongate and 

enlcLge for up to four months. Full floweLing takes place 

in August, with bulb panicum CegniQ~m Q~lQQa~mJ floweLing 

fOL the additional month of SeptembeL. Mature gLoins are 
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pLesent on bulb panicum fLom August thLough NovembeL, but on 

vine mesquite (egD~~~m Qbt~~~mJ they can only be had dULing 

SeptembeL and OctobeL. Both species Lesume a five month 

peLiod of dOLmancy in DecembeL. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

DiffeLent species of egDi~~m have been sought fOL food 

by histoLic New WOLld gLOUPS (Table ~2). Kelly listed 

fgDl~YID as fouLth in oLdeL of impoLtance among the maJoL 

wild plants haLvested fOL food in the ColoLado RiveL delta 

(1977:32, 37J. PalmeL (1870:~19J suggested this gLOSS was 

actually planted neaL people's homes, so they wouldn't have 

to go out ond hunt fOL it. They would scatteL the seeds oveL 

bOLe gLound along the LiveL bonks in June os the wateL level 

Leceded, blowing the seeds fLom theiL mouths and haLvesting 

them lateL in the yeoL when Lipe. In on attempt to identify 

which species of fgDl~Um weLe involved in this pLactice, 

CastetteL and Bell (1951:177, 2~3J aLgued the e~ bi~ti~g~le 

was cultivated by the Cocopa, Yuma and Mohave gLOUPS, and 

that e~ ~QDQ~~m was cultivated by the Cocopa. Nabhan and 

DeWet (198~J suggest e~ ~QDQ~~m was most likely the species 

haLvested, sown, and cultuLally selected in histoLic times. 

food was not the only LeSOULce offeLed by fgDl~Um, 

though undoubtedly it was the most impoLtant. Tewa women 

made a small bLoom fOL sweeping metate ond met ate boxes fLom 

the plant. They also held a leaf blode between the lips and 
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Table ~2. Ethnographic references to the use of egQic~m. 

SPECIES 

P. bulbosum 

P. obtusum 

P. scribneri
anum 

Panicum spp. 

PART AND USE 

groins, for food 
threshed, winnowed 
and ground into flour 

ashes, in ceremony 

groins, as food 

groins, as food 

stolons, as hair 
wash, ground and 
mixed with Yucca root 

port unknown, used 
medicinally 

groins, as food 
singed and boiled 

grOins, as flour 

groins, as food 

groins, as food 

leaf, as whistle 

plant, as small 
brooms 

GROUP[S) 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

REFERENCE 

Castetter and 
Opler 1936:~B 

Ramah NavajO, N. Mex. Vestal 1952:17 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Hopi, Arizona 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Cahuilla, California 

Lower Colorado River 

Paiute, Nevada 

Northern Arizona 

Tewa 

Tewa 

Castetter and 
Opler 1936:~B 

Hough 1B9B:1~2 

Jones 1931:36 

Vestal 1952:17 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:9B-99 

Palmer 1B70:~19 

Bye 1972:91 

Bartlett 1951:51 

Robbins et 01. 
1916:6~ 

Robbins et 01. 
1916:6~ 

l&I 
.+ w 
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sucked; the resulting sound was said to be like that of a 

chirping mountain bird (Robbins et a1. 1916:6~J. As a tonic 

for rapid hair growth, the Isleta of New Mexico ground the 

stolons of vine mesquite (e~ Qbt~a~mJ into a powder and 

mixed it with the root of Y~~CQ glQ~~Q for a hair wash 

(Jones 1931:36J. 

A small number of ancient sites have yielded eQn1c~m 

remains (Table ~3J. One of the more outstanding finds came 

from the Trigo Mts., 18 miles north of Yuma, Arizona in a 

cove along the Colorado River (Kaemlein 1963J. Here, 

app~oximately 1.5 pounds of eQn1c~m (possibly e~ aQnQ~umJ 

was found in a stitched-shut woven bag; the g~ains we~e 

radiocarbon dated to 603 B.P. +- 1~0 years, placing their 

origin in the l~th century A.D. These seemingly authentic 

prehistoric grains were accompanied by the seeds of two 

ancient cultivars, C~C~~Q1tQ and ebQa~Ql~a. In spite of 

this association, Nabhan and DeWet (198~J do not consider 

fQDi~UID to have also been domesticated in prehistory. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Both vine mesquite and bulb panicum offer large groins 

that could provide a valuable food resouce. Because each 

floret has a tightly enclosing palea and lemmo, grinding is 

required to release the nutrient rich groin inside. How

ever, it seems that historic groups were aware of this 

preparation step. At Ramsey Canyon the grains of fgDi~Ym 

plants could be harvested over the four month period of 
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Table ~3. P~ehisto~ic ~ere~ences to fgDicum ~emains. 

SPECIES 

Panicum cr. 
capilla~e 

Ponicum cf. 
sono~um 

Ponicum sp. 
o~ Panicuml 
Seta~ia 

Panicum spp. 

Paniceae 
t~ibe 

Paniceae 
t~ibe plus 
Panicum type 

PART AND USE 

g~ains, as food 
in human cop~olites 

g~ains, as food o~ 
fo~ plonting 

g~ains 

g~ains 

flo~ets/spikelets, 

~ep~esent common 
food 

grains, from floor 
and t~osh contexts 

GROUP[S] 

Lovelock Cave and 
Hidden Cave, Great 
Basin Area 

Cave in T~igo Mts. 
A~izona [A.D. 13~O] 

Snake town , A~izona 
[A.D.200-700] 

Wadi Beadmake~ and 
othe~ sites on 
ancient Lake Cahuilla, 
Patayan/Yumon Complex 
[A.D. 1050-1500] 

F~esnal Shelte~, 
New Mexico [B.C. 
1600-A. D. 1] 

Salmon Ruin, 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1180-1280] 

REFERENCE 

Roust 1967: 
56, 66 

Kaemlein 1963 

Boh~e~ 1970:~15 

In Nabhan and 
DeWet 19B'f 

Boh~e~ 19B1:~~ 

Adams 19800:279 

W 
111 
t-> 
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August thLough NovembeL, with both species simultaneously 

pLoducing Lipe fLuit in SeptembeL and OctobeL. 

Stolons of vine mesquite sought fOL a hoiL-gLowth tLeat

ment could be had fLam Moy-NovembeL, when the plants aLe 

easily visible above gLound. Likewise, ashes LequiLed fOL 

ceLemonial use OL leaves picked as whistles could be had in 

the same peLiod. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

If paLching fQo~~um gLoins was a common pLepaLation step 

in pLehistoLY, theiL Letention in the ancient LecoLd would 

be expected. PeLhaps small bLooms fashioned of the stems 

would pLeseLve in a pLotected location. It is unlikely that 

stolons pLepaLed as a haiL tonic, OL leaves mode into 

whistles, would Lemain in Lecognizable condition. 
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HABITAT 

e~nn~ll1g lQng1[Ql11g grows along dry stream flanks in 

Canelo Hills Cienega. The area is quite dry, though 

protected by an overhead canopy of trees and shrubs from 

the full effects of the sun's rays. Underlying substrate is 

composed of colluvium, with volcanic bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

eennel11~ is a lote summer/early fall apparently annual 

plant on the landscape. First appearing in July, it is in 

full flower in August and September. Seeds begin to mature 

in October, and can still be found clinging to plants in 

November. The plants display active vegetative growth for 

the first three months, although later when the seeds are 

ripening little new stem elongation or leaf expansion 

occurs. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Generally historic references to Eennall1Q or 

Ib~ly~ggiYm concern medicinal or ceremonial needs. For 
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example, heated c~ushed ~oots of f~DD~lllQ ml~rQDtbQ we~e 

applied to toothaches by the Ramah Navajo of New Mexico; a 

decoction of the ~oots was given ta a waman to expedite 

chidbi~th (Uestal 1952:29). The Navaja employed Ibgly~ggl~m 

~~lgbtll in some way as a t~eatment fa~ swellings (Matthews 

1886:770). Zuni women of the Sandhill C~ane Clan c~ushed 

and mixed the seeds of this same species with beans to be 

planted; the p~ocedu~e was said to cause the bean c~op to be 

as abundant as the seeds f~om the pods (Stevenson 1915:85). 

Citations to food use of this o~ simila~ plants a~e 

~a~e. Ib~ly~gglYm lllQ~lDYm plants we~e occasionally used 

as g~eens by the Mohave of the Lowe~ Colo~ado Rive~ Region, 

but gene~ally conside~ed to be a famine food. The yaung 

shoots would be p~epa~ed by ~oasting on hot ashes (Castette~ 

and Bell 1951:201-202). 

No a~chaeological ~eco~d found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

If E§OO§llig lQOgifglig can be used in ways simila~ to 

those suggested in the ethnog~aphic lite~atu~e fo~ ~elated 

speciss, the plant might p~ovide young shoots fo~ g~eens in 

July and possibly August. Medicinal needs se~ved by the 

plant would span July to Novembe~; this plant ~etain5 full

g~own leaves du~ing the pe~iod of seed ~ipening. Seeds 

could be gathe~ed in Octobe~ and Novembe~; it is likely they 

could be eaten. Since eeooellig lQO~ifQliQ seems to be an 
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annual plant, the ~oots might nat be sought in medicinal 

t~eatments as actively as the ~oots of related, pe~ennial, 

species. If sought, the most likely time of harvest might 

be October and November, the period of maximum plant size. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

As with othe~ plants whose leaves o~ young shoots are 

collected for greens, it is unlikely the parts would survive 

in the ancient reco~d. Likwise if the roots were collected 

and heated, crushed or made into a decoction, their recove~y 

would be precluded. The seeds, if planted with beans and 

given no preparation steps, would also be missing. Only 

seeds that were parched or roasted, in the same manner as 

Ue~~~~glnlq p~epared as 0 foodstuff, might remain as 

evidence of prehistoric interaction with this plant. 
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HABITAT 

10 mete~s f~om the st~eam at Ramsey Canyon. The location 

~eceives some shading f~om nea~by talle~ t~ees and sh~ubs. 

Unde~lying subst~ate is composed of colluvial sediments 

abuting local g~anite bed~ock. 

PHENOLOGY 

This difficult-to-find annual legume may be p~esent as 

small seedlings as ea~ly as Ap~il at Ramsey Canyon, g~owing 

hidden among nea~by g~asses. Fo~ fou~ months only vegeta-

tive activity occu~s. The plants a~e in full flowe~ fo~ the 

months of August th~ough Octobe~, with matu~e f~uit avail-

able Octobe~ and Novembe~. Stem elongation and leaf expan-

sion neve~ appea~ to cease du~ing the enti~e eight month 

pe~iod the plant is p~esent on the landscape. Seeds 

ove~winte~ in the soil fo~ fou~ months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Sono~an Dese~t g~oups ha~vested wild tepa~y beans in 
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historic times. Papago in Arizona gathered this food 

resource until after World War II, occasionally selling them 

at trading posts (Nabhan and Felger 1978:7J. The Seri of 

Sonora, Mexico considered the seeds of wild fb~S~QlUS a very 

important food, which ripened at the end of the summer rainy 

season (August-SeptemberJ. Seri would gather the pods in 

early morning when cool and damp to decrease chances of 

their shattering and subsequent seed loss. Pods taken back 

to camp were dried, then rubbed between the hands to free 

the seeds, which might be cooked with mule deer meat or 

bones (Felger and Moser 1976:23J. In a non-food use of wild 

EbQS~QluS Qcuti[olius beans, the Papago held one of the tiny 

stone-like beans between their teeth and bit down; this 

maneuver served as a toothache remedy (Castetter and 

Underhill 1935:6~J. 

Wild tepary beans (as EbQ~eQlu~ Q~uti[Qliu~ var. 

lQti[oliu~J, were among the plant remains identified from 

the Babocomari Uillage Site in the San Pedro River Ualley of 

Arizona (Jones 1951:16J. This site has been dated to A.D. 

1~50, and possibly was occupied up until Spanish contact 

times. As for the presence of tepary beans in earlier 

archaeological sites, Nabhan and Felger (1978:7J report no 

clear evidence in the Southwestern United States. This is 

perhaps partly due to the fact that the tiny seed is gravel

like in appearance and would be hard to recognize. It is 

difficult to evaluate the significance of McGregor's report 
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(lS~1:2S7J of finding fou~ lots of cha~~ed f~ g~yt1fQllY~ 

beans (from 5-9 mm in length) in the Winona Village-Ridge 

Ruin area east of Flagstaff, A~izona. These beans, along 

with others noted by McG~ego~ as having been found in a 

Pueblo III site no~th of Flagstaff, bear ~e-examination to 

ve~ify thei~ identity. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The pa~t of EbQ~eQl~~ Q~~tifQli~~ most valuable to 

humans in Ramsey Canyon would be the tiny gravel-like beans, 

available fo~ harvest in Octobe~ and Novembe~. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

It would seem that at least a few of the ha~d, tiny 

beans would be ~etained in the p~ehisto~ic ~eco~d if they 

we~e f~equently car~ied into ancient dwellings. Howeve~, 

the common histo~ic method of boiling beans, if also 

p~acticed in p~ehisto~y, would work against finding many 

beans in ~ecognizable condition. 

----- .. _._--_. __ .. -
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HABITAT 

shallow to steep slope next to the stream at Ramsey Canyon. 

The area is primarily composed of water-carried boulders, 

and receives very little direct sunlight due to 0 dense 

conopy of toll trees. 

PHENOLOGY 

Uegetative growth of this much-branched mock-orange 

shrub resumes in April, continuing until Septe~ber. Full 

flowering occurs in June, and mature fruit can be gothered 

July through September. By October the shrub has ceased 

outward signs of growth and becomes dormant for up to six 

months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Only a single historic reference was located for mock-

orange. Jones (1931:36) reported that the Isleta of New 

Mexico formerly ate the fruit of E~ mi~~QQb~ll~~. The 

prehistoric record is equally as sporse, in thot a single 



utilized twig of f~ mi~~Q~b~llU~ was recovered from a 

Johnson Canyon Pueblo III period cliff dwelling in south

western Colorado (Nickens 1981:80). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

360 

The modern and ancient records do not reveal much 

potential value of f~ ml~rgQb~llU~ to humans. If the fruit 

can, in fact, be eaten without ill effect, it would be ripe 

in Ramsey Canyon July through September. Twigs could be 

sought year round for geneLal pULposes where ceLtain 

qualities (such as flexibilityJ would not be Lequired. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

If mock-orange fruit were prepared in a method that 

required exposuLe to fiLe, possibly some chaLLed parts would 

enteL the archaeological LecoLd. Otherwise, only in dry, 

pLotected locations might they or the twigs survive. 
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HABITAT 

eb~s~lis ~i~~iniQnQ can be found in mOLe than one 

location at Canelo Hills. GeneLally it pLefeLs to gLOW 

faiLly neaL the stLeam, in moist alluvial sediments that 

Leceive a modeLate amount of shading fLom neaLby talleL 

vegetation. 

PHENOLOGY 

This heLbaceous peLennial gLoundcheLLY OL husk-tomato 

can be Lecognized in vegetative condition in June. FOL the 

following fouL months the plant is in full bloom, 

continuously developing immatuLe fLuits of vaLying sizes. 

In OctobeL and Nov9mbeL the fLuits appeaL matuLe, sULLounded 

by the inflated papeLy calyx. The plants mOLe OL less 

abLuptly Lesume dOLmancy in DscembeL, and Lemain 

inconspicuous on the landscape fOL up to six months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

FLuits of vaLious species of QLoundcheLLY have been 

gatheLed and eaten by modeLn gLOUPS [Table ~~). People 
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Table ~~. Ethnag~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of fbu~~li~. 

SPECIES 

Physalis 
c~assifolia 

P. fendle~i 

Physalis 
hete~ophylla 

P. longifolia 

PART AND USE 

fruits, eaten fresh 

fruits, eaten f~esh 
by children 

fruits, boiled as 
a condiment 

fruits, forme~ly 
eaten fresh or 
cooked 

calices, used by 
children in play 

f~uits, eaten and 
d~ied fo~ winte~ 

fruits, eaten 

f~uits, boiled as 
a ~elish; possibly 
cultivated the plants 

fruits, eaten 
in fo~me~ times 

fruits, eaten 

GRDUP(S) 

Seri, Sonora 

Mohave and Yuma, 
Lower Colo. River 

Zuni, New Mexico 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Groups of Missouri 
River Region 

Groups of Missouri 
River Region 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

NovaJo, Chaco 

REFERENCE 

Felger and Moser 
1976:2~ 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:207 

Stevenson 
1915:70 

Reagan 1929: 
159 

Gilmore 1977:61 

Gilmore 1977:61 

Swank 1932:59 

stevenson 
1915:70 

Whiting 1966:90; 
Hough 1898:1~3 

Hocking 1956:15~ 
w 
OJ 
ru 
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Table 'i'i [cont.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or fbu~gli~. 

SPECIES 

P. longirolia 

P. pubescens 

Physalis spp. 

PART AND USE 

root*, as a 
medicine 

rruits, eaten rresh 

rruits, occasionally 
eaten 

rruits, as a medicine 

leaves (dried) and 
roots as a Lire 
Medicine 

rruits, eaten 

rruits, eaten 

rruits, eaten 

rruits, eaten rresh 

-listed as synonym eb~~Qli~ lqncgQ1QtQ. 

GRDUP[S] 

Groups or Missouri 
River Region 

Mohave and Yuma, 
Lower Colo. River 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mextco 

Peru 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

San Luis Potosi, 
Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Gilmore 1977:61 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:207 

Uestal 1952:'i3 

Altschul 1973:269 

Uestal 1952:'i3 

Bye 1979:1LfB 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua Pennington 
1969:137 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 
1963:120 

Isleta, New Mexico Jones 1931:36 

W 
01 
W 
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either ate them fresh or boiled them with other foods as a 

condiment. The fruit was occasionally dried for winter use. 

Sometimes the fruit, dried leaves or roots provided an 

ingredient in medicinal preparations. The inflated calyx 

did not escape the notice of children living in the Missouri 

River Region, who popped them against their foreheads in 

ploy (Gilmore 1977:61). A reference to modern Zuni women 

cultivating fb~~Ql1a lQO~1[Ql1Q in their gardens [Stevenson 

1915:70) may refer to a historic practice, since some of the 

ingredients they cooked with this species [chili, coriander) 

were introduced into the Southwest in historic times. 

Charred groundcherry seeds, including f~ 19DQifglig 

type, have been recovered from ancient contexts in New 

Mexico, Arizona and Colorado [Table LiS). For example, the 

fruit of these plants seems to have been a common food item 

at Salmon Ruin in Northwestern New Mexico in the period A.D. 

1080-1250 [Adams 19800:291). Parched or charred seeds were 

thought to represent either food offerings to deities or 

accidental inclusion of the parts in firepitsj the presence 

of groundcherry seeds in human fecal remains provides strong 

evidence of food use. In a summary of Mexican subsistence 

in the Tehuacan Valley, MacNeish (1967:290-29'±J cites 

evidence that fby~gllS was found both in general plant 

debris and in human fecal samples representing thousands of 

years of deposition. 
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Table ~5. Prehistoric rererences to fb~~alla remains, including fb~aQll~ 
lQn~l[QllQ type, a synonym or fA ~l~~inlQnQ ~Q~L aQnQ~Qe [noted by 
an asterisk). 

PART USE 

seeds rruit as rood 

seeds rruit as rood 

seeds rruit as rood 

seeds 

seeds 

seeds· 

seeds· rruit as rood 

seeds rruit as rood 
and pollen 

GROUP[S) 

Chaco Canyon, 
New Mexico 
[A.D. 750-
1100) 

Arroyo Hondo, 
New Mexico (A.D. 
1300-1~50) 

Antelope House, 
Arizona, Pueb.lo 
II and III 

3 or 8 Hohokam 
sites in Arizona 

Cochiti Dam, 
New Mexico, 
Pueblo I I, I I I 

Guadalupe Ruin, 
New Mexico [A.D. 
900-120OJ 

Salmon Ruin, 
New Mexico 
[A.D. 1080-1250) 

NOTES 

charred; some in 
bell-shaped stor
age cist may 
represent trash 

rrom human 
coprolites 

charred 

uncharred, from 
storage pit fill 

parched, from an 
adobe-lined 
hearth 

charred or parch
ed; some in human 
coprolites 

Johnson Canyon, rrom human 
Colo., Pueblo III coprolites 

REFERENCE 

Struever 
1977;55 

Wetterstram 
1976:96 

Fry and 
Hall 
1975:91 

Gasser 
1981:36~ 

Ford 1968: 
2'f3 

Pippin 
1979:236 

Adams 
1980a;291 

Nickens 
1981:80 

w 
m 
U1 
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills the fruit of Eb~~Qli~ lQOQifglig would 

be ripe in October and November. At the some time the 

inflated papery calyx could be gathered for ploy. Leaves 

and roots would be available for medicinal uses from June 

through November. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since ripe groundcherry fruit are generally eaten 

fresh ar boiled, they are not processed in a manner which 

would normally foster preservation. Perhaps the most likely 

avenues that charred seeds might preserve would be vio 

cooking mishaps or occidental conflagrations. Thus the 

ancient record of graundcherry use may be highly under

represented. The oppearance of the seeds in human 

coprolites helps counteract this under-representation. 

Leaves and roots, if recovered, would require much effort in 

identification through use of an adequate modern comparative 

collection. 
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flDU~ gl~~glg~ Bailey & Hawkswo~th C-f~ ~emQ~g~g~~ Zucc.) 

RC-2 CKA #68-83) UA25~6~6 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

HABITAT 

E1n~§ g1~QglQ~ can be found on a shallow slope in a 

field of boulde~s nea~ the st~eam at Ramsey Canyon. The 

underlying subst~ate is composed af d~y alluvium. In this 

location heavy shading is p~ovided by an uppe~ sto~y of 

la~ge~ t~ees. Howeve~, this species does well in open, 

sunny nea~by a~eas as well. 

PHENOLOGY 

The fi~st sign of needle g~owth on the Mexican pinyon 

can be obse~ved in Ap~il. By May stems become active and 

cones fo~m in June. Pollen is shed f~om male st~obili 

the~eafte~, but the sepa~ate female cones will not bea~ 

matu~e seeds fo~ up to two yea~s hence. A set of la~ge~, 

olde~ cones that have been developing for a number of months 

will be the ones that p~oduce matu~e seeds in octobe~; these 

matu~e pinyon "nuts» a~e available fo~ at least fou~ weeks. 

The female cones on Mexican nut-pines ~ep~esent distinct 

age-classes initiated ove~ a pe~iod of at least two yea~s. 

-------------- -------



Uegetative activity has ceased by October, remaining so 

until April. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 
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The Southwestern pinyon or nut pines include e1n~~ 

dl~~clcr, f~ §dull~, and f~ mCDc~~llg (Kearney and Peebles 

1960:51), as well as locally available flDU~ l§lC~bUllg 

(Chihuahua pine). The historic literature reveals extensive 

use of pinyons (Table ~6). Seeds and inner bark/cambium 

have been sought for food, while pitch, wood, leaves 

(needles) and pollen provided a variety of needed materials. 

Many groups considered the seeds, commonly referred to 

as »nuts», a very important food resource (Barrows 1900:63; 

Reagan 1929:1~7; Jones 1931:37). The Northern Paiute 

considered them sa important that different bands actually 

held proprietary rights to ce~tain tracts of trees, and nuts 

were often hidden in piles until transport could be 

accomplished (Loud 1929:59). In good years a person could 

collect up to SO (Gallagher 1977:37) or 70 (Uestal 1952:12-

13) pounds of clean nuts a day. Some acknowledged, however, 

that the trees would not always bear abundantly. For 

example, the Western Apache of the Clarkdale, Arizona 

region generally knew by August or September if the crop 

would be a good one, even though it would not be ready for a 

couple of months (Gallagher 1977:37); they undoubtedly 

planned their collecting strategy accordingly. 

Groups that traveled long distances to harvest the 
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Table ~6. Ethnographic references to the use of nut-pines, e1n~~. 

SPECIES 

P. discolor 

P. edulis 

PART AND USE 

seeds·, eaten raw and 
sold in markets 

seeds·, important food, 
gathered in quantity 

seeds., eaten 

seeds·, eaten 

inner bark (cambium], 
eaten or dried as a 
beverage 

inner bark, eaten in 
famine times 

inner bark, as food 

leaves [needles] chewed 
as a medicine 

pitch, as chewing gum, 
water-proofing for 
baskets, facial hair 
remover; gathered in 
June 

GRDUP[S] 

San Luis Potosi, 
Mexico 

Cahuilla, 
California 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua 

Cocopa, Lower 
Colorado IRiver 

Apache, Arizona 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Apache, Arizona 

·Species listed as the synonym f~ ~~IDD~Qig~~. 

REFERENCE 

Bye 1979:139 

Barrows 1900: 
63 

Pennington 1963: 
113 

Kelly 1977: 
22, ~o 

Buskirk 19'±9: 
330-332 

Uestal 1952:12-
13 

Bye 1972:90 

Reagan lS29:1~7 

BUSkirk 19~9: 
330-332 

W 
01 
lD 



Table ~6 [cant.] Ethnog~aphic ~ere~ences to the use or nut-pines, finu=. 

SPECIES 

P. edulis 

PART AND USE 

pitch, wa~med ror 
sealing wate~ Jugs 

pitch, warmed to seal 
Bbl.!:l tr..i..lgbgtg 
twig water Jars 

pitch [gum], wate~
p~ooring vessels, in 
dyeing, cement ro~ 
jewel~y, to coat 
throwing sticks 

pitch, as a carrier 
ror paint, Bxte~nal 

medicine, and in 
making pape~ bread 

pitch, ro~ making a 
black dye and water
prooring material 

pitch, as a chewing 
gum, basket sealant, 
ingredient in black 
dye and medicine 

pitch, as chewing gum, 
mending gum and 
water sealant 

GRDUP[S] 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

NavajO 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Reagan 1929:1~7 

Gallagher 1977: 
106 

Whiting 1966:63 

Swank 1932:61 

Bryan and Young 
lS~O:5i Elmore 
19Y:~: 20-2:3 

Uestal 1952:12-
13 

Bye 1972:90 

w ..... 
o 

~ 
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Table ~6 (cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of nut-pines eln~a. 

SPECIES 

P. edulis 

PART AND USE 

pitch, as a medicine 

pitch, as external 
medicine 

pitch, as a chewing 
gum 

pitch, as a glue 

pollen, for various 
needs 

seeds, eaten row or 
roasted 

seeds, eaten raw or 
roasted 

seeds, important food, 
roasted more than once 

seeds, parched and 
ground as food 

seeds, eaten 
roasted 

seeds, eaten raw or 
roasted 

GRDUP[S] 

Zuni, 'New Mexico 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Apache, Arizona 

Apache, Arizona 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

Hopi, Arizono 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Camazine and Bye 
1980:373 

Jones 1931:37 

Krenetsky 196~: 
~7 

Lange 1968: !LiS 

Buskirk 19~9: 
330-332 

Buskirk 19~9: 
330-332 

Castetter and 
Opler 1936:~3 

Reagan 1929:1~7 

Gallagher 1977: 
37 

Whiting 1966:63; 
Nequatewa 19~3:18 

Swank 1932:61 
w 
'" ...... 
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Table ~6 [cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of nut-pines E1DU~. 

SPECIES 

P. edulis 

PART AND USE 

seeds, eoten roosted 

seeds, once on impor
tant staple food 

seeds, eaten roosted 
and ground 

seeds, eaten and 
stored 

seeds, gathered in 
large quantities and 
stored for food 

seeds, very important 
food, eaten row, 
roosted or cooked 

seeds, very important 
food 

wood, as fuel 

wood, as logs for 
construction, looms, 
cradles and firewood 

wood, as fuel 

GRDUP[S) 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Isleta, New Mexico 

NavajO 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Shoshone, Nevada 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Navajo 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Longe 196B:l~5 

Jones 1931:37 

Bailey 19~O: 
286-2B7; Elmore 
19'i'i:20-23 

Vestal 1952:12-
13 

Corter 196~:3 

Bye 1972:90 

Chamberlin 1911: 
377 

Lange 196B:1~5 

Elmore 19'i'i:20-23 

Uestal 1952:12-
13 w 

~ ru 
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Table ~6 (cont.) Ethnographic references to the use of nut-pines fiDU~. 

SPECIES 

P. edulis 

P. monophylla 

PART AND USE 

wood, as fuel 

inner bark, as food 

pitch (gum), as 
chewing gum and 
cement for jewelry 

pitch, warmed as water
proofing material and 
extenal medicine 

pitch, as chewing gum, 
mending gum and 
water sealant 

seeds, eaten 

seeds, eaten 

seeds, very impo~tant 
food 

seeds, ve~y important 
food, eaten raw, 
roasted or coaked 

GRDUP(S] 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and A~izona 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

Kawaiisu, 
California 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and A~izona 

Lower Colorado River 
Groups 

Hopi, Arizona 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Bye 1972:90 

Bye 1972:90 

Hough 1989: 
1'1:3, 1'1:5 

2igmund 1981: 
50-51 

Bye 1972:90 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:197-198 

Hough 1898: 
1'1:3, 1~5 

Chambe~lin 1911: 
377 

Bye 1972:90 

lrJ 
-.J 
lrJ 
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TobIe '!6 [cont.] Ethnographic ref'erences to ·the use of' nut-pines eillU.~. 

SPECIES 

P. monophylla 

Pinus (pinyon) 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

seeds, very important 
rood 

seeds, very importont 
rood 

seeds, a ravorite 
food 

wood, as ruel 

wood, as Fuel 

wood, as possible 
portable wood mortars 

seeds, eaten parched 
and/or ground 

seeds, eaten roasted 
and ground 

seeds, considered on 
outstanding rood; 
ground 

GROUP(S] 

N. Paiute, Nevada 

Owens Ualley Paiute, 
Calif'ornia 

Kawaiisu, Calirornia 

Hopi, Arizona 

S. Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

Kawaiisu, 
Colif'or-nio 

Havasupai, Arizona 

Navajo 

SE Yavapai, Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Loud 1929:159 

Steward 1933: 
2Lf1-2Lf2 

Zigmund 1981: 
50-51 

Hough 1898: 
1Lf3, 1Lf5 

Bye 1972:90 

Zigmund 1981: 
50-51 

Spier 1928: 
107-108 

Fransiscan Fathers 
1910:211 

Gif'f'ord 1932:205 

W 
-..J 
~ 
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seeds include the Apache (Buskirk 19~9:330-332J, Cahuilla 

(Barrows 1900:63J, and Gosiute, who looked upon the pine nut 

harvest as one of the great fixed events of the year 

(Chamberlin 1911:337J. Cocopa living in the Lower Colorado 

River Valley sometimes traveled 5-6 days one way to 

mountains where pinyon trees grew; the trip was long and 

involved a climb of over ~OOO feet in six miles (Castetter 

and Bell 1951:188,197-198; Kelly 1977:22,~OJ. The people 

would gather and eat pine nuts until they tired of them, 

then head home carrying all they could. Such a trip might 

be interrupted while the gathering party collected agave, 

wild dates and wild honey (Castetter and Bell 1951:188, 197-

198). 

One group actually moved to the mountains for an 

extended period, rather than Just gather the nuts and return 

home. When the harvest was good, the Owens Valley Paiute in 

California lived in the mountains from fall until spring, 

relying on nut pines for food (Steward 1933:2~1-2~2J. 

Harvesting methods were quite varied. They included: 

(aJ picking the unopened green cones and drying or roasting 

them to release the seeds (Buskirk 19~9:330-332; Barrows 

1900:63; Pennington 1963:113; Gifford 1932:205J; (b) shaking 

the trees to dislodge the seeds from the cones (Buskirk 

19~9:330-332; Castetter and Opler 1936:~3J, (cJ picking up 

seeds from the ground (Buskirk 19~9:330-332; Pennington 

1963:113; Gallagher 1977:37), and (dJ raiding woodrat nests 
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(Gifford 1936:257; Elmore 19~~:20-23J. The Kawaiisu of 

California gathered the seeds in two seasons. In August 

they sought nearly mature cones and roasted them to both 

open them up and toast the seeds. Later in September, they 

collected the seeds which had fallen from the cones [Zigmund 

1981:50-51J. 

Preparation methods were almost as varied os collecting 

techniques. Seeds were eaten raw, roasted or parched, 

ground, and sometimes mixed with other foods. Western 

Apache in Arizona shelled the seeds individually with the 

teeth, or lightly ground them on a metate and winnowed the 

hulls out [Gallagher 1977:37J. Most groups, however, 

prepared the seeds both with and without the thin hulls 

[Buskirk 19~9:330-332j Reagan 1929:1~7j Gifford 1936:257J. 

When ground up, the seeds made a type of butter that could 

be spread on bread or added to boiling water as a gruel 

[Spier 1928:107-108J. 

Methods of storage differed. While most groups carried 

the seeds back to their dwellings, Shoshones in Nevada 

stored the nuts in large circles of stones, covered with 

sticks, leaves and earth to keep out rodents and birds 

[Carter 196~:3J. The Southeastern Yavapai always stored the 

seeds in their shells [Gifford 1932:205J, as did the White 

Mt. Apache [Reagan 1929:1~7J and Cochiti [Lange 1968:1~5J. 

NavaJO, on the other hand, roasted then ground the winnowed 
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seeds, which they molded into small cakes to be dried in the 

sun and then stoLed for winter (Bailey 19~0:286-287J. 

Inner bark (especially the cambiumJ of at least two of 

the nut pines has been eaten in famine times. Apache 

(Buskirk 19~9:3~3J, Ramah NavajO (Uestal 1952:12-13J and 

Southe~n Paiute (Bye 1972:90J ate the inner bark of e1n~s 

§gYll~, and SoutheLn Paiute sought fiDU~ mQDg~bullg as well. 

The Apache even made a drink from gLeen or dried inner bark 

(BuskiLk 19~9:3~3]. 

Household uses for the pitch or Lesin were vaLied. 

Different groups considered it a mending gum, jewelry glue, 

water sealant, facial hair remover, black dye mordant, and 

chewing gum. Pinyon pitch was also chosen to rub on the 

flat stone in preparation of cooking paper bread (Swank 

1932:61J. As a medicine it could be rubbed on open sores 

(Swank 1932:61; Jones 1931:37; Zigmund 1981:50-51J, or 

heated and the fumes inhaled as a cure for head colds 

(Uestal 1952:12-13J. 

Pinyon wood served as fuel for a number of groups 

(Uestal 1952:12-13; Bye 1972:90; Lange 1968:1~5; Elmore 

19~~:20-23; Hough 189B:1Q3, 1~5). Ramah NavajO preferred it 

in an open fire because it threw few sparks (Uestal 1952:12-

13J. NavajO found other reasons to collect it, gathering it 

for logs in hogan construction, loom supports, and cradles 

(Elmore 19~~:20-23J. The Kawaiisu in California may have 

even used wood of a nut pine in fashioning portable wooden 
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mortars (Zigmund 1981:50-51). 

leaves (needles) and pollen have been occasionally 

collected in historic times. The White Mt. Apache in 

Arizona chewed the leaves as a remedy for venereal disease 

(Reagan 1929:1~7). Buskirk (19~9:330-332) hints that pollen 

from these trees was gathered for various reasons. 

The prehistoric record of pinyon use in the South

western United States contains many references to e1o~~ 

gg~l~~ CTable ~7). The seeds occur charred in many 

locations, likely representing accidents during removal from 

the cones or roasting. Shell fragments are also commonly 

recovered. The presence of eln~§ ~~~l1~ female cones and 

cone scales, twigs and hearth fuel imply nearby access to 

this tree at some sites, such as Salmon Ruin (Adams 1980b: 

512), Bat Cave (Smith 1950:165), and Guadalupe ruin (Pippin 

1979:267). Although the presence of charred female cones 

and cone scales suggests an ancient method of loosening the 

nuts from immature cones, it is also possible the cones were 

brought in for fire tinder. 

Pinyon or nut pine resources from species other than 

fiDY~ ~g~li~ may have been gathered prehistorically. Pinyon 

nut remains most likely from e1o~~ mQoQgb~llQ were found in 

one of 50 well-preserved coprolites in lovelock Cave in 

Nevada (Cowan 1967:2~). A number of references in the 

literature are simply to the use of pinyon (e1o~~ sp.J, and 



Table ~7. Prehistoric rererences to einu~ eQuli~ remains. 

PART 

remale 
cones 

remale cone 
scales 

seeds 
[nuts) 

USE 

as rood 

as rood 

as rood 

GROUP[S) 

Guadalupe Ruin, 
New Mexico 

Bat Cave, 
New Mexico 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Carter Ranch 
Pueblo, Arizona 
[A.D. 950-1200) 

Solman Ruin, 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1180-1250) 

Arroyo Hondo, 
New Mexico 

Cimarron, New 
Mexico Basket
maker II and III 

Arroyo Hondo, 
New Mexico 

Johnsl)n Canyon, 
Colo., Pueblo III 

NOTES 

Charred; cone 
scales also 

Several round 

Occasionally 
recovered 

Charred rrag
ments 

As "bracts" 

Charred 

Nutshells also; 
nuts were stored 

Recovered rr-om 
coprolites 

Brewster Co., Quantities 
Texas Rockshelter recovered 

REFERENCE 

Pippin 1979: 
267 

Smith 1950: 
165 

Kaplan 1963: 
351 

Cutler- 196~: 
23~ 

Adams 1980b: 
512 

Wetterstrom 
1976:90 

Kirkpatrick 
and Ford 
1977:263 

Wetterstr-om 
1976:90 

Nickens 
1981;7~ 

Corfin 
1932:59 

W 
-..J 
lD 
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Table ~7 (cant.] Prehistoric rererences to fiDU~ edulis remains. 

PART 

Seeds 
(nuts] 

USE 

as rood 

nutshells as food 

as food 

as rood 

GRDUP(S] 

Alkali Ridge site, 
SE Utah, Pueblo I 
age 

Painted Cove, NE 
Arizona (A.D. 1250] 

Pueblo Bonito, 
New Mexico 

Bat Cave, 
New Mexico 

Heltagito Rock
shelter, Arizona 
(A.D. 600-i200] 

NOTES 

Charred pint or 
whole and broken 
nuts with nut 
meats, in a pottery 
Jar; represents 
stored rood 

Hundreds or 
broken shells 

From two 
locations 

Dolores River Area Charred 
of Colo.; A.D. 
600-975 

Solman Ruin, 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1180-1250] 

Guadalupe RUin, 
New Mexico 

Frequently 
recovered 

Well represented 
in strata 

REFERENCE 

Jones 
19~6:331 

Haury 
19~5:25 

Judd 
195~:61 

Smith 
1950: 165 

Breternitz 
1957:5 

Benz 
198'i:20'i-
205 

Bohrer 
1980:2'i7 

Pippin 
1979:267 

w 
m 
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Table ~7 (cont.) Prehistoric references to Einus edulis remains. 

PART USE 

nutshells as food 

twig 

wood as a bow 

as construction 
material 

as f'uel 

as fuel 

as fuel 

GROUP(S] 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Carter Ranch 
Pueblo, Arizona 
(A.D. 950-1200] 

Salmon Ruin, New 
Mexico (A.D. 
1180-1250] 

Bat Cave, 
New Mexico 

Johnson Canyon, 
Colo., Pueblo III 

Johnson Canyon, 
Colo., Pueblo III 

NOTES 

Present in large 
numbers in all 
levels 

Charred 

Dolores River Area Throughout the 
of Colo.; A.D. settled 
600-1200 occupation 

Salmon Ruin, 
New Mexico 
(A.D. 1180-1250) 

Cochiti Dam, 
New Mexico 
Pueblo site 

From fill and 
hearth 

REFERENCE 

Cutler 
1952:~78 

Cutler 
196~:23~ 

Adams 
1980b:512 

Smith 
1950:165 

Nickens 
1981:7~ 

Nickens 
1981:7~ 

Benz 198~: 
20~-205 

Adorns 
1980b:512 

Ford 
1968:251 w 

m 
p 
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supplement the ~eco~d given above. The pLesence of nut

shells in human cop~olites suggests ancient people ate the 

thin hulls, Just as mode~n g~oups do. In no~the~n Utah, 

E1D~a seed occu~~ed in F~emont pe~iod (A.D. ~00-1350) cop~o

lites f~om Donge~ Cave; in the Glen Canyon o~eo of southe~n 

Utah fiDUS seeds and pitch we~e also ~ecove~ed f~om Anosazi 

pe~iod (A.D. 1-1300) cop~olites (F~y 1976:13, 15). Cop~o

lites excavated f~om Pueblo II and III deposits in Antelope 

House, no~theaste~n A~izona, olso contained E1D~~ sp. nut

shell f~ogments (F~y and Hall 1975:91). 

Pinyon has also been ~ecove~ed f~om coves in the 

Southwest, including Mexico. Fo~ example, evidence of 

pinyon pine is extensive in Cowboy Cave in cent~ol Utah, 

including nuts, leaves (needles), chunks of pitch, and 

a~tifocts cove~ed with pitch, all doting f~om a pe~iod after 

3500 B.C. (Hewitt 1980b:135). Pinyon nuts we~e excavated 

from p~ehisto~ically occupied caves of both Basketmoke~ ond 

Pueblo affiliation in the Upper Gila and Hueco areas of 

southwestern New Mexico (Cosgrove 19~7:~5). Nutshells, 

thought to represent ancient food, were found in various 

deposits in a cove in the Rio Zape area of Durango, Mexico, 

dating to A.D. 600 (Brooks, et al. 1962:357). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

In Ramsey Canyon the seeds of Mexican pinyon could be 

gathered for food in October and November. Inner bark might 
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be sought in the months of February through April, just as 

the trees resume growth in the spring. The period during 

which pollen could be gathered for various needs seems 

limited to a short while in late June or early July. Pitch 

for household needs and as a medicine would be available 

year round, as would wood for fuel, household implements 

(including possibly wooden mortars), and construction 

timbers. Needles needed for medicine could likewise be had 

at any time of the year. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Ancient roasting of pinyon female cones and nuts would 

increase chances that parts would enter the archaeological 

record. If the hulls were frequently ground, as in historic 

times, heavy reliance on pinyon might be obscured; if the 

roasted hulls were winnowed out and locally discarded a more 

accurate reflection of prehistoric use might occur. Well-

preserved coprolites from caves hint that one ancient habit 

included eating the nutmeat with the nutshell on. 

Whether or not female cones or cone scales would be 

recovered from roasting episodes might depend on whether 

pinyon grew close to an ancient dwelling, making it 

convenient to bring the material in for preparation, or 

whether people had to travel long distances and perform some 

of the (debris producing) preparation steps elsewhere. If 

people had to walk long distances carrying a harvest on 

their backs, one would not expect them to bring the bulky, 
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unopened cones to their dwelling. Rother, roosting would 

toke place at the gathering place, and evidence in the form 

of charred ports would only enter the archaeological record 

at the processing site. 

Pinyon nut harvests storsd roosted in their shells 

would be likely to survive, if a storage area accidentally 

burned. On the other hand, nuts stored in the form of dried 

nut-meat cakes would not preserve in recognizable condition. 

Pinyon wood carried in for hearth fuel, used as roof 

timbers, and fashioned into various implements has a fairly 

good chance of surviving, either charred in open sites or 

uncharred in protected locations. The rather sturdy needles 

would be likely to survive in the same situations as wood. 

A pinyon part not likely to preserve is the inner bark, 

a soft, perishable material that would become unreconizable 

if scraped or chewed. If pollen were gathered for a special 

need, one might have a difficult time singling out such on 

event, as high percentages of pinyon pollen can fill the air 

during pollination. Pitch might only survive in protected 

locations, such as caves, for it might tend to burn up in 

any conflagration that occurred in an open site. 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 
flDY~ §DQ§lmCDDii Carr. (-f~ lctifclig Sarg.) 

RC-6 [KA #8~-83J UA25~600 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 
flDua at~QblfQ~mla Engelm. [cf~ Lefle~Q Engelm.J 

RC-3 [KA #71-83J UA25~6~5 

HABITAT 

Both these species of flnua grow fairly near the stream 

in Ramsey Canyon. Apache pine [flnU~ en~elmQnnl1) does well 

on a very steep slope underlain by granite bedrock, in dry 

soil subject to stream scour. The area receives few direct 

rays from the sun. Southwestern white pine (fiDU~ ~t~CQi= 

fc~m~~) is found in wet sail composed of overbank sediments, 

also in on area of intense shading. 

PHENOLOGY 

These two non-nut pines grow into very robust trees at 

Ramsey Canyon. Their phenoloBical profiles overlap in 

matters relating to vegetative growth. Both resume active 
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stem elongation and leaf expansion in May, remaining 

noticeably octive through August. By September, this growth 

is no longer obvious and the trees resume an eight-month 

period of vegetative dormancy. 

Where the two species differ is in reproductive 

regimes. Apache pine is the first to develop new cones in 

March, shedding pollen by April. Southwestern white pine, 

on the other hand, developes new cones in May and sheds 

pollen in June, fully two months afteL apache pine. These 

differences become less appaLent lateL, as the first matuLe 

seeds of apache pine are noticeable in August, and those of 

southwestern white pine follow in September. Bath species 

retain matuLe cones until the end of NovembsL. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

E~D~5 speCies that don't produce the large seeds (nuts) 

of the nut-pines have still been cited as having provided 

edible seeds in historic times CTable ~8J. For example, the 

Mescalero and Chiricahua Apache utilized the thin, small 

seeds of f~ ~~g~ulgrYm and f~ fle~111~, considering them a 

famine food. 

In addition to the seeds, groups also ate the »sweet 

and palatable» inner bark, espeCially when other foods were 

scarce. They would cut large squares of bark with a long 

pointed stick, scrape the inner bark off with a smaller, 

sharpened piece of WOOd, ond boil the pulp to make it 
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Table ~8. Ethnographic rererences to the use or EiDY~ species that ore not 

nut-pines. 

SPECIES 

P. engelmannii 

P. flexilis 

P. ponder-osa 

P. scopulorum 

PART AND USE 

cones, in making 
combs 

seeds, as food 

stems, as a medicinal 
tea 

seeds, as famine 
food 

inner bark, eaten 
raw or cooked 

inner bark, eaten 
in summer 

pitch, chewed like 
gum 

wood, as roor 
timbers 

inner bark, eaten 
when other roods 
scarce 

seeds, as famine 
rood 

GROUP(S] 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua 

Tepehuan, 
Chihuahua 

Tepehuan, 
Chihuahua 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Zuni, New Mexico 

NavajO 

Pacific Northwest 
Groups 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Mescalero and 
Chir-icahua Apache 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1963: 
213 

Pennington 1969: 
135, 177 

Pennington 1969: 
135, 177 

Castetter and 
Opler 1936:'f3 

Standley 1912:'f'f8; 
Cushing 197'f: 
22'f-225 

Bailey 19'f0:286-
287 

French 1965 

CI:Jok 1930: 26 

Castetter and 
Opler- 1936:'f3 

Cos tetter and 
Opler 1936:'f3 

l&l 
ID 
'-.1 
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Toble ~8 [cont). Ethnogrophic references to the use of elu~~ species thot ore 

not nut-pines. 

SPECIES 

P. scopulorum 

PART AND USE 

wood, os lorge 
logs 

P. strobiformis turpentine, os 0 

[os P. rerlexo) medicine 

P. sylvestris inner bork, os 0 

mojor food 

GRDUP[S) 

Acomo ond Loguno, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Swonk 1932:61 

Torohumoro, Chihuohuo Pennington 1963: 
173 

Loplanders Goertner 1970:70 

w 
m 
m 
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digestible (Castetter and Opler 1936:~3J. The Zuni in New 

Mexico ate the inner bark of yellow pine (as e~ gQO~a~Q~QJ. 

Thousands of these trees were annually whitened on southern 

sides by Zuni scrapers. Oftentimes only the pulp was eaten 

row ond the stringy fiber wrapped into bundles and carried 

home for cooking. The well-pounded bark strings could be 

cooked with Joints of dried meat (Cushing 197~:22~-225J. 

Historic evidence of the use of pine bark as a human 

food is also documented by the presence of surviving trees 

with peeling scars in various locations in the western 

United States. Swetnam (198~) summarized some of the 

ethnographic literature on use of inner bark, and found 

differences in patterns of utilization. Some groups peeled 

pine trees every spring, seeking the sweetest ones for an 

annually sought treat; others suggested the practice of 

eating bark was reserved for famine times only. Although 

peeling the trees may have been easier in the spring when 

the sap was moving up the trunk, some ~ecords suggest that 

trees were also peeled at other times of the year. 

A high frequency of inner bark eating has been documen-

ted in a circum-polar area including Russia, Canada, Alaska 

and Scandinavian countries (Swetnam 198~J. The nutritive 

value and digestibility of pine bark both seem low, and the 

amount of effort required to obtain and prepare it seem 

high; therefore in areas where other foodstuffs might be 

available, such as the American Southwest, utilization of 
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pine bark might be restricted to times of food shortage. 

In addition to the nut-pines previously discussed, the 

major species of pine recavered in the prehistoric record in 

the American Southwest is e1o~a gQO~~~Qa~ CToble ~9). Parts 

found include wood os construction beams and firehearth 

fuel, leaves (needles) as a hairbrush, a branch as a torch, 

and bark as various items. 

A rather detailed look at ancient e1o~a sp. evidence 

comes from the Point of Pines site in eest-central Arizona 

where excavators found pine pitch; needles and carbonized 

degraded cones (Bohrer 1973:~26). The occupants of this 

area in the period A.D.1280-13~0 apparently made a covering 

for a left thumb from pine pitch, and used pine needles as a 

matting for foodstuffs and possibly pottery jars. In one 

case, pine needles were spread on the floor of a storeroom 

prior to stacking on corn. Two carbonized pine cones could 

not be identified to species as most of the scoles were 

missing. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Apache pine and southwestern white pine produce tiny 

seeds from August through November; these seeds could be 

eaten in times of food stress. Inner bark gathered as a 

food might be sweetest in March and April, prior to resump

tion of vegetative growth, although it could be collected 

throughout the year. Fuel and construction needs would be 
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Table ~9. Prehistoric references to eiQ~~ gQQ~~~Q2Q remains. 

PART 

bark 

branch 

leaves 
(needles] 

twigs with 
leaves 

USE 

household needs? 

storage pit 
lining? hearth 
tinder? 

possibly as 
trowels 

as a pendant 

as a torch 

a hairbrush 

GROUP(SJ 

Salmon Ruin, 
New Mexico 
(A.D. 1090-1250) 

Cochiti Dam, 
New Mexico 
Pueblo II-III 

Tularosa and 
Cordova Caves, 
New MexiCO 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Salmon Ruin, 
New Mex i co [ I!l. D . 
1090-1250) 

Johnson Canyon, 
Colo. [Pueblo III] 

Bat Cave, 
New Mexico 

NOTIES 

uncharred in a 
storage pit; 
charred bark 
from a hearth 

carved and 
smoothed 

tied to Form a 
ball of pine 
needles 

REFERENCE 

Adams 
1980b:512 

Ford 
1968:251 

Cutler 
1952:~78 

Cutler 
1952:~78 

Cutler 
1952:~78 

Adams 
1980b:512 

Nickens 
1981:7~ 

Smith 
1950:165 

W 
tD ..... 
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Table ~9 [cont.] Prehistoric references to Eiuu~ ~QUQ~LQ~~ remains. 

PART 

wood 

USE 

atlatl [un
finished] 

as fuel 

construction 
beams 

construction 
beams, fire
wood, lop boards 

GROUP[S] 

Tularosa Cove, 
New Mexico 

Tularosa Cove, 
New Mexico 

Salmon Ruin, 
New Mexico [A.D. 
1090-1250) 

Johnson Canyon, 
SW Colo. [Pueblo 
I II) 

NOTES 

abundant 

REFERENCE 

Grange 
1952:376, 
39~,~11,~~1 

Kaplan 
1963:351 

Adorns 
lSBOb:512 

Nickens 
1981:7~ 

w 
UI 
ru 
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met year round by the wood of these species, as would any 

requirement for branches, twigs or leaves for the household. 

PREDICTIONS fOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The part with the highest likelihood of survival would 

be the wood, charred in fireheorths or preserved as roof 

timbers. Inner bork is not expected to survive, nor ore the 

infrequently gathered seeds of these species. Branches, 

twigs or leaves might be recovered, if charred or preserved 

in a well-protected location. 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 
Elgntggg ~gtgggnicg Jacq. [-E~ ~~r~bii R. & 5.) 

CH-7 (KA ~307-B~) UA25~6~~) 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Elgntg~Q ~1~~1n1~Q L. 

CH-7 [KA ~305-B~J UA25~6~2 

HABITAT 

Both species of Indian-wheat monitored for this study 

can be found in the same habitat at Canelo Hills. They grow 

in dry soil, fully exposed to the sun's rays on an east-

facing shallow slope composed of alluvial sediments. 

PHENOLOGY 

These two species are active during the months of 

March through June, although they do not have identical 

reproductive cycles. The annual or biennial ElQotQ~Q 

~lrglD1Cg has a short period of flowering [April) in 

comparison to perennial E~ gQtQ~QQ1~Q, which flowers for a 
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full three months (April through June). Stem elongation for 

the two species occurs in March and April, but leaf growth 

differs, extending for two additional months for f~ 

ggtggCnlCg. By August neither species can be easily 

located. 

EtHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Various ports of Indian-wheat have been gathered in 

historic times (Table 50). Leaves were preferred as greens 

by groups living in Chihuahua. The entire plant was 

collected for preparing medicinal treatments or for use in 

donees. The seeds, which become mucilaginous when wet 

(Kearney and Peebles 1960:803), were sought and sometimes 

stored as a valuable food source, as well as providing a 

medicine to treat obesity (Uestal 1952:Q5J, diarrhea (Curtin 

198~:96-97) and stomachache (Felger and Moser 197~:~27J. 

Cold or boiled infusions of the roots reduced one's appetite 

(Uestal 1952:~5) or treated fevers and stomach c~amps 

(Pennington 1969:1QO, 186J. 

Sparse evidence for the prehistoric use of Indian-wheat 

was recovered from a floor doting to the Meso Uerde 

occupation (A.D. 1180-1250) of Salmon Pueblo (Adorns 

1980a:263J. Gasser (1981:36Q) reported that char~ed 

ElQotQQQ remains were recovered in 3 of 8 Hohokam sites 

along the Salt and Gila river drainages in central Arizona. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills, Indian-wheat leaves could be harvested 
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Table 50. Ethnog~ophic references to the use of el~nt~aQ. 

SPECIES 

P. fastigata 

P. insular-is 

P. purshii 

P. virginica 

Plantago spp. 

PART AND USE 

seeds, as a 
medicine 

GRDUP[S) 

Pima, Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Cur-tin 198Y:: 
96-97 

seeds, impor-tant Se~i, Sonor-a Felger- and Moser-
197,*:16, 2Y:, 
'*27 

food item often 
stor-ed; also a medicine 

plant, given to 
make a pe~son 
"more ag~eeable" 

plant, as a 
medicinal tea 

seeds, eaten as 
a mush 

root, leaves and 
seeds, as a 
medicine 

unknown pa~t, as 
a medicine 

plants, used in 
dances; an ancient 
symbolic plant 

leaves, eaten raw 
or boiled 

Hopi, Arizona 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Kayenta Navajo, 
A~izona 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

Navajo in Chaco 
Canyon, New Mexico 

Whiting 1966:92 

Swank 1932:61 

Wyman ond Harris 
1951:,*3 

Uestal 1S52:Y:5 

Hocking 1956:15,* 

Kiowa, Oklahoma Uestal and Schultes 
1939:51 

Tarahumora, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
128 

W 
to 
Dl 
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Table 50 (cant.J Ethnographic rererences to the use of elQDtQ~Q. 

SPECIES 

Plantago spp. 

PART AND USE 

leaves, much ravored 
as greens 

plant, as a 
medicine 

roots, crushed and 
boiled as a medicine 

GRDUP[S] 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Navajo 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1969: 
!LiD, 186 

Wyman and Harris 
19Lt:l:56 

Pennington 1969: 
1'1:0, 186 

W 
In 

" 
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f~om both species in Ma~ch ond Ap~il, and du~ing May and 

June f~om EL gQtQ~QDiCQ. The plants a~e available fo~ 

ce~emony o~ medicine Ma~ch th~ough June, though EL ~i~~iDi~Q 

can only be found as leafless stems with matu~e f~uit 

capsules. Seeds can be gathe~ed to be eaten May th~ough 

July, being ~ipe on both species in June. Roots could be 

dug up as a medicinal t~eatment at any time f~om Ma~ch 

th~ough July; afte~ that the plants a~e difficult to locate. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The Indian-wheat pa~t with the best chances of su~vivol 

in the p~ehisto~ic ~eco~d is the seed, especially if p~e

pa~ed by pa~ching o~ ~oasting. Seeds cooked to mush, plants 

mode into medicinal infusions, leaves boiled as g~eens, and 

~oots boiled to t~eat va~ious ailments a~e not expected to 

leave evidence of such uses. 
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flgtgDUS ~rigbtii Wats. 

RC-6 (KA #85-83) UA25~6~lj CKA #113-83) UA25~6~O 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

El~t~n~~ ~L~~bt~~ grows very near the stream at Ramsey 

Canyon, in dry soil composed o~ a mixture of colluvium and 

volcanic bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

As a large, deciduous tree, Arizona sycamore dominates 

the vegetation along the stream. Uegetative growth appears 

to resume in March, one month prior to floweLing in April, 

and continues through August. Fruit development takes at 

least five months, with the fruiting heads appearing ripe in 

October and November. The tree resumes outward appearances 

of dormancy for the months of December through February. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

A number of historic groups have made a medicinal tea 

out of Arizona sycamore bark (sometimes listed as EL 

rg~eIDQSg), including the Kawaiisu of California (Zigmund 

1981:53), the Tarahumara (Pennington 1963:181) and Tepehuan 

(Pennington 1969:111) of Chihuahua, and the Apache of the 
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ClaLkdale Legion of ALizona [GollogheL 1977:37, 93, 110). 

The Apache also pLoduced 0 Leddish coloL fOL dyeing deeLskin 

fLom the baLk (GallagheL 1977J, and the Chumash of 

CalifoLnia used some paLt of the tLee in cLaft pLepLations 

(TimbLook 198~:160). 

No oLchaeological LecoLd located. 

SIGNIfICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The outeL, flaky baLk and inneL white baLk of ALizona 

sycamoLe is available yeaL Lound at Ramsey Canyon and could 

be gatheLed at any time to decoct a medicinal teo OL a 

dyestuff. 

PREDICTIONS fOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Thin flakes of ALizona sycamoLe baLk mode into a 

medicinal teo OL used to pLepaLe a Led dye aLe not expected 

to pLeseLve in Lecognizable condition in the aLchaeological 

LeCOLd. 



fgg feDglerlgDg (Steud.) Vasey 
RC-'i (KA #279-B'i) UA255'iB7 

'iOl 

x X X X X X X 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

HABITAT 

At Ramsey Canyon fQQ f~n~l~L1QnQ gLOWS on a dLY steep 

slope underlain by gLanite bedLock. The OLeo Leceives a 

significant amount of shading from a toll forest canopy of 

nearby trees. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial blue gross Lesumes active gLowth in the 

spring. By May it seems to be in full flower. Groins begin 

to mature in June, and by July all evidence of reproductive 

activity ceases. The gross dies bock and is not particular-

ly obvious for a full seven month peLiod of dormancy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Although a haLdy, vigoLous plant, fgg feDgler~gDg 

produces relatively small amounts of viable seed (Gould 

1951:70). Nevertheless, three species of blue gross, 

important source of food to the Gosiute of Utah and Nevada 

(Chamberlin 1911: 377). People would need to be cautious in 
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harvesting blue grass, as among wild range grasses it is 

especially susceptible to ergot, a fungus that can be 

ingested in flour milled from contaminated plants [lewis and 

lewis 1977:2'±J. 

A number of references to prehistoric use of EQ~ 

feDgle~igDg are present in the archaeological literature of 

New Mexico and Colorado. Both E~ f~Q~l~~~QQQ and E~ ~~~~DQQ 

were found throughout strata at Bat Cove in south-central 

New Mexico [Smith 1950:167J. Also in New Mexico, f~ 

feDgle~igDg may have been an important food resource to the 

Mogollon occupants of Tularosa Cave [Cutler 1952:'±78J. 

large amounts of the chaff, numerous knotted bundles with up 

to 2'± stems, and several piles of ripe stalks missing the 

grains wer.e recovered. 

In Colorado charred e~ feDgle~~QDQ grains were 

associated with bedrock metates at a site called Cottonwood 

Pueblo in the western part of the state [Crane 1977:36J. 

The site was considered to be a food processing area dating 

to the period of A.D. 900-1150j parching and grinding of the 

meal were the inferred activites. A grain representing this 

species was found in a human coprolite from a Pueblo III 

occupation [A.D. 1050-1150J in a Johnson Canyon cliff

dwelling in southwestern Colorado (Nickens 1981:77J. 

Blue grass remains have also been recovered in two Utah 

sites. They were identified from Cowboy Cave in the central 

part of the state (Barnett and Coulam 1980:131J, and a 



Shoshone pe~iod [A.D. 1350-1850] cop~olite f~om the Glen 

Canyon a~ea in southe~n Utah contained evidence of blue 

g~ass g~ain [F~y 1876:35). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

'±03 

It seems likely that ~ipe blue g~ass g~ains would offe~ 

a food ~esou~ce in the Ramsey Canyon a~ea at least du~ing 

the months of June and July. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

One might expect to find blue g~ass ~emains in locations 

of excellent p~ese~vation and in human cop~olites, if they 

~ep~esent p~ehisto~ic food acquistion. If the g~ains we~e 

pa~ched at some point in p~epa~ation they would also be 

likely to show up in p~ehisto~ic fi~ehea~ths, t~ash 

deposits, and pe~haps in floo~ deb~is. 



fc~ulu~ fremcDtii Wats. 
CH-~ CKA #19~-83J UA25~627 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NO~ DEC 

HABITAT 

eQg~l~~ (~amQot~~ gLOWS along the stLeam at Canelo 

Hills, in soil that is generally wet, at least below the 

sULface. The substLate in the OLeo consists almost entiLely 

of alluvium. This species Leceives rull exposure to the 

sun's LOyS. 

PHENOLOGY 

FloweL buds or the laLge FLemont cottonwoods at Canelo 

Hills begin to swell in February, and the tLees are in full 

bloom dULing March. ~egetative growth has 0150 Lesumed in 

February. The tLees profusely dispeLse downy seeds in 

April. For the next rive months stem elongation and leaf 

gLowth can be obseLved. By October these activities have 

ceased and the plant Lesumes OctobeL-January dormancy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

PaLts of cottonwoods sought in histoLic times include 

the wood, wood knots, branches/young shoots, leaves and leaf 

buds, baLk, inner baLk, catkins, buds CflowBL?J, fruit, and 
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LOOtS (Table 51). People appeaL to have utilized whateveL 

species gLew locally, and some, such as the Hopi, even 

tLansplanted seedlings neaLeL the villages (Whiting 1966: 

72). Wood was gat he Led in the fOLm of sound wood, dLiftwood 

OL Lotten logs. The Lotten logs weLe pLefeLLed in dLum-

making, because they weLe alLBody pOLtially hollowed out. 

Although some gLOUPS did not consideL cottonwood veLY stLong 

(Zigmund 1981:53), still it wos collected fOL use in house 

constLuction, OL fOL making shelteLs, sunshades, snake 

figuLines., shovels, paddles, handles, fenceposts, cLadles, 

pLoyeLsticks, loom fLames, tindeL boxes, fiLedLills, dice, 

clubs and small boats OL Lafts. UaLious people, including 

the Pima, Papago, W. Yavapai, Cocopa and Cahuilla fashioned 

wooden mOLtaLs fLom cottonwood logs. CULtin (198~:121) 

obseLved a laLge thick-walled cottonwood mOLtaL with a stone 

pestle in use by the Pima in the mid 1900's. The wood, 

which bULns Lapidly and pLoduces an intense heat of shoLt 

dULation (Standley 1912:~62), was gatheLed as fiLewood. 

BLanches and young shoots pLovided mateLial fOL 

bosketmaking, thatching, bows, aLLOWS, pLayeLsticks and 

otheL ceLemoniol paLapheLnolio. The WesteLn Apache in 

ALizona weLe said to have pLuned FLemont cottonwood tLees in 

the fall so that they would pLoduce long, stLaight shoots 

the following yeoL (GollogheL 1977:103, 116). 

BaLk ond inneL baLk have been cited as pLoviding 

LesouLces fOL humans. BaLk was collected os 0 fuel and fOL 
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Table 51. Ethnographic references to the use of ECg~l~a. 

SPECIES 

P. ocuminoto 

PART AND USE 

branches., used in 
ceremonies 

honey-dew formed by 
aphids on leaves· 
gothered as sugar 

shoots., for basket
making 

wood., collected as 
driftwood; soplings 
mode into sunshades; 

GROUP[S] 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Cochiti, 
New Mexico 

dead trees made into drums 

wood, as fire drills 
and snake figurines 

P. balsomifera inner bark, as anti
scorbutic (scurvy] 

Ramah NavoJo, 
New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

wood, for construction, Kiowa, Oklahoma 
as firewood and for 

P. deltoides 

use in ceremonies 

bork·, as fuel to roast 
clay for skin pointing 

branches, for basket
making 

·species listed as a synonym 

Teton Dakota, 
Missouri River Regien 

Pima, Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Stevenson 1915: 
97 

Chamber-lin 1911: 
378 

Chamberlin 1911: 
378 

Lange 1968: 11*7 

Vestal 1952:22 

Vestal and 
Schultes 1939:20 

Vestal and 
Schultes 
1939:20 

Gilmore 1977: 
20-21 

Russell 1975:13~ 

* o 
m 



TobIe 51 (cont.) Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of eQg~l~a. 

SPECIES 

P. deltaides 

P. f~emontii 

PART AND USE GRDUP(S) 

catkins, gathe~ed Feb. Pima, A~izona 
and Ma~ch and eaten ~aw 

f~uits·, as chewing gum 
when ~ipe, as beads 
and pendants when g~een 

inne~ ba~k., eaten 

inne~ ba~k, as a lining 
along with SUDCgg 
in pits fo~ baking 
ett:i.yla~ f~uit 

leaf buds., as yellow 
dye in ea~ly sp~ing 

leaves·, made into toy 
tepees and toy mocca
sins: made music when 
vib~ated between lips 

wood, fo~ shovels, 
paddles, handles, 
house const~uction 

ba~k (fib~ous) 

f'o~ many uses, 
including medicinal 

Teton Dakota, 
Missou~i Rive~ Region 

Teton Dakota, 
Missou~i Rivs~ Region 

Pima, A~izona 

Teton Dakota, 
Missou~i River Region 

Teton Dakota, 
Missour-i River- Region 

Pima, Ar-izona 

Cahuilla, Califo~nia 

·species listed as a synonym 

REFERENCE 

Russell 1975:69 

Gilmo~B 1977: 
20-21 

Gilmor-e 1977: 
20-21 

Russell 1975: 
78 

Gilmo~s 1977: 
20-21 

Gilmore 1977: 
20-21 

Russell 1975:97, 
101, 120, 15Lf 

Bean and Saubsl 
1972:106-107 

w: 
a 
"-J 
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Table 51 [cont.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or eQgulu~. 

SPECIES 

P. rremontii 

PART AND USE 

rruit, chewed as gum 
when green 

inner bark, stripped 
to make cradles 

inner bark, boiled or 
used rresh as a 
medicine 

inner bark, worn as 
an apron-like garment 

leaves, boiled as a 
medicine; as a hair 
dye 

shoots, as white 
splints in basket
making 

wood, as tools 
including a wooden 
mortar; as rirewood 

GRDUP[SJ 

Pima, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Kawaiisu, Calirornia 

LUiseno, Calirornia 

Pima, Arizona 

W. Apache, 
Arizona 

Cahuilla, Calirornia 

wood, as ruel and Pima, Arizona 
rence-posts, house 
construction, cradles, 
wooden mortars and shovels 

P. tremuloides bark, as a medicinal 
tea 

Western Shoshone, 
Nevada and Idaho 

REFERENCE 

Curtin 198Y::109, 
111-112,119,121 

Curtin 198Y::109, 
111-112,119,121 

Zigmund 1981:53 

Sparkman 1908:233 

Curtin 198Y::109, 
111-112,119,12.1 

Gallagher 1977: 
103; 116 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:106-107 

Curtin 198Y::109, 
111-112, 119, 
121 

Smith 1972:82 0+ 
o 
m 
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Table 51 (cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of EQg~lu~. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

P. tremuloides bark, pounded and made 
into a medicinal tea 

P. wislizenii 

inner bark, as a 
famine food 

knots, made into cups 

bark, burned to ash 
for a medicine; boiled 
as a medicine 

branches and leaves, 
os thatching; branches 
as small bows and arrows 

branches, in building 
ceremonial structures 

buds (flower?) known 
as "cottonwood kernels" 

buds, chewed as chewing 
gum 

leaves, boiled as 
as medicine 

fruit, chewed as 
chewing gum 

GRDUP(S] 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

RamClh NavaJo, 
New Mexico 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River, 
New Mexico 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Tewa, New Mexico 

Chiricahua ond 
Mescalero Apache 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River, 
New Mexico 

Isleta, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Reagan 1929: 15Lf, 
157 

Uestal 1952:22 

Uestal 1852:22 

Curtin 1965: 
19-20 

Jones 1931:39 

Swank 1932:62 

Robbins et 01. 
1916:Lf2 

Castetter and 
Dpler 1936:Lf5 

Curtin 1965: 
19-20 

Jones 1931:39 .& 
o 
LO 
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Table 51 [cant.] Ethnog~aphic ~ere~ences to the use or eQg~l~~. 

SPECIES 

P. wislizenii 

Populus spp. 

PART AND USE 

r~uit, chewed as 
chewing gum 

wood, collected as 
d~irtwoodj saplings 
made into sunshades; 
dead t~ees sought ro~ 

wood, made into small 
boats and ~afts and 
ce~emonial d~ums 

wood, made into 
va~ious implements 

wood, as ruel 

GRDUP(S] 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Cochiti, 
New Mexico 

d~ums 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Tewa, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

b~onches, used in Hopi, A~izona 
ce~emoniesj shoots 
peeled as p~aye~sticks 

buds, eaten as rood 
and chewing gum 

~oots, mode into ~afts 
ro~ sho~t voyages 

~oots, ca~ved into 
dolls, gaming cups 
and boxes 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Cocopa, Lowe~ 
Colo~ado Rive~ 

Hopi, Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Swank 1932:62 

Lange 1968:1Y:7 

Jones 1931:39 

Robbins et al. 
1916:"i2 

Swank 1932:62 

Whitintl 1966:72 

Reagan 1929:15Y:, 
157 

Girrord 1933: 
270-272 

Whiting 1966:72 

~ .... 
o 
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Table 51 (cont.] Ethnographic reFerences to the use of EQg~l~s. 

SPECIES 

Populus spp. 

PART AND USE GRDUP[S] 

wood, For house Hopi, Arizona 
construction and Fire-
making apparotus; rotten 
logs ror drums 

wood, mode into deep 
mortars, structural 
timbers 

wood, as mortars 

wood, as mortars 

Cocopa, Lower 
Colorado River 

Papago, Arizona 

W. Yavapai, Arizona 

wood, as prayersticks, NavajO 
loom rrames, tinder 
boxes, dice, shelters, 
game pieces and clubs 

REFERENCE 

Whiting 1966:72 

Girrord 1933: 
270-272 

Cos tetter and 
Underhill 1935:6 

GiFFord 1936:259 

Elmore 19LfLf:37 

.t: ..... ..... 
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medicinal pLepaLations. A thick SYLUP extLacted fLom having 

boiled a laLge quantity of e~ ~1~l1~ao11 baLk fOL many houLs 

was used in setting bLoken bones; it made a LemaLkable cast 

that Lemained in place fOL up to two months (CuLtin 1965:19-

20). InneL baLk could be eaten as a famine food, made into a 

tLeatment fOL SCULVY, used as a lining in a baking pit, and 

stLips employed in making cLadles and loose apLon-like 

clothing. 

Still otheL paLts of cottonwood tLees weLe collected by 

people. Cups weLe made out of wood knots, and leaf buds 

pLovided a substance fLom which a dye could be obtained. 

ChildLen made toy tepees, moccasins and tempoLaLY musical 

devices fLom the leaves; adults used them fOL haiL dyes, 

medicines and sCLaped a sweet "honey-dew" substance off the 

leaves wheLe aphids had chewed. Roots pLovided the Law 

mateLial fOL making Lafts, dolls, gameing cups and boxes. 

RepLoductive paLts have been eaten by numeLOUS gLaups. 

Catkins offeLed both food and chewing gum. Buds (floweL?) 

did likewise, UnLipe fLuit was pLefeLLed by some as chewing 

gum; otheLs gatheLed it Lipe, when the cottony seeds weLe 

dispeLsing. UnLipe fLuit could also be made into beads and 

pendants. 

Cottonwood wood and Loot mateLial has been identified in 

ancient sites in ColoLado and Utah. FOL example, chaLLed 

wood was LecoveLed thoughout deposits at sites in the 

DoloLes RiveL volley of southwesteLn ColoLado doting to the 
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peLiod A.D. 600-1200, suggesting this LeSOULce was heavily 

utilized by the AnasQzi occupants or the Legion (Benz 

188~:205J. Also in southwesteLn ColoLado, vaLious wooden 

cottonwood implements and constLuction mateLial, including 

sCLapeLs, baLs, boaLds and LOOr beams, weLe round in Pueblo 

III cliff dwellings in Johnson Canyon (Nickens 1881:78J. 

Cottonwood was pLereLLed rOL daLt, aLLOW and otheL sharts 

by the occupants or Cowboy Cave in centLal Utah; the Loot or 

this taxon was also Loughly hacked orr at one end and 

hollawed aut at the otheL to rOLm a cLude cup (Janetski 

1880:83, 85J. 

A vaLiety or paLts or eQQ~l~~ Q~ltQ~Q~~ weLe found in 

OzaLk Blurr-DwelleL contexts in the ALkansas and MissouLi 

Legion. The wood had appaLently been used fOL a numbeL or 

purposes, and bundles or the dLY, shLedded inneL baLk might 

have seLved as tindeL fOL a riLe. NumeLous knots or twigs 

with attached leaves weLe round, possibly LepLesenting 

childLen's toys. One specimen compLised a bundle or 

cottonwood leaves secuLed with a gLass stLing (GilmoLe 

1831:85J. 

Twa LecoLds or cottonwood pallen imply ingestion or the 

male catkins. In the Glen Canyon Legion or southeLn Utah, 

eQg~l~~ pollen accounted rOL 82% or the pollen Lecognized in 

a human copLolite rLOm a Pueblo II-III site (MaLtin and 

ShaLLock 186~:17~J. Five human copLolites fLom Antelope 



House in the Canyon de Chelley Legion of nOLtheastsLn 

ALizona contained peL cent ages of EQ~~l~a pollen Langing fLom 

23-83%, causing LeseaLcheLs to speculate they LepLssented 

consumption of the catkins as food OL medicine CWilliams

Dean and BLyant 1875:10~J. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

FLemont cottonwood could offeL a wide Lange of 

LeSOULces at Canelo Hills. In FebLuaLY people could gatheL 

floweL buds fOL food and chewing gum, and collect leaf buds 

fOL dye. By MaLch the catkins have developed and could also 

pLovide food OL gum. UnLipe and Lipe fLuit aLe available as 

potential chewing gum and beads/pendants in MaLch and ApLil. 

Young shoots might be most appLopLiately gatheLed fOL 

basketLY mateLial in ApLil and May, when flexible and 

actively elongating. Leaves aLe pLesent on bLanches fLom 

MaLch thLough NovembeL to suit vaLious household and 

medicinal needs. All otheL paLts, including wood, wood 

knots, bLanches, baLk, inneL baLk and Loots could be 

collected yeaL Lound. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Depending on pLeseLvotion conditions, the paLts of 

cottonwood have vaLying chances of pLeseLving. ChaLLed wood 

LepLesenting fiLewood may be the most likely paLt to sULvive 

in open sites. In pLotected locations, wooden oLtifacts and 

constLuction timbeLs, baskets fashioned of bLanches, and wood 

knot and Loot implements would have a higheL likelihood of 
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remaining in the archaealogical record than the more 

perishable bark, inner bark, leaves, leaf buds and fruit. 

However, some of these delicate parts could preserve under 

the best of conditions. Pollen would probably have a good 

chance of being recovered in human coprolites from cave or 

overhang deposits. 



fQrtulg~g umDrgt~~Qlg H.B.K. C-f~ CgrCDgtg Small) 
CH-6 CKA #229-83) UA25~636 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

st~eam flanks at Canelo Hills. The a~ea ~eceives pa~tial 

shading f~om nea~by vegetation. Unde~lying subst~ate is 

composed of both volcanic bed~ock and pockets of colluvium. 

PHENOLOGY 

This annual pu~slane is difficult to spot as a 

p~ost~ate succulent hidden among othe~ plants. It can be 

fi~st obse~ved in July, though possibly seedlings a~e 

p~esent p~io~ to that month. The plant appea~s vegetatively 

active fo~ at least five months. Fo~ the th~ee months of 

Septembe~ th~ough Novembe~ it simultaneously flowe~s and 

p~oduces matu~e seeds. By Decembe~ the plant has died, and 

fo~ the next seven months is p~esent as seeds in the soil. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

At least two species of pu~slane a~e listed in the 

histo~ic lite~atu~e as having p~ovided g~oups with pothe~bs 

and medicines CTable 52). The leaves and stems might be 
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Table 52. Ethnographic rererences to the use or eQLt~lQ~Q. 

SPECIES 

P. oleracea 

PART AND USE 

leaves and stems, 
as medicine 

leaves and stems, 
cooked as greens 

leaves and stems, 
boiled or rried 

leaves and stems, 
gathered in quantity 
and dried ror winter 

leaves and stems, 
boiled and eaten as 
greens, also dried 
ror winter- use 

leaves and stems, 
eaten 

leaves and stems, 
eaten 

leaves and stems, 
eaten and mode into 
a medicinal teo 

leaves and stems, 
cooked as a gr-avy 

GRDUP(SJ 

East Arrican 
groups 

Paiute 

Cochiti, 
New Mexico 

Isleta, 
New Mexico 

Picur-is, 
New Mexico 

Tewa or New Mexico 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Acoma and Loguna, 
New Mexico 

Hopi, Ar-j.zona 

REFERENCE 

Kokwaro 1876:180 

Palmer 1870:if22 

Lange 1868:150 

Jones 1831:38 

Kr-enetsky 186':1:: 
if7 

Robbins et 01. 
1816:58-60 

Castetter and 
Opler 1836:1f6 

Swank 1932:62-63 

Whiting 1866:75 

.+ 
t-> 
-.J 
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Table 52 (cent.] Ethnographic references to the use of ECLtulQCQ. 

SPECIES 

P. alaracea 

P. retusa 

PART AND USE 

leaves and stems, 
eaten raw or cooked 

leaves and stems, 
boiled as greens or 
dried and stored 

leaves and stems, 
boiled as greens 

leaves and stems, 
eaten as greens 

leaves and stems, 
boiled as greens 

leaves and stems, 
as a medicinal lotion 

leaves and stems, as 
a mediCine 

seeds, as food 

seeds, as food 
ground to flour 

leaves and stems, 
cooked as greens 

leaves and stems, 
as greens 

GRDUP[SJ 

Apache 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Luiseno, California 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
Arizona 

NavajO 

Navajo 

Uarious SW United 
States groups 

S. Paiute, Arizona 

San Felipe, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Palmer 1878:'-.1:22 

Pennington 1963: 
125 

Pennington 1969: 
139 

Sparkman 1908:232 

Uestal 1952:26 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:22 

Elmore 19'-.1:'-.1::'-.1:7 

Elmore 19'-.1:'i:'i7 

Palmer 1878:602 

Bye 1972:95 

Castetter 1935:'-.1:3 oJ: .... 
In 
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Table 52 [cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of EcctulgQQ. 

SPECIES PART AND USE GRDUP[S] 

P. retusa leaves and stems, Tewa of 
eaten New Mexico 

leaves and stems, Hopi, Arizona 
eaten 

leaves and stems, Navajo, Chaco Canyon 
eaten as potherbs area of New Mexico 

seeds, ground into S. Paiute, Arizona 
flour and eaten as mush 

seeds, eaten 

Portulaca spp. seeds, as food 

Navajo 

Zuni, New Mexico 
and NavajO 

REFERENCE 

Robbins et al. 
1816:58-60 

Hough 1888:1'±3 

Hocking 1856:15,,* 

Bye 1872:85 

Elmore 18'i'i:'i7 

Standley 1812:,±58 

.+: ..... 
tD 
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eaten raw, cooked in various ways, or even dried and stored 

for winter use. The fact that the frequently cited e~ 

clerg~~g has been found to contain high levels af soluble 

oxalates (Lewis and Lewis 1977:20) suggests people either 

ingest small amounts of the raw leaves and stems, or render 

the oxalates harmless by a preparation step which leaches 

them out. 

Purslane seeds have also been gathered ond ground into 

flour. Plants bear tiny black seeds in abundance, and one 

method of harvest has been described for the Zuni. 

Gatherers pulled the plants up just before the seed hod 

ripened then dried and threshed them either by agitation or 

by pounding them over mats or screens. Sometimes the plants 

were far too mature for this method, so the Zuni swept up 

the sandy soil at the base of the plants and later carefully 

winnowed the seeds from the soil (~ushing 197~:2~~). 

Harvest of these plants continued into the 20th century, 

especially after a rainy season when the seeds became 

abundant. The Zuni considered it important to nourish them-

selves with seeds of their forefathers (Cushing 197~:258). 

Both pollen and seeds have been recovered in ancient 

New World sites (Table 53). Pollen in human coprolites 

suggests that the flowers have been eaten, most likely when 

the plant was prepared as a potherb. Charred seeds have 

been quite common in some sites, and their ubiquitous 

presence in trash deposits at some locations (Adams 1980a: 
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Table 53. Prehistoric references to ~Q~tulg~g remains. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

P. retuso type seeds (charred] 
as common food 

seeds, as a 
common food 

seeds, as food 
[from a pottery 
vessel] 

Portulaca spp. pollen (in coproliteJ, 
consumption of 
flowers 

pollen [in coprolites], 
consumption of 
flowers with greens 

pollen (in coprolites], 
consumption of 
flowers with greens 

seeds [charred] 
as food 

seeds (charredJ 
as common food 

seeds (charredJ 
as food 

GRDUP(S] 

Salmon Ruin 
New Mexico (A.D. 
1090-1250] 

Arroyo Hondo, New 
Mex. (A.D. 1300-1~50] 

Tularosa Basin site, 
New Mexico (A.D. 
1200-1~25] 

Frightful Cove, 
Coahuila, Mexico 
(B.C.2000-A.D.300] 

Antelope House, 
Arizona 

Hoy House, SW 
Colo. (Pueblo III] 

Dolores River, SW 
Colo. (A.D. 600-875] 

Chaco Canyon. 
New Mexico 
[A.D. 750-1100] 

7 of 17 NE Arizono 
Anasazi sites 

REFERENCE 

Adams 19800:272-
276 

Wetterstrom 1876: 
80 

Phelps 1868 

Bryant 1975:88 

Wiliams-Dean and 
Bryant 1875:106 

Scott 1979:270-
,271 

Benz 198~:202 

Struever 1977:~9 

Gosser 1982:33 ..s: 
ru 
~ 
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Table 53 [cont.) Ethnographic rererences to fg~tulgCg remains. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

Portulaca spp. seeds [charred) 
as food 

seeds [in coprolites) 
as rood 

seeds (in coprolites) 
as food 

GROUP[S) 

3 Or 8 Arizona 
Hohokam sites 

Glen Canyon sites, 
Utah (A.D.~OO-1350) 

Antelope House, 
Arizona (Pueblo I 
and II) 

REFERENCE 

Gasser 1981:36~ 

Fry 1976:15 

Fry and Hall 1975: 
91 

of: 
ru ru 
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272-276; Wetterstrom 1976:76) suggests frequent discard of 

a regularly eaten resource. One of the more intriguing 

finds of purslane seeds was made near the western boundary 

of the Tularosa basin in New Mexico (Phelps 1968). There, 

over 3~S cubic centimeters of f~ ~~tUSg seeds were recovered 

from a Cupadero pottery pitcher in a site near Coe Lake 

belonging to the El Paso Phase of the Jornada branch of the 

Mogollon Cultural Tradition. The seeds partially filled the 

vessel, with no evidence of accompanying leaves or stems, 

and represents one of the largest fQ£tylggg caches found in 

a prehistoric context. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills, the fleshy leaves and stems of 

through November. Seeds can be gathered from September 

through November, as the plants continuously produce 

maturing capsules. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since the fleshy purslane plants flower throughout much 

of their growing season, pollen would be gathered at the 

same time leaves and stems are sought for greens. This 

pollen, along with mature seeds, could well show up in human 

coprolites. If ancient seeds were routinely parched or 

roasted prior to consumption, their presence in ancient 

firehearths and trash areas would be antiCipated. 
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f~YDY~ ~e~Qt~Dg EhLh. ssp. ~l~eD~ (Woot. & Stendl.) McUeugh 

RC-1 (KA #163-83) UA255932 
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HABITAT 

Ecuo~s a~cQtinQ cen be found on a shellow colluvial 

slope Leceiving 50% OL mOLe exposuLe to the sun, less then 

10 meteLs fLom the stLeem et Ramsey Canyon. The undeLlying 

substLate is dLY and composed pLimeLily of gLenite bedLock. 

PHENOLOGY 

SouthwesteLn choke-cheLLY is e laLge shLub thet Lesumes 

ective gLowth in MeLch, evident by the fOLmetion of floweL 

buds end by stem and leef expension. AfteL full floweLing 

in ApLil immatuLe fLuits cling to bLenches fOL thLee months, 

until Lipening in August. By August the vegetetive gLowth 

hes slowed consideLebly, and by OctobeL the plant eppeeLS to 

heve become dOLmant. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

This ond otheL species of f~YDY~ heve not only pLovided 

fLuit fOL numeLOUS histoLic gLOUPS, but elso leeves, beLk, 

bLenches end Loots to satisfy veLious needs CTable 5~). 

Meny people ete the fLuit, eitheL fLesh OL dLied, end often 
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Table 5~. Ethnographic reFerences to the use of f~YDY~. 

SPECIES 

P. serotina 

P. virginiana 

PART AND USE GRDUP[S) 

bark, as a medicine Southern Mexico 

bark and leaves, Tepehuan, Chihuahua 
crushed as Fish poison 

inner bark, as a Appalachian groups 
tonic and medicine 

Fruit, eaten Southern Mexico 

Fruit, eaten 

Fruit, eaten Fresh 
or dried 

Fruit, eaten 

plant, valued For 
its shade 

twigs, as a beverage 

bark-, as a green dye 
in the spring 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Iroquois and other 
groups in Minn. 
and Wisconsin 

Appalachian groups 

Southern Mexico 

Iroquois and other 
groups in Minn. 
ond Wisconsin 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande river, 
New Mexico 

·species listed as a synonym. 

REFERENCE 

Bye 1979: ili7 

Pennington 1969: 
13~, 136 

Core 1967 

Bye 1979:1~7 

Pennington 1969: 
13~, 136 

cited in Yanovsky 
1936:33 

Core 1967 

Bye 1979:1~7 

cited in Yanovsky 
1936:33 

Curtin 1965: 
51-52 

.l: 
ru 
111 
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Table S~ (cont.] Ethnog~aphic ~ere~ences to the use or e~unu~. 

SPECIES 

P. vi~giniano 

PART AND USE 

ba~k, os a medicine 

branches-, ror bows 

f~uit, eaten 

Fruit-, eaten 

F~uit-, eaten and 
dried For winter 

fruit-, eaten rresh 
or made into Jam or 
meal cakes 

fruit, cooked and 
eaten 

Fruit-, prized rood 

Fruit, eaten f~esh 
or g~ound into cakes; 
olso dried ror winter; 
inFusion as a medicine 

fruit, eaten fresh 
or la~ge quantities 
dried ror winter 

·species listed as a synonym. 

GROUP(S] 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Cahuilla, CaliFornia 

Kaibab Paiute 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utoh 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Isleto, New Mexico 

Ramah Navajo, 
New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

REFERENCE 

Chambe~lin 1911: 
378 

Jones 1931:~0 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:119-120 

Kelly 196~:~3 

Chamberlin 1911: 
378 

longe 1968:150 

K~enetsky 1961f: 
lf7 

Jones 1931:~O 

Uestal 1952:31 

Uestal and 
Schultes 1939:31 

.1= ru 
m 
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gathered large quantities to be stored for winter. Both the 

Cahuilla of California (Bean and Saubel 1972:119-120) and 

Isleta in New Mexico (Jones 1931:~O] acknowledged the 

astringent qualit~ of the fresh fruit, suspecting that it 

could cause stomach trouble. However, people still traveled 

miles to harvest e~UOU~ along streams, where they were 

abundont (Gilmore 1977:36-37]. Plains groups considered the 

pits to be too small to be easily removed, and often pounded 

the entire fruit to a pulp (pits and allJ, and made the 

resulting mass into small cakes to be dried in the sun 

(Gilmore 1977]. Numerous California groups actually sought 

the ~lts of f~UDUS lll~lfQllg instead of the fleshy pulp; 

they developed preparation methods that rendered this 

potentially poisonous foodstuff harmless (Timbrook 1982]. 

f~UDU~ twigs and branches have been fashioned into 

bows, prayersticks and ceremonial staffs. They have also 

been sought as a dye, to provide shading, and to prepare 0 

beverage infusion. People gathered bark for dyeing, medici-

nal needs and as a fish poison. The leaves were also sought 

as a fish poison and for use as a ceremonial emetic. A 

purple dye and 0 medicine could be made from the roots. 

Some e~UOU~ remains have been recovered from 

southwestern prehistoric sites. In the Cimarron area of New 

Mexico carbonized remains of f~ Yl~glDlgDg were listed by 

Kirkpatrick and Ford (1977:263-26~J as present in Basket-

maker II and III (A.D. ~OO-900] deposits. A low frequency of 
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f~~D~~ pits in Solmon Ruin stroto suggested their use os 0 

food in the period A.D. 1180-1250 [Bohrer 19BO:2~7]. 

Presence of 0 wooden plonting stick ond the pits ond 

pollen of e~ ~~~~~D~~O~ suggested thot prehistoric Pueblo 

III residents of Johnson Conyon in southwestern Colorodo 

utilized this plant [Nickens 1981:79]. The species is 

locolly common todoy in mesic, shoded side conyons of the 

orea. Over 100 f~UDU~ pits were recovered from the 11th 

century Anasozi occupotion of the Chimney Rock Meso orea in 

Colorado [Minnis and Ford 1977:8~]. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Ramsey Canyon the presence of Southwestern choke-

cherry would hove offered a variety of resources. Ripe 

fruit, availoble in August, could be gathered for food. 

Leaves could be had for ceremonial purposes and as a fish 

poison at least in the months of Morch through September. 

Bark, branches/twigs, and roots could all be collected 

throughout the year. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The fact that choke-cherry fruit ore generally eaten 

fresh or ground to a pulpy mass with the pits still inside 

would decrease chances of picking up evidence of use in the 

oncient record. Bronches foshioned into bows or ceremonial 

implements might survive in well protected locotions. More 

perishable parts such os leoves, bark ond roots ore 

considered to have relatively low chances of preservation. 
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HABITAT 

10 meteLs from the Ramsey Canyon stream. The underlying 

shallow slope is composed of colluvium and granite bedLock. 

The area generolly receives 50% or greateL exposure to 

sunlight. 

PHENOLOGY 

This evergLeen conifeLous Douglas-fir tree is obseLved 

to floweL pLofusely in MaLch, one month pLior to resumption 

of vegetative activity. By May immatuLe green cones have 

formed, which turn brown and open up in September. Although 

these mature looking cones cling to branches until FebLuary 

of the following year, it is not certain that ripe seeds are 

retained inside. Stem elongation and leaf growth are 

confined to the four month peLiod of April through July. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Douglas-fir has been sought by histoLic gLOUPS as food 
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(inner bark, especially the cambium), medicinal ingredient 

(leaves, bud tips), fumigant and water jar sealant (pitch), 

end for other needs such as hoops, garments, bows and arrows 

[branchesJ. However, again and again it is referred to as 

the tree of choice when branches or poles have been needed 

for ceremonies or dances [Table 55J. Far example, among the 

Tewa of New Mexico Douglas-fir branches were carried in 

almost all of their dances and the foiloge used in all 

manner of body decorations, even though a long journey to 

the mountains was required to obtain the needed materials 

[Robbins et al. 1916:~3). When the ceremonies were over, 

any branches worn or carried were thrown into the nearby 

Santa Clara River. The Hopi of Arizona also traveled as 

much as 35 miles to obtain branches; they predicted whether 

a summmer ahead was to be a good or bad one, depending on 

the glossiness or dullness of the needles [Whiting 1966:63J. 

The Zuni of New Mexico felt the breath from gods of the 

undermost world ascended through the trunks of Douglas-fir 

trees and formed clouds behind which the rain-makers could 

work [Stevenson 1915:97J. 

The archaeological record reveals use of Douglas-fir 

roof beams. For example, roof beams were used throughout 

the A.D. 1090-1250 occupations of Salmon Pueblo in north-

western New Mexico [Adams 1980b:512). Johnson Canyon 

inhabitants in southwestern Colorado during Pueblo III times 

employed the wood in room and kiva construction (Nickens 
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Table 55. Ethnographic rererences to the use or E~~YQQt~YQQ m~nzi~a~.. All 
citations listed as either synonym f~ tg~ifQlig or f~ m~~rCDgtg. 

PART 

branches 

bud tips 

USE 

in dances 

in dances 

in dances, and 
as prayersticks 

in ceremonies 

in ceremonies 

in ceremonies 

in ceremonies 

made into hoops, 
garments, bows 
and arrows 

chewed as a 
medicine 

GROUP[S] 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Tewa of New Mexico 

Keresan Pueblos, 
New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Ramah NavaJo, 
New Mexico 

Washington 
State groups 

REFERENCE 

Cook 1930:26 

Robbins et 
01. 1916:Lf3 

White 19Lf5: 
563 

Whiting 
1966:63 

Jones 
1931:Lf1 

Swank 
1932:6Lf 

Lange 
1968:1Lf6 

Uestal 
1952:1Lf 

Lewis and 
Lewis 
1977:26Lf 

oJ: 
w 
ru 
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Table 55 (cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of f~~~ggt~~gg m~D~i~~~~. 
All citations listed as either synonym f~ tg~ifClig or 
f~ m~~£gDgtC. 

PART USE 

inner bark as food 
(cambium] 

leaves 
(needles) 

pitch 

wood 

as a medicinal 
teo 

as a medicine 

as sealant for 
water jars 

on ingredient 
in fumigants 

pole in cere
monial dance 

I:iROUP[SJ 

IJarious groups 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Ramah Navajo, 
New Mexico 

Cochiti, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Cited in 
Yanovsky 
1936:6 

Jones 
1931:t.t1 

Uestal 
1952: Pi 

Reagan 
1929:159 

Uestal 
1952:1t.t 

Longe 
1968:1t.t6 

..!= 
W 
W 
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1981:7~). Appa~ently a male adult bu~ial at that site was 

inte~~ed with a pillow made of some pa~t of Douglas-fi~. 

Also, the p~esence of Douglas-fi~ beams in a numbe~ of sites 

in the Winona Village-Ridge Ruin a~ea east of Flagstaff, 

A~izona led the investigato~ to speculate that envi~onmental 

conditions had changed significantly f~om the Hohokaml 

Mogollon occupation of the a~ea in the A.D. 1000-1100'5 

(McG~ego~ 19~1:277). None of these t~ees g~ow anywhe~e in 

the a~ea today. In suppo~t of this hypothesis, McG~ego~ 

cites a va~iety of bi~d ~emains and fish ve~teb~ae found in 

th~ t~ash mounds that suggest a ~elatively abundant and 

nea~by pe~manent wate~ sou~ce not cu~~ently p~esent. 

Ce~tain land snail shells no~mally found "in damp places in 

d~y count~y» we~e also faund in the ancient st~ata. 

Douglos-fi~ has also been ~ecove~ed as fi~ehea~th 

cha~coal. Cha~coal was identified in fou~ sites of 11th 

century A. D. Anasazi affiliation in the area of Chimney 

Rock Mesa in Colorado (Minnis and Fo~d 1977:83). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

In the Ramsey Canyon a~ea Douglas-fi~ inne~ ba~k would 

pe~haps be sweetest as a food ~esou~ce in Feb~ua~y and 

March, before vegetative g~owth begins in ea~nest. Bud tips 

(both flowering and vegetative) needed fo~ medicine would 

also be swelling in these two months, though a~e also 

available f~om Septembe~ until January. All othe~ pa~ts 

could be acquired year round, including leaves as a 
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medicine, pitch for household uses, branches for ceremonies 

and doily requirements, and wood for construction beams and 

fuel. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The most likely port of Douglas-fir to preserve would 

be the wood, as charcoal in firepits or remaining from 

construction beams of roofs that have burned. Ancient 

rituals that required discording the branches in a special 

place away from a dwelling or village would decrease chances 

of recovering them. Ports that don't normally encounter fire 

would not be expected to survive unless afforded a high 

degree of protection. Perishable ports, such as bud tips 

and inner bark would also have a low likelihood of recovery. 
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Q~~r~~~ off. QrlZQD1~Q Sarg. 

RC-l CKA #63-83) UA255~9~ 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Q~~~c~~ b~~Ql~~~Qi~~~ Comus. 

RC-l CKA #67-83) UA25500~ 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
QyerCYS ryggSg Nee. (-Q~ retl~ylQtg Humb. & Bonpl.] 

RC-6 CKA #205-83] UA255006 

HABITAT 

All three species of oak monitored at Ramsey Canyon 

grow in relatively dry soil, as port of the mid-level canopy 

of trees. These trees are rooted in fairly dry soil in an 
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area subject to stream scour in heavy rains. The amount of 

sunlight they receive varies from less than 25% to over 50%, 

depending on the presence of nearby overstory species. 

PHENOLOGY 

These three oaks are all evergreen trees, prominent and 

recognizable the year round. By April they are either in 

flower bud or full flower; full flowering lasts only a very 

short period of time, no longer than one month. Immature 

acorns can cling to branches for up ta six months prior to 

becoming mature. These oaks seem to follow one another in 

regard to developing ripe fruit. Net-leaf (Q~~ccua ~U~QaQJ 

acorns are fully developed in August and remain on the trees 

for at least two months. Following along are the acorns of 

silverleaf oak (Q~ bYQQl~Y~Qlg~~), which ripen in September. 

Fully two months later in November the fruit of Arizona 

white oak (Q~ Q~1~QDiCQ) matures, and is available through 

December. 

The period of leaf expansion varies considerably among 

the three species. Both Arizona white oak and silverleaf 

oak exhibit leaf activity only for the months of April and 

May. Net-leaf oak, on the other hand, has expanding leaves 

evident for the full six month period of April through 

September. These differences could be portly explained by 

inferred relatedness between the species; net-leaf oak may 

not be closely related to any other species in the United 

States (Kearney and Peebles 1960:217). Stem elongation 
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coincides for 011 three species over the period April 

through August/ September. Why stem activity is so similar, 

yet leaf growth so variable, is unclear. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Oaks have been an important resource to people in 

historic times (Table 56). Many groups have eaten the 

acorns, some considering them a staple food to be gathered 

in quantity (Jones 1931:'11; Sparkman 1908:103; Cushing 

197'1:2'13J. Acorn meal has also been used as a material to 

mend clay pots, as well as a medicine. Children made toy 

tops out of the cops. 

Acorns differ in the amount of tannic acid they contain, 

ranging from very little to quantities that make them very 

bitter to human taste. Both sweet and bitter acorns grow in 

the New World. Two areas in the United States, California 

and the Eastern U.S. Woodlands, have been known to be the 

centers of acorn-leaching activities (Gifford 1967). Acorn

eating has been a very characteristic feature of the 

domestic economy of California groups, and the crux of acorn 

preparation involved removal of the objectionable tannic 

acid from the nuts. The discovery of the process to rapidly 

leach pulverized acorns increased access to a food of high 

nutritive content. 

Unlike the California groups, however, people living in 

Arizona and Mexico generally did not leach acorn meal, even 

---_.-_ ... --.-------
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Table 56. Ethnogrophic rererences to the use or Qy~~~u~. 

SPECIES 

C. ori%onico 

C. gombelii 

GI. griseo 

PART AND USE 

ocorns, os rood (7] 

acorns, as road 

acorns, as rood 

ocorns, as rood 

bark, as dye 

bark or root, as a 
medicine 

wood, ror handles 
and implements 

wood, made into 
ladders 

wood, as clubs 

acorns, as rood 
ravored or all oaks, 
raw or roosted and 
ground 

GRDUP[S] 

Mexicans, Rio Maya 
Sonora 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Kaibab Paiute, 
Arizona and Utah 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

NavajO 

NavajO 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahuo Apache 

REFERENCE 

Gentry 19'±2:67 

Pennington 1969: 
136 

Kelly 196,±:,±,± 

Reagan 1929:160 

Bryan and Young 
19'±0:'±9-S0 

Uestal 1952:22 

Jones 1931:,±1 

Krenetsky 196,±:,±7 

Cook 1930:27 

Castetter and 
Dpler 1936:,±2 

t+ 
W 
UJ 
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Table 56 [cont.] EthnogLaphic LePeLences to the use oP Q~§~~~~ 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

CueLcus ocoLns, as Pood 
hypoleucoides 

[JueLcus 
oblongiPolia 

C. palmeLi 

C. pungens 

[J. rubra 

gall, white pith 
as Pood 

leaves [young] 
as Pamine Pood 

acorns, as Pood 
staple in post 

acorns, as Pood 
hulled and ground 

acorns, as Pood 
prePerred oP all oaks 

galls, as dye 

gum, as chewing gum, 
dye and paint 

twigs, as weaving 
tool 

wood, as tool 
handles 

acorns, as Pood 
oPter leaching 

GRDUP[S] 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1969: 
136 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
11 Lf-115, 12Lf 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
llLf-115 , 12Lf 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Pima, Arizona 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

NavajO 

NavajO 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Janes 1931:Lf1 

Russell 1975:78 

GallagheL 1977: 
Lf3-LfLf 

Bryan and Yaung 
19LfO:Lf9-50 

Elmore 19LfLf: 
LfO-Lf1 

Swank 1932: 
6Lf-65 

Swank 1932: 
6Lf-65 

Plains groups oP the Gilmore 1977:23 
Missouri River Region 

,.I: 
~ 
o 



Table 56 [cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of ~ue~~us. 

SPECIES 

IJ. rubra 

IJ. rugosa 

IJ. turbinalla 

IJ. undulata 

IJ. utahensis 

Quercus spp. 

PART AND USE 

bark of root, bailed 
as medicine 

acorns, as food 

woad, tool handles 

acorns, as food 

acorns, as food 
stared and ground 

acorns, as food 

acorns, as food 
staple in post 

acorns, as food 
bailed or ground 

acorns, as food 

woad, a source of 
implement handles 

acorns, as food 
boiled or roasted 

GRDUP[S] 

Plains groups of 
the Missouri River 
Region 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Kaibab Paiute, 
Arizona and Utah 

Lower Colorado 
River groups 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Navajo 

REFERENCE 

Gilmore 1977:23 

Pennington 
1969:61 

Pennington 
1969:61 

Kelly 196'1:'1'1 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:187-197 

Reagan 1929:160 

Jones 1931:'11 

Swank 1932:6'1-65 

Lange 1968:150 

Lange 1968:150 

Fransiscan 
Fathers 1810:211 

~ 
~ 
I-' 
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Table 56 (cont.) Ethnographic rereLences to the use or Q~eL~~~' 

SPECIES 

[Juercus spp. 

PART AND USE 

acoLns, as rood 
ground 

acorns, as rood 
staple 

acorns, as rood 

acorns, as food 

acorns, as f'ood 

acorns, as rood 
gathered in quantity 

acorns, as rocld 

acorns, as rood 

acorns, as food 

acorns, as rood 
toasted 

acorn, meal to mend 
clay pots and as 
medicine 

acorns, to conrer 
sexual potency 

GRDUP(SJ 

NaVajo 

Luiseno, California 

SE Yavapai, Arizona 

Kiliwa, Calirornia 

Kawaiisu, Calirornia 

Zuni" New Mexico 

Papago, Arizona 

Tewa, New Mexico 

Various North 
American groups 

REFERENCE 

Bailey 19'iD:287 

Sparkman 1908:103 

Girrord 1932:205 

Meigs 1939:9, 11 

Zigmund 1981:56-57 

Cushing 197'i:2'i3 

Underhill 1935:13 

Robbins et al. 
1916:'i'i 

Yanovsky 1936:18-
19 

Tarohumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
11'i 

Kawaiisu, California 

Isleta, New Mexico 

2igmund 1981: 
56-57 

Jones 1931:'i1 H= 
H= 
ru 
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Table 56 (cont.J Ethnographic rererences to the use or Q~ecc~a. 

SPECIES 

Quercus spp. 

PART AND USE 

acorn cops, os child
rens toy top 

bark, ground and 
leached as a romine 
rood 

bark, as medicine 

branches, as throwing 
sticks 

branches, notched to 
keep track of time 

galls, as dye 

galls, as medicine ror 
external application 

galls, as medicine 

galls, as medicine 

leaves, as cigarette 
wrappers 

twigs, as carrying 
baskets 

GROUP(S) 

Kawa11su, California 

Great Hungarian 
Plain, Hungary 

Philippine Islands 

Kiliwa, Calirornia 

Navajo 

Navajo 

Son Luis Potosi, 
Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Kawaiisu, California 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Navajo 

REFERENCE 

2igmund 1981:56-57 

Gunda 1977:2 

Altschul 1973:~9 

Meigs 1939:9, 11 

Vestal 1952:22 

Vestal 1952:22 

Bye 1979:1~5 

Swank 1932:6~-65 

2igmund 1981:56-57 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:21-22 

Elmore 19~~:Y:O
~1 

.J: 

.J: 
W 
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Table 56 (cont.J Ethnographic rererences to the use or Q~~LQ~~ 

SPECIES 

Quercus spp. 

PART AND USE 

wood, as tools and 
utensils 

wood, as various 
implements 

wood, as tools and 
utensils 

wood, as clubs, bows, 
hoes, etc. 

wood, as ruel in 
ceremonies 

GROUP(SJ 

Hopi, Arizona 

Tewa, New Mexico 

Kawaiisu, Calirornia 

Navajo 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

REFERENCE 

Whiting 1866:72 

Robbins et al. 
1816:Lf:Lf: 

Zigmund 1881:56-57 

Elmore 18Lf:Lf::Lf:O
Lf:1 

Uestal and 
Schultes 1838: 
21-22 

0+ 
0+ 
0+ 
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though the p~ocess was unde~stood by some. Fo~ example, the 

southeaste~n Yavapai of A~izona leached the seeds of i~on-

wood t~ees (glD~Y9 t§~Qtg), but appa~ently did not apply the 

same p~ocess to aco~n meal (Giffo~d 1832:208). People ~n-

the Southwest simply sought t~ees with sweete~ aco~ns, 

~athe~ than apply a leaching technique. Apache g~oups in 

A~izona gathe~ed nuts f~om seve~al species but definitely 

had a p~efe~ence o~de~ (Buski~k 18~8:307-311). Ramah NavajO 

in New Mexico conside~ed aco~ns of Qyg~QY~ ggm~elil edible, 

while those of Q~ gri~ea and Q~ YDcylata we~e not as good 

[Uestal 1852:22). The southeaste~n Yavapai in A~izono con-

side~ed the nuts of A~izona white oak bitte~ and p~efe~~ed 

those of Q~ emQr~~j people would sample fallen nuts of othe~ 

species on the g~ound until they found a t~ee which bo~e the 

sweetest ones (Giffo~d 1832:205, 208). 

Some groups went on long expeditions to ha~vest the 

nuts, e.g. the Apache (Buski~k 18~8:307-311), Papaga 

(Castette~ ond Unde~hill 1835:13) and southeaste~n Yavapai 

(Giffo~d 1832:208). Ha~vest methods consisted of gathe~ing 

the nuts f~om the g~ound o~ knocking them out of the t~ees 

(Buski~k 18~8:307-311; Giffo~d 1836:257). Sometimes people 

would pound the t~unk of a tall t~ee with a stone to knock 

the aco~ns loose (Giffo~d 1832:208). Once ha~vested, the 

nut~ might be p~epa~ed in seve~al diffe~ent ways which 

included g~inding, boiling, ~oasting, and d~ying. 

Sto~age p~actices we~e quite va~ied. The Apache in 
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A~izona sto~ed aco~ns both hulled and unhulled (Buski~k 

19Lf9:307-311J. Mohave of the Lowe~ Colo~ado Rive~ sto~ed 

them in baskets under ramadas (Castette~ and 8ell 1951:187, 

197J. No~theaste~n Yavapai of A~izona sto~ed hulled nut

meats in conical bu~den baskets set into the g~ound and 

cove~ed with stones and g~ass (Giffo~d 1935:257J; south

easte~n Yavapai sto~ed hulled aco~ns in potte~y vessels 

(Giffo~d 1932:205). In Califo~nia the Kawaiisu sto~ed the 

unshelled nuts in elevated g~ana~ies o~ stone-lined pits o~ 

caves (Zigmund 1981:56-57J. The Mescale~o and Chi~icahua 

Apache pounded up slightly ~oasted aco~ns and mixed the meal 

with d~ied meat o~ fat and sto~ed this mixtu~e in hide 

containe~s (Castette~ and Ople~ 1935:Lf2J. 

Although the nuts have been the pa~t most sought afte~ 

as a food, people have also eaten oak gall pith, leaves, and 

ba~k. The Ta~ahuma~a of Chihuahua ate the white pith inside 

silve~leaf oak galls, disca~ding the bitte~ inte~io~; they 

also conside~ed the young leaves of this species a famine 

food to be p~epa~ed by boiling twice and washing in flowing 

wate~ (Pennington 1963: 11Lf-115, 12Lf). Pove~ty-st~icken 

people on the G~eat Hunga~ian Plain ate the g~ound ba~k of 

oak instead of flou~, leaching the bitte~ness out of it 

by pouring hot wate~ ove~ it seve~al times (Gunda 1977:2). 

Othe~ human needs se~ved by oaks in histo~ic times 

include use of the galls and t~unk ba~k in dyeing cloth and 
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for medicine, preparation of medicine from the root bark, 

fashioning tools ond household implements from the wood, 

twigs and branches, burning of the wood as hearth fuel, and 

use of the leaves as cigarette papers. 

The archaeologicol record reveals prehistoric oak use 

(Table 57). Most of the references to "acorns" in ancient 

sites may be to nutshells only, rather than complete fruits. 

Wooden implements recovered include digging sticks, awls, 

fire drills, fire tongs, scrapers, twig knots and coils, a 

snowshoe, and bows (Nickens 1981:77) as well os otlotl parts 

and a scoop (Cutler 1952:~78). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Oaks can obviously satisfy a whole range of human 

requirements. At Ramsey Canyon acorns could be harvested in 

sequential order from August through December. All have 

been listed as providing a food to historic groups. Young 

leaves could be gathered ond prepared as 0 famine food in 

April and May, and for the following four months from net

leaf oak only. Other famine food parts, i.e. the bark and 

galls, are present year round. These parts, along with the 

root bark, could also be collected at any time for use in 

dying cloth and in medicinal preparations. Twigs, branches 

and wood are always present to satisfy wooden tool and 

hearth fuel needs. Likewise, leaves made into cigarette 

wrappers could be had at any time. 
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Table 57. Prehistoric references to Qu~rQY~ remains. 

PART USE 

Acorns rood 

food 

rood 

food 

food (7) 

food 

Acorns (7) food 

Acorns [7] 

GROUP[S) 

Rio Zape, Durango 
Mexico [A.D.600) 

Ozark Blurr 
Dwellers, Arkan
sas and Missouri 

Murrah Cave, 
Texas 

Bat Cave, 
New Mexico 

Upper Gila and 
Hueco Coves, New 
Mexico [Basket
maker or Pueblo] 

Canyon Creek Ruin, 
Arizona [A.D. 
132'±-13'±8) ; 
Salado Culture 

SW New Mexico 
caves [A.D. 
1l00-1'±50] 

NOTES 

some stored in 
woven bags 

parched 

nutshells abun
dant in one 
stratum 

cracked hulls 
plentif'ul 

Brewster Co., agriculturalists 
Texas, rock-shelter 

REFERENCE 

Brooks, 
et 01. 
1962:357 

Gilmore 
1931:97 

Holden 
1937:70 

Smith 1950: 
170-171 

Cosgrove 
19'±7:'f5 

Haury 
193'1:59 

York et 01. 
1961:9'1 

Coffin 
1932:59 0-'= 

0-'= 
In 
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Table 57 [cant.) Prehistoric references to Q~~~~~~ remains. 

PART U~~E 

Acorns (7) 

Cotyledon food 
fragments 

Leaves 

Nutshells food 

Wood 

Wood and 
twigs 

Wood 

implements, 
house construc
tion, basketry 
material 

artifacts 

GROUP(S) 

Ual Uerde Co., 
Texas, rock
shelter 
(Basketmaker] 

Point of Pines, 
Arizona (A.D. 
1280-1300] 

Bat Cave, 
New Mexico 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Bat Cave, 
New Mexico 

Johnson Canyon, 
Colorado 
(Pueblo III) 

Tularosa and 
Cordova Caves, 
New Mexico 

NOTES 

carbonized, from 
possible ancient 
trash 

from a number of 
locations 

not an important 
food 

REFERENCE 

Pearce and 
Jackson 
1833:130-
131 

Bohrer 
1973:'i:28 

Smith 1850: 
170-171 

Kaplan 
1863:35'i: 

Smith 1850: 
170-171 

Nickens 
1881:77 

Grange 1852: 
373-38'i:; 
Cutler 
1852:'i:78 

.+ 

.+ 
tD 
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The rare references to roasting of the acorns by 

histaric groups hints at why the archaeological record may 

retain little evidence of aak use. Preparation techniques 

that emphasize hulling the nutmeats and then grinding and/or 

boiling them would preclude the recognition of the parts 

centuries later. The fact that the majority of the 

archaeological records of acorns come fram caves, rock or 

bluff shelters supports this notion; only where conditions 

of preservation are superb does the evidence of acorns as a 

food seem to be Letained. 

Wood brought in fOL hearth fuel has a very high chance 

of preserving, as do wooden implements or utensils in well

protected locations. If oak galls, bark or Loot bark happen 

to be also found in protected places, one would need exten

sive comparative collections of modern species to identify 

them. Young boiled leaves or older leaves used in smoking 

likely have low probability of surviving. 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 

EgDYDQYly~ byg~ggbg~gigg~ GLay 
CH-3 [KA #105-83] UA25~63~i CH-~ [KA #322-8~] UA25~635 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 
RQn~ncul~5 mQc~QDtbu5 Schelle. 

CH-~ [KA #132-83] UA25~633 

HABITAT 

Both species of RQD~n~~l~5 monitoLed fOL this study 

gLOW in soil that is wet to completely satuLated with water. 

They do well on a hOLizontal surface undeLlain by alluvial 

sediments, Leceiving paLtial to full exposuLe to the sun's 

rays. 

PHENOLOGY 

These two heLbaceous peLennial butteLcups develop basal 

leaves in JanuaLY, displaying the basal Losette fOLm for 

fOUL months. In May theiL phenological pLofiles diveLge. 

The diminutive R~ bygrQgbgrgige~ floweLs in May and June, 
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produces the first mature achenes in June, and ceases most 

outward signs of vegetative growth by August. For the three 

months of October through December this species is not 

easily located. Rtmu.nc.u.lu.~ rntlc.t:tmtbu.~, on the other hand, 

is a much more visible and showy plant that flowers 

continuously from June through October, producing mature 

achenes from August until the plant resumes dormancy at the 

end of October. Stem elongation and leaf expansion do not 

seem to slow for this species; it remains vegetatively 

active until dying bock to ground level for November and 

December. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Sparse historical documentation for buttercup suggests 

the plants, achenes, and roots have been eaten. Groups in 

Utah and Nevada boiled entire buttercup plants to remove 

the acrid principle, and then consumed them (Yanovsky 1936: 

25). The achenes of E~ ~CllfQ~Dl~U~ were ground to a meal 

and used for baking in California (Vanovsky 1936): The 

roots of R~ iOQIDCeOu.S were eaten by the Acoma and Laguna of 

New Mexico (Swank 1932:65), and people apparently hod to be 

careful not to confuse this edible species with certain 

poisonous buttercup plants. At least one species of 

buttercup was eaten by Hungarian peasantry in Transylvania, 

as both a vegetable and a salad (Gunda 1977:11). 

People also sought buttercups for medicinal/ceremonial 

needs. The Kayenta NavajO in Arizona used RL c.~rnbtllQt:itl as 
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a »life medicine» (Wyman and Ha~~is 1951:22J. The Ramah 

NavajO of New Mexcio mode emetics f~om this species, and 

used R~ ~DgmQeD~~ to p~epa~e a cold infusion that se~ved as 

both d~ink and lotion fo~ p~otection f~om dange~ous animals 

(Uestal 1852:27J. Chinese collected EgDYD~~l~~ ~~le~gtYa 

fo~ a medicine (Altschul 1873:70J. 

No a~chaeological ~eco~d located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

It is not known if the two Canelo Hills butte~cup 

species a~e poisonous to humans. However, if they can be 

eaten and mode into medicinal decoctions, the plants could 

be gathe~ed from Janua~y th~ough Octobe~, fi~st as young 

leaves and then as matu~e individuals. Achenes could be 

collected in June f~om E~ b~grgQbgrgige~, and f~om August 

th~ough Octobe~ f~om E~ mg~rgDtb~a. Roots of both species 

would be available fo~ food du~ing all months except 

Novembe~ and Decembe~, easily located via above g~ound 

pa~ts. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Possibly butte~cup achenes would become pa~t of the 

ancient reco~d if p~epa~ed in a manne~ that exposed them to 

cha~~ing. Plants eaten ~aw, boiled as a pothe~b, o~ mode 

into a medicinal decoction would not be likely to su~vive. 

If roots were prepared for consumption by some method other 

than ~oasting, they would likewise probably not preserve in 

~ecognizable condition. 



JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 
RbgIDDU~ Detulgefglig GLeene. vaL. g~g~gtg K. & P. 

RC-5 (KA #1~~-83) UA25~630 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 
RhQmo~s CQl~[QLO~CQ Esch.·ssp. ~La~OQ (GLeene) Wolf. 

CH-9 (KA #151-83) UA25~629 

HABITAT 

RhQmo~s Q~t~lQ~[Ql~Q does well in dry soil less than 

five meteLs fLom the stLeam at Ramsey Canyon. The location 

is heavily shaded by nearby tall tLees. EbgIDDY~ ~glifgrDl~g 

can be found gLowing on a shallow slope composed of alluvial 

sediments ot Canelo Hills. Fully-satuLated soil in the aLea 

Leceives fLom 50-100% of the sun's Lays. 

PHENOLOGY 

The vegetative regimes of these two species of buck-

thorn aLe not at all alike. CalifoLnia buck-thoLn (R~ 

~glifgrDi~g) did not cease active stem elongation OL leaf 

---_. "'- -" . __ ... -. 
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growth during all months monitored; it was the only plant in 

this study that seemed to grow year round. On the other 

hand, birch-leaf buck-thorn CB~ Detulgefglig) lost all 

leaves in the fall after five months of growth, and then 

went dormont for a number of months. 

In contrast to vegetative activity, the sequence of 

reproductive events of these two species are similar. Both 

appear to have flower buds by May, and are in full flower 

for only the month of June. The fleshy drupes of birch-leaf 

buck-thorn are mature in August and September, while those 

of California buck-thorn are ripe in September and October. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Fruits of buck-thorn hove been eaten by modern groups 

[Table 58). Some, such as the Cahuilla [Bean and Saubel 

1972:131) and Kawaiisu [Zigmund 1981:58) of California, 

acknowledged potential laxative effects. BbcIDDu~ fruit have 

been found to contain purgative glycosides which can couse 

violent purgation and collapse, especially dangerous to 

children [Lewis and Lewis 1977:~O, 28~). Apparently people 

in Europe have been poisoned by eating the fruits of these 

plants [Bean ond Soubel 1972:131). 

Other ports of buck-thorn sought in historic times 

include the bark, ground up to treat constipation [Bean and 

Soubel 1972:131), and the roots used to stop the flow of 

blaod, stop infections and counteract poisoning CZigmunu 

1981:58). Leaves, buds ond immature berries were also 
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Table 58. Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of RbQmTI~~. 

SPECIES 

Rhamnus 
betulaefolia 

Rhnmnus 
califo~nica 

R. c~ocea 

Rhamnus spp. 

PART AND USE 

f~uit, g~ound cnd 
used in ce~emonies 

bark, ground to pow
de~ as a cu~e for 
constipation 

f~uit, steeped and 
drunk as a tonic 

fruit, eaten os a 
laxative 

fruit, eaten fresh 
or boiled 

leaves, buds and 
immatu~e be~~ies, as 
a medicine 

plant, as a 
medicine 

~oots, as a medicine 

f'~uit, eaten 

f'~uit, eaten 

fruit and seeds, 
eaten c~ushed 

GROUP(S] 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
A~izona 

Cahuilla, Califo~nia 

Cahuilla, California 

Cahuilla, Cdlifo~nia 

Owens Ualley Paiute, 
Califo~nia 

Cahuilla, Califo~nia 

Chumash, California 

Cahuilla, California 

Ua~ious g~oups in 
North America 

Tepehuan, Chihuahuo 

Kiliwa. Califo~nia 

REFERENCE 

Wyman and Har~is 
1951:31 

Beon ond Soubel 
1972:131 

Beon ond Soubal 
1972:131 

Zigmund 1981:58 

Stewo~d 1933:2~5 

2igmund 1981:58 

Timb~ock 198~: 
162 

2igmund 1981:58 

cited in Yonovsky 
1936:~2 

Pennington 1969:136 

Meigs 1939:9 ~ 
111 m 
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cLushed and Lubbed into burns (Zigmund 1981). 

A single archaeological LefeLence Leveals that buck

thoLn wood was recovered from a deposit at Bat Cave, a site 

on the Plains of San Augustin in west cantLal New Mexico 

(Smith 1950:179). TheLe is no clue as to the possible use 

of this mateLial, OL whathaL it could have been 

inadvertently intLoduced into ancient deposits. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

It seems prudent to speculate that buck-thorn fruit at 

both Ramsey Cony on and Canelo Hills would hove seLved as a 

medicine, Lather than a food, given the infoLmation in the 

ethnographic liteLature. Fruit could also be gathered fOL 

ceLemonial needs. Basically the months of August thLough 

October would pLovide this LeSOULce. BaLk and Loots sought 

fOL medicinal pLepaLations could be acquiLed at any time 

dULing the yeaL. Leaves of CalifoLnia buck-thoLn could be 

picked year round for medicine, but those of birch-leaf 

buck-thoLn are only pLesent ApLil through NovembeL. 

PREDICtIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

No methods that would routinely expose buck-thorn 

fLuit to fiLa were mentioned in the ethnogLaphic liteLatuLe. 

If these habits pLavailed in pLehistoLY, chances of seeds 

pLeseLvation are low. Likelihood of highly peLhishable paLts 

such as buds, immature beLLies, baLk OL leaves surviving is 

also low. It is not thought that much in the way of Rb~mD~~ 

evidence would Lemain to signal ancient use. 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 
CH-6 (KA #109-83) UA25~897 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
RC-2 (KA #115-83) UA25~876 

HABITAT 

Rb~§ t~~lQQgtQ occurs in dry soil at both Canelo Hills 

and Ramsey Canyon. At Canelo Hills it does well on a west-

facing steep slope in partial shade. At Ramsey Canyon it 

grows in a boulder field adjacent to the stream, again in an 

understory situation of filtered light. 

PHENOLOGY 

Skunk-bush or squaw-bush is one of the few plants ror 

which phenological observations were made in both locations. 

The sequence of lire-cycle events is not synchronous, with 

the Ramsey Canyon plants appearing to follow those at Canelo 
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by about one month. Also of interest, the period of plant 

activity is up to two months longer at Canelo Hills, 

encompassing both May and November; at Ramsey Canyon skunk-

bush appears outwardly inactive during these two months. 

Dormancy seems broken in Canelo Hills in May, followed 

by a month of active vegetative growth and flower bud 

development. By July the plants are in full flower, with 

immature fruits present. Flowers have withered by August 

and fruits are mature and still clinging to the plants 

during the months of October-January. Leaves seem full-

grown and stem elongation ceases by October. This same 

sequence is basically repeated at Ramsey Canyon, although 

the events all occur within the five months of June to 

October, at which time dormancy is apparent. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Both the ethnographic and archaeological records on 

Rb~~ t£1lQQQtg use are extensive. Because of this, the 

available data has been surnmarized in Tables 59 and 60. All 

parts of skunk-bush seem to have been utilized in historic 

times, including berries, bark, leaves, twigs, roots, buds, 

pollen and wood. Primary emphasis seems to have been on the 

value of the berries as a food, either eaten raw or dried 

for later use, and as a beverage flavoring. Berries also 

served as a mordant for dyeing, a body paint and a medicine. 

Oil boiled from them provided a hair tonic. Seeds and fruit 

recovered in the archaeological record suggest a long 
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Table 59. Ethnographic references to the use of Rb~~ t~ilQQ~tQ. 

PART USE GROUP(S] NOTES 

Bark Ceremonial Camanche, Used in sweat 
Oklahoma lodge 

Food Navajo Eaten with salt 
or ground up 

Food Ramah Navajo Inner bark eaten 

Medicinal (for Spanish along Ground into a 
sore mouth] Ria Grande powder 

Medicinal Acoma and Laguna Tea as a douche 
after childbirth 

Medicinal Jemez Chewed for sore 
gums 

Medicinal Camanche, Chewed for cold 
Oklahoma r-emedy 

"Berries" Beverage Cahuilla Harvested May-
July 

Beverage Kiowa, Oklahoma Boiled as a tea 

REFERENCE 

Carlson and 
Jones 19':1:0: 
527-538 

Bailey 19':1:0: 
288 

Vestal 1952: 
35-36 

Curtin 1965: 
113 

Swank 1932: 
66 

Cook 1930: 
27 

Carlson and 
Jones 19':1:0: 
527-538 

Bean and 
Saubel 1972: 
132; Barrows 
1900 

Vestal and 
Schultes 
1939: 39-LJ:0 ..!= 

m 
o 



Table 59 (cont.) Ethnographic references to the use of Rbu~ t~ilgQgtg. 

PPJRT 

"Berries" 

USE 

Beverage 

Beverage 

Beverage 

Beverage 

Body paint 

Food, fresh or 
ground as flour 
for soup 

Food, dried 

Food 

Food 

GROUP[S) 

Acoma and Laguna 

Hopi 

Hopi 

Western Apache 

Hopi 

Cahuilla, S. 
California 

Southwest U.S. 

NnvaJo 

Chiricahua and 
Mescalero 
Apache 

NOTES 

Fruit crushed 

As "lemonade" 

Picked green 
for "softer" 
seed 

Flavoring 

Harvested May
July 

Gathered all 
summer long 

Ground and mixed 
with water 

Ground with Agave 
and stored; 
sought summer 
and fall 

REFERENCE 

Swank 1932: 
66 

Whiting 
1966:8':1: 

Nequatewa 
19':1:3:20 

Gallagher 
1977 

Whiting 
1966:8':1: 

Beon and 
Saubel 1972: 
132 

Palmer 1878: 
597-598 

Bailey 19':1:0: 
2BB; 

Matthews 
1886:771 

Castetter 
and Opler 
1936: 37, ':1:6 ~ 

m ..... 
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Table 59 (cont.) Ethnographic references to the use of Rbu~ ~rilgQQ~g. 

PART USE GROUP(S] NOTES REFERENCE 

"Ber:r:ies" Food Kiowa, Oklahoma Mixed with corn Uestal and 
meal Shultes 

1939: 39-'i0 

Food Navajo Mixed with cor:n Elmor:e 19'i'i: 
meal; eaten 51 
fresh 

Food Ramah Navajo Extensively Uestal 1952: 
stored 35-36 

Food Picuris Krenetsky 
195'f:'fB 

Food Isleta Relish/Appetizer Jones 1931 

Food Acoma, Laguna Seasoning, or Swank 1932: 
eaten r:aw 56 

Food Santa Ana White 19'f5: 
563 

Food Jemez Eaten in spring Cook 1930: 
27 

Food White Mt. Apache Eaten in "old Reagan 1929: 
times" 150, 160 

Food Wester:n Apache Eaten raw or: Gallagher 
dr:ied 1977 

oJ: 

Food S. Paiute Fresh or dried Bye 1972:92 m 
ru 
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Table 59 (cent.J Ethnographic reFerences to the use of Rbu~ tLilQQ~tQ. 

PART USE 

"Berries" Food 

Food 

Food 

Food 

Hair tonic 

Medicine 

Medicine 

Mordant in dyeing 

Branches Hoe handles 

Buds Medicinel 

GROUP[SJ 

NE Yavapai 

Gosiute 

Luisenos 

Cahuilla 

Ramah Navajo 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Acoma and Laguna 

Hopi 

Jemez 

Hopi 

NOTES 

Picked red Fruit 
in June 

Ate Fruit 

Ground into a 
meal 

Ate Fresh or 
dried 

Obtained by 
boiling 

Whole ber"['ies 
os a cure For 
stomach trouble 

As a mouth 
wash 

For wool 

Also as perFume 

REFERENCE 

GiFFord 
1936:257 

Chamberlin 
1911: 379 

Sparkman 
1908 

Borrows 
1900: 16, 'i2 

Vestal 1952: 
35-36 

Vestal and 
Schultes 
1939: 39-LtO 

Swonk 1932: 
66 

Whiting 
1966:8Lt 

Cook 1930: 
27 

Whiting 
1966:8Lt; 

Hough 1898: 
lLt3-150 

"J: 
m 
w 
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Table 59 (cant.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or Hby~ t~ilgbgtg. 

PART USE 

Leaves Black dye 

Medicine 

Medicine 

Smoking substance 

Smoking substance 

Pollen Ceremonial 

Roots Hair rinse 

Medicinal 

Root bark Medicinal 

Stems Basket-making 

GROUP[S] 

Ramah Navajo 

Ramah Navajo 

Acoma and Laguna 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Santa Ana 

Navajo 

Spanish, Rio 
Grande, New Mex. 

Hopi 

Ramah Navajo 

Cahui 110, S. 
Calirornia 

NOTES 

For basketry 
and wool 

For stomach and. 
skin problems 

Emetic and ror 
stomach problems 

Mixed with 
tobacco 

Mixed with 
tobacco 

»Encouraged 
hair growth» 

Used in child
birth 

REFERENCE 

Vestal 1952: 
35-36 

Vestal 1952: 
35-36 

Swank 1932: 
66 

Uestal and 
Schultes 
1939:30-'iO 

White 19'±5: 
563 

Elmore 19'±1f: 
61 

Curtin 1965: 
113 

Whiting 
1S66:B'± 

Vestal 1952: 
35-36 

Bean and 
Saubel 1972 

0+: m 
0+: 
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Table 59 [cant.) Ethnographic rererences to the use or Ebu~ ~~llgbgtg. 

PART USE GROUP[S] NOTES REFERENCE 

Stems Basket-making Southwest U.S. Baskets used Palmer 1878: 
rot" cooking 597-598 

Basket-making Navajo Matthews 
1886:771 

Basket-making Kayenta Navajo Wyman and 
Harrris 
1953::31 

Basket-making Ramah NavajO Vestal 1852: 
35-36 

Basket-making Acoma and Laguna Swcnk 1832: 
66 

Bcsket-making Jemez Cook 1930: 
27 

Basket-making Zuni Used with and Stevenson 
without bark 1915:81 

Basket-making Hopi Whiting 
1966:8Y: 

Basket-making White Mt. Apache Reagan 1928: 
150, 160 

Basket-making Western Apache Collected in Gallaghet" 
roll; too "soppy" 1877:22, 
in spt"ing 59, 103 tl= 

m 
111 
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Table 59 [cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of Hbu~ t~~lgQgtg. 

PART USE 

Stemg Basket-making 

Basket-making 

Basket-making 

Black dye 

BoUls 

BoUls 

BoUls 

BoUls 

Ceremonial 

Ceremonial 

Ceremonial 

GRDUP[S] 

S. Paiute 

KaUlaiisu 

Luisenos 

Navajo 

Navajo 

Picuris 

Ramah NavajO 

Acoma and Laguna 

NavajO 

Zuni 

Ramah Navajo 

NOTES 

Water-proofed 
Ulith pinyon pitch 

Mixed Ulith ochre 
and pinyon pitch 

Sacred offering 

Prayer sticks 

REFERENCE 

Bye 1972: 
92 

2igmund 
1981:59 

Sparkman 
1908 

Bryan and 
Young 191f0 

Elmore 
191f1f:61 

Krenetsky 
1961f:1f8 

Uestal 1952: 
35-36 

SUlank 
1932:66 

Elmore 
191f1f:61 

Stevenson 
1915:97 

Uestal 
1952:35-36 

,./: 
m 
m 
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Table 59 [cant.] EthnogLaphic LereLences to the use or Rbu~ ~~llg~g~g. 

PART 

Stems 

Unknown 
paLt 

Woad 

USE 

CLadles 

WateL battles, 
speaL sharts, 
sun shades 

WateL jugs 

Medicinal 

Ceremonial 

GROUP[S] 

Hopi 

Ramah Navajo 

White Nt. Apache 

Kayenta Navajo 

Hopi 

NOTES 

Lotion For
poison ivy and 
der-matitis 

Kiva Fuel and 
pLayeL sticks 

REFERENCE 

Whiting 
1966:8'± 

Vestal 1952: 
35-36 

Reagan 1929: 
150, 160 

Wyman and 
Har-r-is 
1951:31 

Whiting 
1966:8'± 

..t: 
m 
'-.J 
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Table 60. Prehistoric references to Rbu~ t~ilgQgtg remains. 

PART USE GRDUP[S] NOTES 

Fruit Grasshopper Pueblo 
Arizona (A.D. 
1300-1'±00] 

Seeds Basketmaker III Carbonized 
Cimarron, New Max. 
(A.D. 700-800] 

Seeds -Salmon Ruin, New Possibly 
Mexico [A.D. stored 
1080-1280) 

Twigs Various objects, Cowboy Cave, Bark also 
including split Utah 
twig figurines 

Twigs Coiled basket Chimney Rock, Charred; twigs 
Colorado (A.D. 1-2 years old 
1000's) 

Twigs Basketry material, Johnson Canyon 
Roofing material, Colorado, Pueblo 
Axe handle III 

REFERENCE 

Bohrer 1882 

Kirkpatrick 
and Ford 
1977:263 

Doebley 
1876:38; 

80hrer 1980 

Janetski 
1880:85,87; 

Hewitt 1980a: 
72 

Minnis and 
Ford 1877: 
88 

Nickens 
1981:7Lt 

0+ 
m 
ro 
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history of berry use in the southwestern United States. At 

Salmon Ruin in northwestern New Mexico Bohrer (1982) 

suggested possible storage of this food resource. 

The pliable stems of this plant have apparently served 

numerous groups as basketry matetial. Occasionally the 

finished containers were water-proofed with pinyon pitch. 

Other items fashioned from slender withes included bows. 

cradles, water bottles. spear shafts. and sun shades. The 

larger branches made hoe handles. The prehistoric record 

contains references to various objects fashioned of Rb~s 

t~ilQDQtQ twigs, including coiled basketry, roofing 

material, an axe handle and a number of split-twig 

figurines. 

Other parts of the skunk-bush plant filled additional 

needs in historic times. For example, the Hopi collected 

buds for medicinal and perfume use and the NavajO gathered 

pollen for a ceremonial need. Roots were prepared as both a 

medicine and a hair rinse. The Hopi made prayer sticks and 

used the wood as a kiva fuel. Bark served a number of 

functions. When ground to a powder it provided a mouth 

rinse. NavajO groups ate the inner bark. Others chewed the 

bark for sore gums or as a cold remedy. Ceremonially it was 

employed in the sweat lodge. A tea made from bark served as 

a douche after childbirth. Leaves were mixed with tobacco 

and smoked, used in preparation of a black dye, and 

considered a medicine. 
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Humans have obviously discove~ed a ve~y b~oad potential 

fo~ the Bb~~ trllcDgtQ plant. At Ramsey Canyon and Canela 

Hills the matu~e f~uit appea~s to cling to the plant fo~ at 

least a two-month pe~iod in the fall, ~ipening as ea~ly as 

Septembe~ and sometimes ~emaining on the plants until 

Janua~y of the following yea~. This ~athe~ long pe~iod of 

availability would p~ovide continued oppo~tunities fo~ 

ha~vest. F~esh f~uits might be consumed as is, o~ c~ushed 

and mixed with wate~ fo~ a ta~t beve~age. Tho~oughly d~ied 

f~uits could be sto~ed indefinitely, eithe~ whole o~ g~ound. 

The season of ha~vest would va~y by geog~aphic location, as 

appa~ently the Cahuilla of southe~n Califo~nia sought the 

be~~ies in May-July, the no~theaste~n Yavapai in A~izona 

found them in June, and the Jemez of New Mexico ate them "in 

the sp~ing». 

The notion that Rb~§ t~~lQb~tQ might p~ovide mate~ial 

to const~uct baskets o~ othe~ needed items seems cont~a

dicto~y when one looks at the matu~e plant. Stiff, 

b~eakable, sho~t twigs abound in a complex b~anching habit. 

Howeve~, Boh~e~ (1983] has pointed out that it is possible 

to acqui~e long flexible wands by bu~ning o~ cutting back 

the plant in the fall to encou~age sp~ingtime "sucker" 

g~owth. Appa~ently one of the split-twig figu~ines 

~ecove~ed f~om the G~and Canyon was fashioned f~om a skunk-
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bush wand over six feet long; this figure still had petiole 

and leaf evidence which provided a secure identification. 

Some of these items date to the Archaic period (3500 B.P.]. 

The months of May-July may have provided the supple wands in 

southeastern Arizona settings. However, the Western Apache 

in Arizona seem to have also gathered twigs in the fall, 

considering those available in the spring too "sappy". 

Buds and pollen would have a season of availability 

from June through August. Leaves could be gathered during 

most of the time of active plant growth and reproduction. 

Wood, roots, branches and bark would presumably be 

accessible year-round, as even though the plant goes 

dormant, above-ground parts remain as an indicator of 

presence. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The archaeological record is likely to reveal evidence 

of whole skunk-bush berry use, although perhaps not 

extensively due to the habits of people to eat the fruit raw 

or grind it with other foodstuffs. Preserved human fecal 

material could easily retain the seeds. Fruit prepared as a 

beverage would be unlikely to preserve. Since historic 

groups employed no preparation technique that exposed whole 

fruit to fire, cooking accidents would not yield evidence of 

skunk-bush. 

Baskets and other items fashioned of skunk-bush twigs 

would provide a record of this plant if the items were 

-------------------------
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burned or retained in a well-protected location. Items 

water-proofed with pinyan pitch might last longer due to a 

preserving coating. Woad burned in a firepit or a branch 

made into 0 digging implement could be identified an the 

basis of anatomy. 

Parts less likely to be preserved and identified 

include the very perishable buds, and roots and bark whose 

anatomies might overlap many ather plant species in 

appearance. Possibly the pallen could be recovered. The 

typical three-lobed leaves would be eosily identified, 

provided they hod not been ground up or bailed, os mast 

historic references suggest. 
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HABITAT 

Ribe~ ~~~e~m th~ives th~oughout the a~ea of Canelo Hills 

Cienega. The species was monito~ed within 10 mete~s of 

bath the cienega and the peLmanent st~eam, in wet soil 

composed mainly of alluvial sediments. The a~ea ~eceives 

less than 50% exposu~e to sunlight in summe~ months, mo~e in 

the winte~ do~mant season. 

PHENOLOGY 

Golden CUL~ant was among the ve~y fi~st species to 

pLoduce young new leaf g~owth, noticed initially in JanuaLY. 

FOL two months the leaves of these sh~ubs continued to be 

p~actically the only gLeen g~owth obvious in the cienega 

oLea. Full floweLing began in Ma~ch, and immatu~e g~een 

beLLies fo~med sho~tly the~eafte~. This f~uit matu~ed by 

July and Lemained clinging to the b~anches th~ough OctobeL. 

Octobe~ was also the month in which active stem g~owth was 

no longeL oppaLentj leaf expansion had slowed consideLably 

in June, some months eaLlie~. The peLiod of full do~mancy 
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fOL golden CULLant spanned only the months of NovembeL and 

DecembeL. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

It is cleaL that the most impoLtant LeSOULce offeLed by 

vaLious CULLant OL goosebeLLY species, including R~ a~Le~m, 

has been the fLUit as food CTable 61]. The beLLies weLe 

picked and eaten fLesh, OL dLied fOL winteL use. Sometimes 

they weLe gLound up and made into small cakes. MOLe than 

one gLOUP found them "to have a veLY pleasant tast~" (Jones 

1931:~2), be "highly Lelished" CStevenson 1915:70] OL "much 

gatheLed" fOL food CHough 1898:1~3]. When the bushes bOLe 

abundantly the fLuit was "dLied in quantity" CChambeLlin 

1911:379]. AppaLently one could oveLindulge in Ribe~ fLUit, 

fOL the Hopi felt eating too many would make them sick 

CNequatewa 19~3:18; Whiting 1966:78]. 

In addition to the Lipe fLuit, otheL paLts such as 

leaves, stems, wood and possibly the entiLe plant offeLed 

LesouLces to humans. The Zuni ate the fresh leaves of E~ 

lD~~~lQD~ in the spLing, because they were some of the fiLst 

leaves to be availoble CStevenson 1915:70]. In fact, theiL 

nome fOL the plant meant "fiLst to leaf out" (Cushing 197~: 

2~2]. As an indicatoL of season, the Ramah NavajO timed the 

plowing of fields to when this same species began to gLeen 

up, and the planting of maize to when it leafed out CUestal 

1952:30]. 

CULLant stems and wood weLe fashioned into vaLious 
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Table 61. Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of Eibe~. 

SPECIES 

R. au~eum 

R. cereum 

R. inebrians 

PART AND USE 

f~uit, eaten 

f~uit, eaten 

f~uit, eaten 

f~uit, eaten 

f~uit, eaten fresh 
o~ dried in quantity 
fo~ winte~ 

fruit, eaten 

f~uit, eaten 

f~uit, eaten fresh 

fruit, eaten 

f~uit, eaten 

fruit, eaten 

GRDUP[S] 

Pacific Northeast 
g~oups 

NE Yavapai, Arizona 

Kaibab Paiute, Utah 
and A~izana 

Owens Ualley Paiute, 
Calif"o~nia 

Gosiute, Nevada 
and Utah 

Hopi, Arizona 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Navajo 

Ramah NavaJo, 
New Mexico 

Tewa of New Mexico 

Zuni, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

French 1965 

Gifford 1936:258 

Kelly 196'f:'f3 

Steward 1933:2'fS 

Chambe~lin 1911: 
379 

Hough 18S8:1'f3 

Swank 1932:66 

Bailey 19'fO:288j 
Elmore 19'f'f:52 

Uestal 1952:30 

Robbins et 01. 
1916:'f8 

Stevenson 1915:70 
~ 
-....J 
U1 
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Table 61 [cant.) Ethnographic references to the use of R1bes. 

SPECIES 

R. inebriens 

PART AND USE 

fruit, eeten fresh or 
preserved 

fruit, eeten 

fruit, eeten 

fruit, cooked or 
ground with corn meel 

fruit, eeten fresh or 
cooked 

leeves, eoten fresh 
with uncooked mutton 
or deer fat 

stems, mede into 
errowshefts 

unknown partes), es a 
medicine and 
ceremonial emetic 

wood, made into 
spinning tools 

wood, used in arrow 
making 

GROUPICS) 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Cochiti, 
New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizone 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
Arizone 

White Mt. Apeche, 
Arizone 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Romeh Nevejo, 
New Mexico 

Kayente NavajO, 
Arizone 

NavajO 

Hopi, Arizone 

REFERENCE 

Jones 1931:Lf2 

Longe 1968:150 

Whiting 1966:78; 
Nequetewa 19Lf3:18 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:26 

Reegen 1929:160 

Stevenson 1915:70 

Uestel 1952: ~m 

Wyman and Harris 
1951: 26 

Elmore 19LfLf:52 

Whiting 1966:78 
.t: 
-..J m 
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Table 61 [cont.) Ethnographic rererences to the use or R~Qe~. 

SPECIES 

R. inebrions 

R. inerme 

R. leptanthum 

R. montigenum 

R. odorotum 

R. pinetorum 

PART AND USE 

wood, made into 
bows 

wood, made into 
bows and other 
articles 

fruit, eaten 

rruit, eaten 

fruit, eaten rresh 
or made into cakes 
ror winter use 

rruit, eaten 

rruits, eaten fresh 
or made into jelly 

plants, used in 
treating snakebite 

rruit, cooked and 
eaten 

GROUP(S) 

Tewa or New Mexico 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Robbins et al. 
1916:LfB 

Lange 196B:150 

Mescalero Apache ond Costetter 1935:Lf9 
many Rio Grande Uolley 
groups, New Mexico 

NavajO in Chaco 
Canyon region or 
New Mexico 

Mescalero and 
.Chiricahua Apache 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Picuris, New Mexico 

Hocking 1956:155 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:LfLf 

Swank 1932:66 

Uestal ond Schultes 
1938:29 

Uestal and Schultes 
1939:29 

Krenetsky 196Lf: 
LfB 

w: 
..." 
..." 
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Table 51 (cont.J Ethnographic references to the use of R~Qe~. 

SPECIES 

R. pinetorum 

Ribas spp. 

PART AND USE 

fruit, ground and 
compressed into 
cokes for winter use 

unknown port, used 
as on emetic 

fruit, eaten fresh 
or dried and stored; 
stored fruit was 
soaked in water or 
boiled 

root, used to cure 
toothache 

GROUP(SJ 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

NavajO 

Kawaiisu, California 

Luiseno, California 

REFERENCE 

Castetter and Opler 
1935:LfLf 

Wyman and Harris 
19Lfl:S8 

Zigmund 1981:60-
61 

Sparkman 1908: 
232 

0+: 

'" (II 
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artifacts, perhaps because it was considered "very hard» by 

some (Elmore 19~~:s2). Arrowshafts were made from stems ond 

wood, and spinning tools, bows and other articles from the 

wood. Some partes) of currant plants were gathered and used 

as a medicine, ceLemoniol emetic and in treating snakebites. 

A single chorred seed of R1Q~~ from a Dolores River 

valley site in southwestern Colorado dating to A.D. 850-900 

hints that the resource may have been utilized in prehistory 

[Benz 198~:205). R~Q~a wood, perhaps that of golden 

currant, was listed as coming from a number of strata at Bat 

Cave in southcentrol New Mexico ESmith 1950:172). 

SIGNIfICANCE fOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills, some of the first leaves to emerge in 

the spring are those of golden currant in January and 

February. When young they could possibly be eaten, as the 

Zuni did in historic times. The ripe berries would provide 

another dependable resource, possibly clinging to branches 

for the four months of July through October. Wood and stems 

for various tools could presumably be collected throughout 

the year. PartEs) gathered for medicinal needs and 

ceremonial emetics cannot be clearly given a period of 

availability, since it is not known precisely what they are. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since so many of the historic references are to 

consumption of the fresh, cooked or ground Ribes fruit, it 

is not considered likely that many would survive in the 
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aLchaeologicol LecoLd unless accidentally bu.ned. TendeL 

yaung leaves picked in the eaLly paLt of the yea. may be too 

delicate to p.eseLve. PeLhaps only the wood might be 

Letained to signal ancient use of this species, if the 

conditions af pLeseLvation weLe excellent. 
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HABITAT 

One can find RQQiOiQ oeQme~icQoQ g~owing in d~y soil in 

pa~tially shaded a~eas along the st~eam at Ramsey Canyon. 

The species does well in ove~bank sediments o~ in a mixtu~e 

of colluvium and g~anite bed~ock. 

PHENOLOGY 

The medium-sized New Mexican locust t~ee eme~ges f~om 

do~mancy in Ap~il, when both stem elongation and leaf g~owth 

become obvious. Full-flowe~ing begins immediately 

the~eafte~ in May. By June, not only flowe~ing, but the 

fi~st ~ipe pods, a~e seen. Ripe f~uit can be found 

th~oughout the fou~ month pe~iod of June th~ough Septembe~. 

Vegetative g~owth slows conside~ably in Dctobe~, when only 

fully matu~e leaves a~e noticeable on b~anches. By Decembe~ 

these leaves have dehisced f~om the t~ees, and a fou~ month 

do~mancy pe~iod ~esumes. 

ETHN06RAPtlIC/ARCHAEOL06ICAL RECORDS 

The ba~k, ~oots and seeds of New Mexican locust a~e 
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reported to be poisonous (Kearney and Peebles 1960:~~2J. 

Likewise, R~ g~a~~Q=~~g~~g apparently contains poisonous 

substances in the inner bark, young leaves and seeds, 

causing human pOisoning, especially of children (Lewis and 

Lewis 1977:~SJ. Thus it is interesting to view the Lange of 

historic references to use of these two species (Table 62J. 

Young pods of both species appear to have been cooked and 

eaten, and seeds of R~ ~~~ygQ=Q~Q~lQ were noted as consumed. 

A number of authors note that the bright pink clusters of 

New Mexican locust flowers provide sweet "vegetables" in the 

spring. The inedible branches have been fashioned into bows 

and arrow shafts. 

The prehistoric record revealed a single reference to 

acquisition of BQQlDlQ. Wood identified as this genus was 

listed by Wetterstrom (1976:121J as one of the types sought 

as firewood at Arroyo Hondo Pueblo, an A.D. 1300-1~SO adobe 

structure in the Santa Fe area of New Mexico. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Flower clusters of New Mexican locust could be gathered 

and eaten raw or cooked in May and June. Young pods are 

available in both June and July; mature seeds could be 

collected from pods June through September. Branches for 

fashioning bows or arrow shafts are present year-round, 

though they moy have been preferred in a specific season. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Due to their perishable nature, New Mexican locust 
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Table 62. Ethnographic reFerences to the use of RQQinia. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

R. neomexicana branches, For 
bows 

Robinia 
pseudo-acacia 

branches, For 
bows 

branches, For 
arrow shaFts 

Flowers, eaten without 
preparation 

Flowers, eaten aFter 
boiling 

Flowers, eaten aFter 
boiling; sometimes 
stored 

pods, eaten raw or 
cooked; sometimes 
stored 

pods (young). as 
Food 

seeds, cooked with 
meat 

GRDUP(S) 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Tewa, New Mexico 

Acoma ond Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Kaibab Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Appalachia Area, 
Eastern U.S. 

Appalachia Area, 
Eastern U.S. 

REFERENCE 

Cook 1930:27 

Robbins et al. 
1916:Y:8 

Swank 1932:67 

Cook 1930:27 

Kelly 196'1:'16 

Castetter and Dpler 
1936:1f2 

Castetter and Dpler 
1936:Y:2 

Core 1967 

Core 1967 

.& 
(D 
w 
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flower clusters and young pods do not have high likelihood 

of surviving in the oncient record. Seeds [beons), on the 

other hand, might preserve if in a protected locotion or if 

they became charred through some means. The historic 

practice of "cooking" the beans, if also a prehistoric 

preparation technique, would reduce chances of recovering 

this genus in prehistoric deposits. 
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B~gD~~~lg 19~~Dlgtg L. 
RC-~ (K~ #1~3-83) U~25~993 
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HABITAT 

moist soil under the canopy of vegetation along the stream 

at Ramsey Canyon. It does well in a substrate of colluvium 

and granite boulders. Exposure to the sun is fairly low, 

ranging up to 50%. 

PHENOLOGY 

The phenology of cut-leaf coneflower at Ramsey Canyon 

is not completely known because floods in both the summers 

of 1983 and 198~ devastated the population under 

observation. It is not certain exactly what the normal 

sequence of phenological events for October and November 

would be for this species. 

This perennial remains dormant until April, when it is 

first seen rapidly elongating and with much new leaf 

expansion. Flowering begins in June, and continues in full 

force through August. Immature achenes formed in June and 

July appear ripe in ~ugust. What happens after this is 
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unclear; after July floods in 1983 the plant was observed in 

recovering vegetative condition in September, however this 

is probably not the normal course of events. It is known 

that the plant is dormant from December through March. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Uses listed for this large perennial plant are limited. 

Cut-leaf coneflower is reported to be poisonous to cattle, 

sheep and swine (Kearney and Peebles 1960:898; Lewis and 

Lewis 1977:58). The ethnographic literature hints, however, 

that the plant may not be poisonous to humans. Spanish-

Americans living along the upper Rio Grande river in New 

Mexico used this species as a remedy for gonorrhea in 

historic times. They boiled the dry green leaves in water, 

and drank a cup of the resulting tea every morning (Curtin 

1965:7'i-75). Castetter [1935:50) mentions that the young 

stems of this plant hove been used at San Felipe pueblo in 

New Mexico in the same way as celery, having been considered 

~elicious. 

No archaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

If people are actually able to eat cut-leaf coneflower, 

the young shoots could be harvested in April and May, and 

again later in the season if for some reason the plant had 

been damaged end was in the process of recovering. Leaves 

are available for tea preparation at least from April 

through September, and likely beyond. 
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PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Young shoots eaten as a celery, and leaves b~ewed into 

a tea aLe not parts thot are normally preserved in the 

ancient record. It is unlikely that prehistoLic use of 

these parts would survive to reveal choice of this species 

by humans. 
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R\,lme~ 
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fully 

Hills. The 

species grows on a flat surface underlain by alluvium, and 

exposure to sunlight varies, depending on closeness of 

toller shrubs and trees. 

PHENOLOGY 

This apparently annual dock [Kearney and Peebles 1960: 

2LfLfJ is present for eleven months at Canelo Hills, absent 

only during the month of October. Presumably a seed 

germinates in November, and the plant remains in vegetative 

state with only leaves present through the following winter 

and spring. Rapidly the plant sends up a flowering stalk on 

a stem in June. Mature fruit are available in August and 

September, and by October the plant has turned brown and 

dispersed the winged reproductive units. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

A number of dock species, including R~ ~iQlQ~C~O~, are 
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noted in the ethnographic literature as having a variety of 

uses in historic times (Table 63J. The most frequently 

sought part seems to have been the roots. They were 

gathered to be eaten, boiled as a medicine, dried and 

powdered as a remedy for sores, used to tan buckskins, 

prepared as a body and cloth dye, made into a dandruff 

shampoo, and burned as tinder or fuel for a hot fire. 

Leaves of many species have been saten raw, boiled or fried 

as greens, or made into a medicine. Young stems provided a 

boiled, baked or roasted rhubarb substitute. That these 

vegetative parts (roots, leaves, stemsJ offered a food is 

interesting in light of some of their chemical components. 

Dock plants contain soluble ~xalates, according to Lewis and 

Lewis (1977:3'fJ, and RL b~m~nQ~~g~lU~ has a high tannin 

content (Kearney and Peebles 1960:2'f5J. People perhaps 

rendered these chemical harmless by different preparation 

methods. 

Two reproductive parts were also collected. Uarious 

groups considered the seeds edible; generally they would be 

parched or roasted, ground, and cooked into a mush. Even 

the pollen was gathered for use in ceremonies. 

A single reference to a prehistoric occurrence of dock 

was found in the literature searched. The seeds of RYIDe~ 

cf. utgbeD~l~ were reported in two coprolite specimens 

doting to on A.D. 7'fO occupation of Lovelock Cave in west-

central Nevada (Heizer and Nopton 1969:567J. 
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Table 63. Ethnographic references to the use of Rumao. 

SPECIES 

R. oltissimus 

R. crispus· 

PART AND USE 

leaves as greens, 
boiled or fried 

leaves, as a food 
and medicine 

leaves, eaten as 
greens 

leaves and plant 
as a medicine 

roots, as a 
medicine boiled 
or dried 

roots, peeled and 
eaten raw or boiled 
as a medicine 

roots, dried, 
pounded, and made 
into rJ medicinal 
decoction 

roots, powdered and 
applied as a 
medicine 

GRDUP[S] 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

Omaha and Teton 
Dakota, Missouri 
River Region 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

NE Yavapai, Arizona 

Owens Valley Paiute, 
California 

Western Shoshone, 
Nevada and Idaho 

Zuni, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1969: 
138 

Gilmore 1977:25 

Jones 1931:'i:2 

Vestal 1952:2'i: 

Gifford 1936:258 

Steward 1933:317 

Smith 1972:82 

Camazine and Bye 
1980:378. 

·R~m§o Qci~Q~§ is a native of Eurasia [Kearney and Peebles 1960:2'i:5J. 
oJ: 
lD 
o 
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Table 63 [cant.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or R~meo. 

SPECIES 

R. crispus· 

R. rueginus 

Rumex 
hymenosepalus 

PART AND USE 

seeds, on important 
spring Food; pounded 
and ground 

stalk, roasted and 
eaten in famine 
times 

plant, as a medicinal 
inFusion 

seeds, as a Food, 
made into mush 

leaves, boiled as 
greens in the spring 

leaves, eaten as 
greens in spring 

pollen, used in 
ceremonies 

roots, as a medi
cine 

roots, as a medi
cine 

GROUP(S] 

Cocopa, Lower 
Colorado River 

NE Yavapai, Arizona 

Kayenta NavajO 

Kayenta NavajO 

Kaibab Paiute, 
Arizona and Utah 

Popago, Arizona 

Kayenta NavajO, 
Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Kelly 1977:39 

GiFFord 1936:258 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:20 

Wyman and Harris 
1951: 20 

Kelly 196Lf:Lf6 

Castetter and Under
hill 1935:1Lf 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:20 

Wichita and Pownee, Gilmore 1977:25 
Missouri River Region 

Spanish Americans, Curtin 1965:Lf9 
Rio Grande River, 
New Mexico 

·E~IDe~ ~~~SgyS is a native of Eurasia [Kearney and Peebles 1960:2Lf5J. 
0+ 
tD 
t-> 
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Table 63 [cant.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or R~m~o. 

SPECIES 

Rumex 
hymenosepalus 

PART AND USE 

roots, chopped and 
boiled as a 
medicinal teo; or 
dried and powdered 
as a medicine 

roots, pounded and 
swallowed dryas 
a medicine 

roots, chewed as 
a medic~ne; alsa 
dried 

roots, as a soap ond 
powdered medicine 

roots, as a dye ond 
medicine 

[""oots, to tan 
buckskins and in 
dyeing brown or 
mahogany 

roots, as a dye or 
medicine 

roots, as a dye both 
fresh and dried 

GRDUP(S] 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

Papago, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

Groups in Utah 

Ramah NavajO 

Navaja 

REFERENCE 

Gallagher 1977: 
95, 110 

Castetter and 
Underhill 1935:1~ 

Curtin 198~:51-52 

Russell 1975:76, 
80 

Whiting 1966:73 

Palmer 1878:653 

Uestal 1952:2Ll 

Elmore 19~~:~3 

t4= 
tD 
ru 
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Table 63 (cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of R~me~. 

SPECIES 

Rumex 
hymenosepalus 

R. mexicanus 

PART AND USE 

roots, to tan 
buckskins, as a body 
dye and fuel for a 
hot fire 

roots, boiled to dye 
deerskin, or as a 
dandruff remedy 

roots, soaked to 
tan hides, willow 
withes and yarn 

seeds, roasted and 
ground for food 

stems, eaten as 
rhubarb 

stems, eaten as 
rhubarb 

stems, eaten as 
rhubarb aEter 
baking 

stems, eaten after 
roasting 

leaves, as a 
medicinal tea 

GRDUP[S] 

S. Paiute, 
Utah 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Groups in Utah 

Pima, Arizona 

Navajo 

Pima, Arizona 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Bye 1972:95 

Gallagher 1977: 
95, 110 

Curtin 198~:51-52 
Russell 1975:76, 
80 

Curtin 198~:51-52 

Palmer 1878:653 

Curtin 198~:51-52 

Elmore 19~~:~3 

Russell 1975:76, 
80 

Reagan 1929:160 
..J: 
W 
W 
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Table 63 [cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of Rume~. 

SPECIES 

R. mexicanus 

Rumex 
occidentalis 

Rumex 
salicifolius 

R. violacens 

Rumex spp. 

PART AND USE 

plOllt, as a 
"Holyway" emetic 

roots, boiled os 
a medicine, or 
powdered for 
purification rites 

roots, crushed and 
dried for tinder; 
burned for a 
medicinal paste 

roots, used as a 
"Life Medicine" 

leaves, as food 

roots, crushed as 
o medicine 

entire plant, 
including roots; 
as various medicines 

leaves, as a 
medicine 

leaves, eaten 
row and cooked 

GROUP[S) 

Ramah Navajo, 
New Mexico 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Mescalero and 
Chiricahua Apache 

Kawaiisu, California 

Seri, Sonora 

East African 
groups 

Transylvania, 
Hungary 

REFERENCE 

Vestal 1952:2'i: 

Stevenson 1915: 
59, 85, 98 

Swank 1932:76 

Vestal 1952:2'i: 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:'i:6 

2igmund 1981:60 

Felger and Moser 
197'i::'i:27-'i:28 

Kokwaro 1976: 
179-180 

l:iunda 1977: 11 
,.,I: 
lD 
0+ 
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Table 63 [cant,) Ethnographic rererences to the use or Rume~, 

SPECIES 

Rumex spp. 

PART AND USE 

leaves, eaten as 
greens when young 

roots, as a 
medicinal decoction 

roots, as a 
medicinal decoction 

roots, used to ton 
hides 

sap rrom stems and 
leaves, as a 
medicine 

seeds, as food 
parched, ground and 
cooked to mush 

stems, eaten when 
young as rhubarb 

stems, boiled or 
roasted ror food 
when green 

GROUP[S) 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

East African 
groups 

Luiseno, California 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

East African 
groups 

Kawaiisu, California 

Cochiti, New Mexico 

Kawaiisu, Calirornia 

REFERENCE 

Longe 1968:151 

Kokwaro 1976: 
179-180 

Sparkman 1908:233 

Lange 1968:151 

Kokwaro 1976: 
179-180 

2igmund 1981:60 

Longe 1968:151 

2igmund 1981:60 

0+ 
lD 
III 
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills dock ~oots could be dug up fo~ most of 

the yea~, except pe~haps fo~ the fi~st few months afte~ 

ge~mination. This would mean they we~e gene~ally available 

f~om Janua~y th~ough Septembe~ fo~ such dive~se needs as 

food, medicine, dye and tanning agents, dand~uff shampoo, 

and tinde~ o~ fuel. Young leaves can be ha~vested fo~ food 

o~ medicine f~om Novembe~ th~ough the following August. 

Stems sought fo~ food would pe~haps be the most tende~ in 

June, as the plant sends up a stalk that ~apidly becomes 

~ep~oductive. Pollen is available fo~ ce~emonies only 

du~ing June, and seeds can be ha~vested ond eaten late~ in 

August and Septembe~. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

P~epa~ation steps such as boiling, c~ushing, chopping, 

chewing, and powde~ing would lessen the chances that pa~ts 

such as ~oots and leaves would be ~etained in the p~ehis

to~ic ~eco~d. Roasting of stalks o~ seeds, o~ bu~ning of 

~oots would inc~ease chances that 0 few of these pa~ts would 

become pa~t of the ~eco~d. Seeds might 0150 p~ese~ve in 

cop~olites that su~vive in p~otected locations. 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Sgli~ gggggiDgii Boll 

RC-~ (KA #118-83) UA25~603 

k~ 
_J_ _J~ 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Sgli~ 19~iQl~Qi§ Benth. 

RC-3 (KA #77-83) UA25~602 

JAN fEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Sgli~ 19~1Qle~i~ Benth. 

CH-2 (KA #99-83) UA25~605; (KA #101-83) UA25~60~ 

HABITAT 

At Ramsey Canyon SQli~ QQQQQiOQii grows in dry or wet 

soil on a steep colluvial slope overlying granite bedrock, 

within 2 meters of the stream. Sgli~ 19~~Qlg~l~ prefers 
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wet soil, growing in overbank sediments at Ramsey Canyon and 

in alluvium at Canelo Hills. These two species of willow do 

well in fairly shaded locations at both study sites. 

PHENOLOGY 

The phenological pLofiles of aLroyo willow CS~li~ 

19~1Qle~l~J at both Ramsey Canyon and Canelo Hills are 

essentially identical. Flower buds develop in January, 

floweLing occurs in February, and fruit capsules are ripe in 

March. Active vegetative gLowth Lesumes in MaLch and 

extends through August at Canelo Hills and through September 

at Ramsey Canyon. All signs of stem elongation and leaf 

expansion are absent until the following March. 

Goodding's willow CSQli~ QQQQQiD~iiJ develops flower 

buds in January in Ramsey Canyon, but does not flower until 

April, fully two months afteL the arLoyo willow. Ripe 

capsules disperse cottony seeds in May. Stem elongation and 

leaf expansion occur MaLch through September, and then the 

species ceases vegetative activity until the following 

MaLch. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The LecoLd of willow use by historic groups CTable St.tJ is 

equally as extensive as is the record fOL cottonwood 

Cfgg~ly~J already discussed. For example, the Chumash of 

CalifoLnia were known to have at least eight sepaL ate kinds 

of uses for arroyo willow that satisfied medicinal, 

ceLemonial and mateLial cultuLe needs CTimbLook 198t.t:15SJ. 
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Table 6~. Ethnographic references to the use of 5g1~~. 

SPECIES 

S. exigua 

S. gooddingii 

PART AND USE 

bark, mode into a 
medicinal teo 

branches, in roof 
construction 

branches, for basket
making and mats 

branches, chewed as a 
form of toothbrush 

leaves, chewed to 
harden gums 

leaves, made into 
"tobacco" 

leaves, used os on 
emetic 

stems, mode into 
ceremonial hoops 

bark of seedlings, 
eaten row or cooked 
in hot ashes 

GRDUP[S] 

Zuni, New Mexico 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River, 
New Mexico 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River, 
New Mexico 

Kayenta NavaJO, 
Arizona 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

Yuma, Lower Colorado 
River 

REFERENCE 

Camazine and Bye 
1980:378 

Cook 1930:270 

Swank 1932: 
67-68 

Curtin 1965:105 

Curtin 1965:105 

Wyman and Harris 
1951:18 

Uestal 1952:22 

Uestal 1952:22 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:201-203 

~ 
to 
to 
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Table 6~ (cont.J Ethnogrophic rererence to the use or Sglio. 

SPECIES 

S. gooddingii 

PART AND USE 

bark, as binding in 
lashing construction 
timbers together 

branches, used exten
sively in basketmaking 

branches, used in 
coiled basketry. 
ror cradleboords, and 
as rramework ror houses 

branches and wood, 
as bowS, as warr 
in basketry, cradle 
boards 

catkins, eaten 

leaves and twig bark, 
steeped as 0 tea 

shoots (youngJ as 
binding in lashing 
construction timbers 
together 

stems, in basket
making 

GRDUP(SJ 

Pima, Arizona 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

W. Apache, Arizona 

Cahuilla, 
California 

Pima, Arizona 

Yuma, Lower Colorado 
River 

Pima, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Curtin 198Y:: 
111-119 

Pennington 1969: 
195 

Gallagher 1977: 
103, 109, 112 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:135 

Curtin 198~:108 

Cas tetter and Bell 
1951:201-203 

Curtin 198~: 
111-119 

Curtin 198Y:: 
111-119 

11I 
o 
o 
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Table 6~ [cent.] Ethnographic references to the use of SQli~. 

SPECIES 

S. gooddingii 

S. interior 

S. irrorato 

S. lasiandra 

S. lasiolepis 

PART AND USE 

wood, as construction 
timbers, hunting 
bows and cradles 

poles, used in con
struction 

stems, peeled for 
basketmaking 

twigs, used in 
f'uneral rites 

branches, as prayer
sticks 

GROUP[S] 

Pima, Arizona 

Plains groups of the 
Missouri River Region 

Plains groups of' the 
Missouri River Region 

Omaha, Missouri River 
Region 

Acoma ond Laguna, 
New Mexico 

branches, tied together Zuni, New Mexico 
as stirring rods; made 
into baskets 

wood, used in hogan 
and habby horse 
construction 

branches, used 
extensively in 
basket-making 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

Kawaiisu, California 

REFERENCE 

Curtin 1981f: 
111-119 

Gilmore 1977: 
21-22 

Gilmore 1977: 
21-22 

Gilmore 1977: 
21-22 

Swank 1932: 
67-68 

Stevenson 1915:81 

Uestal 1952:22 

Zigmund 1981:61; 
1978:200 

catkins, eaten ground 
with corn 

Tarahumara, Chihuahua Pennington 1963: 
77, 125 

111 
o .... 
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Table 6~ (cont.) Ethnographic rererences to the use or S~l1o. 

SPECIES 

S. lasiolepis 

S. nigra 

Salix spp. 

PART AND USE GRDUP[S) 

leaves (young), boiled Tarahumara, Chihuahua 
and eaten 

plant, used in various 
medicinal ways 

wood, as ruel 

branches, as a layer 
in roor construction 

Aztecs or Mexico 

Chumash, Calirornia 

Hopi, Arizona 

twigs, gathered Pima, Arizona 
before the leaves 
appeared for basketmaking 

bark, made into rings 
to support round
bottomed water Jars 

Pima, Arizona 

bark, made into baskets Pima, Arizona 

bork, chewed to 
relieve toothache 

bark, made into 
sort bedding 

branches, used in 
basket-making 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

w. Yavapai, 
Arizona 

Kawaiisu, Calirornia 

REFERENCE 

Pennington 1963; 
77, 125 

Montellano 1975; 
219 

Timbrook 198~;156 

Whiting 1966:72 

Russell 1975:131 

Russell 1875:113 

Russell 1875:132 

Uestal and Schultes 
1938:19 

Girrord 1836: 
272 

2igmund 1881:61; 
1978:200 

U1 o 
ru 
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Table 6~ [cont.J Ethnographic rererences to the use or SQli~. 

SPECIES 

Salix spp. 

PART AND USE 

branches, used in 
basket-making and 
making sieves ror 
straining Juice pulp 

GRDUP[SJ 

Pima, Arizona 

branches, used ror Navajo 
baskets, cradle 
canopies, plumed wands, 
prayersticks, arrowsharts, etc. 

branches, ror house Isleta, New Mexico 
thatching and basketry 

branches, ror basketry 
and fish weirs 

branches, for basketry 

branches. for water 
Jugs, stirring rods. 
pales and haops in 
gomes, and roof 
thatching 

flowers [catkinsJ mode 
into a teo 

inner bark, mode into 
garments and 2-ply 
cordage 

Gosiute. Nevada 
and Utah 

N. Paiute, Nevada 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Colorado Groups 

Cocopa, Lower 
Colorado River 

REFERENCE 

Russell 1875:1~~; 
11':1:5 

Elmore 18LfLf:38 

Jones 1831:~2-Lf3 

Chamberlin 1811: 
380 

Loud 1828:158 

Reagan 1828:150. 
160 

Castetter and Bell 
1851:201-203 

Gifford 1833: 
272. 275 

U1 
o 
w 
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Table 6~ (cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of 5Ql~o. 

SPECIES 

Salix spp. 

PART AND USE 

inner bark, made into 
clothing 

leaves, made into a 
beverage 

leaves, as a medicinal 
infusion 

leaves, boiled as 
liquid for bathing 

leafy stems, as a 
sunshade 

roots, made into 
rafts 

shoots (young] made 
into a tea 

stems, as construction 
material 

stems, as a calendar 
stick 

twigs, for making 
large baskets 

GROUP[SJ 

Pima, Arizona 

NavaJo, Chaco Canyon 
area of New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Cocopa, Lower 
Colorado River 

Colorado Groups 

Kiowa, Oklahoma 

Pima, Arizona 

Papago, f!:!r izona 

REFERENCE 

Russell 1975:157 

Hocking 1956:155 

Vestal and Schultes 
1939:19 

Jones 1931:~2-~3 

Vestal and Schultes 
1939:19 

Gifford 1933: 
272, 275 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:201-203 

Vestal and Schultes 
1939:19 

Russell 1975:10~ 

Castetter and 
Underhill 1935: 
6, 53, 56 U1 

a 
,.j: 
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Table 6~ [cant.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or Sgli~. 

SPECIES 

Salix spp. 

PART AND USE 

twigs, used in 
ceremonies, and for 
making baskets 

twigs, as prayer
sticks 

wood, mode into 
charcoal ror 
body paint 

wood, in roof 
construction, as 
prayer sticks and 
in ceremonies 

wood, for bows 

wood, f'or house 
construction 

GRDUP(S] 

Tewa of' New Mexico 

Keresan groups, 
New Mexico 

Tewa of New Mexico 

Hopi, Arizona 

Luiseno, California 

Kiliwa, California 

REFERENCE 

Robbins et 01. 
1916:Y:8-Y:9 

White 19Y:5:56Y: 

Robbins et al. 
1916:~8-~9 

Whiting 1966:72 

Sparkman 1908:233 

Meigs 1939:11 

Ul 
o 
Ul 
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People'sought all pa~ts, including the wood, b~anches/ 

stems/twigs, ba~k and inne~ ba~k, young shoots, leaves, 

catkins and ~oots. As fo~ cottonwood, the Hopi once 

t~ansplanted willows into washes nea~e~ to thei~ villages so 

the t~ees would be conveniently located (Whiting 1966:72J. 

Wood of diffe~ent willow species was sought by many g~oups 

fo~ const~uction timbe~s, fuel, body paint (as cha~coalJ and 

fo~ making bows, c~adles, p~aye~sticks and child~en's toys. 

?e~haps the most extensively collected pa~t(sJ included 

the b~anches/stems/twigs, fo~ the p~ima~y pu~pose of basket

making. The Papago of A~izona illust~ate the impo~tance of 

willow basket~y. They used la~ge willow baskets fo~ 

sto~age, winnowing, pa~ching seed, and fo~ eating and 

d~inking. Tightly woven and wate~-tight when wet, these 

baskets took the place of dishes (Castette~ and Unde~hill 

1935:6J. In addition to basket~y needs people gathe~ed 

willow b~anches fo~ house and ~oof const~uction and 

thatching, sunshades, and fo~ making innume~able items such 

as mats, c~adleboa~ds, bows, a~~owshafts, sieves, sti~~ing 

~ods, wate~ jugs, game and ce~emonial hoops, calenda~ 

sticks, p~aye~sticks and fish wei~s. It is likely that some 

species of willow we~e not p~efe~~ed as much as othe~s; this 

is hinted at when the Kawaiisu ~epo~ted the stems and twigs 

of Goodding's willow "b~oke easily" (Zigmund 1881:61; 

1978:200). It also seems ~easonable that the b~anches/ 

stems/twigs we~e mo~e app~op~iQtely gathe~ed in ce~tain 
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times of the year, as the Pima sought Sg11~ Dlg~g twigs 

"before the leaves appeared" (Russell 1908:131). Branches 

were also chewed as a toothbrush and used in funeral rites. 

Young shoots newly emerging in the spring provided strong 

but flexible strips for lashing construction beams together. 

Long strips of willow bark could be easily pulled off 

of dead trees with the hands (no tools needed) at any time 

of the year; the Western Apache in Arizona then worked it 

into soft bedding material (Gifford 1936:272). Others used 

it to make baskets and rings to support round-bottomed water 

jars. Bark and inner bark have also provided material for 

binding, garments, 2-ply cordage, medicines and food (when 

stripped from seedlings). 

Even willow leaves had a number of uses in modern 

times. They were eaten after boiling, made into a beverage, 

used in medicinal treatments including as an emetic, chewed 

to harden gums, smoked as "tobacco", and when boiled in 

water provided a liquid for skin baths. 

Two additional parts were sought on occasion. Appar

ently willow roots are large enough to provide material for 

constructing rafts. Catkins available in the spring offered 

both a food resource and material for making tea. 

The prehistoric record of willow use covers the states 

of Colorado, New Mexico and Utah, as well as a group east 

of the Mississippi River. A wide variety of artifacts 
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excavated f~om Pueblo III cliff dwellings f~om Johnson 

Canyon in southweste~n Colo~ado we~e identified as having 

been made f~om willow [Nickens 1981:79]. These included 

sewn mats, a~rows, a bow, bark and twig knots and coils, 

bound branches, p~aye~ stick fragments, a sti~ring stick, a 

drill handle and a split-twig wand. Wooden atlatl foreshaft 

sections fashioned of willow were recove~ed f~om the two 

Mogollon sites of Tularosa and Co~dova Caves in southwestern 

New Mexico [Grange 1952:376, 377]. Willow ~emains were also 

reported by Cutler [1952:~78] in the Tularosa Cave plant 

debris. Much of the basketry remains found in Danger Cave 

in the Great Basin area of Utah were made of the slender 

twigs of S~ Dig~g (Jennings 1957:257]. Appa~ently this 

species was chosen th~oughout the 9000 year occupation of 

the cave. A bundle of S~ Dig~g leaves were ~eported from 

the Oza~k Bluff-Dweller culture of A~kansas and Missouri 

[Gilmore 1931:96]. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Both species of willow can be found in Ramsey Canyon 

and Canelo Hills. It is expected that people in both 

locations would have year-round access to the wood, 

branches/stems/twigs, bark, inner bark, seedlings, and 

roots. It might well be that for ce~tain needs where 

flexibility was c~itical, stems would best be gathered in a 

certain season, such as before the leaves appeared in 

January and February. Leaves and catkins a~e the parts 
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mainly ~est~icted in thei~ pe~iod of availability. Leaves 

of both species could be collected f~om Ma~ch th~ough 

Novembe~. Catkins of a~~oyo willow a~e abundant in 

Februa~y, while those of Goodding's willow can be collected 

in April. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Unless a willow part is sturdy, such as wood, branches 

or roots, it is unlikely it would su~vive in an open 

a~chaeological site. Only in caves or protected ove~hangs 

might leaves, bark, and unburned wood and b~anches p~eserve, 

depending on what type of p~ehistoric preparation steps had 

been applied to them. Easily degraded catkins or seedling 

bark would not be expected to be recovered . 
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SQlYig r~fl~~Q Hornem. 

CH-6 CKA #230-83) UA25~890 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

SQl~1g ~~[l~~~ does well in very dry soil on the eastern 

flanks of the stream at Canelo Hills. The area receives up 

ta 50% exposure to the sun's rays, due to the blocking 

effects of nearby trees and shrubs. The underlying 

substrate is composed of colluvium and pockets of volcanic 

bedrock. 

PHENOLOGY 

The annual Rocky Mountain sage is a small herbaceous 

mint, often hidden among dense surrounding vegetation. It 

is in full flower for the four months of August-November, 

producing mature nutlets throughout this period. Active 

stem elongation and leaf expansion continue until the plant 

dies from the effects of the first heavy frost in the fall. 

The species overwinters as nutlets in the ground for up to 

eight months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Apparently the leaves of this mint were not as 
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frequently gathered by modern groups for flavoring as ~eDtbQ 

and ~gDg~gQ. Rother Rocky Mountain sage and other species 

of this genus provided nutlets ("seeds") that were mode into 

refreshing beverages (Table 65). People also used the 

nutlets to remove foreign objects from eyes; the nutlet coot 

becomes mucilaginous when wet and would adhere to the 

offending particle. Historic groups gathered SQl~1Q leaves 

or plants to prepare a medicinal teo, or simply chewed the 

leaves to relieve various ailments. The entire plant, when 

placed around a bed, was considered by the Spanish-Americans 

living along the Rio Grande River in New Mexico to keep 

bedbugs away (Curtin 1965:59). 

A trash deposit representing the A.D. 1180-1250 time 

period at the Salmon Ruin in northwestern New Mexico con-

tained two Rocky Mountain sage type nutlets (Adams 

19800:263). At Grasshoper Pueblo in central Arizona, a 

SQl~1Q ~afla~Q type nutlet was recovered from the A.D. 1300-

1~00 occupation (Bohrer 1982:98). The width and size of 

this nutlet did not match the smaller measurements of modern 

wild S~ ~afla~Q nutlets, and one possible explanation would 

be that SQl~1Q was c cultivated plant in prehistory. 

According to Bohrer (1982:98) a number of central and 

northern Mexican groups cultivated a species of SglYiQ in 

historic times. The suggestion that Rocky Mountain sage was 

a prehistoric cultivated plant bears investigation . 

.".."'..----_.- ---_. __ .-.. 
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Table 65. Ethnographic rererences to the use or SQl~iQ, including 5.~ ~~~l~~Q. 

SPECIES 

Solvia 
columbariae 

S. reflexa 

Salvia spp. 

PART AND USE 

seeds [nutlets], 
steeped as a beverage 

seeds [nutletsJ, ground 
and made into beverage 

leaves, green or 
dry, as mediCinal 
tea 

leaves, chewed as 
medicine 

plant, to keep 
bedbugs away 

seed [nutlet], to 
remove particles 
rrom the eye 

seed [nutlet], to 
remove particles 
rrom the eye 

seeds [nutlets], known 
as "white chia", ror 
beverage 

seeds [nutletsJ, as 
a beverage 

GRDUP[S] 

Papago, Arizona 

Mohave, Lower 
Colorado River 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River 
or New Mexica 

Cochiti, New Msxico 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River 
of New Mexico 

Picuris, New Mexica 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River 
or New Mexico 

Mexican groups 

Mexican groups 

REFERENCE 

Cas tetter and 
Underhill 1935:27 

Castetter and Bell 
1951: 187, 195 

Curtin 1965:59 

Longe 1968:151 

Curtin 1965:59 

Krenetsky 196~:~B 

Curtin 1965:59 

Altschul 1973: 
251-252 

Rose 1899:225 
t11 
I-> 
ru 
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Table 65. Ethnographic references to the use of SQl~iQ, including S~ ~a~la~Q. 

SPECIES 

Salvia spp. 

PART AND USE 

plant, as "chant 
lotion" in 
ceremonies 

plant, eaten raw 
0['" boiled as 
a medicine 

GRDUP[S) 

Navajo 

Jemez, New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Wyman and Harris 
19'*1:67 

Cook 1930:27 

U1 ..., 
W 
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

At Canelo Hills Rocky Mountain sage nutlets ore 

available for making a beverage or removing foreign objects 

from eyes for the four months of August through November. 

During the same period one could harvest the leaves/plants 

for use in medicinal preparations OL as a bedbug repellant. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since the nutlets aLe actively sought fOL diffeLent 

needs, they could become incoLpoLated in the aLchaeological 

recoLd. HoweveL, theiL typicol pLepoLotion as 0 beveLoge 

would do little to pLomote pLeseLvotion. Only if the nut

lets weLe occidentally choLLed, OL pLepoLed by exposuLe to 

fiLe, would theiL likelihood of sULvivol incLeose. PLeseL

votion of leaves OL plonts os Lecognizoble entities is not 

expected, due to theiL use in medicines OL eventuol disin

tegLotion os bedbug Lepellonts. 

----- -------- --
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Sgl~~Y~ Qm~~i~QDY~ Pers. 
CH-1 [KA #121-83) UA255035; CH-9 (KA #152-83) UA255036 

x X x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

5~it:gu.~ ~Qlic1u.~ Uahl. (=5 .... c.c.u.t.u.~ Muhl.) 
CH-~ [KA #106-83) UA255038; (KA #196-83) UA255037 

HABITAT 

Both perennial species of bulrush growing at Canelo 

Hills prefer soil saturated with water, either in the actual 

cienega or along the immediate edges of the stream. Gener-

ally the plants are fully exposed to the sun. The substrate 

in which they grow is composed of alluvial deposits. 

PHENOLOGY 

Although the phenological profiles of these two species 

seem to reflect life-cycles out of synchroneity with each 

other, this might not be the case. Sc.i~gU~ ~Qlic1u.~ looks to 

have begun active growth two to three months ahead of S~ 
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gm§~lggDY~, yet full flowering in June and July and timing 

of f~uit set in August coincide between the two species. It 

seems likely that S~~r~u~ gmer~QgDU~ may have actually been 

p~esent vegetatively on the landscape somewhat ea~lie~ than 

its sudden full-flowe~ing p~esence in June suggests. 80th 

species ~esume do~mancy in Septembe~, being visible as in-

active above ground stems fo~ up to fou~ subsequent months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

In histo~ic times bul~ush plants have se~ved the needs 

of many people (Table 66J. Pe~haps one of the mo~e st~iking 

~efe~ences is to the const~uction of la~ge floating islands 

of S~ CQlifCLOiCQ by inhabitants of Lake Titicaca in Peru 

(Heise~ 1979J. As the mate~ial ~ots f~am beneath and the 

island sinks, new plants a~e piled on top and the balance 

~esto~ed. Not only a~e the plants made into floating 

islands and dwellings but the basal sections of the stems 

p~ovide food. 

80th species of bul~ush that g~ow in Canelo Hills have 

been sought by histo~ic g~oups in the Ame~ican Southwest. 

5ci~R~~ Qm§~iCQD~S plants offe~ed mate~ial fo~ housing, 

co~dage, footgea~ and weaving to No~the~n Paiute bands 

(Stewa~t 19~1:~28J, while the achenes and ~oots both p~o-

vided food ~esou~ces. F~om 5CiLg~~ ~QliQ~~ (also listed as 

5L QC~t~a) people gathered pollen for bread, achenes, roots 

and stem bases fo~ food, and the stems and enti~e plants fo~ 

food, household, ce~emonial and medicinal ~equi~ements. 
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Table 66. Ethnographic references to the use of S~iCY~~. 

SPECIES 

S. amer-icanus 

PART AND USE 

achenes, as rood 

plant, mony household 
needs 

r-oots, as food 

S. californica plant, for mats and 
house constr-uction 

S. lacustr-is 

stem base, as food 

achenes, as food 

pollen, as food 

roots, as food raw or 
in br-ead 

roots, as food 

shoots, as food when 
young in spring 

stem, base eaten 

GRDUP[S] 

12 of 1~ N. Paiute 
bands 

12 of 1~ N. Paiute 
bands 

12 of 1~ N. Paiute 
bands 

Uros, Peru 

Uros, Peru 

Various groups, SW 
United States 

Various Nor-th 
American groups 

Various groups, SW 
United States 

Various North 
Amer-ican groups 

Various groups, SW 
United States 

Gosiute, Nevada/Utah 

REFERENCE 

Stewar-t 19~1: 
~28 

Stewart 19lf1: 
~28 

StE.lWart 19lf1: 
~28 

Heiser 1979 

HeisE.lr- 1979 

Vanovsky 1936:10 

Havard 1895:115 

Vanovsky 1936:10 

Havard 1895:115 

Vanovsky 1936:10 

Chamber-lin 1911: 
381 U1 .... 

-...J 
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Table 66 [cant.] Ethnographic references to the use of S~~~DY~. 

SPECIES 

S. lacustris 

S. nevadensis 

Scirpus aff. 
paludosus 

S. robusta 

S. validus 

PART AND USE 

stalks and leaves, as 
basketry material 

achenes, as food 

achenes, as food 

roots, as basketry 
material 

ochenes, as food 

plant-, as food both 
raw and cooked 

plant-, many household 
needs 

plant, many household 
needs 

plant-, as ceremonial 
emetic 

plant-, as life 
medicine 

·Listed as ~C1~DYS gcutus 

GRDUP[S] 

Various North 
American groups 

N. Paiute, Nevada 

S. Paiute, Nevada 

Kawaiisu, California 

12 of 1~ N. Paiute 
bands 

Blackfoot, NW Great 
Plains 

12 of 1~ N. Paiute 
bands 

California groups 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

NavajO, Chaco Canyan 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Havard 1895:115 

Loud 1929:157, 
159 

Bye 1972:91 

2igmund 1981:63 

Stewart- 19~1:~28 

Johnston 1970:308 

Stewart 19'±1:~28 

Palmer 1878:60'± 

Vestal 1952:19 

Elmore 19,±,±:79-
80 

lTI ..... 
CD 
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Table 66 (cont.) Ethnographic reFerences to the use of SCi~g~§. 

SPECIES 

S. validus 

Scirpus spp. 

PART AND USE 

pollen, eaten as 
bread 

roots., as food 

roots, eaten raw or 
cooked 

stems, as mots 

stems, bose as food 

achenes, as food row 
or ground for mush 

plant, as thatching 
material 

pollen, as food 

pollen, os food 

rhizomes '0 as food 

roots, as food 

*Listed as S~i~~Y~ g~y~U~ 

GRDUP(S] 

California groups 

12 of 1~ N. Paiute 
bands 

California groups 

Kawaiisu, CaliFornia 

Kawaiisu, California 

Cahuilla, California 

Kiliwa, California 

Cahuilla, CaliFornio 

Uarious groups, SW 
United States 

Chumash, California 

Cahuilla, California 

REFERENCE 

Palmer 1B7B:60~ 

Stewart 19~1:~28 

Palmer 1878:60~ 

Zigmund 1981:63 

Zigmund 1981:63 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:139 

Meigs 1939:11 

Bean ond Saubel 
1972:139 

Yanovsky 1936:10 

Timbrook 198~:1~5 

Bean and Sou bel 
1972:139 

tIl .... 
LD 
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Table 66 [cont.) Ethnographic references to the use of S~i~g~~. 

SPECIES 

Scirpus spp. 

PART AND USE 

shoots, as food when 
tender 

shoots, as food when 
tender 

stalks, many household 
needs 

stems, bose as food 

stems, bose as food 

stems, for mots 

stems, as mots and 
house thatching 

GRDUP[S) 

Luiseno, California 

Acoma/Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Cahuilla, California 

REFERENCE 

Sparkman 1908:23~ 

Swank 1932:68 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:139 

Dakota Gilmore 1977:17 

Hopi, Arizona Bartlett 1951:50 

Many groups of Gilmore 1877:17 
Missouri River region 

Chumash, California Timbrook 198~:1~5 

U1 
ru 
o 
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Othe~ species of bul~ush ~eveal basically the same set 

of histo~ic uses, with the following additions. Sometimes 

young tende~ shoots would be dug up and eaten as they 

~esumed g~owth, and ~oots gathe~ed fo~ basket~y mate~ial. 

The a~chaeological ~eco~d suggests that bul~ush has 

a long histo~y of satisfying human needs CTable 67J. The 

leaves of S~ gm~rlggDY~ have p~ovided mate~ial fo~ to~ches 

and co~dage, as well as having been chewed along with the 

~hizomes, eithe~ to ext~act food value o~ to p~epa~e fibe~ 

for cordage. S~~~~~a ~Ql1g~~ plants we~e made into mats and 

bags by va~ious ancient g~oups in New Mexico and elsewhere. 

A f~uiting head of this species was ~ecovered at Bat Cave in 

New Mexico; its significance is unknown. SQ~~~~~ leaves and 

stems we~e fashioned into ~ings, b~aids, mats, thongs and 

co~dage at a numbe~ of ancient Southweste~n sites. 

At othe~ locations, bu~ned and unbu~ned achenes could 

~ep~esent p~ehisto~ic food, medicines o~ ce~emonial goads. 

The p~esence of achenes in human cop~olites in Utah and 

Nevada caves st~ongly a~gue the ~esource was sought as a 

subsistence item. At Lovelock Cave in Nevada S~l~~Y~ 

achenes, along with seeds of IU~bg [cattoilJ, comprised aver 

90% (by weightJ of the seed remains in SO well-preserved 

human coprolites; the presence of enti~e and slightly 

parched achenes, along with charocal pieces, implied the 

achenes had been parched with live coals prior to consump-

tion [Cowan 1967:22-23J. A similar lang term history of 
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Table 67. Prehistoric references to S~l~g~~ remains. 

SPECIES 

S. americanus 

S. validus 

PART AND USE 

leaves, as torches or 
fuel 

plant, as cordage 

rhizomes and leaves, 
chewed for food value 

achenes, as parched 
food 

achenes*, as parched 
food 

GRDUP(SJ 

Danger Cave, Utah 
(B.C. 9000-A.D. 1J 

Danger Cave, Utah 
(B.C. 9000-A.D. 1J 

Danger Cave, Utah 
(B.C. 9000-A.D. lJ 

Cahuilla, California 
[A.D. 900-1500J 

Cahuilla, California 
(A.D. 900-1500J 

REFERENCE 

Jennings 1957: 
185, 221f, 228 

Jennings 1957 
185, 221f, 228 

Jennings 1957: 
185, 221f, 221f 

Wilke 1978:67-68 

Wilke 1978:67-68 

fruiting head Bat Cave, New Mexico Smith 1950:169 

plant, as mats ond bags Ozark Bluff-Dwellers, Gilmore 1931:95 
Arkansas and Missouri 

plant-, as burial mats Pueblo Bonito, Chaco Judd 1951f:50 
Canyon, New Mex. [A.D. 
1000-1100J 

plant, as mats Tularosa and Cordova Bluhm and Grange 
Caves, New Mexico 1952:219 
[B.C. 300-A.D. 1100) 

*Listed as synonym Sgi~~YS ~CY~YS. 
t11 
ru 
ru 
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Table 67 [cont.] Prehistoric rererences to SQi~py~ remains. 

SPECIES 

Scirpus spp. 

PART AND USE 

ochenes (unburned]; 
incidental to stem 
harvest? 

achenes [burned and 
unburned), as food 
and medicinal/ 
ceremonial need 

achenes [some burned] 
as rood rrom coprolites 

achenes, as food rrom 
coprolites 

leaves 

plant, as rings and 
braids 

plant, as woven mots 

plant, as woven mots 

stems, as twined mats, 
thongs or cordage 

GRDUP[S] 

Chaco Canyon, 
New Mexico 
[A.D. 750-1100] 

Salmon Ruin, 
New Mexico 
[A.D. 1180-1250) 

Lovelock Cave, Nevada 

Glen Canyon sites, 
Utah [A.D. 1-1300] 

Bat Cave, New Mexico 

Zion Nat'l. Park, 
Utah (Basketmaker 
III-Puebiol 

Johnson Canyon, 
SW Colorado 

Chaco Canyon, New 
Mexico [A.D. 750-1100) 

South Shelter, 
SW Colorada 
(Basketmaker IIIl 

REFERENCE 

Struever 1977:6~ 

Adams 1980a:29~-
295 

Cowan 1967:22-23 

Fry 1976:15 

Smith 1950:169 

Jones 1955:200-
201 

Nickens 1981:76 

Struever 1977:1~8 

Jones and Fonner 
195~:10~ 

U1 
ru 
w 



parched S~~r~Y~ achenes was revealed in human coprolites 

from ancient Lake Cahuilla in California [Wilke 1978:67). 

S2~ 

One of the most complete archaeological records of 

5cicu~~ is that of Lavelock Cave. Many sandals, mats, 

carrying cases, ropes, spherical balls and bulrush bundles 

of various nature were found in deposits covering ot least 

2000 years. A common food of the occupants seems to have 

been the shoots of Sgj£~y~ l~~Y~trl~, as evidenced by the 

quantity of chewed stalks of this species CLoud and Harring

ton 1929:S~-93J. A number of masticated quids of 5CiCQ~~ 

preserved intact dental impressions, which were used to 

ascertain age and the dental condition of prehistoric 

individuals [Turner 1967:117J. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

It seems that all parts of bulrush plants may provide 

valuable raw materials for humans. At Canelo Hills, the 

general agreement in life-cycle events between the two 

species permit evaluating their potential simultaneously. 

Bulrush plants and stems are visible above ground from 

March through December, and could be gathered to satisfy a 

whole range of material culture, medicinal and ceremonial 

desires. Likewise, as long as the plants are visible above 

ground, roots can be dug up to be eaten or employed in 

basketmaking. Although stem bases are 0150 subject to 

£ollection for the long period of March through December, 

someone intending to eat them might prefer their taste and 
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texture earlier in the growing season. Young shoots sought 

for food would most likely also be preferred in March and 

April, when tender. Pollen could be harvested over the 

rather long period of full flowering, April through August; 

mature achenes, on the other hand, could only be acquired 

for food during August. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Depending on prehistoric preparotion techniques and 

conditions of preservation, bulrush achenes and vegetative 

parts made into artifacts or remaining as food debris [i.e. 

stems above the base) could be retained in the prehistoric 

record. Roots might also preserve. Young shoots would be 

expected to decay. Pollen might remain as evidence of 

ancient meals. 
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Setg~lg geDiQulgtg (Lam.) Beauv. 

CH-1 (KA #177-83) UA255207 

x x x x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NoU DEC 

HABITAT 

SetQ~iQ Qaoic~lQtQ g~ows in a dense stand on the edge of 

the cienega at Canelo Hills. The a~ea ~eceives the full 

force of the sun's ~ays. The underlying soil is often wet, 

due to the p~oximity of fully-satu~ated alluvial deposits. 

PHENOLOGY 

This pe~ennial bristle g~ass ~esumes active vegetative 

growth in the summe~, and is not obvious much earlie~ than 

July. The grass flowe~s in August and Septembe~, and the~e 

is actually a ~athe~ sho~t pe~iod of matu~e grain 

availability in Sept. and Octobe~. Afte~ the g~ains have 

fallen f~om the plant, stems and leaves remain visible above 

g~ound fo~ th~ee months, until the following Februa~y. A 

five-month pe~iod of do~mancy ensues. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnog~aphic ~eco~d examined ~evealed little in the 

way of data on b~istle g~ass use. Appo~ently the f~uits 

(g~ains?J of SatQ~iQ l~tes~eo~ were ~ubbed on open pimples 
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as a curative by the Ramah Navajo of New Mexico (Uestal 

1952:17). Along the Gulf of California in Sonora, Mexico, 

the Seri toasted, ground and mixed grains of S~ mgCrg~tgcbYQ 

with water to be eaten as a gruel. It was also cooked with 

sea turtle oil (Felger and Moser 1976:25). 

In China a species of bristle grass was apparently one 

of the early cereal crops (Harlan 1971:~7)i the prehistoric 

record also holds 0 fsw hints as to the potential value of 

S~tQ~~Q for New World groups in ancient times. S~tQ~~Q 

mQC~Q~t~cb~Q was amang the taxa recovered from U-Bar Cave in 

southwestern New Mexico; this cave was thought to represent 

a ceremonial locus in the period A.D. 1350-1~00 (York et al. 

1961:97). Inflorescence units of this same species were 

found in the Upper Ruin at Tonto Notional Monument, a Salado 

Pueblo dating to the A.D. 1300's in south-central Arizona 

(Bohrer 1962:98). At this location bristle grass could have 

represented either a food resource or roof thatching. 

Prehistoric evidence of the bristle gross use is more 

extensive in Mexico than in the United States. This gross 

grain occurs in abundance in human coprolites found in caves 

in the Tehuacan Ualley of Mexico (Collen 1967:285). 

Basically the time period covered is B.C. 5000 - A.D. 1500, 

and except for a brief span, 5~t~~1Q remains are present 

throughout all strata. The oldest coprolites recovered 

suggest that this grass was on important component of the 

diet early on. Callen (1967:287) suggests the gross was 
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also eaten in no~the~n Mexica, based on cop~alites ~ecove~ed 

f~om Tamaulipas. The question of wh8the~ o~ not 5atQ~1Q 

unde~went domestication in this pa~t of the wo~ld was 

add~essed by MacNeish (1967:291J, who felt that the~e was no 

mo~phological evidence to suppo~t the idea. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

B~istle g~ass g~ains ~ipen and dispe~se ~athe~ ~apidly 

f~om the plant, the~efo~e ha~vesting of this ~esou~ce would 

have to be ca~efully monito~ed in the gene~al pe~iod of 

Septembe~ to Octobe~. If the plant we~e selected fo~ a 

household need, such as ~oof thatching, it could be gathe~ed 

July th~ough Janua~y, when it is obvious on the landscape. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

B~istle g~ass g~ains gathe~ed as food would be most 

likely to show up in the p~ehisto~ic ~eco~d if p~epa~ation 

involved exposu~e to fi~e in some manne~. Accidents would 

inc~ease chances that some cha~~ed ~ep~esentatives would 

become inco~po~ated with ancient deb~is. Human consumption 

would be documented by ~etention in cop~olites ~ecove~ed in 

p~otected locations. Use of the plants fo~ ~oof thatching 

might not be ~evealed, except unde~ the best of p~ese~vation 

conditions. 
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~igg fili~gYli~ T. & G. [-~~ ~~g~Ym~~D~ Sw.J 
CH-5 [KA ~2~1-83J UA25~656 

x X 
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S~~g n~Qm~~~~~n~ G~ay 
CH-6 [KA #210b-B3J UA25~878 

HABITAT 

Both species of S~Q~ included in this study g~ow in d~y 

soil on the eoste~n flanks of the st~eom at Canelo Hills 

Cienego. Generally the area is sloping, with on underlying 

subst~ate of volcanic bedrock. The amount of exposu~e to 

sunlight varies from 100~ to less than 50% under a canopy 

of nea~by t~ees. 

PHENOLOGY 

These two pe~ennial herbaceous species reveal simila~ 

phenological profiles at Canelo Hills. Both a~e first noted 

in June at the beginning of a two month period of active 
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gLowth. By August both species aLe in full floweL. S~gg 

fili~gYll~ continues to floweL thLough NovembeL although 

5iQQ neQme~1~Qng does not. MatuLe fLuit is available on SL 

f1li~Q~l1~ SeptembeL thLough NovembeL, and on SL neQme~1~~n~ 

fOL only the month of OctobeL. Both species continue active 

stem elongation and leaf expansion until Lesuming dOLmancy 

in OctobeL o~ NovembeL. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

New WOLld gLOUPS have not sought S~gQ fOL many Leasons. 

The Tepehuan of Chihuahua valued S~ ~Q~g~fQl~g as pULgative 

tea (Pennington 1969:183), and alang the west coast of 

Mexico bLanches of S1t1Q Q.cu.t..Q. ~Q.t:.~1n1f.Ql;i..Q. weLe once 

cammonly tied togetheL and used as a bLoom fOL sweeping 

yaLds (Rase 1899:253). 

SictQ. species have been gatheLed by peoples in many 

otheL paLts of the wOLld to seLve a vaLiety of pULposes. In 

east AfLica six sepaLate species have been used in medicinal 

tLeatments (KokwaLo 1976:135-136J. FOL example, cLushed 

leaves weLe applied to swollen limbs and snakebites. Roots, 

when pounded, pLovided an exteLnal CULe rOL lumbago. The 

baLk also seLved as a Lemedy fO L wounds. In West Bengal, 

Indio, the stems of SL Q.Cu.t.Q. yielded both cOLdage fibLe and 

medicines (Datta and BaneLjee 1979:305J. In Guatamela SiQQ 

g~utg has been used to tLeat coughing, and in NicaLagua the 

entiLe plant (including LootS) has offeLed a liquid Lemedy 

fOL bladdeL and uLethLa tLoubles. OtheLs in the wOLld use 



this species, along with 5~ ~QrglfQllg and 5~ rety~g in 

medicinal tLeatments (Altschul 1973:187J. 

No aLchaeological LecoLd located. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

531 

The significance of the the two species of Si~~ fOL 

humans living in the Canelo Hills OLeo may be low .. PeLhaps 

the plants would pLovide mateLial for medicinal teas. If 

so, haLvesting would be LestLicted to the peLiod of June 

thLough NovembeL. It seems unlikely that these low-gLowing 

heLbaceous plants would offeL cOLdage OL Law mateLial fOL 

brooms. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

PLepaLation of S1gg plants in a medicinal teo is not 

expected to leave any Lecognizable POLtS in the pLehistoLic 

LecoLd. 
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S~~Y~lD~blYID g~ID1~~Ym G~eene. 

CH-l CKA #88-83) UA25~89~ 

·x x x 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

S~~~ciQ~bi~m Qemi~~~m g~ows in the cienega at Canelo 

Hills. The location is flat, fully exposed to the sun's 

~ays, and the subst~ate composed of alluvial sediments. 

PHENOLOGY 

The pe~ennial blus-eye-g~ass is fi~st noticeoble in 

the cienega in Ap~il, although it has p~obably come up prio~ 

to this time since full-flowering begins in Ap~il. Mature 

fruits are p~esent in June, and continue to be available 

through September. Active vegetative growth is concentrated 

in the months of Ap~il though June, at which time stem 

elongation and leaf expansion slow considerably. The plant 

can no longe~ easily be found in the period of Octobe~ 

through March, when it has ~esumed dormancy. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Species of blue-eyed-g~ass have been used as fish 

poisons and in medicinal treatments. The Tarahumara in 

Mexico crushed and dumped the roots of 5~ ~rlZQDi~ym into 
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pools of woteL to stun fish (Pennington 1963:106). The 

Luiseno of southeLn ColifoLnio made 0 pULgative fLam the 

Loots of S~ DelluID (SpoLkman 1908:233). Navajo dLied ond 

pulveLized 5L m~CLQO~t~m plants and mixed them with otheL 

heLbs to tLeat nose ond thLoot tLoubles (ElmoLe 19~~:37). 

No oLchaeologicol LecoLd found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Blue-eyed-gLoss plants could be picked fOL medicines at 

ony time fLom ApLil thLough SeptembeL. The Loots would olso 

be ovoilable as fish poisons dULing this peLiod when obove 

gLound paLts signal theiL pLecise locotion. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Evidence of blue-eyed-gLass might not show up in the 

pLehistoLic LscoLd due to the manneL of pLepaLotion of 

POLtS. CLushed Loots, OL dLied and pulveLized plonts would 

not pLeseLve in Lecognizoble condition. Seeds cOLLied in 

unintentionolly with hOLvested plants, and occidentally 

bULned in 0 household fiLe, would peLhaps be the only 

evidence that might signal an ancient need fOL this plant. 
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E-~lYIDY~ ~lYIDQig~~ ERaf.J SwezeyJ 

CH-7 EKA #1~7-83J UA255201j (KA #31B-8~J UA255017 
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HABITAT 

SitQoiQO b~at~i~ does well in d~y soil on the west side 

of the Canelo Hills Cienega. The unde~lying subst~ate is 

composed of alluvium, and the plants ~eceive full sunlight. 

PHENOLOGV 

This pe~ennial squi~~el tail g~ass has ~enewed g~owth 

by Ap~il. Full flowe~ing occu~s in May, continuing well 

into July. Matu~e g~ains a~e p~esent and dispe~sing in July 

and August. By Septembe~ activity has ceased, and the g~ass 

~esumes do~mancy fo~ up to seven months. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

No ethnog~aphic ~eco~ds we~e located ~ega~ding this 

species. A single a~chaeological ~efe~ence listed SttQotQO 

bY~t£l~ as p~esent in Bat Cave depOSits in south-central New 

Mexico (Smith 1950:167J. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 
Unknown. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 
None. 
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HABITAT 

S~g~gQglu~ gj~glg~~ [To~~.) To~~. 
var. w~lgbtl1 [Mun~o ex. Sc~ibn.) Gould 

CH-5 [KA 18~-83) UA255018 
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weste~n flanks of the st~eam at Canele Hills Cienega. The 

plants g~ow on a shallow slope unde~lain by alluviQl depos-

its. They ~eceive fully 100~ of the sun's ~ays. 

PHENOLOGY 

This la~ge, coa~se, pe~ennial d~opseed g~ass is always 

p~esent on the landscape, but appea~s to be do~mant fo~ the 

months of Novembe~ th~ough Ma~ch. In Ap~il leaf g~owth 

initiates and, along with stem elongation, ~ep~esents the 

only obvious plant activity until July. The o~igination of 

flowe~ buds in July p~ecedes full flowe~ing in August. Ripe 

g~ain is p~esent only du~ing pa~t of the month of September. 

The plant loses all g~een colo~ and ~esumes do~mancy by 

Novembe~. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

The ethnog~aphic ~eco~d of d~opseed use is ~athe~ 

extensive [Table 68). When Doebley [198~) listed six 
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Table 68. Ethnographic references to the use of SPQ~QDQl~s. 

SPECIES 

S. airoides 

PART AND USE 

grains, as Food 
gathered in quantity; 
parched and ground 

grains, as rood 

grains, as rood, espec
ially in famine times 

plants, as lining 
for egg~e 
roosting pits 

GROUP(SJ 

Groups in Utah 

Paiute, Arizona and 
Utah 

Hopi, Arizona 

Chiricahua and 
Mescalero Apache 

S. airoides groins., as Food Ramah Navajo 
var. wrightii 

roots·, as a hair brush Pima, Arizona 

grains., as food Papago, Arizona 

plants, as ash in Ramah Navajo 
ceremonies, and 
brushes for metates 

stems., as stiff Chiricahua and 
brush to remove Mescalero Apache 
spines From 
Q);JI.mj;j,g fru its 

·species listed as a synonym. 

REFERENCE 

Palmer 1878:603 

Bye 1972:91 

Whiting 1966:66 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:36, 'fO, 'f8 

Uestal 1952:17 

Russell 1975:116 

Castetter and Under
hill 1935:2'f 

Uestal 1952:17 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:36, 'i0, 'i8 

tIl 
W rn 
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TobIe 68 (cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of SgQ~QbQl~~. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

S. cryptandrus groins, as food 

S. cuspidatus 

S. giganteus 

S. strictus 

gr-ains, as rood 
or beverage; ground 

grains, ground as food 

grains, as food 

grains, as rood 
ground or boiled 

plants, as brushes 

grains, as rood 
threshed and ground 

stems, as prayer-
5ticks 

grains, ror- food 
ground into rlour 

GROUP[S] 

Paiute, Arizona 
and Utah 

Navajo 

Ramah Navajo 

Kaibab Poiute, Utah 
.ond Arizona 

Chiricahua and 
Mescalero Apache 

Navajo 

Hopi, Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

Apache, Ar-izona 

plants, as mats ror Zuni, New Mexico 

S. virginicus 

covering hatchways I 
house openings; also 
made into field shelters 

shoots [young], as 
food 

Seri, Sonora 

REFERENCE 

Bye 1972:91 

Bailey 19lfO:286 

Uestal 1952:17 

Kelly 1961f:LJ:2 

Castetter and Opler 
1936:36, If 0 , 1f8 

Matthews 1886:777 

Nequatewa 19lf3:20 

Whiting 1966:66 

Buskir-k 19lf9:336 

Stevenson 1915: 
81 

Felger and Moser 
1976:25 

U1 
W 
"-J 
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separate S~QrQQQl~~ species known in historic times to 

Southweste~n United States groups, four of these citations 

were to "much used" or "staple" foods. For the Ramah Navajo 

of New Mexico, the grains of SgQCQQQl~~ were one of the 

"first foods" given them by supernaturols, according to an 

origin myth (Vestal 1952:17J. 

There were various ways one could collect the free

falling grains from the plants. For example, in Arizona the 

Papago harvested SgCQbQlQ~a QicQiQea var. WCiQotii [as SL 

W~igotiiJ in September by burning an entire patch of the 

grass and then sweeping the grains off the ground later 

[Castetter and Underhill 1935:2~J. The Ramah NavajO in New 

Mexico gathered the plants, then beat the grains out on a 

blanket; or they would rub the living plant over a basket 

with their hands to loosen and harvest the food [Vestal 

1952:17J. Once gathered, the grains were often parched and 

ground to be eaten alone or with other foodstuffs. 

The archaeological record suggests that dropseed 

grains have been a sought after subsistence item for some 

time [Table 69J. Their recovery in human coprolites, 

occasionally in parched or charred condition, reflect direct 

consumption and preparation techniques. The presence of 

chaff at Fresnal Shelter in New Mexico suggests that either 

winnowing or processing of entire plants was carried out in 

that location, rather than only the cleanly threshed groin 

being carried to the shelter. 
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Table 69. Prehistoric reFerences to SgQLQQQl~~ remains. 

SPECIES 

S. airoides 

S. airoides 
var. wrightii 

S. contractus 

S. cryptandrus 

S. giganteus 

Sporobolus 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

unknown 

stems and Fruiting 
heads· 

unknown 

plant, Fashioned 
into a mat, inside 
on animal skin bag 

unknown 

chaFF, representing 
a Food 

grains (charredJ 

grains, as Food, 
some parched or 
car-bani zed 

grains, common in 
human coprolites 

·species listed as a synonym. 

GRDUP(SJ 

Bat Cave, New Mexico 

Bat Cave, New Mexico 

Tularosa Cave, 
New Mexico 

Cowboy Cave, Utah 
(B.C. 3300] 

SW New Mexico Caves 
(A.D. 1100-1'100J 

Fresnol Shelter, 
New Mexico (B.C. 1600-
A.D. 1J 

Chaco Canyon. 
New Mexico 
(A.D. 750-1100J 

Salmon RUin, New Mex. 
in 10/6'1 trash and 
Eloor strata 
(A.D. 1180-1C~50J 

Cowboy Cove, Utah 
(8000 year occupationJ 

REFERENCE 

Smith 1950:168 

Smith 1950:168 

Cutler 1952:'178 

Hull 1980:139 

York et 01. 
1961:96-97 

Bohrer 1981:'1'1 

Struever 1977:70 

Adams 19800:280-
282 

Hogan 1980:20'1, 
208 

1I1 
W 
In 
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Table 69 [cont.) Prehistoric r.ePerences to SQQCQbQl~~ remains. 

SPECIES 

Sporobolus 
spp. 

cPo Sporobolus 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

unknown, as cordage 

unknown 

unknown 

pollen, representing 
Pood ground on a 
metate 

grains [charred] 

GROUP[S] 

Cowboy Cove, Utoh 

Bosketmaker III site, 
Cimarron, New Mexico 
[A.D. 700-900) 

in 8 oP 15 samples 
in Cowboy Cave, Utoh 

Hay Hollow Site, 
Arizona 

in 6 oP 17 Anasazi 
sites in NE Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Hewitt 1980a:68 

Kirkpatrick and 
Ford 1977:263 

Barnett and Coulam 
1980:130 

Bohrer 1966:5 

Gasser 1982:33 

tIl 
oJ: 
o 
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SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The easily harvested grain resource of SgQccbclua 

gi~gig~~ VOL. ~£igbti~ Lipens in SeptembeL in Ramsey Canyon. 

Young vegetative shoots would be most appLopLiately gatheLed 

fOL food in ApLil and May when the new season's vegetative 

gLowth has newly Lesumed. Collecting the plant OL stems fOL 

manufactuLe of mats, bLushes OL pLayeL-sticks, as well as 

theiL use as ash in ceLemonies OL as lining fOL Loasting 

pits, could span the entiLe year. Likewise, roots could be 

gatheLed at any time fOL fashioning into items such as 

haiLbLushes. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

DLopseed gLains haLves ted and paLched fOL food would 

have a good chance of entering the aLchaeological Lecord. 

Young vegetative shoots would decay, leaving no tLace of 

theiL pLesence. Plants and stems might pLeseLve if 

accidentally chaLLed, OL pLotected in cave OL shelteL 

deposits. Possibly an item fashioned of S~grg~Qly~ Loots 

would also sULvivej one would need an adequate compaLative 

collection of Loots to attempt identification. 
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Stg~b~~ ~Q~~~D~g Jacq. 

RC-7 (KA #213-83J UA25~889 
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HABITAT 

StQ~b~§ CQ~~iDeQ thrives in a boulder and cobble field 

near the Ramsey Canyon stream. The area is heavily shaded 

by the upper canopy of trees, and soil is frequently damp. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial herbceous betony is visible year-round 

at Ramsey Canyon. Even while the plant has the previous 

season's fruit capsules with nutlets still clinging to 

stems, in January new shoots emerge. Leaf growth continues 

until May, when stem elongation becomes very vigorous. For 

the three months of August through October flowering is 

profuse, and capsules develop 'mature nutlets shortly after 

flowering begins. These ripe nutlets are available for up 

to seven months, from August through the following February. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

In historic times the Gosiute of Nevada and Utah 

gathered the "seeds" (nutletsJ of SL ~Ql~§t~i~ for food 

(Chamberlin 1911:383). The dried leaves of S~ ~Qtb~Q~~ll 
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were used by Ramah Navajo of New Mexico as a medicine and as 

a deodorant for the feet (Uestal 1952:'±2]. Outside of the 

American Southwest, S~ flariggDg is reputed to hove been 

eaten in the eastern United States far its white, fleshy 

rhizomes (Altschul 1973:251]. The entiLe plant of S~ 

Qffi~iDgli~ has seLved as a teo in EULope (Lewis and Lewis 

1977:390] and a neLve tonic in DenmaLk (Altschul 1973:251]. 

No aLchaeological LecoLd found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Since no diLect LefeLences to StQ~h~a CQCC~DaQ have 

been found in histoLic OL aLchaeological liteLatuLe, 

infeLences as to its significance faL humans OLe tentative. 

Possibly the nutlets cauld be eaten in a manneL similaL to 

those of another species af StQQh~a. These nutlets could be 

haLvested fOL the seven manth peLiod of August-FebLuaLY, 

pLaviding a valuable foodstuff in the difficult winteL months. 

Use of leaves/plant as a medicine, tea OL deadaLant could 

OCCUL yeaL-Lound. Since the undeLgLound paLts of Stg~by~ 

Qg~G1D§g do not give the appeaL once of a fleshy Lhizome, it 

is not consideLed likely this paLt would be eaten. 

PREDICTiONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Betony nutlets pLepaLed by paLching pLioL to 

consumption might be Letained in the pLehistoLic LecoLd. 

Leaves dLied and used in medicines, teas, OL cLushed and put 

into footweaL would not. 
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HABItAt 

Sti~Q ~~iQQl~i grows in dry soil on a shallow colluvial 

slope a short distance from the Ramsey Canyon stream. The 

aLea is overlain by stream-carried boulders and alluvium. 

Nearby tall trees provide a dense shade canopy, restricting 

the amount of sunlight that filters down to the Sti~Q 

plants. 

PHENOLOGY 

This perennial needle grass is not always obvious on 

the landscape. In May it becomes noticeable via active 

vegetative growth that lasts for two months. Plants seem to 

be in full flower for the period of July through September. 

By July the first gLains aLe ripening, and this maturing 

process continues through November. The plants Lesume a 

five month period of dormancy in December. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

In the ethnographic literature examined, only the Owens 

Ualley Paiute of California considered a species of needle 
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gLass an impoLtant food item. They haLves ted S~ ~~e~jg~g in 

the late spLing, favoLing the gLains fOL mush (StewaLd 

1933:2~3J. The Ramah Navajo of New Mexico, on the otheL 

hand, considered sharp-pointed Stl~g fruits with long awns a 

Leal nuisance, and only gathered them fOL use as play aLLOWS 

(Uestal 1952:17J. UaLious Plains groups of the Missouri 

RiveL Region used ~~ ~~g£t~g as a haiLbLush; they would bind 

the stiff awns into a bundle, then bULn off the ends of the 

pointed gLains and use the remaindeL on theiL haiL (GilmoLB 

1977:1~-15). 

StigQ O~Qme~i~QDQ chaff, LecoveLed in numeLOUS stLata 

fLom the aLchaic age (B.C. 1600 - A.D. 1) FLesnal ShelteL in 

south-centLal new Mexico, suggested to BohLeL (1981:~~J that 

the inhabitants consideLed the LeSOULce a common food item. 

The gLass seems to have been bLought fLequently to the 

shelteL and the heads pLocessed. ALchaeologists LecoveLed 

evidence of Stlag in cOLdage use by the inhabitants of 

DangeL Cave in the GLeat Basin ALea of Utah (Jennings 

1957:228J, as well as fLom Cowboy Cave (Hewitt 1980a:68). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

The gLoins of ~t~gQ g~iDglgi OLe mature fOL the five 

months of July thLough NovembeL at Ramsey Canyon, and 

pLesumably offeL a food Lesouce that LequiLes some SOLt of 

pLocessing. The same paLts could be gatheLed fOL ploy 

aLLOWS and haiLbLushes. It is not cleaL which paLt might be 

made into cOLdage, but if the stems/leaves aLe appropLiate 



they would be of some size from July through November. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

S~6 

Needle grass parts exposed to fire, such as the grains 

parched for food or burned off in fashioning a hairbrush, 

might be retained in the prehistoric record. Dry cave 

deposits might also preserve evidence of processing (chaff), 

or cordage. 
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Ibgl~~t~um f~Dgl~~~ Gray 
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HABITAT 

IbQl~ct~um faD~la~~ does well in nearly full shade 

along the stream at Ramsey Canyon. The plants grow on a 

very steep slope underlain by granite bedrock, in an area 

subject to occasional stream scour. 

PHENOLOGY 

This herbaceous perennial species of meadow-rue with 

unisexual flowers resumes active vegetative growth in March, 

followed by four months of stem elongation and leaf 

expansion. It flowers in August, and ripe achenes are 

available both in August and September. In October and 

November the plant remains vegetatively active, resuming 

dormancy for the months of December through February. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Meadow-rue plants, and occaSionally the roots, have 

been sought by a number of historic groups for medicinal tea 

and lotion preparations [Tab)e 70]. In addition, the fruits 

were gathered and stored with clothing for their pleasant 

-------.----_ .. _---_. 
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Table 70. Ethnographic references to the use of Ibgli~t~YID, especially 
I... fem:UeJ:.i. 

SPECIES 

T. dasycarpum 

T. Fendleri 

PART AND USE GRDUP(SJ REFERENCE 

fruits (achenesJ, kept 
For pleasant odor; 
stored with clothing 

Teton Dakota, Gilmore 1977:28 
Missouri River Region 

plants, as love 
charms 

Ponca, Missouri Gilmore 1977:28 
River Region 

stems, hollow toy 
flutes 

Teton Dakota, Gilmore 1977:28 

plants, as a medicinal 
teo 

Missouri River Region 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

plants, as a medicinal Tarahumara, Chihuahua 
tea 

plants, as a medicinal Tepehuan, Chihuahua 
tea or lotion 

plants, as a medicinal/ NavajO 
ceremonial teo or 
lotion 

plants, as cigarettes 
and »tobacco»; smoke 
from plant inhaled; 
leaves mode into pillows 

plants, as medicine and 
ashes used in black
ening in ceremonies 

Spanish Americans of 
Rio Grande River, 
New Mexico 

Ramah NavaJO, 
New Mexico 

Swank 1932:72 

Pennington 1963: 
181 

Pennington 1969: 
179 

Wyman and Harris 
19'!1:58, 67; 
Elmore 19'!'!: '!8 

Curtin 1965:177 

Uestal 1952:28 
In 
~ 
CD 
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Table 70 [cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of Ib~11~tc~m, especially 
L.. fem:J.ler.J.. 

SPECIES 

Thalictrum 
spp. 

PART AND USE 

fruits [achenes], kept 
for pleasant smell 

root, prepared as a 
teo 

GRDUP(S] 

Pacific Northwest 
Groups 

Western Apache, 
Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Johnston 1970:312 

Gallagher 1577:55 

111 
0$: 
tJ) 
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odo~, child~en made toy flutes f~om the hollow stems, and 

people made both ciga~ettes and "tobacco» f~om the foilage, 

No a~chaeological ~eco~d located, 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

People living at Ramsey Canyon had access to Ibgl~~t~~m 

feD~le£i plants f~om Ma~ch th~ough Novembe~, to p~epa~e 

medicinal teas and lotions, make ciga~ettes and toy flutes, 

and acqui~e leaves as "tobacco", Likewise, the ~oots would 

be availble du~ing this same pe~iod as a tea ing~edient, 

Ripe f~uits (achenes) could only be gathe~ed du~ing August 

and Septembe~, 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since the pa~t of meadow-~ue most likely to p~ese~ve 

(achene) is in no way p~ocessed in a manne~ which might 

insu~e p~ese~vation, it is not expected that its use in 

p~ehisto~y would leave evidence in the a~chaeological 

reco~d, 
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Irgg§~CgDtig ~iD§tgrUm Greene. 

RC-l CKA 1210-B3J UA2S~9B7 
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HABITAT 

At Ramsey Canyon IL~~~~~~otlQ glo~tQL~m grows in the 

same dry site as CQmm~llnQ ~lQotblfQllg. The alluvial 

soil is interspersed with large granite boulders, and the 

plants are exposed to the sun much of the time. 

'PHENOLOGY 

The phenology of spiderwort is quite similar to that 

during the months of July to September. Flowering is under-

way in August, and during September both flowers and 

immature fruit are present. Although leaves continue to 

expand, stem elongation slows toward the month of October, 

when the plant goes dormant for another nine months. Mature 

fruit ara most likely available early in October. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Parts of spiderwort cited in historic literature 

include the seeds, leaves, stems, tender shoots and roots. 

The Tepehuan of Chihuahua treated badly swollen eyelids with 
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the seeds (Pennington 1969:178). Leaves, stems and tendeL 

shoots hove oppaLently been eaten by the Acoma and Laguna 

(Swank 1932:73), Hopi (Whiting 1966:70; Hough 1898:1~3) and 

vaLious gLOUPS in nOLtheLn ALizona (BaLtlett 1951:~9-50). 

Medicinally the Kayenta Navajo used a species of Irgg~~= 

CCDt~c as an aphLodisiac (Wyman and HOLLis 1951:16), as did 

the Ramah Navajo of New Mexico (Vestal 1952:20). The Ramah 

Navajo also gave a decoction of the LOOt to someone with 

inteLnal injuLies OL when a peLson was suffering from a 

"deer infection". 

No aLchaeological record found. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

As for CQmmelin~, young plants of spiderwort could be 

harvested in July for greens. Medicinal needs for the 

entire plant would be satisfied during the three-month 

growing season of July through September. During this period 

above-ground parts would also signal root presence. Seeds 

sought for an eyewash might be available only after 

September. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

The ancient record might retain only spiderwort seeds 

if they were accidentally charred in some way. Preparing 

them fOL an eyewash would generally aSSULe their 

diSintegration. OtheL, more perishable parts would not 

likely be Letained. 
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I~~bg 19tifglig l. 
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HABITAT 

I~gbQlQti.f:Ql;i.Q grows in the stream and along edges of 

ponded water at Canelo Hills. Plants receive from 100% 

exposure to the sun's rays to less than 50% in areas where 

streamside vegetation provides on overhead canopy. 

PHENOLOGY 

In January the young leaves of this species of cattail 

are present, Just emerging from the surface of the water. 

For a total of five months this is all that is visible. By 

June the plants are rapidly elongating, preparatory to 

developing a flowering spike at the apex of the stalk 

(stem]. Flowering occurs in July, and mature female spikes 

release minute seeds in August and September, although some 

of the ripe female spikes remain intact on the plants for on 

additional period of time. The mature seeds can be seen 

drifting from the plants via short attached hairs that keep 

them bouyant on air currents. 
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ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

It seems that every part of the cattail plant has had 

multiple uses the world over (Morton 1975J. In the American 

Southwest, groups have sought the rhizomes, stalks, leaves, 

pollen, entire flowering spikes (mature and immatureJ, and 

seeds to satisfy a whole range of needs (Table 71). The 

Hopi were thought to have introduced cattail plants into a 

wash closer to one of their villages, so that the resource 

would be more conveniently located (Whiting 1966: 6~J. 

Ceremonially they considered cattail important because of 

its association with water (Whiting 1966). Articles of 

cattail that had worn out were never burned, but simply set 

aside by the Ramah NavajO of New Mexico, as they considered 

the entire plant to be a medicine (Uestal 1952:1~-15J. 

Cattail rhizomes have been dug up and eaten raw, dried, 

or roasted; occaSionally they were even ground into meal. 

This part likely kept many people from starving to death 

through time. For example, Northern Paiute were known as 

"cattail eaters" because they had little else to eat at 

certain times of the year (Stewart 19~1:~28J. The Coco po of 

the Colorado River delta in Sonora and Baja California, were 

often hungriest Just before the wild grass Uniclc ripened; 

during this period cattail rhizomes could be the. main source 

of food for families (Kelly 1977:26, 39J. 

The stalks (stems) and leaves were collected for 0 

variety of household purposes. For basket-making the Pima 
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Table 71. Ethnographic r.ererences to the use or ~ugbg. 

SPECIES 

Typha 
domingensis* 

PART AND USE 

leaves, woven into 
mots and roors 

pollen, eaten raw, 
as a flavoring, a 
thin gruel, or baked; 
sometimes stored 

pollen, eaten and 
used as body decora
tion 

rhizome, eaten raw 
or dried for later 

spikes (immature), 
eaten raw and cooked 

spike (mature female), 
as stuffing for pillows 

spike [mature female], 
chewed with tallow as 
gum 

stalk, chewed for sweet 
taste by children 

stalk, split for 
basketry 

*listed as synonym Iypbg gDg~~t~fQljg. 

GRDUP(S) 

Pima, Arizona 

Mohave, Yuma, Cocopa, 
Maricopa, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

Mohave, Yuma, Cocopa, 
Maricopa, Arizona 

S. Poiute, Nevada 

Pima, Arizono 

Hopi, Arizona 

Hopi, Arizona 

Pima, Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Curtin 198Y::6Y:-
65, 117 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:209-210 

Curtin 198Y::6Y:-
65, 117; Russell 
1975:161 

Castetter and Bell 
1951;209-210 

Bye 1972:91 

Curtin 198Y::6Y:-
65, 117 

Whiting 1966:6Y: 

Whiting 1966:6Y: 

Curtin 198Y::6Y:-
65, 117; Russell 
1975:133 tn 

tn 
U1 
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Table 71 [cont.] Et11nographic rererences to the use or Iyybg. 

SPECIES 

Typha 
domingensis-

T. latirolia 

PART AND USE 

stalk, used in 
roor construction 

leaves, woven into 
baskets 

leaves, made into bed 
mats, boskets, water 
jugs 

leaves, used ror 
ceremonial necklaces 
ond wristbands 

leaves, used in house 
construction 

plant, used in making 
emetics 

plant, used in Light
ningway Ceremony 

plant, os thatching 
for tepees, wick-i-ups 

pollen, used in 
ceremonial manner 
in a~~~e baking pits 

-listed as synonym I~gb~ ~nQ~5~i~Qli~. 

GRDUP[S) 

Pima, Arizono 

Spanish-Americans, 
Rio Grande River, 
New Mexico 

Ramah Navajo, 
New Mexico 

NavajO 

Kawaiisu, Calirornia 

Navajo 

Ramah NavajO, 
New Mexico 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Mescolero and 
Chiricahuo Apache 

REFERENCE 

Russell 1975:15~ 

Curtin 1965:16 

Vestal 1952:1~-15 

Elmore 19~~:2~ 

Zigmund 1981:68 

Wymon and Horris 
19~1:58 

Vestal 1952:1~-15 

Reagan 1929: 
151, 161 

Castetter and Dpler 
1936:36, ~7 

U1 
U1 
m 
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Table 71 (cont.] Ethnographic rererences to the use or I~ubQ. 

SPECIES 

T. latirolia 

PART AND USE 

pollen, used exten
sively in ceremonies 

pollen, used in Light
ningway Ceremony 

pollen, gathered for 
ceremonial use 

pollen, made into 
cakes and mush 

pollen, roasted in 
leaves for a rood; 
also a race paint 

pollen, eaten raw, 
as a flavoring, a 
thin gruel, or baked; 
sometimes stored 

rhizome, eaten 
when food scarce 

rhizome, eaten 
when food scarce 

rhizome, eaten raw 

rhizome, eaten 

GRDUP(SJ 

Navajo 

Ramah Navajo, 
New Mexico 

White Mt. Apache, 
Arizona 

Cahuilla, California 

N. Paiute 

Mohave, Yuma, Cocapa, 
Maricopa, Arizona 

9 of 13 N. Paiute 
bands 

Cocopa, Lower 
Colorado River 

Kawaiisu, California 

Kaibab Paiute, Utah 
and Arizona 

REFERENCE 

Elmore 19LfLf:2Lf 

Vestal 1952:1Lf-15 

Reagan 1929: 
151, 161 

Bean and Sou bel 
1972:1'f2-1Lf3 

Loud 1929:158-159 

Castetter and Bell 
1951:209-210 

Stewart 19Lfl:Lf28 

~elly 1977:26, 39 

Zigmund 1981:68 

Kelly 196Lf:Lf6 
U1 
U1 .... 
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Table 71 [cant.] Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of Iy~bg. 

SPECIES 

T. latifolia 

PART AND USE 

~hizome, eaten 

~hizome, eaten 

r:-hizome, eaten 
~aw 

r:-hizome, d~ied and 
g~ound into meal 

r:-hizome, eaten r:-aw 
o~ d~ied fo~ late~ 

r:-hizome, eoten r:-aw 
or:- cooked with meat 

I:"hizome, as a 
medicine 

seeds, eaten when 
immatul:"e 

seeds, eaten when 
matur:-e; also used 
fol:" sandal padding 

shoots ( tender:- J , 
eaten 

GRDUP(SJ 

Mescalel:"o Apache, 
New Mexico 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

Ramah Novajo, 
New Mexico 

Cahuilla, Califo~nia 

Mohave, Yuma, Cocopa, 
Ma~icopa, Ar:-izona 

Mescale~o and 
Chir:-icahua Apache 

Cahuilla, Califo~nia 

Kawaiisu, Califol:"nia 

N. Paiute 

Acoma and Laguna, 
New Mexico 

REFERENCE 

Castetter:- 1935:53 

Swank 1932:73 

Uestal 1952:1~-15 

Bean and Sou bel 
1972:1Lf2-1Lf3 

Castette~ end Bell 
1951:209-210 

Castette~ and Opler:-
1936:36, Lf7 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:1~2-1~3 

2igmund 1981:68 

Loud 1929:158-159 

Swank 1932:73 

U1 
U1 m 
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Table 71 [cont.] Ethnegraphic references to. the use of I~QbQ. 

SPECIES 

T. latifolia 

PART AND USE 

shoots, greund and 
eaten in famine 
times 

spike [immature], 
eaten in the spring 
raw or ceeked 

spike [mature mole], 
pellen harvested fer 
feod and medicine 

spike [immature female], 
eaten row 

spike [mature female], 
eaten 

spike (mature female], 

GRDUP[S] 

San Felipe, 
New Mexico. 

Paiute 

Ceccpa, Lewer 
Celeradc River 

Kawaiisu, California 

Kaibab Paiute, Utah 
and Arizena 

Plains grcups 
as dreSSings fer burns, 
filling for pillews, 
cradle beards and quilts 

spike (mature female), 
stuffed into. pillcws 

spike (mature female), 
sheek in rain donee to. 
simulate cleuds 

Spanish-Americans, 
Ric Grande River, 
New Mexico. 

Acema and Laguna, 
New Mexico. 

REFERENCE 

Castetter 1935:53 

Palmer 1878:60'i 

Kelly 1977:26, 39 

Zigmund 1981:68 

Kelly 196'i:,±6 

Gilmcre 1977:12-
13 

Curtin 1965:16 

Swank 1932:73 

til 
til 
W 
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Table 71 [cont.] Ethnog~aphic ~efe~ences to the use of I~~ha. 

SPECIES 

T. latifolia 

Typha spp. 

PART AND USE 

spike (matu~e female], 
used ~itually in a 
manne~ simila~ to 
p~aye~ pollen o~ meal 

stalk, as mots, 
bedding and fo~ 
ce~emoniol bundles 

stolk, mode into 
ce~emoniol objects 

stalk, as ~oof 
thatching 

pollen, os a p~aye~ 

pollen, but fo~me~ly 
perhaps as a food; 
gathe~ed in June 

rhizome, roosted 
as food 

seeds, eaten roosted 

GRDUP[S] 

Kereson pueblos, 
New Mexico 

Cohuilla, California 

Ploins g~oups 

Isleta, New Mexico 

Apache, A~izono 

Apache, Arizona 

Gosiute, Nevado 
and Utoh 

REFERENCE 

White 19'15:560 

Bean and Saubel 
1972:1'12-1'i3 

Gilmo~e 1977:12-
13 

Jones 1931:'i'i 

Buskirk 19'i9: 
3'17-3'18 

Buskirk 19'i9: 
3'i7-3'i8 

Chambe~lin 1911: 
383 

U1 
en o 
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gathered green stalks in July [Russell 1975:161J or August 

[Curtin 198~:6~-65J. and peeled. split them into halves, and 

then laid them on the ground to dry and bleach in the sun. 

The stalks were also sought as raw material for mats. 

bedding. roof thatching. and ceremonial bundles. The stems 

and leaves have served as floating islands for people of 

Lake Titicoca in Pe~u. and the Aztecs of Mexico mode islands 

of this material in the middle of swamps [Mo~ton 1975). 

South~estern groups ate the young stalks [as shoots) when 

they were tender in the sp~ing. or children chewed on mature 

stalks fo~ sweetness. Sometimes the stalks were even ground 

up for food. Leaves se~ved many of the some mate~ial cul-

tu~e needs as stalks. having been gathe~ed for mots. ~oof 

thatching. water jugs. and ceremonial jewel~y. 

People collected pollen as a food and a face and body 

point. Appo~ently it ~as occasionally sto~ed. The Apache 

gathered it in June [Buskirk 19~9:3~7-3~8). G~oups living 

along the Lower Colo~ado and Gila Rivers in Arizona would 

collect large numbers of un~ipe heads and car~y them to a 

single location; as the heads ~ipened they we~e topped for 

their pollen load [Castette~ and Bell 1951:209-210). As a 

food. it could be eaten ~aw. roosted. o~ mode into cokes or 

mush. For example. the Northe~n Poiute in Nevada inclosed 

pollen in the leaves of a ~ush plant and ~oasted it in 

ashes. causing it to become ha~d and sweet like candy [Loud 

1929:158-159J. 
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People also collected pollen for use in ceremonies and 

prayers. It is likely that it was utilized heavily in the 

post, as the NavajO gathered it in abundance before substi

tuting it with easily acquired ZaQ (corn) pollen (Elmore 

19~~:2~). 

The immature and mature mole and female flowering 

spikes served many purposes. People sought immature spikes 

as a food, to be eaten row or cooked. Mature mole spikes 

with pollen were sometimes eaten or mode into a medicinal 

preparation. Mature female spikes with the fluffy seeds 

were not only eaten ond chewed as gum, they provided 

dressings for burns, stuffing for pillows, cradleboards, and 

quilts, and were shook in rain dances to simulate clouds. 

Individual seeds have provided food when both immature 

and mature. In 1933 Harrington described a Paiute woman 

preparing the mature seeds of I~gbg lQt~fQllg as a food. 

She essentially pulled a large moss of the dried heads opart 

onto a smooth, hard surface, and then set fire to the moss. 

As the flame instontly ron through the pile it burned off 

the attached hairs and left the toasted seeds intact. The 

woman repeated this a number of times until the ground was 

covered with seeds. Then she swept up the pile and winnowed 

it to remove any dirt. According to the woman, this food 

source was once commonly eaten by her people. loud (1929: 

158-159) describes essentially the same preparation 
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technique, and noted that at the end of a day's labor there 

could be a sufficient quantity of seed upon the ground to 

fill several sacks. The Gosiute in Nevada and Utah burned 

the ripe spikes, and the seeds became roasted and loosened 

from their seed hairs in the process; once freed, the seeds 

were processed and eaten (Chamberlin 1911:383). Ripe seeds 

also provided padding for sandals. 

The archaeological record reveals collection of cattail 

leaves, pollen, seeds, and possibly other parts in prehist-

ory (Table 72). Leaves have been fashioned into sandals, 

and along with stalks were perhaps made into mats, baskets, 

rope and other household items. Pollen has been eaten 

either as pure pollen or as male spikes. Pollen was baked 

or roasted prior to consumption, as Napton and Kelso 

(1969:21-23) noted some "charred" cattail pollen grains in 

an A.D. 7~0 coprolite from Lovelock Cave. Pollen associated 

with a burial suggests ceremonial use (Pippin 1979:2~9-250). 

Pollen recovered from Pueblo Grande Ruin in Arizona (Gish 

1979) may represent ancient gathering of plants with mature 

reproductive spikes for use in roof construction. 

Whole IUgbg seeds, along with SQir~~s seeds, comprised 

over 90~ of the seeds recovered from 50 coprolites at Love-

lock Cave in Nevada, spanning the time period A.D. 750-1800. 

Evidence of roasting and carbonization suggested the seeds 

were parched prior to eating them (Cowan 1967:22-23). In 

addition to providing a food, the downy seed hairs appear to 
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Table 72. P~ehisto~ic ~efe~ences to IU~bQ ~emains. 

SPECIES PART AND USE 

T. domingensis pollen, f~om plants 
used in ~oof con
struction; as pa~t 
of mud used in 
plastering 

T. latifolia parts [va~ious], used 
in seve~al Ulays 

GROUP[S) 

Pueblo G~ande Ruin, 
Arizona 

Ozark Bluff-DUleller 
Culture, A~kansas 
and Missouri 

pollen, in coprolites, Antelope House, 
suggests consumption Arizona 
of pollen or male spikes 

pollen, from 0 burial 
context, suggests 
ceremonial use 

Guadalupe Ruin, 
NeUl Mexico 

spikes (male ond female] Bat Cave, NeUl Mexico 
and othe~ pa~ts 

REFERENCE 

Gish 1979 

Gilmore 1931:93 

Williams-Dean and 
Bryant 1975:107 

Pippin 1979: 
21f9-250 

Smith 1950:166 

Typha spp. leaves, made into a 
sandal 

Lovelock Cave, Nevada Loud and Harrington 
1929:55-93 

leaves or stalks, as 
mats, tUlined baskets, 
rope, balls ond 
irregular bundles 

pollen, in cop~olites 

Lovelock Cave, Nevada Loud ond Harrington 
1929:55-93 

Lake Cahuilla, 
Califo~nia (A.D. 
900-1500) 

Wilke 1978:70-72 
til 
m 
.+: 
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Table 72 [cont.) Prehistoric references to I~pbg remains. 

SPECIES 

Typha spp. 

PART AND USE 

pollen (charred), in 
coprolites, suggests 
consumption of baked 
pollen or roasted 
male spikes 

pollen, in coprolites, 
suggests consumption 
of pollen or male spikes 

pollen 

pollen, from a floor 
and met ate 

seeds, in coprolites, 
as roasted or parched 
food 

seeds, some parched 

seed hairs (down), 
possibly as a sandal 
lining 

GRDUP(S) 

Lovelock Cave, Nevada 
[A.D. 7LfO and 
A.D. 1800) 

Hoy House, Colorado 
(Pueblo III) 

Chaco Canyon, New 
Mex. [A.D. 750-1100) 

Grasshopper Pueblo, 
Arizona [A.D. 1300-
lLfOO) 

Lovelock Cave, Nevada 
[A.D. 750-1800) 

REFERENCE 

Nopton and Kelso 
1969:21-23 

Scott 1979:271 

Cully 1977:50 

Bohrer 1982:101-
102 

CaUlan 1967: 
22-23 

Lake, Cahuilla, Wilke 1978: 70-72 
Calif. [A.D. 900-1500) 

Lovelock Cave, Nevada Loud and Harrington 
1929:55-93 

UI 
m 
1I1 
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have been utilized as podding fo~ a sandal. Elsewhe~e. 

cop~olites f~om ancient Lake Cahuilla in Califo~nia (A.D. 

900-1500J hod evidence of both cattail seed and anthe~ use 

as food (Wilke 1978:70-72J. 

In two p~ehisto~ic locations ~esea~che~s commented that 

ancient occupants of on a~ea eithe~ t~aveled some distance 

to obtain cattail ~esou~ces, o~ the plants g~ew close~ to 

the locations than at p~esent. At the time abundant Iu~bc 

lctifgliC mate~ial was ~eccve~ed f~om Bot Cove in New 

Mexico, the closest cattail stand was 12 miles distant 

(Smith 1950:166J. P~Bsence of cattail pollen g~ains in a 

Chaco Canyon pueblo doting to A.D. 750-1100 in no~th-cent~al 

New Mexico suggested that the ~esou~ce eithe~ g~ew nea~by in 

p~ehisto~y o~ that the inhabitants t~aveled some distance to 

acqui~e it (Cully 1977:50J. as no cottail could be found in 

the local a~ea when the site was excavated. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

I~gb~ 19t1[Ql1Q plonts p~ovide ~esources in all months 

except Decembe~, although obse~vant individuals could still 

find the unde~g~ound rhizomes at this time. For the five 

months of Janua~y th~ough May a few eme~gent leaves signal 

the location of ~hizomes that would p~esumably have a la~ger 

p~opo~tion of nut~ients than lateL when the developing plant 

has depleted them. Young shoots (stalks) would pLovide a 

tende~ food dULing June. Towa~d the end of that month 

immatu~e floweLing spikes could be ha~vested and eaten. 
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Pollen OL the entiLe matuLe male floweLing spikes would 

geneLally be available in July; on the otheL hand the matuLe 

female floweLing spikes and seeds often cling to the apex of 

the plant fLom August thLough NovembeL. If stalks aLe 

haLvested fOL basketLY mateLial, they might be pLefeLLed in 

July and August, as the ethnographic recoLd suggests. OtheL 

household needs, such as bedding, mats, roof thatching, etc. 

might be satisfied with leaves picked at any time from July 

thLough NovembeL. LaLgeL leaves needed fOL household items 

and fOL use in ceremonies could also be collected July 

through November. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Rhizomes are not expected to pLeserve unless accident

ally chaLred during roasting. Young shoots eaten fresh aLe 

too fleshy to sULvive, as are immatuLe flowering spikes. 

Pollen could be Lecovered in human fecal mateLial, or in 

high concentLotions suggestive of pLehistoLic use. Chances 

of recovery of cattail seeds aLe low, due in laLge paLt to 

their minute size (generally less than O.S mmJ. Stolks ond 

leaves fashioned into variuus housenold items would likely 

pLeserve only in well protected locations. 
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JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JLY AUG SEP OCT NOU DEC 

HABITAT 

~1~~1ec~ lQnQ1fQ11~ gLOWS on the stLeam flanks in 

Canelo Hills. The alluvial soil is dLY and the plants aLe 

fully expased to the sun's Lays. 

PHENOLOGY 

~1~~1ec~ is an annual plant, floweLing August thLough 

OctobeL. Ripe achenes aLe available in OctobeL and 

NovembeL. Uegetative gLowth spans most of the peLiod the 

plant is active, except fOL NovembeL, when all gLowth has 

ceased and only matuLe fLuit is pLesent. The plant 

oV8LwinteLs as dOLmant seed in the soil fLom DecembeL to 

July. 

ETHN06RAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAl RECORDS 

The only LefeLence to histoLic use of ~1g~1§~Q 

19D9lfgllC conceLns the Ramah Navajo of New Mexico, who 

consideLeo it a life medicine CUestal 19S2:S~). It is not 

known what paLt of the plant they used. 

OtheL ~1~u1ec~ species aLe cited in the ethnogLaphic 
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liteLatuLe. The Ramah Navajo noted that ~~ multlflg~g was a 

sheep and deeL rood, and possibly a witchcLart plant as well 

(Uestal 1952:5~J. The seeds (achenesJ or ~~ m~lt1flQC~ have 

been "used" (eoten?J by people in Utah and Nevada CYanovsky 

1936:63J. The TaLahumaLa of Mexico cLushed and applied the 

LOOts or ~~ g~~~~reD~ as a paultice rOL treating boils and 

inrections. This same gLOUP ate the tendeL raw leaves or ~~ 

bellgDtbQlge~ (Pennington 1963:110, 128, 191J. 

Some references to ~1~~1ec~ species suggest the plant 

is poisonous. ~1~~1ec~ ~oo~~ poisons cattle with eitheL 

cyanide OL nitrate (Lewis and lewis 1977:58J. The 

TaLahumaLa or Mexico used the LOOts or ~~ ge~U~reD~ as a 

rish poison; they haLvested the plants rrom domp places 

along Lavines, cLushing and dumping the roots into wateL to 

stun rish. ApPoLently the LOOts could also be gathered and 

stoLed rOL ruture use (Pennington 1957J. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

CeLemonial needs rOL ~1~~1~c~ could be met at ony time 

the plant is avoilable above gLound, August through 

NovembeL. Achenes can be haLvested rOL rood in both OctobeL 

and NovembeL. Actively gLowing leaves available fOL gLeens 

aLe found on the plants rLom August thLough October. It is 

unknown ir the geneLolly small size or the roots of this 

annual plant might lessen the chances it would be chosen rOL 

a fish poison. Roots would Leoch maximum size in Octo beL , 

and above gLound POLts would signal their location in both 
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Octobe~ and Novembe~. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Pe~haps the pa~t with the best chances of p~ese~vation 

in ancient sites would be the achenes, which would likely be 

p~epa~ed in much the same way 09 sunflowe~ (He11Qntb~aJ 

achenes. This would include po~ching o~ ~oasting, techniques 

that might int~oduce the achenes into fi~epits and 

eventually into t~ash deposits. The foct thot it is ve~y 

difficult to tell some species of He11Qntb~a f~om ~1~~1a~Q 

achenes when they a~e charred makes it ha~d to know just 

~hich taxon is contained in a particula~ p~8historic 

context. It seems ~easonable that both might be p~esent. 

Ancient p~epa~ation of the leaves as g~eens, and use of the 

~oots as a fish poison ~educe chances these pa~ts would 

preserve . 
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~iti~ griZgDi~g Enge1m. 

RC-7 CKA #120-83J UA25~615; UA2550~5 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JNE JtY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

HABITAT 

~iti~ ~Li~Q01C~ thrives in wet soil within three feet of 

the stream at Ramsey Canyon. The location is composed of 

water-carried boulders and cobbles, with a small amount of 

alluvial soil. Very few direct sun's rays reach the grape 

plants, due to the dense shading provided by an overhead 

canopy of tall trees. 

PHENOLOGY 

Leaves first emerge from this woody-stemmed climber in 

March, and by April flower buds hove formed. Flowering 

occurs in May, with the ripe fruit available from August 

through November. Vegetative growth slows considerably by 

September. 

ETHNOGRAPHIC/ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORDS 

Numerous historic groups have eaten the fruit of wild 

grapes either fresh or dried, sometimes gathering it in 

quantities and often storing it for winter use CTable 73J. 

It seems that the entire fruit, including the hard seed, was 
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Table 73. Ethnographic references to the use of ~ltl~. 

SPECIES 

U. arizonica 

PART AND USE 

fruit, eaten fresh 
or dried and ground 
for winte[" use 

f["uit, eaten f["esh, 
0[" d["ied in quantity 
fo[" winter use 

f["uit, eaten fresh 0[" 

dried fo[" winte[" use 

GRDUP[S) 

Apache, Arizona 

S. Paiute, Nevada 

Mescale["o ond 
Chi["icahua Apache 

fruit, eaten in large Groups in Califo["nia, 
quantities, 0[" d["ied A["izona and Utah 
fo[" winte[" use; sometimes 
g["ound and cooked 

fruit, eaten NavajO 

fruit, eoten Western Apache, 
A["izona 

f["uit, eaten Isleta, New Mexico 

fruit, eaten Jemez, New Mexico 

fruit, eaten Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

fruit, eaten Tarahumara, Chihuahua 

REFERENCE 

Buski["k 19~9:3~0 

Bye 1972:96 

Castette[" and Dple[" 
1936:~~-'±5 

Palme[" 1878:599-
600 

Elmo["e 19~~:62 

Gallagher 
1977:30 

Jones 1931:~~ 

Cook 1930:28 

Pennington 1969: 
136, 183 

Pennington 1963: 
117 

U1 
..,J 
ru 
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Table 73 [cont.] Ethnographic references to the use of ~it~~. 

SPECIES 

V. orizonico 

V. cinerea 

Vitis spp. 

PART AND USE 

Juice, used to point 
bodies of dancers 

leaves, as a 
medicinal poultice 

seeds, ground and eaten 

seeds, ground and 
eaten 

vine, mode into a 
cross as part of 
courtship offering 

fruit, eaten fresh 
or dried ror winter 

fruit, eaten fresh 
or dried for winter; 
made into Jam/Jelly 

sap from vines; tapped 
in spring and drunk 

GRDUP(SJ 

Jemez, New Mexico 

Tepehuan, Chihuahua 

S. Paiute, Nevada 

Groups in California, 
Arizona and Utah 

NavajO 

REFERENCE 

Cook 1930:28 

Pennington 1969: 
136, 183 

Bye 1972:96 

Palmer 1878:599-
600 

Elmore 19Lf:Lf::62 

Plains groups or Gilmore 1977:50 
Missouri River Region 

Kiowa, Oklahoma Vestal and Schultes 
1939:Lf:2 

Plains groups of Gilmore 1977:50 
Missouri River Region 

fruit, eaten fresh or Comanche, Oklahoma Carlson and Jones 
19Lf:0:527 dried and stored; dried 

rruit made into cakes 
and baked 

fruit, eaten fresh SE Yavapai, Arizona Gifford 1932:212 1I1 
-..J 
W 
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consumed. At times the seeds alone have been gLound and 

eaten. In otheL uses, the Juice has pLovided a body paint, 

sap was tapped fLom the vines as a dLink, and the flexible 

vine was fOLmed into a CLOSS and used as paLt of a couLtship 

offeLing. 

HavaLd [189S:10~J suggested the Pueblo Indians of 

ALizona cultivated the canyon gLape (Yit1~ griZgDi~gJ, as 

someone obseLved the plants gLowing in LOWS neaL FOLt 

Whipple. PalmeL [1870:~lSJ pLovides elaboLation on this 

idea. He suggests the ancient Puebloans cultivated a wild 

gLape (as ~1t1~ c~l1fQ~Q1~L~~ Q~1~QQ~Q~1~J, because of the 

peculiaL d1stLibution of the plants neaL Luined settlements. 

NeaL FOLt Whipple in ALizona, they weLe aLLanged in LOWS and 

seemed to be veLY old. At Camp Lincoln on the UeLde RiveL 

close to a numbeL of pLehistoLic Luins, a small stLeam 

called Clear CLeek passed close by, on ecch side of which 

was a naLLOW stLip of Lich land coveLed with bLush and gLape 

vines. These gLape vines diffeLed in many paLticulaLs fLom 

those native to the locality. The native kinds, found so 

univeLsally in the neaLby woods, weLe gLowing abundantly all 

aLound. The potentially "cultivated" vines next to the 

stLeam appeaLed quite old, having been repeatedly burnt off, 

accoLding to evidence of the stumps. DL. Engelmann, a 

taxonomist in St. LouiS, gLew the seeds fLom some of these 

unusual gLapes and thought that peLhaps five OL six 

vaLieties weLe LepLesented. 
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~ltl~ ~emains have been ~ecave~ed f~om sites in 

A~izona, New nexico, and e1sewhe~e in the United States. A 

single canyon g~ape f~uit was excavated f~om the Tonto 

Ruins in south-cent~a1 A~izona doting to the A.D. 1300's 

CBoh~e~ 1962:100). Canyon g~apes we~e also among the 

~emains listed by Judd C195~:61) as having been found in 

Pueblo Bonito household deb~is f~om the 13th centu~y A.D. 

Abundant wild g~ape ~emains of species native to A~kansas 

and Missou~i we~e ~ecove~ed f~om Oza~k Bluff-Dweller sites, 

suggesting thei~ favo~ as a food CGi1mo~e 1931:99). 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR HUMANS 

Canyon grope f~uit could be collected in Ramsey 

Canyon fo~ food o~ body point f~om August th~ough November. 

Sop f~om vines might flow mo~e p~ofusely in the sp~ing fo~ a 

few months CFeb~uary-Ma~ch) p~io~ to ~esumption of g~owth. 

The vines could be gathered year-~ound, but a~e most 

flexible du~ing the ea~lie~ pa~t of the g~owing season. 

PREDICTIONS FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD 

Since wild g~apes a~e often eaten f~esh, o~ d~ied and 

ground for lQte~ use, it is unlikely much would ~emQin in 

the ancient reco~d to signal use. Finding whole seeds in 

human cop~olites would be expected. Recovering the ~Qthe~ 

f~agile vines would not. 
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DISCUSSION 

Ethnobotanicol considerations 

Ethnobotonists examining moterial from ancient sites can 

benefit by organizing the preceding data in different ways. 

For example, all taxa can be examined by category of USB, 

such as "food" or "medicine", for an emerging view of 

which riparian plant resources are available for these 

uses at specific times of the year. Such on overview will 

permit one to evaluate productive and poor harvest seasons; 

information on season of actual use may not be the same as 

that of harvest, since most plant parts can be processed and 

stored for long periods. An ethnobotanist can also gain 

perspective on the variety of alternative plant resource 

choices in a specific season. 

Another way to organize the data is according to the 

uses to which different plant parts have been put by humans. 

This provides insight into the range of reasons people 

actually chose a particular part. For example, the ethno

botanist trying to interpret the meaning of on ancient 

burned piece of bark will benefit by reviewing the many 

needs for which people have gathered bark in historic times. 

There are different pathways that plant parts may enter the 

archaeological record, and some may produce similar

appearing ancient debris, making it difficult to clearly 

distinguish separate paths of entry. Therefore, along with a 
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careful scrutiny of the context of recovery, it is helpful 

if one can keep in mind the diversity of reasons for which 0 

particular part might be acquired. 

The ethnobotanist should keep in mind that people might 

do more with 0 native plant than simply harvest useful 

ports. For this reason, a section on native plants which 

might have received casual care in historic times has been 

included. Although such care may not lead to the kind of 

morphological changes useful in recognizing domestication, 

one may be more careful about documenting basic morphologi-

col characteristics in certain archaeological taxa if 

historic records suggest intensified human interest. 

Insight into human choice of riparian plants is gained 

when additional data is examined. For example, by knowing 

the general representation of the different lifeforms on the 

landscape, one can avcluata which were selected dispropor-

tionately. In another view, when pollen wash samples from 

specific fruit and vegetative ports have been scrutinized 

for the presence of pollen, an understanding of mechanisms 

for pollen transport into ancient dwellings is provided. 
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Examining categories of plant use 

Food 

Food being a preeminent human need, the complete 

literature base was organized to view the range of plant 

foods available in each manth from January to December 

(Tables 7~-B5J. Although fruit, seeds, stems and leaves 

would be expected to serve as food, the tables also contain 

evidence of a wide variety of parts such as flowers, pollen, 

bark, galls, and underground vegetative structures that 

could be eaten. 

When one looks at the number of plant species that 

offer food resources during each month, the data suggest 

periods of both potential abundance and scarcity. There is 

a range of as many as ~9 edible species in September to as 

few as 15 in December (Table 86J. Three distinct periods of 

the year seem apparent: (1) the period of December through 

March, when the least number of edible species (ranging 

between 15 and 23) are available; (2) the period of April 

through June, when moderate numbers of species (ranging from 

25-32) can be acquired; and (3) the highly productive period 

of July through November, when between 39-~9 separate 

species offer parts to be gathered. 

The view that December-March may be the most difficult 

time to acquire food resources in riparian habitats is 

altered somewhat if one further considers that reproductive 
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Table 7~. Foods available in the month af January. Lifeform 
categories are TCreesJ, SChrubsJ, PCerennialsJ, and 
ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Abies concolor 
Apodanthera undulata 
Aralia racemosa 
Arbutus arizonica 
Berberis wilcoxii 
Ceanothus fendleri 
Equisetum spp. 
Juniperus deppeana var. 

pachyphloea 
Lactuca graminifolia 
Oxalis spp. 
Populus fremontii 
Gluercus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus trilobata var. 
racemulosa 

Ribes aureum 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
Stachys coccinea 
Typha latifoU a 

Port 

inner bark 
fruit, seeds 
root 
berries 
berries 
inner bark 
plant, root 
berries, inner bark 

leaves 
plant, leaves 
inner bar-k 
bark, gall 
plant, root 
bark, berries 

leaves 
leaves, root 
bark 
fruit 
rhizome 

Lifefox:-m 

T 
P 
P 
T 
S 
S 
P 
T 

P 
AlP 
T 
T 
P 
5 

5 
A 
T 
P 
P 
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Table 7S. Foods available in the month of FebLuaLY. 
LifefoLm categoLies aLe TCLeesJ, SChLubsJ, PCeLennialsJ, and 
ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Abies concoloL 
AceL sacchaLum ssp. 

gLandidentatum 
ApodantheLa undulata 
ALalia Lacemosa 
ALbutus aLizonica 
ALctostaphylos pungens 
BeLbeLis wilcoxii 
Ceanothus fendleLi 
Equisetum spp. 
JunipeLus deppeana vaL. 
pachyphloea 

Lactuca gLaminifolia 
Mimulus guttatus 
Pinus discoloL 
Populus fLemontii 
Pseudotsuga menziesii vaL. 

glauca 
QueLcus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus tLilobata val'. 

Lacemulosa 
Ribes aULeum 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
Stachys coccinea 
Typha latifolio 

PaLt LifefoLm 

inneL baLk T 
inner- baLk, sap T 

fLUit, seeds P 
Loot P 
ber-ries T 
floweLs S 
beLLies 5 
inneL baLk S 
plant, Loot P 
beLLies, inneL bark T 

leaves P 
leaves P 
inneL bark T 
buds, inneL baLk T 
inner baLk T 

baLk, gall T 
plant, Loot P 
baLk S 

leaves S 
leaves, Loot A 
baLk, floweLs T 
fLuit P 
rhizome P 
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Table 76. Foods available in the month of March. Lifeform 
categories are TCreesJ, SChrubsJ, PCerennialsJ, and 
ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Aralia racemosa 
Ceanothus fendleri 
Equisetum spp. 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica spp. 
velutin 

Juniperus deppeana var. 
pachyphloea 

Lactuca graminifolia 
Mimulus guttatus 
Pinus discolor 
Pinus engelmannii, 

P. strobiformis 
Plantago spp. 
Populus fremontii 
Pseudotsuga menziesii var. 

glauco 
Quercus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus trilobata var. 

racemulosa 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 

Scirpus spp. 

Typha latifolia 

Part Lifeform 

root P 
inner bark 5 
plant, root P 
inner bark T 

berries, inner bark T 

leaves P 
leaves P 
inner bark T 
inner bark T 

leaves A 
buds, inner bark T 
inner bark T 

bark, gall T 
plant, root P 
bark 5 

leaves, root A 
bark ,flowers, T 
leaves 

root, stems, P 
shoots 

rhizome p 
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Table 77. Foods available in the month of April. Lifeform 
categories are T(rees), S(hrubsJ, P(erennials), and 
ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Apocynum sibiricum 
Aralia racemose 
Carex spp. 
Ceanothus fendleri 
Chenopodium off. 

neomexicanum 
Descurainia pinnata spp. 

ocroleuca 
Equisetum spp. 
Fraxinus pennsylvanico spp. 
velutin 

Juniperus deppeana vor. 
pachyphloea 

Lactuca graminifolia 
Lonicera albiflora var. 

dumosa 
Mimulus guttatus 
Pinus discolor 
Pinus engelmannii, P. 
strobiformis 

Plantago spp. 
Populus fremonti~ 
Quercus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus trilobata var. 

racemulosa 
Rudbekia laciniata 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
Scirpus spp. 
Sporobalus airoides vcr. 
wrightii 

Typha latifolia 

Part Lifeform 

fibers P 
root P 
stems P 
inner bark S 
leaves A 

picnt, leaves A 

plant, roat P 
inner bark, leaves T 

berries, inneL bark T 

leaves P 
flowers S 

leaves, stalk P 
inner bark T 
inner bark T 

leaves A 
inner bark T 
bark, gall, leaves T 
plant, root P 
bark 5 

young shoots P 
leaves, root A 
bark, flowers, leaves T 
root, stems, shoots P 
young shoots P 

rhizome P 
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Table 78. Foods available in the month of May. lifefoLm 
categoLies aLe TCLeesJ, SChLubsJ, PCeLennialsJ, and 
ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Apocynum sibiLicum 
ALalia Lacemosa 
CaLex spp. 
Ceanothus fendleLi 
Chenopodium off. neomexicanum 
DescuLainia pinnata spp. 

oCLoleuco 
Equisetum spp. 
FLoxinus pennsylvanica spp. 
velutin 

Helianthus onnuus 
Ipomoea hedeLifolio 
JunipeLus deppeana vaL. 

pochyphloea 
lactuca gLominifolia 
loniceLo albiflaLo VOL. 

dumosa 
Mimulus guttatus 
Oxalis ssp. 
Plantago spp. 
Populus fLemontii 
QueLcus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus tLilobato VOL. 

Lacemulosa 
Robinia neomexicana 
Rudbekia laciniata 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
SCiLPUS spp. 
SpoLobolus aiLoides VOL. 
wLightii 

Typha latifolia 

PaLt 

fibeLs 
Loot 
stems 
inneL baLk 
leaves 
seeds 

plant, Loot 
leaves 

leaves 
leaves, Loot 
beLLies, inneL baLk 

leaves 
floweLs 

leaves 
plant, leaves 
leaves, seeds 
inneL baLk 
baLk, gall, leaves 
plant, Loot 
baLk 

floweLs 
young shoots 
leaves, Loot 
baLk, leaves 
pollen, Loot 
young shoots 

Lhizome 

lifefoLm 

P 
P 
P 
5 
A 
A 

P 
T 

A 
A 
T 

P 
5 

P 
AlP 
A 
T 
T 
P 
5 

T 
P 
A 
T 
P 
P 

P 
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Table 79. Foods available in the month of June. Lifeform 
categories are TCreesJ, SChrubsJ, PCerennialsJ, and 
ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Apocynum sibiricum 
Aralia racemosa 
Asclepias subverticillata 
Asclepias tuber os a ssp. 
interior 

Berula erecta 
Carex spp. 
Ceanthus fendleri 
Chenopodium off. neomexicanum 
Descurainia pinnata ssp. 

ocroleuca 
Desmodium spp. 
Equisetum spp. 
Helianthus annuus 
Ipomoea hederifolia 
Juniperus deppeana var. 

pachyphloeo 
Lactuca graminifolia 
Lithospermum multiflorum 
Lonicera olbiflora var. 

dumosa 
Lotus oroboides var. 

nummularis 
Mentha arvensis var. villosa 
Mimulus guttatus 
Oenothera rosea 
Oxalis spp. 
Plantago spp. 
Poa fendleriana 
Populus fremontii 
Quercus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus trilobata var. racemulosa 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
Scirpus spp. 
Typha latifolia 

Part LifefoLm 

fibers 
root 
leaves 
root, young shoots 

leaves 
achenes, stems 
irmerbark 
leaves 
seeds 

leaves 
plant, root 
leaves 
leaves, ["oot 
inne[" baLk 

leaves 
leaves 
beLLies 

plant 

leaves, stems 
leaves 
flowe["s, leaves, plant 
plant, leaves 
leaves, seeds 
caLyopses 
inneL baLk 
baLk, gall, leaves 
ochenes, plant, Loot 
flowe["s, seeds, pods 
leaves, root 
baLk, leaves 
pollen, Loot 
floweLs, young shoots 

P 
P 
P 
P 

P 
P 
S 
A 
A 

AlP 
P 
A 
A 
T 

P 
P 
P 

P 

P 
P 
P 
AlP 
A 
P 
T 
T 
P 
5 
A 
T 
P 
P 
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Table 80. Foods available in the month of July. Lifeform 
categories are TCreesJ, SChrubsJ, PCerennialsJ, and 
ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Apocynum sibiricum 
Aralia racemosa 
Asclepias 5ubverticillata 
Asclepias tuberosa ssp. 
interior 

Berberis wilcox!! 
Berula erec::to 
Carex spp. 
Ceanothus fendleri 
Chenopodium off. neomexic::anum 
Commelina dianthifolia 
Cyperus spp. 
Desmodium spp. 
Equisetum spp. 
Eragrostis intermedia 
Helianthus annuus 
Ipomoea hederifolia 
Juncus spp. 
Juniperus deppeana var. 
pachyphloea 

Lactuca graminifolia 
Lithospermum multiflorum 
Lotus oroboides var. 

nummulat"is 
Mentha arvensis var. villosa 
Mimulus guttotus 
Monarda austromontana 
Oenothera rosea 
Oxalis spp. 
Pennellia longifolia 
Plantago spp. 
Populus fremontii 
Portulaca umbraticola 
Quercus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus trilobata var. racemulosa 
Ribes aureum 
Robinia neomexicana 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
Scirpus spp. 
Tradescantia pinetorum 
Typha latifolia 

Part Lifeform 

fibers 
young shoots 
leaves, young pods 
bud, flower, pod, 
root 

berries 
flowers, leaves 
achenes, stems 
inner bark 
leaves 
plant 
root, tubers 
leaves 
plant, root 
caryopses 
leaves 
leaves, root 
seeds 
inner bark 

leaves 
leaves 
plant 

leaves, stems 
leaves, fruit 
plant, leaves 
flowers, leoves, plant 
bulb, leaves, plant 
plant 
seeds 
inner bark 
leaves, stems 
bark, gall, leaves 
achenes, plant, root 
bark 
fruit 
seeds, young pods 
leaves, root 
bark, leaves 
pollen, root 
plant 
pollen, stalk 

P 
P 
P 
P 

5 
P 
P 
5 
A 
P 
P 
AlP 
P 
P 
A 
A 
P 
T 

P 
P 
P 

P 
P 
A 
P 
AlP 
A 
A 
T 
A 
T 
P 
5 
5 
T 
A 
T 
P 
P 
P 
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Table 81. Foods available in the month of August. lifeform 
categories are TCrees), SChrubs), PCerennialsJ, and 
ACnnuals). 

Taxon 

Allium cernuum var. 
neomexicana 

Apocynum sibiricum 
Arctostaphylos pungens 
Asclepias subverticillata 
Asclepias tuberosa ssp. 
interior 

Berberis wilcoxii 
Berula erecta 
Bidens pilosa 
Bromus carinatus 
Carex spp. 
Ceanothus fendleri 
Chenopodium aff. neomexicanum 
Cyperus spp. 
Desmodium spp. 
Elymus canadensis 
Equisetum spp. 
Eragrostis intermedia 
Helianthus annuus 
Ipomoea hederifolia 
Juncus spp. 
Juniperus deppeana var. 

pachyphloea 
lactuca graminifolia 
lithospermum multiflorum 
Mentha arvensis var. villosa 
Mimulus guttatus 
Mirabilis coccinea 
Monarda austromontana 
Oenothero rosea 

Oxalis spp. 
Panicum spp. 
Pennellia longifolia 
Pinus engelmannii, 

P. strobif'ormis 
Populus fremontii 
Portulaca umbraticola 
Prunus serotina ssp. virens 
Quercus spp. 

Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus trilobata var. racemulosa 

lifeform 

bulb, leaves 

fibers 
fruit, seeds 
leaves, young pods 
bud, flower, pod, 
root 

berries 
flowers, leaves 
leaves, young shoots 
cary apses 
achenes, stems 
inner bark 
flowers, leaves 
root, tubers 
leaves 
cary apses 
plant, root 
cary apses 
leaves 
leaves, root 
seeds 
inner bark 

leaves 
leave1i5 
leaves, stems 
fruit, leaves 
seeds 
plant, leaves 
flower, fruit, leaves 

plant, seeds 
bulb, leaves, plant 
cary apses 
plant 
seeds 

inner bark 
leaves, stems 
fruit 
bark, gall, fruit 
leaves 

~chenes, plant, root 
bark 

P 

P 
5 
P 
p 

5 
P 
A 
P 
P 
5 
A 
P 
AlP 
P 
P 
P 
A 
A 
P 
T 

P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
A 
P 

AlP 
P 
A 
T 

T 
A 
5 
T 

P 
5 
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Table 81 (cont.) Foods available in the month of August. 

Taxon Port Lifeform 

Ribes aureum fruit S 
Robinia necmexicana seeds T 
Rumex viclascens leaves, root, seeds A 
Salix spp. bark, leaves T 
Scirpus spp. achenes, pollen, root ? 
Stachys coccinea fruit ? 
Typha latifclia fruit, seeds, stalk ? 
Uiguiera longifolia leaves A 
Uitis arizonica fruit, seeds S 
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Table 82. Foods available in the month of September. 
lifeform categories are TCreesJ, SChrubsJ, PCerennialsJ, 
and ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Allium cernuum var. 
neomexicana 

Anoda cristata 
Apocynum sibiricum 
Apodanthera undulata 
Arctostaphylos pungens 
Asclepias subverticillata 
Asclepias tuberosa ssp. 
interior 

Berberis wilcoxii 
Berula erecta 
Bromus carinatus 
Carex spp. 
Ceanothus fendleri 
Chenopodium off. neomexicanum 
Cucurbita foetidissima 
Cype["us spp. 
Desmodium spp. 
Eleocharis rostellata 
Elymus canadensis 
Equisetum spp. 
Eragrostis intermedia 
Helianthus annuus 
Ipomoea hede["ifolia 
Juglans major 
Juncus spp. 
Juniperus deppeana var. 
pachyphloea 

lactuca graminifolia 
Lithospermum multiflorum 
Mentha arvensis var. villosa 
Monorda austromontana 
Oxalis spp. 
Panicum spp. 
Pinus engelmannii, 

P. strobiformis 
Populus fremontii 
Portulaca umbraticola 
Quercus spp. 

Ranunculus spp. 
Rhus trilobata var. racemulosa 
Ribes aureum 
Robinia neomexicana 

Port lifeform 

bulb, leaves 

plant, leaves 
fibers 
fruit, seeds 
fruit, seeds 
leaves, seeds 
root, young pods 

berries 
leaves 
caryopses 
achenes, stems 
inner bark 
leaves, seeds 
fruit 
achenes, ["oot, tubers 
fruit, leaves 
achenes 
caryopses 
plant, root 
caryopses 
leaves 
leaves, root 
fruit 
seeds 
berTies, inner bark 

leaves 
leaves 
leaves, stems 
plant, leaves 
bulb, leaves, plant 
caryopses 
seeds 

inner bark 
leaves, seeds, stems 
bark, fruit, gall 

leaves 
achenes, plant, root 
bark, berries 
fruit 
seeds 

P 

A 
P 
p 
5 
P 
P 

S 
P 
P 
P 
S 
A 
P 
P 
AlP 
P 
p 
P 
P 
A 
A 
T 
P 
T 

P 
P 
P 
A 
AlP 
P 
T 

T 
A 
T 

P 
5 
5 
T 
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Table 82 (cont,) Foods available in the month of September-, 

Taxon 

Rumex violascens 
Salix spp, 
Scir-pus spp, 
Setar-ia geniculato 
Spor-obolus air-oides var-, 
wr-ightH 

Stachys coccinea 
Stipa pr-inglei 
Typha latifolia 
Uiguier-a longifolin 
Uitis ar-izonica 

Par-t 

r-oot, seeds 
bar-k, leaves 
r-oot 
car-yopses 
car-yopses 

fr-uit 
cor-yopses 
fr-uit, seeds, stalk 
leaves 
fr-uit, seeds 

Lifefor-m 

PI 
T 
P 
P 
p 

P 
P 
P 
PI 
S 
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Table 83. Foods available in the month of October. 
Lifeform categories are TCreesJ, SChrubsJ, PCerennialsJ, 
and ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Abies concolor 
Anoda cristatc 
Apocynum sibiri cum 
Apodanthera undulata 
Arctostaphylos pungens 
Asclepias tuberosa ssp. 

interior 
Berberis wilcoxii 
Bouteloua gracilis 
Bromus carinatus 
Ceanothus fendleri 
Chenopodium aff. neomexicanum 
Cyperus spp. 
Desmodium spp. 
Elymus canadensis 
Equisetum spp. 
Eragrostis intermedia 
Eriochloa lemmoni var. 
gracilis 

Helianthus annuus 
Ipomoea hederifolia 
Juglans major 
Juncus spp. 
Juniperus deppeana var. 

pachyphloea 
Lactuca graminifolia 
Leptochloa dubia 
Mentha arvensis var. villosa 
Monarda austromontana 
Muhlenbergia spp. 
Oxalis spp. 
Panicum spp. 
Pennellia longifolia 
Phaseolus acutifolius var. 
acutifol 

Physalis virginiana var. 
sonorae 

Pinus discolor 
Pinus engelmannii, 
P. strobiformis 

Populus fremontii 
Portulaca umbraticola 
Quercus spp. 
Ranunculus spp. 

Part Lifeform 

seeds T 
plant, leaves A 
fibers P 
fruit, seeds P 
fruit, seeds S 
root P 

berries S 
cary apses P 
cary apses P 
inner bark S 
seeds A 
achenes, root, tubers P 
fruit, leaves AlP 
cary apses P 
plant, root P 
coryopses P 
caryopses A 

achenes, leaves A 
leaves, root A 
fruit T 
seeds P 
berries, inner bark T 

leaves P 
cary apses P 
leaves, stems P 
plant, leaves A 
caryopses P 
plant, leaves AlP 
cary apses p 
seeds A 
seeds A 

fruit P 

seeds T 
seeds T 

inner bark T 
leaves, seeds, stems A 
bark, fruit, gall T 
achenes, plant, root P 
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Table 83 [cont.) Foods available in the month or Octobe~. 

Taxon 

Rhus t~ilobata va~. ~acemulosa 
Salix spp. 
Scit'pus spp. 
Seta~ia geniculata 
Stachys coccineo 
Stipa p~inglei 
Typha latirolia 
Uiguie~a longirolia 
Uitis at'izonica 

Pa~t Lirero~m 

ba~k, be~~ies 5 
ba~k, leaves T 
~oot P 
ca~yopses P 
r~uit P 
ca~yopses P 
r~uit, seeds, stalk P 
achenes, leaves A 
r~uit, seeds 5 
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Table 8~. Foods available in the month of Novemba~. 
Lifefo~m catego~ies a~a T[~ees), SCh~ubsJ, PCe~ennialsJ, 
and ACnnualsJ. 

Taxon 

Abies concolo~ 
Anoda c~istata 
Apodanthe~a undulata 
A~alia ~acemosa 
Asclepias tube~osa ssp. 
inte~io~ 

Be~be~is wilcoxii 
Bouteloua g~acilis 
B~omus carinatus 
Ceanothus fendle~i 
Cyperus spp. 
Desmodium spp. 
Elymus canadensis 
Equisetum spp. 
E~ag~ostis inte~media 
Helianthus annuus 
Juglans majo~ 
Junipe~us deppeana va~. 
pachyphloea 

Lactuca g~aminifolia 
Mona~da aust~omontona 

Muhlenbe~gio spp. 
Oxalis spp. 
Panicum spp. 
Pennellia longifolio 
Phaseolus acutifolius var. 
acutifol 

Physalis virginiana var. 
sonorae 

Pinus discolo~ 
Pinus engelmannii, 
P. strobiformis 

Populus f~emontii 
Portulaca umbraticola 
Quercus spp. 
Rhus trilobata va~. racemulosa 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
Sci~pus spp. 
Stachys coccinea 
Stipa p~inglei 
Typha latifolia 
Uiguie~a longifolia 
Uitis arizonica 

Port Lifefo~m 

seeds 
plant, leaves 
fruit, seeds 
~oot 
root 

ber~ias 

ca~yopses 

ca~yopses 

inner bark 
~oot, tube~s 
fruit, leaves 
ca~yopses 

plant, ~oot 
caryopses 
achenes, leaves 
fruit 
ber~ies, inner bark 

leaves 
plant, leaves 
ca~yopses 

plant, leaves 
caryopses 
seeds 
seeds 

fruit 

seeds 
seeds 

inne~ ba~k 
leaves, seeds, stems 
bark, fruit, gall 
ba~k, berries 
leaves 
bar-k, leaves 
r-oot 
f~uit 
caryopses 
fr-uit, seeds, stalk 
achenes 
fr-uit, seeds 

T 
A 
P 
P 
P 

S 
P 
P 
S 
P 
AlP 
P 
P 
P 
A 
T 
T 

P 
A 
P 
AlP 
P 
A 
A 

P 

T 
T 

T 
A 
T 
S 
A 
T 
P 
P 
P 
P 
A 
S 
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Table 85. foods available in the month of Decembe~. 
lifefo~m catego~ies a~e T[~ees), S[h~ubs), P(e~ennials), end 
A[nnuals) . 

Plant 

Apodanthe~a undulata 
A~alia ~acemosa 
Berberis wilcoxii 
Ceanothus fendle~i 
Equisetum spp. 
Juniperus deppeana vcr. 

pcchyphloea 
Lcctucc grcminifolia 
Oxelis spp. 
Populus f~emontii 
Quercus spp. 
Rhus trilobctc va~. racemulosa 
Rumex violascens 
Salix spp. 
5c::irpus spp. 
Stcchys coccinea 

Part 

fruit, seeds 
~oet 
berries 
inner ba~k 
plant, root 
berries, inner bark 

leaves 
plant, leaves 
inner bark 
bark, f~uit, gell 
ba~k, ber~ies 
leaves 
bcrk 
root 
fruit 

lifeform 

P 
P 
5 
5 
P 
T 

P 
AlP 
T 
T 
S 
A 
T 
P 
P 



12 

59'± 
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Table 86. Annual view of plant species with potentially 
edible reproductive- and vegetative- part.~ based upon data 
in Tables 74-85. Percentages may sum to more than 100%, 
as some species simultaneously offer more than one edible 
resource in any given month. 

Month 

January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

Sept2mber 

October 

November 

December 

Species with 
reproductive parts 

No. % 

6 32% 

7 301. 

2 111. 

2 11. 

6 221. 

10 311. 

14 351. 

26 55% 

31 63% 

34 72% 

25 64% 

6 401. 

Species with 
vegetative parts 

No. % 

15 79% 

18 781. 

19 1001. 

25 1001. 

24 891. 

29 91% 

35 881. 

35 751. 

31 63% 

23 491. 

20 51% 

12 801. 

Total No. 
Species 

19 

23 

19 

25 

27 

32 

40 

47 

49 

47 

39 

15 

-Reproductive parts include: achenes, berries, caryopses, 
flowers, fruit, pollen, seeds, young pods 

bNon-reproductive parts include: bark, buds, bulb, fibers, 
gall, inner bark, leaves, plant, rhizome, roots, stalk, 
stems, tubers, young shoots 

, 
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paLts CfloweLs, pollen, fLuit, seeds, young pods, etc.) 

might geneLally pLovide a mOLe valuable caloLic and nutLi

tional contLibution than non-LepLoductive paLts. When the 

data is sCLutinized with this in mind CTable 86J, a new view 

emeLges. The months of DecembeL thLough FebLuaLY actually 

offeL a numbeL of LepLoductive paLts, mostly fLu its that 

cling to plants OL items that sULvive long peLiods befoLe 

decaying, plus a few eaLly floweLing LeSOULces that can be 

gatheLed. 

What may actually be the time of gLeatest potential 

food stLess, at least fLom the standpOint of LepLoductive 

paLt availability, aLe the months of MaLch and ApLil. 

Then the only LepLoductive LesouLces aLe junipeL beLLies and 

a few floweLs. By MaLch the fLuit that had been clinging 

thLough the winteL to bLanches of otheL species has ab

scissed and can no longeL be found. One can speculate that 

the low oveLall nutLitional oppoLtunities of this peLiod, 

coupled with the fact that a seLies of consecutive months 

have just passed when a LatheL naLLow Lange of LepLoductive 

paLts could be gatheLed, would make these two spLing months 

the most cLitical fOL humans seeking plant foods. OppoLtun

ities to gatheL LepLoductive paLts incLease substantially in 

May, June, and July, as the yeaL expeLiences a Lenewal in 

LepLoductive activity. As eaLly as May the seeds of 

D~~~U~glnlg and flQntggg can be gatheLed, as can the floweLs 

and pollen of a numbeL of plants. 
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The most abundant period of reproductive part availa

bility spans the months of August through November, when 

over 50% of the species offer harvestable reproductive 

items. While the number of vegetative resources drops 

somewhat after July, mature fruit and seeds of a wide 

variety of species could still be gathered and prepared for 

storage. 

Although this study has laid out a range of possible 

plant foods that could be acquired monthly in southeastern 

Arizona riparian habitats, it is premature to speculate on 

actual choices that humans might make. For example, this 

study lacks nutritional data on wild plant parts, many of 

which have never been evaluated for possible contributions 

to a human diet. It also lacks basic information on 

potential productivity; year to year fluctuations in amount 

of harvestable resources could vary for each species, 

especially for reproductive parts. In addition, the amount 

of effort required of humans to gather and process each 

potential food could vary considerably, and would be 

expected to influence any ultimate benefits. Finally, the 

putential contribution of faunal resources to human diet 

would be expected to affect choices in plant foods. 

Unanswered questions on the total yield of the riparian 

habitat for humans and the maximum number of foragers that 

could be supported in either location still remain. 
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Incidental food 

A number of plant taxa hove been cited os providing 

resources thot con be grouped under the cotegory of 

incidentol foods. This would include items sought as chewing 

gum, flavoring or seosoning, beveroges [including 

olcoholic), os 0 cotolyst for fermented drinks, ond as 

materiol used to line ovens to produce steam for baking 

other foods. 

Trees, shrubs, perenniol herbs [including grosses) and 

onnuals ore 011 represented, as are a wide range of the 

ports sought. While some of these parts would be ovailoble 

over the entire yeor, most would not. Except in the case of 

the beveroges, the actual contribution of these items to 

diet would likely be minimal. 

The possible ways to sotisfy 0 single need seem 

diverse. For example, one can opparently got her chewing gum 

from the resin of eb1a~ ond e~n~~, the sop of e~Qi§g~g~, the 

flowers and stalk of H~l~~ntb~~, the root of ~~ct~c~, the 

buds of eQg~l~~, and the fruit of eQg~l~~ ond I~gbg. 

Beverages could be made from branches/twigs, flowers, fruit, 

leaves, roots, sap, young shoots, ond whole plants of at 

least sixteen different species studied. 

One incidentol food use is thot of on ogentodded to 0 

roasting pit to produce steam during boking. One would 

suspect that the archaeologicol record of deep firepits 

could well retain the burned residue of species sought for 
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this purpose. If certain burned remains show up only in 

roasting/ baking pits and trash deposits, and nat in 

suspected food preparation areas at an ancient site 

(hearths, milling areas), one might reserve judgement on 

whether the remains actually represent ancient food use 

(Bohrer 1987). For example, if caryopses of the grasses 

6Qutelgug ~urtl~~D~Ulg and tlubleDDerglD show up in certain 

ancient charcoal deposits, the archaeobotanist should 

carefully consider a non-food use of these species. 

Medicine 

Plants useful as medicines would provide an important 

component of riparian habitat vegetation. At least one 

hundred and forty medicinal needs satisfied by 72 separate 

taxa were recorded from the ethnographic literature 

searched. 

Parts sought for medicinal preparations offer diverse 

periods of availability. For example, some could be gathered 

at any time during the year, such as bark, inner bark, 

branches/twigs, galls, needles, and resin. On the other 

hand, parts such as developing buds and underground bulbs 

would only be available for one or two months. likewise, 

medicinal preparations that used flowers, fruit,leaves, 

plants, stems, roots and root bark might require that a 

medicinal practicioner gather them during a rather 

restricted number of months, depending on the taxon sought. 
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Ceremonial needs 

Plants in and adjacent to riparion habitats could 

satisfy a number of ceremonial needs. The specific uses are 

listed in the results section of this study. The total range 

of needs is broad, and includes teas, ritual smoking 

materials, prayersticks, ceremonial emetics, applications 

for wounds, ashes for ceremonial painting, decorations for 

dances, and special coloring materials. Riparian plants 

were sometimes intentionally sought because of their 

association with water. 

Nearly half of the twenty-eight species sought for 

ceremonial use could be acquired year round. In these cases 

the part required is a vegetative one such as needles, 

branches/twigs, leaves, plant, stems, or wood. Many of the 

remaining items are reproductive parts such as flowers, 

fruit/seeds, pollen, and annual plants restricted in their 

availability. 

Construction material 

Plants in and around riparian habitats offer potential 

construction material. Wood of at least eight tree species 

could be sought to provide major and minor construction 

beams for structures. Conifers contribute the bulk of this 

material along with fg~~l~~ andSgll~. Branches of the shrub 

emc~~bc and leaves and stems of three grosses (eDd~C~CgCD~ 

~l~mY~ and S~tc~igJ and two perennial herbs (JYD~~~ and 
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Iu~bgJ offe~ed filling material. 

Many of these resources could be gathered at any time 

during the year, since wood and b~anches are always 

available. Leaves and stalks, on the other hand, are 

restricted to certain seasons and would have to be ha~vested 

and stored, if needed fo~ futu~e use. 

One of the more intriguing construction uses offered by 

ripa~ian t~ees includes carving ~afts from roots. Both 

fQ~~l~~ and Sgl~~ roots have been fashioned into ~afts for 

sho~t voyages on calm waters by va~ious Lowe~ Colo~ado rive~ 

groups. Unless a t~ee has been up~ooted by natu~e, much 

ene~gy might be required to access ~oots large enough for 

this pu~pose. 

Dyes/paint/tanning agents 

The potential for acqui~ing dyes and paint in ~ipa~ian 

habitats du~ing most months of the yea~ seems high. Dyes, 

especially, are offered by a dive~sity of taxa and a variety 

of ports. All the lifeforms studied offered at least one 

~eproductive (flowers, fruitJ or vegetative port (bark, 

branches/twigs, galls, leaves, resin, root, rootbarkJ as 

some type of dye. Points could be gathered f~om a number of 

species. A single tanning agent (R~me~J could also be hod. 

Some of these resources are restricted in period of 

availability, especially if the plant is on annual plant, or 

the part sought is reproductive. Others that offer ba~k, 



bLanches/twigs, galls, Loots and otheL vegetative paLts 

could be gatheLed JanuaLY thLough DecembeL. 

Fuel 
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TLees, shLubs and two annual plants pLovide potential 

fuel, tindeL and fiLesticks. The annual plants (HellgDtb~~ 

and R~m~~) offeL fiLestick mateLial fLom stalks and tindeL 

fLom LootS. Wood, twigs, baLk and bLanches of thiLteen 

additional taxa could be gatheLed all months of the yeaL. 

TheLe seems to be no lack of fuel LeSOULces among the taxa 

of LipaLian habitats. 

Household needs 

A whole Lange of household needs can be seLved by 

LipaLian plant LeSOULces. MateLial fOL basketLY, matting, 

utensils, nets, Lope, stLing, bLooms, bLushes, polishing, 

cLafts, musical instLuments, sealants and mending can all be 

found, along with bug Lepellants (C~r~g~gr~~~ twigs, 

f~~~ggt~~gg Lesin and Sgl~lg leaves), and a means to 

fOLecast the weatheL (5Q~t~lQug grg~lll~ spikelets). 

TLees, shLubs and peLennial heLbs aLe well LepLesented 

to seLve household needs. They offeL Law mateLials that can 

be gatheLed yacL Lound as well as those LestLicted in 

availability. A numbeL of gLasses aLe included in this 

gLOUP· 

Few annual plants aLe on the list of species that might 
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be sought fo~ household use. This includes the stalk of 

H~l~~Qtb~a QQQ~~a that could be fashioned into a musical 

inst~ument, and the leaves of S~l~~Q L~[l~~Q as a bug 

~epellant. Annual plants a~e pe~haps not as ~eliable to be 

routinely sought for household ~equirements. 

Hunting tools/fish poisons 

Seventeen sepa~ate taxa offe~ potential ~esou~ces fo~ 

the hunter. In gene~al, ~aw mate~ials for hunting tools 

could be sought year round. A~rowshafts could be fashioned 

from the stems of various grosses, twigs mode into arrow 

foreshafts, and wood carved into arrow tips, bows, and 

clubs. Branches might become throwing sticks, bows or arrow 

shafts. 

Plants representing all lifeforms offer material for 

stunning fish in on attempt at capture. E~gbg£~ig plants, 

the bark and leaves of JUglgD~ mgJg~ and frUDU~ ~~rgtiD9, 

and SiauriDkbium ond ~igUi~~g roots could be collected at 

various times for this purpose. 

Personal requirements 

~rggmiDg~ Grooming needs might be satisified by at least 17 

separate taxa present in and adjacent to riparian habitats. 

These taxa could provide hairbrushes, hair ~inse, soap, and 

other toiletries. Some would be available throughout the 

year; others could only be acquired during limited periods. 
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ClgtblDgLggC~DmeDt~ Leaves, stems, fibers, bark, inner baLk 

and bLanches of five taxa [eQLQ~Q~QQ. e~Q~~Q~m. eQ~~l~~. 

e~e~QQt~~~Q and SQli~J pLovide patential raw mateLial fOL 

fashioning clothing, especially dULing the months of ApLil 

through OctabeL. Reproductive parts of JUglgD~. JUDl~erU~ 

and fQ~U1U~ could be stLung as beads for personal adoLnment. 

SmQk1QQ~ Acquisition of "tobacco" [not the cultivated 

tobacco ~iCQtiQQQJ and smoking paraphernalia such as 

cigaLette wLappers and pipestem mateLial would be possible 

over a faiLly bLoad range of months. Riparian habitats 

offeL eQie~ ~QQ~Q1QL needles, eL~tQ~tQgO~lQ~ g~QQeQ~ 

leaves, tleotOQ QL~eQ~ia leaves/stems, Ro~a tLilQQQtQ leaves, 

5Qli~ leaves and IOQli~tL~m feQQlaLi plants as potential 

native smoking tobaccos. eQiea ~Qn~Q1QL twigs can be made 

into pipestems and Q~eLC~~ leaves fashioned into cigarette 

wLappeLs. 
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Examining the diveLsity af uses to which 
diffeLent plant paLts aLe put 

RepLoductive paLts-floweLs 
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The uses to which flowsLs con be put aLe vaLied. One of 

the most impoLtant Leasons they would be sought is as a 

I~~bQ might be gatheLecl fOL meals. As incidental foods 

floweLs could be pLepaLed as a beveLage and employed as a 

seasoning. A numbeL of medicinal and ceLemonial needs could 

be met by pollen fLom floweLs. Less common Leasons floweLs 

might be sought include pLepaLation of paints and dyes, and 

use as a haiLbLush (St1~Q ~c1u~l~1J, toys (inflated calyx of 

(CeQuQtb~~ e~UQleciJ and a means to fOLecast the weatheL 

FloweLs aLe vaLied in peLiod of availability. Some aLe 

available for gatheLing dULing a single month while otheLs 

can be haLvested fOL up to fOUL months. Some floweLs aLe 

available fOL all months except DecembeL and JanuaLY. 

RepLoductive paLts-fLuits/seeds 

A wide Lange of fLuits (including achenes, beLLies, 

caLyopses, and young podsJ and seeds can be sought in 

LipaLian habitats fOL a vCLiety of uses, most commonly as 

food. BeveLage and flavoLing needs could also be satisfied. 
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Many reproductive disseminules can be harvested for use in 

medicinal preparations and as ceremonial paraphernalia. 

Other reasons that fruit and seeds might be collected 

include their use as paint, dyes, soap, toys, utensils 

mending material, a toiletry and as chewing gum (EQ~~l~S 

Vegetative ports-above ground 

The range of above ground vegetative parts that can be 

gathered to satisfy some need includes bark, branches, 

fibers, inner bark, leaves, needles, plant, stalk, stems, 

twigs, wood, wood knots and young shoots. Likewise, the 

uses to which these ports can be put is extremely diverse 

and encompasses most of the use categories reported in this 

study. The year-round availability and accessibility of 

many of the parts increases their general value for humans. 

Vegetative ports-below ground. 

Underground vegetative ports such as bulbs, roots, root 

bark, rhizomes, stolons and tubers offer a number of poten-

tial resources for humans in riparian habitats. Some of 

these parts provide food, flavorings or various beveLages. 

Many, it seems, offer material for medicinal preparations. 

More restricted uses include dyes, raw material for basketry 

and hair brushes, tanning agents, soaps, hair rinses, toys, 

fuel, tinder, fish poisons, and construction material (large 
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roots of both fg~U1U~ and Sgl~~). The period of 

availability of these parts varies considerably, from year

round for the trees and shrubs to a restricted number of 

months for the perennial herbs Cincluding grosses) and 

annual species. It is possible that astute observers will 

recall the locations of important herbaceous plants, so they 

can return to harvest underground resources even when little 

or no above-ground evidence signals their presence. 

Miscellaneous above ground parts 

A series of miscellaneous parts such as buds Cflower 

and/or vegetative), galls, latex, resin, and sop have been 

reported in the ethnographic literature as providing pot en-

tial resour-ces for humans. A number of trees, as well as 

some shrubs and herbaceous perennial species in the two 

study areas potentially offer these items. The uses to 

which these paLts are put are quite varied, and include food 

CBI;e.t:. sap, B5.Cle.g.itl5. buds), medicine CBb..ie.a resin, EIJgbct:b..i.Q 

latex, QIJe.t:.CIJ.5. galls), gum Cf10IJ5. resin, E,cIJI.I.11.I.5. buds), dye 

CQIJet:.l;l.l5. galls, E,cIJI.I.11.I.5. buds), sealants CE,.i.OIJ5. and 

faelJQQtalJgg resin) and bug repellants Ce5.eI.lQct5.l.I.g~ resin), 

among others. 



Wild plants of LipaLian habitats possibly 
Leceiving special caLe by humans 

Some of the native taxa included in this study, OL 
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theiL close Lelatives, have possibly Leceived special caLe 

by humans. Such caLe might toke the fOLm of pLomoting the 

gLowth of a species neaL dwellings by use of simple hOLti-

cultuLal techniques OL by tLansplanting plants closeL to a 

village. TheLe is some Loom fOL doubt, howeveL, whetheL the 

species LefeLLed to aLe actuolly native OL hove been con-

fused with non-native species intLoduced as cultivoLs. 

Taxa Leceiving special COLe include a gLass, two heLba-

ceous taxa and thLee woody species. PalmeL fiLst suggested 

(1870) that native panic (fgoi~um) gLass was planted by 

tLibes along the ColoLado LiveL delta as the LiveL LBceded 

in the spLing. LateL in the yeoL the planteLs LetuLned ond 

haLvested the Lipe heads. OtheLs feel thot fgoi~um ~CDgrUm 

was pLobably the species sown, haLvested, and cultuLolly 

selected in histoLic times (Nobhan and DeWet 198~). 

A native species of gLoundcheLLY (fbU~gli~) is one of 

two heLbaceous plonts LefeLenced as Leceiving intensified 

COLe. ModeLn Zuni women weLe said to have cultivated 

19o9ifclig) in theiL gOLdens [Stevenson 1915), even though 

associated plants gLown in the some gOLdens included non-

native species of chili [Cgg~l~Um spp.J and cOLiondeL 

(Ccrigodrum ~gtiyum). All these plants, along with onions 
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(ell~~mJ, provided the ingredients for "salsa", a Spanish 

relish dish. While it is still possible the Zuni encouraged 

a native fbU~gl~~ instead of the typical fbU~gl~~ j~gCgr~g 

utilized in Mexico for "salsa", it would not be unreasonable 

to assume that Eh~~~li~ i~QQQLg~ also grew in the same Zuni 

gardens observed by Stevenson. From this perspective, some 

doubt exists whether native fbU~gl~~ ~~rgiDigDg was actually 

receiving special core. 

It seems more likely that a native species of cattail 

(IUgbgJ actually received extra treatment. In Arizona the 

Hopi were thought to have carried I~gh~ ~cmina~osis plants 

into a wash near one of the villages from a distant loca

tion, so that they would be conveniently located (Whiting 

1966:6~J. The Hopi had needs for cattail stalks and spikes. 

Once established, little effort would be needed to keep 

cattails growing in the wash, unless drought destroyed the 

population and plants had to be reintroduced. 

There are three woody riparian species that likely 

received special core from humans. Both cottonwood CECgu= 

lY~] and willow [Sgl~~J seedlings were transplanted closer 

to villages in historic times, again the effort provided by 

the Hopi of Arizona. As for cattail, these young trees were 

planted in washes near the Hopi villages, so the resources 

could be easily acquired to fulfill the many needs people 

had for them (Whiting 1966:72J. 
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~ltl~ or wild grope is another woody species that 

has possibly received special core by Native Americans. In 

1870 Palmer suggested ancient Puebloans in Arizona may have 

cultivated a wild grope because of the distribution of the 

plants near ruined settlements. However, the expectation 

that ancient cultivated grope plants would be visible in 

rows in fields in historic times seems unwarranted. 

Although some of these "cultivated" patches were indeed near 

ancient settlements, others were near the historic forts of 

Fort Whipple and Camp Lincoln. Even though descriptions 

suggest the "cultivated" plants seemed different from the 

nearby wild grapevine populations, one cannot rule out that 

historic settlers were responsible for the changes. 

References to cases of special core of native plants, 

while not always clear, suggest that people have n practical 

approach to plant acquisition. If a group is sedentary, and 

already raising domesticated crops, the knowledge and skills 

are present to successfully transplant and core for native 

species. Evidence of such core might be very difficult to 

come by in the archaeological record, because the morpho

logical changes that signal domestication could well be 

locking in species receiving only minimal attention. Yet it 

would not be surprising that the hints to special core of 

native plants revealed by the ethnographic record reflect 

similar forms of intensified core of native plants in 

prehistory. 
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LifefoLms in Lelation to potential impoLtance to humans 

veLSUS theiL geneLal LepLesentation in southwesteLn floLas 

One can examine basic lifefoLm categoLies to see if 

ceLtain ones dispLopoLtionately satisfy human needs. When 

the ethnogLaphic LecoLds of the 18 tLses, 15 shLubs, 73 

peLennial heLbs (including gLasses) and 21 annuals aLe 

tallied by lifefoLm, a patteLn emeLges (Table 87). It 

appeaLS that tLees and shLubs may se~ve a slightly gLeateL 

numbeL of needs in Lelation to the numbeL of species 

available, while heLbaceous peLennials and annuals offeL 

feweL oveLall LeSOULces in Lelationship to the numbeL of 

species they LepLesent. This is not sULpLising, considsLing 

the bLoad Lange of months oveL which tLee and shLub paLts 

can be gatheLed fOL vaLious needs, in compaLison to 

peLennial heLbs and annual species. 

The impoLtance of tLees and shLubs is LeinfoLced when 

one also consideLs the geneLal distLibution of appLoximately 

5~58 species in the SouthwesteLn floLa, (McLaughlin 1986: 

5~). While only a fLoction of the SouthwesteLn Legional 

floLo (2%) is LepLesented by tLees, the 109 sepaL ate tLee 

species OCCUL in mOLe sepaLate floLas, on the aveLage, than 

species LepLesenting any otheL lifefoLm CTable 88). 

HeLbaceous peLennials, on the otheL hand, compLise 59% of 

the SouthwesteLn Legional floLa, but aLe the most restricted 

in geogLaphic extent. From the viewpoint of humans being 

able to exploit a geogLophic area unfamiliaL to them, they 



Table 87. Lifeform distribution compared to the number 
of separate ethnographic citations for each lifeform 
category. 

Lifeform # species # separate 
studied ethnographic 

records 

Trees 18 (11f%) 150 (26%) 

Shrubs 15 (12%) 97 (17%) 

Perennials* 73 (57%) 21f6 (1f3%) 

Annuals 21 (17%] 81f (11f%) 

Totals 127 (100%) 577 (100%) 

*Herbaceous taxa, including grosses. 
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Table 88. Summa~y of southweste~n flo~a by lifefo~m 
(f~om McLoughlin 1986:5~). Based on a study of 50 sepa~ate 
local flo~as th~oughout the southweste~n United States. 

Lifefo~m Numbe~ of species Average number 
of floras/species 

Trees 109 (2%) 8.79 
Shrubs 667 (12%J ~.92 

Perennial herbs 3217 [59%) 3.65 
Annual herbs 1285 (2~%J ~.2~ 
Cacti/Succulents 180 (3%J ~.09 

Totals 5~58 ~.06 
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would be more likely to encounter familiar species in the 

order (1) trees, (2) shrubs, (3) annuals, (~) cacti/ 

succulents, and (5) perennial herbs. This ranking of choice 

is hinted at in Table 87, where the riparian trees and 

shrubs seem to have ethnographic records af use that are 

more numerous than their general representation on the 

landscape. 
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Results and discussion or pollen wash studies 

Examination of fouLteen pollen wash samples provides 

data to evaluate pLedictions on whetheL pollen will be 

Letained on fLuits OL leaves. Two undeLlying assumptions 

aLe that (a] pollen types normally tLanspoLted by insects 

aLe not expected to tLavel raL rLOm a pObsnt plant without 

aid or insects OL otheL animals (including humans] and (b) 

pollen fLom wind-pollinated plants will be caLLied long 

distances and bLoadly dust Legional vegetation. 

The Lesults of these expeLiments will not diLectly 

explain aLchaeological sediment samples fOL two Leasons. 

First, ancient soil contains a vaLiety of oLganic and 

inoLganic paLticles in addition to pollen gLoins, diluting 

any oLiginal concentLation or pollen that deLived rLOm food 

pLocessing in a paLticulaL location. The peLishable natuLe 

or pollen gLains will also diminish the oLiginal concentLa

tion oveL time. Second, we aLe unable to assume a constant 

Late or pollen input into aLchaeological sediments. Archaeo

logical samples can LepLesent unknown amounts or time, rLOm 

a single rood processing event to repeated episodes or human 

activity in one location, while the data fLom these expeLi

ments LepLesent only single rood gathering events. 

PLedictions rOL pollen entLapment CTable 89) aLe based 

on a vaLiety of mOLphological reatures CBohLeL lS81bJ. 

FloweLs with stamens attached above the ovaLY Cepigynous], 
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Table 89. Pollen Hash predictions. 

Species and Characteristics important to Predictions Locati on and 
Parts Washed pollen entrap lent on entraplent Date Harvested 

B[f1Q~1~2b:dga superior ovary; fruit coat pollen expected Rall;ey Canyon 
2YU9~U§ fruit very slick; 5 sepals still to be retained be- Sept. 3, 1983 
wi th stells attached; sOle flowering tHeen sepals and 
and sepals while fruit are eaturing fruit; soee pollen onto 

fruit during limited 
HOllering 

§@[~@[i§ superior ovary; seooth fruit pollen not expected Ralsey Canyon 
~H£Qni coat; no shriveled flowers due to slick fruit Aug. 20, 1983 
fruit present; pollination coat and lack of 

finished flowers 

~Yni2~tY~ No longer pollinating, but pollen not expected Ramsey Canyon 
g~22~m lale cones still on tree; on glaucous berry; Sept. 17, 1983 
berries siooth, glaucous berry coat; only expected if 

overlapping scales an twigs twigs or cones picked 

~gn~tQ~ flowering concurrent with pallen expected Canelo Hi 11 s 
~y§ttg: presence of young leaves; due to concurrent Sept. 3, 1983 
!gu1~n~ leaves are hairy and have flowering, hair on 
leaves punctate 011 glands leaves, and oil 

glands 

g~2H§ flowering concurrent lIith pollen expected Ralsey Canyon 
g~H2byUa fruiting, and flowers close on porous leaves Sept. 17, 1983 
leaves and to foilage; leaves slightly 
stems porous 

e~ni£Y! not flowering; slick gluBes no pollen expected Rallsey Canyon 
~Yl~gm pal ea and I ellila Oct. 8, 1983 
spikelets 

e~ni£Y! floHering concurrent with pollen expected Canelo Hills 
Q~1Y§Y~ ripening caryopsesj shriveled frail shriveled Sept. 3, 1987 
spikelets stigmas still attached to stiglas, and when 

harvested florets; texture caught on florets 
of glutes papery with frOM nearby 
ridges flollers 
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Species Characteristics i.portant to Predictions Location and 
pollen entrap.ent on entr apllent Date Harvested 

QY!(£Ya fruit topped by a cap or cup pollen expected Ralsey Canyon 
!!QCii of hairy scales; hairy knob on hairy cap or Sept. 3, 1983 
fruit with on basal end of fruit (style) style base 
caps present 

Bb~!nY§ superior ovary; fruit coat no pollen expected Canelo Hill s 
~~H!Qm!g . shiny & slick; pollination due to slick fruit Sept. 3, 1983 
fruit past; no other parts retained coat and asychro-

in harvest nous flowering 
and fruiting 

RhY§ not flowering; superior pollen expected Canelo Hill s 
t[HQ~~!! ovary; fruit coat has hairs to stick in Oct. 8, 1983 
frult and is sticky; no shriveled hai ry, sti cky 

attached flowers fruit coat 

BiQ!§ ~y(gy~ inferior ovary; fruit coat pollen expected Canelo Hi 11 5 

fruit and slick; pollination finished, to be retained Aug. 20, 1983 
attached but shriveled floNers still in old flower 
floNers present heads 

Ry!gli superior ovary; fruit coat pollen expected Canelo Hill s 
Y!Ql!§£gU§ irregular; some nearby to cling to irreg- Aug. 20, 1983 
papery Rumex plants are pollinating ular fruit coat, per-
frui t haps sOle from nearby 

flowers 

§gt!(!2 flowering past; no hairs; no pollen expected Canelo Hi 11 s 
ggO!£Yi!t! palea and lemla slick; no Oct. 8, 1983 
florets stigmas still attached 

~!Ua superior ovary; fruit coat pollen expected Ralsey Canyon 
2[!;Qn!£! fairly slick; pollination frol pedicels and Sept. 3, 1983 
fruit, past; sOle aborted fruit aborted fl oilers 
pedicels still have shriveled 
and aborted floNers 
flowers 
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or closely surrounding it (perigynousJ, are assumed to have 

greater opportunity to shed pollen directly onto developing 

fruit than are hypogynous plants. Smooth and shiny fruits 

would be less likely to trap pollen than fruits with hairs, 

pores or sticky residue. Fruits with tightly enclosing 

parts, such as the bracts (palea, lemma, and glumesJ of taxa 

in the grass (GramineaeJ family, could collect pollen that 

has drifted down from flowers higher on the stem. Shriveled 

flowers, hairy pedicels, and stems that do not absciss upon 

harvest of mature fruit could also harbor pollen. Fruit and 

leaves of plants that flower over a relatively short period 

of time may receive less of a pollen dusting than those of 

plants which bloom over several weeks. An indeterminate 

inflorescence with flowers opening at the top can shed 

pollen onto maturing fruit and leaves below. Likewise, in a 

population where individuals are pollinating at different 

times, pollen from flowering plants can be transferred to 

mature parts of adjacent individuals. Hairy or sticky 

vegetative parts would be expected to capture pollen from 

windborne species. Leaves with pores or convoluted surfaces 

could also act as potential pollen traps. 

Predictions on pollen entrapment outlined in Table 

89 can be compared to the experimental results highlighted 

in Table 90 (see Appendix ~ for full sample detailsJ. All 

samples but two (J~D~per~S and ~~t~SJ had sufficient amounts 

of pollen to enable minimum counts of 200 grains per sample. 
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Table 90. SUllarized pollen grain data froID lodern pollen lIash sa.ples. Full details on samples 
are in appendix 4. 

Taxon Pollen Lycopodiul Pollen grains Concentration 1 Other Other Major Pollen 
Examined Sum Tracers of taxon nshed Taxa2 Types % 

n % n 

er~tQ§t~~~l!.Q§ 384 201 33 9 1986 26 6ra.ineae 157 41 
~!!~g~~~ Quercus 44 11 

Chenopodii neae 32 B 
Albrosia 24 6 

~~[~~!:!§ 490 65 359 72 66,829 19 Quercus 62 13 
!i!mH RUlLex 19 4 

~Y~!m~§ 28 78 5 IB 775 4 6ra.ineae 6 21 
~~2mn~ Quercus b 21 

Tubuli fl or ae 4 14 

~Qn![g~ 354 12 12 3 12,100 14 Albrosia 165 47 
mt[g!gut!!!~ Tubuli fl orae 6B 19 

6ralineae 44 12 
Chenopodi ineae 23 6 

Q~!H§ 239 307 .5 39 23 Pinus 65 27 
~m2Q~!!! 6ralineae 28 12 

Allbrosia ~~ .. ~ 10 
TubuliHorae 22 9 

~!g!£~~ 205 694 1033 50 1795 10 Tubuliflorae 54 26 
~y!~g§!!! 

f~~i£Y! 359 98 159:5 43 19,361 6 Tubul i fl orae 137 38 
Q~t!!aY~ Albrosi a 30 9 

~!!~[£y§ 291 226 44 15 2355 19 6rallineae 12B 42 
gm~! Chenopodi i neae 20 7 

Rh!!nYa 230 261 13 6 602 14 6ralineae 101 44 
£!H!Q[!li£~ Albrosi a 47 20 

Tubuliflorae 34 15 
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Table 90 icontinued). SUllarized pollen grain data frol lodern pollen llash sa.ples. 

Taxon Pollen Lycopodium Pollen grains Concentration l Other Other Kajar Pollen 
Exaained SUI Tracers of taxon washed Taxa:! Types n 

n I n 

8hy§ 221 133 3 272 15 Tubuli fl orae 69 
!~aQ~~!~ 6ralineae 49 

8i~g§ 352 10 279 79 337,5'10 14 Quercus 19 
!Y[g!:!~ 

Bm~ 491 10 404 96 561,440 7 
~iQ!mm 

§~~![~! 303 29b 55" 19 2248 20 Tubuli florae 111 
ggm!:!!~ts Albrosia 30 

6ralineaeiother) 26 

m!§ 111 31 B 7 3122 17 Pinus 34 
!mQ~~£2 6ralineae 17 

I Concentration is estimated by co.paring the nUlber of pollen grains representing the taxon 
washed to the bY;Q~Q~!!:!! spores recovered; in all cases concentration reflects estilated nUBber of 
pollen grains per 1-2 cups of fruit or leaves harvested. 

:or Includes separate unknown grain types, but does not include deteriorated grains that could not 
be described. 

~ Identi fied as '6rallineae type'. 

" Indenti fied as cf. §gim!:. 

% 

31 
22 

5 

37 
10 
9 

30 
15 
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Both pollen peLcentages and concentLations weLe calculated. 

Addition of one L~QQgQ~1~m tablet [12,100 spoLesJ to each 

sample fLeed the dot a fLom peLcentage constLaints and 

peLmitted estimation of the pollen concentLation peL sample 

by solving fOL [X) in the following equation: 

j LU~ggQglYm ~gg£~~ £~~Q~~~~g 
12,100 spoLes added to sample 

__ j_fgll~D g£gjD~ £~~g~~~~g 
[X) Total pollen gLains 

Because vaLiable amounts [1-2 cups) of material weLe washed, 

pollen concentration data is not totally comparable. 

eCQtQ~tQgb~lQ~ g~O~eo~. Pollen was pLedicted to be 

Letained on manzanita fLuits with theiL stems and sepals 

collected fLom Ramsey Canyon in SeptembeL. Only a few man-

zanita floweLs were pollinating when the fLuits were haL-

vested. NeveLtheless S% of the pollen collected by this 

insect-pollinated shLub was identified as eLctQ~tQ~b~lQ~, 

having a concentLation of 1986 gLoins peL 1-2 cups of fLuit 

washed. 

Pollen fLom 26 additional taxa contLibuted pollen 

grains to this sample, including ~1% GLamineae pollen. Most 

of these otheL pollen taxa LepLesent wind-pollinated plants 

whose grains may have become tLapped between the developing 

e~QtQstQ~b~lQ~ fLuit and adheLing sepals. 

The recoveLY of S% e~QtQ~tQgb~lQ§ pollen suggests the 

fLuit seLves to tLanspoLt the gLains. Also, pollen fLom 

wind-pollinated taxa, paLticulaLly GLamineae and Qu~£~u~, 

could en teL ancient dwellings via attachment to manzanita 
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fLUit gatheLed dULing SeptembeL when local gLasses like 

a~~Q~~~Qn~ aQ~telQ~q~ t~QQ~Q~t1~~ LegtQchlQQ~ tl~hlenbe~~1Q~ 

EQo1cum and St1UQ aLe floweLing. 

Pollen LecoveLed in the wash also LepLesents taxa 

(Sgli~~ JUDi~e~u~~ fg~ulU~~ fiDU~~ Que~~u~] that weLe 

obseLved to pollinate some months eaLlieL than the peLiod or 

the SeptembeL pollen wash. These aseasonal rOLeign gLains 

aLe easy to account rOL. Manzanita rLuits pLesent in MaLch 

slowly develop oveL a rive-eight month peLiod, pLesumably 

able to catch pollen or any aLea plants that rloweL dULing 

that long time span. Although the numbeLs or pollen gLains 

rOL most or these taxa is low, the pLesence or 11% Quer~~~ 

pollen suggests an avenue rOL tLanspoLt or oak pollen gLains 

unLelated to oak haLvest. 

a§~Q§~~~ ~~l~Q~~i. BaLbeLLY pollen was not pLedicted 

to be Letained on the smooth SULraCeS or rLuit haLvested 

rLOm Ramsey Canyon in August. Yet 72% or the pollen washed 

rLOm the rLuits was rLOm e§~b~~i~, with a Lelative concen

tLation or 66,829 ae~be~~~ gLains peL 1-2 cups or rLuit. 

The high peLcentage and concentLation suggests that 

shLiveled floweLs, conCULLent rloweLing, and textuLed rLuit 

coat aLe not necessaLY to entLap aecbec1~ gLains. 

Nineteen additional taxa, mostly wind-caLLied types 

including 13% Qye~~y~ pollen, accompanied the Se~De~i~ 

pollen gLoins in the wash sample. ImmatuLe Se~Qe~l~ rLuit 

aLe obseLved in ApLil OrteL MOLch rlcweLingj rLuit Lipens in 
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July, and can remain on branches for eight full months. 

Thus there is a long period of time in which airborne pollen 

can settle onto fruit coats. 

Juniue~us ~egue~n~. Although the pollen wash sample 

from Juniue~us berries had little pollen, some information 

is available from the 28 grains counted from ripe berries 

collected in Ramsey Canyon in September. JYDi~e~y~ pollen 

grains were not predicted to be entrapped by the glaucous 

berry coat. Yet 18% juniper grains were counted, with a 

concentration of 775 grains per the 1-2 cups of mature 

ber~ies washed. 

AltholJgh conclusions based on 28 pollen grains should 

be considered tentative, these results suggest that juniper 

berries retain wind-carried pollen. However, 0 low pollen 

concentration shows them to be only partially effective as a 

pollen trap. No predictions regarding Juniue~us pollen in 

archaeological sites can be mode based upon these limited 

data. 

Pollen from four additional Wind-pollinated taxa were 

also recovered in the juniper berry wash wcter. Since 

juniper berries are available for many months, there is 

ample time for pollen from othsL species to become attached. 

nQn~~~Q QUst~QmQntQnQ. Pollen was expected to be 

recovered from bee-balm leaves washed in September, due to 

concurrent flowering, presence of hair on the leaves, and 
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the entLapping qualities of leaf oil glands. HoweveL, only 

3% Labiatae pollen (cf. tlQOQLQQJ was LecoveLed. The 

concentLotion has been calculated at 12,100 gLains peL 1-2 

cups of bee-balm leaves. FouLteen additional wind-pollinated 

taxa weLe found. 

The pLediction that pollen would be pLesent on tlQOQ~QQ 

leaves has been met. HoweveL, two etheL intLiguing Lesults 

have eccuLLed. The fiLst is the LecoveLY of a vaLiety of 

non-~QDgrdg pollen types that have appaLently become 

entLapped on the leaves. Second, theLe is a ratheL high 

concentLation ef ~QDgrgg gLains in Lelation to theiL low 

pollen peL cent (3%). This suggests that although tlQOQLQQ 

leaves tLap high numbeLs ef pellen gLoins, use of bee-balm 

leaves as gLeens may not be Levealed by the peLcentage of 

Labiatae pollen gLains in aLchaeological sites. 

Q~Qli~ QecQgh~llQ. Pollen was pLedicted to be retained 

on the somewhat porous leaves of Q~~li~ picked and washed in 

SeptembeL fLom Ramsey Canyon. While this pLediction tULned out 

to be COLLect, only a single gLain was identified as O~gll~. 

The concentLation of O~gll~ is also quite low, at 39 gLains 

peL the 1-2 cups of leaves washed. 

Q~Qli~ is a low-gLowing insect-pollinated plant, baLely 

six inches high and found in an open sunny location among 

dense vegetation. The likelihood that wind-caLLied pollen 

would settle onto Q~Qli~ leaves is bOLne out by LecoveLY of 

pollen fLom 23 additional taxa. 
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The fact that the leaves were washed in mid-September, 

nearly a month after flowering had passed, may help explain 

the low recovery of D~gll~ pollen. What is not easily 

explained is the presence of other pollen types shed into 

the atmosphere some time before the first D~gll~ leaves we~e 

observed in July. For example, phenological records else

where in this report reveal that three local species of 

fiDU~ have all flowered before July, yet 27% of the pollen 

in the Q~~lis wash water was identified as ein~s. Other 

taxa contributing aseasonal pollen types in low amounts 

include e~le~, JUD1~~~U~, fQ~U1U~, Qu~~~y~, and f~~UgQ~~Ugg. 

Perhaps pollen shed earlier has been put bock into circula

tion by turbulence and redeposited on newly emerging Q~Qlia 

vegetative parts. The fiDY~ pollen may have been released 

after temporary entrapment in needles. Plants low to the 

ground are also more likely to intercept recycled saltatory 

pollen (O'Rourke 1986:136-137]. 

This examination reveals that acquistion of Q~Qli~ 

leaves may not leave a pollen record. If humans utilize this 

resource, other types of evidence will have to be p~eserved. 

Potential confusion in interpreting the archaeobotanical 

record has been revealed by the unexpected recovery of 27% 

fiDU~ pollen groins, as well as pollen from at least five 

wind-pollinated taxa that are known to have flowered months 

before the emergence of D~gll~ leaves. 
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fgD~~UID DUlggSYID. Pollen was unexpectedly recovered 

from an October wash of EQn~Q~m b~lbQ~~m spike lets harvested 

from Ramsey Canyon. At least half of the grains represented 

Gramineae, with a relative concentraiton of 1795 grains per 

1-2 cups of spikelets. Flowering of EL b~lbQ~~m in Ramsey 

Canyon in August and September coincided with flowering of 

other local grasses such as a~LQg~LQO~ aQ~t~lQ~Q~ ELQ~LQ~= 

ti~~ LegtQQblQQ~ tl~bleobeL~iQ and St~gQ. Therefore, the 

Gramineae grains recovered could be from a combination of 

these fall-flowering grasses. fgDl~YID gYlgg~YID spikelets 

can obviously trap pollen, perhaps inside the florets during 

early development. 

Some pollen grains recovered in the EL b~lbQ~~m wash 

represent taxa that pollinated months earlier (JYD~~e~y~~ 

JyglgDS~ f~DYS~ gye~~us), but somehow became attached to 

spikelets that developed later in time. More than one 

mechanism might account for the presence of these aseasonal 

pollen grains. Redeposition of pollen by wind currents is 

one avenue. Low-grOWing plants in the zone of saltation are 

especially susceptible to exposure to pollen in turbulent 

air (O'Rourke 1986:136-137). Also, even after the full 

flush of flowering of a taxon, small amounts of pollen might 

still be shed for some weeks follOWing, providing a low, but 

steady, source of pollen grains. 

fgDlQYID QgtY~UID. Unlike the prediction for fgD1QUID 

DY1DgSYID, the expectation that fgD~~UID gDtYSUID spikelets 
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would ~etain pollen was suppo~ted. Spikelets ha~vested in 

Canelo Hills in Septembe~ still had sh~iveled stigmas 

attached to them. Also, many nea~by f~ cDt~~~m plants we~e 

pollinating at the time of ha~vest. Thus, it seemed likely 

that G~amineae pollen would be ~ecove~ed. 

Fo~ty-th~ee pe~cent of the pollen g~ains ~ep~esented 

G~amineae pollen. The concent~ation of 19,631 g~ains is 

conside~ably highe~ than that of f9DlQUm DU1~QSUID (1795) 

spikelets ha~vested long afte~ flcwBLing had ceased. 

Q~e~~~~ emQ~~~. Pollen was p~edicted to be ~etained on 

the hai~y f~uit cap and attached style base of matu~e Q~e~= 

QU~ §IDQrYl f~uit f~om Ramsey Canyon washed in Septembe~. 

Fifteen pe~cent of the g~ains ~ecove~ed we~e oak. P~esence 

of a Single oak tet~ad hints that immatu~e oak pollen may 

become ent~apped by developing f~uit. The concent~ation of 

QuerQ~~ pollen is 2355 g~ains pe~ 1-2 cups of aco~ns. 

P~esence in the wash wate~ of low amounts of CeQnQto~~, 

JUDi~er~~, fiD~~ and Sgli~ pollen f~om sp~ing flowe~ing taxa 

. in Ramsey Canyon may be due to ent~apment. Since aco~ns 

matu~e ove~ a minimum fou~-month pe~iod in the ~egion, the~e 

is ample time fo~ pollen f~om many taxa, including up to ~2% 

G~amineae pollen, to adhe~e to the developing f~uit. 

RbgmDY~ ~glifgrDiQg~ No pollen was expected to be 

retained on the shiny, smooth su~face of ROQmnua CQlifQcnicQ 

fruits ha~vested in Canelo Hills in Septembe~. Of the pollen 
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grains counted, 6% were identified as RbgmDU~, with a rather 

low concentration of 602 grains per 1-2 cups of fruit. 

Since the prediction that pollen would not be found in the 

wash water was not met, the assumption that a smooth fruit 

coat is a poor pollen trap is not valid. 

In addition to buck-thorn pollen, fourteen additional 

taxa were identified in the sample, including a significant 

amount of G~ominS09 (~~~J and Composito9 (3S~J pollen. For 

those taxa for which phenological data is available, the 

timing of flowering coincides with the five month period 

during which buck-thorn fruit develops. 

Canelo Hills in October. The hairy, sticky fruit coat was 

correctly predicted to retain pollen. Although a total of 16 

taxa contributed grains, only 1% of the total was from Rbu~, 

representing a rather low concentration of 272 grains per 1-

2 cups of fruit. 

Of the additional taxa recovered, many are flowering 

when squawbush fruit develops. However, other toxa which 

Q~ec~~~J also contributed pollen to squawbush fruit coats, 

reinforCing the ideo of pollen recirculation. 

While the prediction that the sticky, hairy fruit coots 

of squawbush fruit will trap pollen has been verified, 

actual use of the fruit might not be readily deduced from 

the low recovery of Rb~~ pollen in archaeological sites. The 
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o~choeobotoni8t may have to ~ely on finding the durable 

fruit stones, rather than on the pollen record, to suggest 

harvest of squawbush fruit. 

R~b~~ Q~~~~m. A wash of Rib~a Q~~e~m fruit gathered in 

Canelo Hills in August was predicted to carry pollen in the 

shriveled flowers attached to the harvested fruit. This 

prediction was easily borne out by the recovery of 79% R~b~a 

pollen grains, having a notable concentration of 337,590 

grains per 1-2 cups fruit. This high percentage and concen

tration of golden currant pollen, coupled with the presence 

of two pollen clumps and a possible tetrad, verify that 

flowers were attached to the fruit. 

Of the fourteen additional pollen taxa recovered from 

the wash of golden currant fruit, most were present in low 

numbers. If it can be assumed that pollen recovered from 

EiDe~ fruit was transported inside shriveled flowers, 

perhaps pollen of other taxa [Cyperoc~ae and SQl~~J became 

entrapped inside EiQe~ flowers open in March. 

Taxa which flower after March include various members 

of the Gramineae family, J~glgD~. Q~erQ~~ and a late 

flowering allium. Pollen from these taxa may have become 

attached to the developing golden currant fruit coat, or on 

the outside of the shriveled Bite~ flowers. 

That EiQe~ flowers remain attached to the fruit seems 

helpful in providing evidence for fruit harvest. If high 
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pe~centages and/o~ concent~ations of E1Q~~ pollen a~e found 

in a~chaeological sites (especially ~ith Lecove~y of B1Qe~ 

tet~ads o~ pollen clumpsJ, it seems ~easonable to deduce the 

f~uit hod been gathe~ed by p~ehisto~ic people. 

Eume~ ~~glg~~eD~~ The matu~e pape~y winged f~uit of 

R~me~ ha~vested in Canelo Hills in August was p~edicted to 

ca~~y pollen on its i~~egula~ f~uit coots. This p~ediction 

was substantiated by ~ecove~y of 96% Rume~ g~ains, with an 

ext~emely high concent~ation of 561,~~O g~ains pe~ 1-2 cups 

f~uit. Much of the pollen may have been shed in June when 

the majo~ity of the population flowe~ed, but some pollen may 

have been cont~ibuted by late-pollinating plants. 

The high pe~centage and concent~ation of pollen, coupled 

with the p~esence of six R~me~ clumps and a single tet~od, 

suggests the pollen did not t~avel fa~. R~me~ has a calyx-

like pe~ianth with the three inne~ segments that become 

enla~ged and modified in f~uit, p~oviding a mechanism for 

stamens to shed immature o~ clumped pollen on pa~ts that 

will eventually develop into the f~uit. 

The ~ecove~y of Eume~ pollen on Bume~ f~uits is 

useful to the a~chaeobotanist. Not only is the~e some basis 

fo~ inte~p~eting R~me~ pollen in ancient samples, but it 

also suggests that plants with pe~ianth ports that enla~ge 

and modify in development might be likely to ~etain g~eate~ 

amounts of pollen, including immatu~e and clumped g~ains, 

than plants with flowe~s that sh~ivel and dehisce. 
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S~tg~ig g~Di~Ulgtg~ No pollen was expected in the 

wate~ of S~t~Li~ flo~ets washed in Conelo Hills in Octobe~, 

yet g~ains we~e identified. Of these, 18% compo~e fovo~ably 

with S~tg~lg pollen ~efe~ence mate~ial. The cf. Setg~ig 

g~ain concent~ation is 22~8 pe~ 1-2 cups of flo~ets washed. 

In addition to of. 5atg~!g pollen, g~ains f~om twenty 

p~edominately Wind-pollinated taxa we~e ~ecove~ed, including 

9% g~ains f~om othe~ 6~amineae taxa. Since Setg~lg flowers 

in August, maturing florets could receive pollen from other 

concurrently flowering taxa such as El~ntQ~Q lQnc~QlQtQ, 

EYmg~ and CbgDg~gglUID. Redeposition may explain recovery of 

those pollen types (EL~~in~~~ J~nig~L~~~ fin~~~ EQg~l~~ and 

Q~~LC~~] observed to shed pollen ea~lie~ in the year. 

As with EQnic~m Q~lQQ~~m, a prediction of no pollen 

recovery was not demonst~ated. S~tQLiQ florets must be able 

to t~ap pollen from S~tg~lg plants and other taxa that is 

(a] shed at the time of S~tg~lg flowering o~ (b) brought 

back into circulation by wind-currents and deposited on the 

florets or on the outside of the maturing fruit. 

~ltlS grlZgDl~g. The expection that pollen would be 

~ecovered from ~iti~ f~uit from Ramsey Canyon washed in 

September was bo~ne out. However, only 7% of the identified 

grains were f~om ~ltis. The concentration of g~ape pollen 

was calculated to be 3122 grains per 1-2 cups f~uit. 

Seventeen taxa other than ~ltlS contributed pollen to 
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this sample. Other notable taxa represented in the wash 

water included e1n~~ (30%) and Gramineae (15%). Since ~1t1~ 

has at least a four-month period of fruit maturation, there 

is ample opportunity for pollen grains from other taxa to 

settle on the fruit and on the pedicels that remain attached 

to the fruit when it is picked. Pollen from taxa that 

pollinated prior to ~1t1~ flowering in May (J~n1geL~a~ 

eae~QQta~~Q and SQl1~) have likely been redeposited. 

Although the fruit coat of grapes is rather slick, 

their tendency to lose moisture and develop folds and 

wrinkles may lend to their general ability to entrap pollen 

grains. Shriveled flowers that remain attached to aborted 

fruit do not seem to carry much ~1t~a pollen, as revealed by 

the rather low concentration recovered. Ancient collection 

of wild grapes may not be easily ascertained by examination 

of pollen samples. 

Significance of pollen wash results 

Some general pOints can be made from this project to 

analyze pollen entrapped on plant parts, keeping in mind 

that the number of samples analyzed is small and each one 

represents a single harvest event. Also, because the amount 

of material washed varied between one and two cups per 

taxon, the estimated pollen ~Qn~entLQtiQD data may not offer 

the insight it could have if sample volume, weight or 

surface area had been more precisely monitored. 
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One general observation concerns the variety of taxa 

thot are represented in individual pollen wash samples. 

Each sample retained an average of 16 taxa per wash. Thus, 

a variety of pollen types may be introduced to an archaeo

logical deposit on harvested fruit and leaves. Another 

general observation is that analysis of archaeological 

pollen may benefit by calculating both relative pollen per

centages and pollen concentration. Both indicies can pro

vide inSight into ancient plant acquisition. 

Presence of shriveled flowers or flower parts is a good 

predictor that pollen will travel on the fruits. For 

example, RiQe~ (flowersJ, fQDic~m QQt~~~m (stigmasJ, and 

Q~ecc~~ (style basesJ fruit, and to a lesser extent ~it1~ 

(aborted flowers, pedicelsJ and ac~tQ~tQUb~lQ~ (sepalsJ 

fruit retained pollsn. Plants with perianth parts thot 

enlarge and modify with maturity (e.g. R~me~J also have 

excellent pollen retention capabilities. 

Plants with parts that are hairy, or that have oil 

glands, can capture pollen, though not always in quantity, 

and then not necessarily from the taxon itself. tlQDQCQQ 

leaves and Q~§~g~§ acorn caps serve as efficient pollen 

traps. Surprisingly, the hairy and sticky exterio~ of Rb~~ 

fruit did not insure pollen capture, nor did the porous 

nature of the leaf surface of Q~Qli~. 

Smooth or glaucous reproductive disseminules occasion

ally collect small amounts of pollen (BbgmD~~~ J~Dipe~~~J. 
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The reason why smooth-coated Se~Qe~ls fruit had both a high 

percentage and concentration of Se~Qe~l~ pollen is unclear. 

The harvest method employed, that of picking the ripe bar

berry fruit one-by-one, was not expected to concentrate 

pollen as other methods might, such as using a beater and 

basket or shaking a plant to loosen fruit. On the other 

hand, smooth-coated ~ltl~ and e~~tg~tg~bUlg~ fruit may have 

retoined pollen in part because additional pollen-harboring 

parts (pedicels, sepals) remain attached. 

Plants whose parts are harvested while individuals in 

the same stand are pollinating do not necesarily have in

creased chances of entrapping pollen of that taxon. For the 

four species that were flowering when their leaves or fruit 

were picked and washed (~gDg~dg~ O~gll~~ fgDl~~m gQt~~~ID and 

R~ID~~), other reasons (discussed above] may have more in

fluence on pollen retention than concurrent flowering. 

On the other hand, lack of simultaneous pollination of 

a taxa harvested for mature fruit or edible leaves does not 

preclude pollen retention, at least for S~rQe£i~~ Rl~e~, and 

fgDlgYID gYlgg~YID. With the exception of Se£Qerl~, whose 

mechanism for retaining pollen is not understood, presence 

of shriveled flower parts or other parts which enclose 

during development seem important in trapping pollen. 

With few exceptions, the pollen types recovered in the 

wash samples were from taxa known to be available in the 
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area. The majority of pollen grains on the fruit and leaves 

represented local vegetation. This same conclusion was 

reached in a separate study to wash grass (Oruzg~~l~ 

bYm~Dglge~) culms to evaluate routes of pollen transport 

into packrot middens (Davis and Anderson 1987:189). 

Redeposition of pollen shed in a prior season generally 

contributes small amounts of the pollen recovered from plant 

parts. The average number of pollen grains from taxa known 

to pollinate in a prior season was less than two, with four 

exceptions. Three wash samples contained between 15-20 

Q~e~c~~ grains, and a single sample had 65 e1n~~ grains 

(27%), all from past pollination of major contributors of 

anemophilous pollen. 

One can compare the results from all fourteen pollen 

washes for insight into transport of wind-pollinated taxa. 

For example, although Q~~~~~~ pollen was recovered from 

acorn fruit and cops, it was recovered in even higher con-

centrations on fruit of er~tg~tg~bUlg~, BerQerl~ and BlQe~ 

CTable 91). A single Quer~u~ tetrad recovered from the 

acorn wash distinguishes actual harvest of acorns; unless 

oak pollen tetrads ore routinely preserved, there may be no 

way to recognize acorn harvest from other natural modes of 

oak pollen transport. 

Gramineae pollen provides similar interpretive diffi-

culties [Table 92). Although fgDl~UID and Setgrlg spikelets 

and florets retained 27-50% grass pollen, all with concen-
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Table 91. CompaLjson of peLcentages and concentLations 
of Q~e~c~~ pollen fLom pollen wash samples. 

Taxa Pollen % 

e~Qtg~tg~b~lg~ 11% 
8eLQe~1~ 13% 
J~n1~et:~~ Qe~~eQnQ 21% 
Q~et:~~~ 15% 
R1~e~ 5% 

Estimated concentLation 

26LJ:8 
11,5LJ:1 

930 
2355 

22,990 

Table 92. CompaLison of peLcentages and concentLations of 
GLamineae pollen fLom pollen wash samples. 

Taxa Pollen % Estimated concentLation 

e~Qtg~tg~b~lg~ ~UDg~D~ LJ:1% 9Lf51 
J~n1get:~~ Qe~geQnQ 21% 930 
tlQnQt:QQ Q~~tt:QmQntQnQ 12% 12,100 
O~Ql1~ Qe~Q~b~llQ 12% 1103 
EQn1~um ~ul~Q~~m 50% 1795 
EQn1~~m Q~t~~~m LJ:3% 19,361 
Qu.et:~~~ e.r:nQt:~1 '12% 6853 
RbQr:nn~~ ~Ql1fQt:n1~Q LJ:LJ:% LJ:682 
Rb\.l.~ t.t:1lQb.gt.g 22% LJ:IfS7 
S~tg~1g ggn1~~lgtg 
cf. Set.Qt:1Q 18% 221f8 
OtheL GLominsoe 9% 1062 

~..i.t.1~ gr.1z~;m..i.Qg 15% 6635 
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t~ations of ove~ 1795 g~ains, f~uit and leaves of non-g~ass 

taxa had pe~centages and/o~ concent~otions of G~amineae 

pollen highe~ than those of the actual g~asses. 

The data on Qya~~~~ and g~ass species indicate the~e 

a~e no simple quidelines fo~ knowing how much Qy~~~y~ pollen 

indicates ha~vest of aco~ns, or what levels of G~amineae 

pollen ~eflect gathe~ing of g~ass spikelets o~ flo~ets. 

This study has ~evealed alte~native modes of t~anspo~t fo~ 

these taxa. 

Although the~e may be multiple avenues fo~ oak and 

g~ass pollen to ente~ a dwelling, this study does p~ovide 

some guidance fo~ a~chaeobotanists studying othe~ pollen 

types f~om ancient sites. Howeve~, as noted befo~e, one 

cannot di~ectly t~anslate the values fo~ pollen g~ain 

t~anspo~t f~om these single event pollen washes into 

expected values fo~ pollen f~om a~chaeological sites. 

Although human activities undoubtedly concent~ated pollen in 

p~ehisto~y, long-te~m effects of deg~adation and the gene~al 

dilution of pollen in a~chaeological sediments makes it 

unlikely that pollen will often be ~ecove~ed in its o~iginal 

concent~ation. The guidelines p~ovided by this study should 

be conside~ed mQ~1m~m values of the pollen pe~centages and 

concent~ations that might be ~ecove~ed f~om single ha~vest 

events, ~athe~ than those ~outinely expected. 

length of time du~ing which pollen was deposited in an 

ancient context fu~the~ complicates inte~p~etations based 
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on this data. A particular pollen sample taken by an 

archaeologist may represent a day, a month or an even longer 

period of pollen accumulation at a particular spot. Such 

variable (and often unknown) rates of deposition make it 

difficult to relate the pollen concentration to specific 

activities that may have produced the pollen record. 

With these reservations in mind, a combination of 

careful comparison of the contexts of recovery, coupled with 

the data from these modern pollen wash samples, may be 

useful in archaeological interpretation. For example, 

finding high percentages or concentrations of S~~Q~r~~, 

E~Q~~ and EYme~ pollen would suggest fruit gathering of 

these taxa. Recovering tetrads or pollen clumps of RiQ~a OL 

Eume~ would provide further support for gathering these two 

resources. A less secure interpretation of collecting 

e~~tQ~tQ~bYlQ~ fruit is hinted at by recovering low 

concentrations or percentages of manzanita pollen. As for 

bee-balm, even a low percentage of ~QDgrgg pollen could 

indicate prehistoric use of the leaves, especially if the 

concentration of grains is relatively high. Prehistoric 

harvest of O~gll~ leaves, sticky-coated Eby~ fruit, and 

relatively smooth and slick EbgIDDY~, ~~tl~ or JYD~~~~Y~ 

fruit or berries will not be easily ascertained from the 

pollen record alone. 
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Ecological considerations 

Phenology 

Phenology has been defined as the study of "biological 

periodicity in relation to the seasonal sequence of climatic 

factors" (Daubenmire 1968:71). Since climatic factors can 

have an important influence on the development of a species, 

group phenology may provide clues to the relative importance 

of, for example, moisture (in deserts) or temperature (in 

temperate regions) in different seasons. However, in 

riparian habitats where water may not be a limiting factor, 

plants may exhibit some indifference to climate (Daubenmire 

1978:27), and non-climatic factors assume more of a key role 

in plant growth, reproduction and dormancy. 

To explore the possibility of group phenological 

responses in the twa riparian habitats studied, the percen

tage of species growing vegetatively (stem elongation, leaf 

growth) and active reproductively (flowering, fruiting) for 

each major lifeform (trees, shrubs, herbaceous perennials 

including grasses, annuals) was plotted at Ramsey Canyon 

and Canelo Hills throughout a 12-month period. This analysis 

did not include Canelo Hills trees (n·3) C~ shrubs (n-5) or 

Ramsey Canyon annuals (n-~] due to small data bases. 

The group phenological trends were compared to the 

averoge maximum and mimimum daily temperatures and total 

inches of precipitation recorded during the 16 month period 
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covering the b~ik of the field work [Table 93 and Figures 

5-8). To view this climatic data in perspective, weather 

dota representing between ~8-70 years of record-keeping is 

available from Canelo Hills Ranger Station and Fort Huachuca 

near Sierra Uista [Table 9~). In general, in 1983 the 

state of Arizona come very close to tying both the hottest 

and the wettest of 89 years of record keeping [Sellers 

1985:80). Canelo Hills was indeed hotter and wetter [with 

twice the number of inches of precipitation) than the 

averages at Canelo Hills Ranger Station. Ramsey Canyon had 

more than twice the average inches of precipitation, but 

generally cooler temperatures than the Fort Huachuca loca

tion. Since Fort Huachuca is located on gentle flanks that 

slope away from the Huachuca mountains, as opposed to the 

in-mountain narrow canyon setting of Ramsey Canyon, a 

comparison of temperature records between the two areas is 

expected to deviate, with Ramsey Canyon likely to 

conSistently experience lower average temperatures, 

The purpose of comparing group phenological activity 

with temperature and precipitation trends is to observe 

any direct carrelation between lifecycle events and these 

two environmental variables. Obviously other influences 

such as changing photoperiod, presence of pollinators, 

competition, residual soil moisture, and soil temperature 

could well play key roles in the timing of phenological 

events, so this analysis cannot be considered inclusive. 
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Table 93. Summaries of maximum and mlnlmum daily 
temperatures and total monthly precipitation. 

1983 

MAY 

JNE 

JLY 

AUG 

SEP 

OCT 

NOV 

DEC 

1984 

JAN 

FEB 

MAR 

APR 

MAY 

JNE 

JLY 

AUG 

------RAMSEY CANYON------
x Ma>:. 
Temp 
(""F) 

75.74 

81.70 

83.32 

79.22 

...,..., "'-:'1' 
I I • ..;..';'1 

65.80 

55.56 

51.83 

48.16 

55.72 

65.16 

65.33 

79.90 

78.03 

78.74 

75.64 

>: Min. 
Temp 
(""F) 

45.35 

51.56 

56.90 

55.29 

54.63 

44.19 

33.46 

33.83 

28.00 

28.86 

34.48 

38.53 

52.19 

53.73 

55.41 

54.51 

Total 
inches 
prec:ip. 

0.04 

o. 11 

5.42 

8.75 

9. 11 

4.48 

3.39 

1.92 

3.59 

0.00 

0.00 

1. 78 

0.32 

2.70 

5.02 

7.99 

------CANELO HILLS------
x Max. x Min. Total 
Temp Temp inches 
(""F) (""F) pr-ec:ip. 

86.13 53.06 0.38 

88.29 63.09 4.20 

86.32 61.35 

86.46 be). 66 8. (H) 

74.93 48.83 1.91 

67.60 36.56 1.92 

62.25 34.70 6.90 

59.64 29.29 1. 74 

67.13 26.75 0.00 

72.70 33.77 0.00 

71.26 40.23 0.84 

86.80 52.25 0.26 

86.83 59.30 0.92 

84.70 63.54 6.93 

83.74 62.83 7.90 
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Table 94. Average daily temperature and annual precipita
tion for Canelo Hills Cienega, Ramsey Canyon, and two nearby 
weather stations. 

Loc:ation and 
Period covered 

Canelo Hills 
(15 months) 

Canelo Hills 
Ranger Sta. 1 

(60 years) 
(70 years) 

Ramsey Canyon 
(16 months) 

Fort Huac:huca 1 

(46 years) 
(47 years) 

Avg. Daily 
Ma:<. Temp. 

(ClF) 

77.6 

74 

69.8 

74.8 

1Data from Sellers 1985. 

Avg. Daily 
Min. Temp. 

(ClF) 

48.4 

40 

45 

48.9 

Avg. Annual 
Preci pi tati on 

(inches) 

36.4 

17.8 

40.9 

15.4 
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Tt"ees 

Active stem' and leaf gt"owth fat" sixteen tt"ee species at 

Ramsey Canyon begins in Mat"ch and is concentt"ated in Apt"il

August, t"apidly tapet"ing off in Septembet" CFigut"e S]. This 

pet"iod of vegetative activity does not cot"t"elate with local 

pt"ecipitation CFigut"e S], which t"emains low until the month 

of July, neat" the end of the active vegetative per-icc. 

Maximum doily tempet"atut"es CFigut"e 5], on the othet" hand, 

at"e t"ising when tt"ee vegetative gt"owth t"esumes in Mat"ch, and 

t"emain high dut"ing the peak pet"iod of stem and leaf elonga

tion May-August. Tempet"atut"es begin a t"apid decline aftet" 

Septembet", the lost month of vegetative gt"owth noted fot" the 

sixteen tt"ee species. At least fot" tt"ees, vegetative gt"owth 

may be t"esponding dit"ectly only to tempet"atut"es. 

Rept"oductive events displayed by Ramsey Canyon tt"ees 

include full flowet"ing obset"ved ft"om Febt"uat"y tht"ough June, 

and pt"esence of matut"e ft"uit in each of the 12 months. Full 

flowet"ing is t"athet" equally spt"ead ovet" the spt"ing months, 

when tempet"atut"es at"e t"ising shat"ply ft"om month to month and 

pt"ecipitation t"emcins low. Possibly some tempet"atut"e 

tht"esholds at"e ct"ossed in succession, beginning in Febt"uat"y, 

that initiates flowet"ing in tt"ee species. Since the months 

of Febt"uat"y tht"ough June display the lowest amounts of 

pt"ecipitation of all 12 months, thet"e appeat"s to be no 

immediate tie between t"oinfoll and flowet"ing. Although t"ipe 

ft"uit can be found on some tt"ees fot" evet"y month of the 
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year, availability reaches a peak during the months of 

September through November. As temperatures are dropping 

rapidly and rainfall is variable at this time, there seems 

to be no cleer-cut correlation between maturing fruit and 

prevailing temperature and precipitation conditions. 

Shrubs 

Active vegetative growth of 11 Ramsey Canyon shrubs 

parallels the trends Just outlined for the trees. Stem and 

leaf growth build rapidly in March, are high for the months 

of April-August, and taper off in September (Figure 10J. 

Therefore, the some arguments above that suggest rising 

temperature may play a role in vegetative growth of trees 

apply here. Likewise, there may be little direct influence 

of local preCipitation. 

Shrub flowering spans the months of February through 

August, revealing no period of intenSity. This is also the 

period of rising and maximum average daily temperatures 

(Figure 5J, so temperature thresholds may be a factor in 

anthesis. As with trees, the low amounts of precipitation 

which fall during this period (Figure 6J suggest that local 

rainfall is not a flowering trigger. While it has already 

besn noted that presence of mature fruit on trees seems not 

directly affected by temperature and moisture conditions in 

the months of maximum fruiting, it may be different for 

production of mature fruit on shrubs. Ripe fruit is avail-
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able for a seven-month period beginning in June and reaching 

a peak in September when over 70% of the shrubs display ripe 

fruit. This period coincides with rapidly increasing 

amounts of precipitation, which also reach a peak in Septem-

ber and then decline until a second peak in December. The 

relatively high daily temperatures of May-September may 

stimulate the subsequent June-December ripening of fruit. 

Perennials 

A large number of herbaceous perennials at Ramsey 

Canyon (n-3~J and Canelo Hills (n-~6J permit comparison of 

the potential roles of local environmental factors between 

the two locations. At Ramsey Canyon, stem and leaf growth 

begins in March, rises gradually until over 80% of all 

perennial herbs are vegetatively active in July and 

August, and then topers off by December (Figure 11J. There 

is a striking parallel between this pattern and the ones for 

average daily maximum and minimum temperatures (Figure 5J, 

which rise gradually from January until July, then toper off 

by December. On the other hand, the precipitation that 

increases sharply from July until September, then drops off 

(Figure 6J, does not correlate as well with Ramsey Canyon 

herbaceous perennial vegetative activity. 

Uegetative growth for perennial herbs at Canelo Hills 

(Figure 12J is not as closely linked to the overage tempera-

ture curves as at Ramsey Canyon. At Canelo Hills, stem and 
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leaf g~awth ~esume ea~ly, then inc~ease ~apidly until June, 

when the maximum numbe~ of species (ove~ 75%) a~e vegeta-

tively active. Afte~ June, the p~opo~tion of species that 

display stem and leaf elongation d~ops steadily for the 

~emainder of the yea~. Tempe~atu~es, on the othe~ hand 

(Figu~e 7), ~ise gradually until May, and then ~emain nearly 

steady fo~ four months. As at Ramsey Canyon there seems to 

be little di~ect influence of p~ecipitation, as the peak of 

perennial he~b leaf and stem growth is reached one month 

before the numbe~ of inches of ~ainfall pe~ month (Figure 8) 

rises dramatically. 

The general trend in flowe~ing of herbaceous pe~ennials 

in the two locations is quite similar. At Ramsey Canyon 

flowe~ing slowly inc~eases from Ma~ch and ~eaches a maximum 

in August when over 80% of all perennial herbs are in 

flower. The percentage of species in flower then rapidly 

declines, and flowering ceases altogethe~ by Decembe~. At 

Canelo Hills, the same pattern prevails. There, the first 

pe~ennial herbs also flower in March, and gradually the 

pe~centage of taxa in flower increases until a maximum of 

5~% is reached in August. Perennial herb g~oup flowering 

then ~apidly tapers off, until no species undergoes anthesis 

during the period December to Feb~uary. In both locations, 

rising and peak tempe~ature periods coincide with the bulk 

of flowering. As temperatures decline, so does anthesis. 

Months of peak flowe~ing and precipitation also coincide. 
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Fruiting of perennial herbs is also similar in the two 

study sites. Although a small percentage of species are in 

fruit at Ramsey Canyan nearly the entire year, the height of 

fruiting activity spans the period from June through Novem-

ber, being centered on September and October. The precipi-

tation graph parallels this fruiting trend, while the graphs 

depicting average doily maximum and minimum temperatures do 

not. At Canelo Hills a similar fruiting regime can be 

plotted for the herbaceous perennial species. There 

fruiting flourishes from June through November, being 

centered on August through October. At Canelo, the trend in 

monthld precipitation also parallels the curve of species in 

fruit, while maximum daily temperatures do not. 

Annuals 

Annual taxa at Canelo Hills display a biseasonal 

phenology (Figure 13]. Stem and leaf growth peak first 

in April for 25% of all annuals, and then in August for 60% 

of the group. A small peak in flowering also occurs in 

April, followed by a r.eduction in the number of flowering 

annuals until a dramatic increase in August-November. 

Fruiting peaks follow those of flowering, the first small 

one coming in June, and the second major one in October. 

Rising daily average temperatures from January through 

May (Figure 7] could be tied to germination and seedling 

establishment. Low precipitation dULing this period (Figure 

B) is not a deterrent to some annual plant activity. 
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AppaLently Lesidual soil moistuLe, soil tempeLatuLe, and 

availoble heat in the enviLonment OLe adequate to peLmit the 

riLst small peak or rloweLing. TempeLatuLes hove Leached 

neaLly maximum when r~uiting rollows in June, but Lainrall 

is still very low. A peLiod or high tempeLatuLes and a 

dLamatic incLease in pLecipitation rrom July-SeptembeL coin

cides with the second, majOL, peak or annual taxa rloweLing 

and just slightly pLecedes the peLiod or moximum onnual 

plant rLuiting. Dropping aveLage doily tempeLatures 

beginning in SeptembeL may induce a moderate Leduction in 

the peLcentage or annuals in rloweL; those in rLuit seem 

unarrected by this decLease. 

Discussion or gLOUP phenology 

The rOLegoing inraLmation on gLOUP phenology has been 

summaLized in Table S5. It becomes appaLent that peLiods 

or Lising and maximum tempeLatuLes rrequently coincide with 

gLOUP phenological activity or ripaLian and adjacent habitat 

lireroLms, suggesting that in ract these taxa do not exhibit 

»consideLable indirreLence to climate» CDaubenmiLe 1978:27). 

Less orten, peLiods or incLeased pLecipitation cOLLelate 

with maximum rloweLing and rLuiting, especially rOL peLsnn

ials and annuols. This is undeLstandable when one Lealizes 

that a numbeL or these taxo actually gLOW along the dLieL 

rlanks adjacent to the LipaLian zone where wateL might, in 

ract, be a limiting ractoL. 

---- --------- -- ----
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Iable S5. Possible direct influences of overage daily 
maximum and minimum temperatures and total monthly precipi
tation for lifecycle events of trees, shrubs, herbaceous 
perennials and annuals. RC - Ramsey Canyon; CM - Canelo 
Hills; I c rising or maximum temperatures correlate with 
group activity; P - monthly precipitation amounts correlate 
with group activity, blank spaces reveal no data available. 

Stems Leaves Flowers 
RC CH RC CH RC CH 

Irees I I I 

Shrubs I I T 

Perennials* T I T T I,P I,P 

Annuals 
spring T T I 
fall T T T,P 

*Herbaceous perennials, including grasses. 

""1"'"-------------- --------

Fruit 
RC CH 

T,P 

P P 

T 
P 
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In an attempt to fu~the~ evaluate the potential effect 

of tempe~atu~e on phenological events, data was accumulated 

on ove~winte~ing bud fo~mation fo~ t~ees and sh~ubs in both 

study sites. The p~esence of buds in the axils of leaves 

was mcnito~ed Septembe~ 19B~ and June and July of 1985 

CTable 96). Only th~ee species fo~med ove~winte~ing buds 

as ea~ly as June, but fifteen mo~e had them by July. Two 

additional species had them by Septembe~ and the ~emaining 

seven p~esumably fo~med them the~eafte~. 

When one compa~es ove~win~e~ing bud fo~mation to both 

initiation and cessation of vegetative g~owth fo~ each 

species, also summa~ized in Table 96, the~e seems to be no 

clear patte~n in the timing of these th~ee events that could 

be used in a predictive way. The numbe~ of months that can 

pass between resumption of stem and leaf g~owth and fo~ma-

tion of ove~winte~ing buds ~anges f~om 1-6, while the amount 

of time until do~mancy also va~ies. Howeve~, when one 

~efers to the weather ~eco~ds for Ramsey Canyon and Canslo 

Hills CTable 93), it is clea~ that in both 1983 and 198~ 

the highest maximum and minimum tempe~atures cente~ed on 

July. By August ave~age daily tempe~atu~es had begun a 

steady decline. If the potential fo~ heat accumulation has 

~eached a peak by July, it may possibly be the t~igge~ that 

initiates development of overwintering buds fo~ a majority 

of t~ee and sh~ub species. Thus, tempe~atu~e cues a~e again 

seen as co~~elated with a majo~ phenological event. 

--------------------
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Table 9b. Tiling of vegetative events for T(r~esl and Slhrubsl at Ralsey Canyon (RCI 
and Canelo Hills (CHI. DB = avenlintering buds present, NB = no overMintering buds 
seen, = = leaf/stem activity resu.es, d = leaf/stet activity ceases. 

TAXON LF -JAN- -m- -IIAR- -APR- -IIAY- -JNE- -JLY- -AU6- -SEP- -OCT - -NOV- -DEC-

Abies concolor T RC HB DB 
Acer saccharul T RC * NB DB d 
A.orpha fruti cosa S RC NB NB NB,d 
Arbutus ari zoni ca T RC • NB DB d 
Arctostaphylos pungens S RC 

* 
N8 DB d 

Berberi s IIi lcoxi i S RC 
* 

NB DB d 
Cea!!!lthus fendleri S RC • NB NB NB d 
CerclJearpU5 .ontanus S RC NE NB NB d 
Fraxinus pennsylvanica T RC DB d 
Garrya Itrightii S RC NB NB NB 
Juglans lajor T CH DB d 
Juniperus deppeana T RC NB NB NB,d 
Pinus discolor T RC NB NB OB,d 
Pinus engellanni i T RC NB NB OB,d 
Pinus strobifor.i s T RC NB N8 d I 

Platanus Mri ghti i T RC NB,d 
Populus freillontij T CH NB DB d 
Pseudotsuga len2 i esi i T RC NB DB 
Quercus arizonica T RC NB DB d 
Quercus hypoleucoides T RC NB DB d 
Quercus rugosa T RC NO DB d 
Rhaanus betulaefolia S RC NB NB d 
Rhamnus californica S CH NB DB 
Rhus tri I abata S CH NB d 
Rhus tri lobata S RC $,NB OB d 
Ribes aureull S CH * NB DB d 
Robinia neo.edcana T RC NB NB d 
Salix gooddi ngi i T RC • NB DB d 
Salix lasiolepis T CH 

* 
NB DB d 

Salix lasiolepis T RC • DB d 
Vitis arizonica S RC 

* 
NB,d 

...---- ---- .. ---.----.. 
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Comparative phenological data 

Comparative phenolo~ical data on the species studied is 

scarce. A few pertinent observations were published in a 

journal written about Canelo Hills [Levine 197~]. Although 

the author used common names for the plants he referred to, 

it is likely that they can be matched fairly accurately to 

species in this study. Levine's observations are generally, 

but not totally, in agreement with those of this disserta

tion. For example, by February 17, he noted the "willow 

near budding" and "the cottonwood's yellow catkins dangling 

like miniature beehives, humming with yellow bees arriving 

everywhere at once" [Levine 197~:168]. His observations 

agree with those of the present study, which noted Sgli~ 

19~1Ql~~i~ to be in full bloom in February, and fag~lY~ 

f~~IDQDtil to have also developed catkins by then. Levine's 

observation of "blue-eyed grass . . .flowing like a robe 

along either side of the cienega" on May 5th [197~:207] 

coincides with the present observation that S~~~c~ncb~~m 

d~ID1~~UID begins full flowering in April and continues to 

bloom and develop mature fruit through August. Likewise, 

his notation that by August 17 the "walnuts begin their 

descent from a hundred trees beside the stream" [Levine 

197~:70] complements the data of this study which noted the 

first mature J~QlQn~ mQlQC nuts to falloff in September. 

In sharp contrast, Levine noted the presence of "maturing 

cattails" in the stream by April 13 [197~:190], whereas 
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developing female spikes of IU~bg 19tifglig weren't first 

noted by this author until August of 1983 and July of 1985, 

respectively. Although it is likely that some differences 

in the timing of phenological events may be expected from 

one year to the next, it is unknown if a difference of three 

to four months is reasonable. 

In another Southwestern location, phenological trends 

of initial growth and anthesis for a number of plants are 

available from Fish Springs, a spring fed salt marsh lying 

in a harsh, arid basin setting in western Utah CBolen 196~). 

The setting experiences mean annual precipitation of 7.13 

inches with the bulk of that falling in the winter; annual 

temperature overages 51.30 F. This setting contrasts 

noticeably with Canelo Hills Cienega, which averaged 36.~ 

inches of annual precipitation from June 1983-August 198~, 

and experienced an overage temperature of 620F. 

Six of the species monitored at Fish Springs were 

identical or nearly so to six observed in Canelo Hills 

Cienega. When one compares the phenological reco~ds between 

the two locations (Table 97) some interesting points 

emerge. In eight of the twelve comparisons, two weeks or 

less separated initial growth or anthesis. This similarity 

of response in species in diverse latitudinal settings and 

exposed to different environmental regimes suggests strong 

underlying genetiC mechanisms may be operating in phenologi-

---- .. _ .. -_ .. _._.-
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Table 97. Compa~ison of phenological observations on 
species monito~ed at Fish Springs, Utah (Bol~n 196~:1~6) and 
Canelo Hills Cienega (this study]. 

SpeCies 

EleccllQt:1s 
t:c~t.ellQt.Q 

Sci.t:gy'~ 
Q!!!et:i.r;.I;my.~ 

SgQt:QtlQly.~ 
Qi.t:Qi.lje~c 

I!.L9Qg 
QQg,u.st.i.fcli.Qd 

Initial Growth 

Fish Spgs. Canelo 

Ap~ 29 Ap~ 29 

Apr 1~ Mar 30 

Apr 12 Ma~ 30 

Apr 1~ May 20 

May 16 Apr 29 

Ap~ 17 Jon 8 

Anthesis 

Fish Spgs. Canelo 

May 11 Ap~ 29 

May 5 May 20 

May 9 May 20 

May ~ Jne 26 

Jne 10 Aug 7 

Jly 8 Jly 20 

a Data on this introduced species is in Appendix 3. 
b S~ gQutu~ is a sy~onym fo~ S~ ~gllCU~ in this study. 
c S~ girgic~~ var. wriQbtil was manitared at Canelo Hills. 
d I~ 19tifglig was monitored at Canelo Hills. 
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cal timing of these species. Such mechanisms might be what 

Daubenmire (1978:27) had in mind when he indicated factors 

other than climate may play important roles in initiating 

growth, reproduction or dormancy of riparian taxa. 

In the remaining four comparisons, there is consider-

ably more variation in phenological events. The eight week 

difference in the anthesis or S~~rc~clu~ ~lrQlge~ could be 

explained by the fact that at Canelo Hills the robust var. 

wci~btii might take longer to become reproductive. While 

I~gbg lQti[Ql~g was first seen emerging as young leaves in 

January at Canelo Hills, winter conditions seem not to 

foster emergence of IU~bQ in Utah until much later. Lack of 

synchroneity in phenological events for SC~~g~~ Qme~i~Qn~~ 

between the two locations may reveal a species more subject 

to local influences than the others. 

Soil water level changes at Canelo Hills Cienega 

Informal observations were mode regarding the general 

soil moisture level at Canelo Hills. The lowest level was 

noted in June of 1983, when certain areas under the canopy 

of trees became dry on the surface. In contrast, the water 

level of cienega and stream reached a peak by January of 

198~, when normally dry areas became soggy, the main channel 

of the stream appeared deeper and the stream level higher, 

and numerous small streamlets appeared across the drier east 

flanks of the stream where no water had been earlier. By 

~~-.------ -------
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FebLuaLY of 19BIf it was suspected that the vegetation was 

taking up wateL in pLepaLation fOL Lenewed gLowth, evidenced 

by a Lopidly 10weLing soil wateL level. 

These woteL level fluctuations gensLally agLee with 

those at Fish SpLings salt maLsh in westeLn Utah [Bolen 

1961f:151f-156J wheLe fluctuations of mOLe than fouL inches 

weLe obseLved [Bolen 1961f:151f-156J. Bolen felt these wateL 

level changes weLe due laLgely to the pLesence and activi

ties of the vegetation. At fiLst Lenewed gLowth in the 

spLing hampeLed watsL movement in the soil, possibly by 

actual physical blockage of Lesumed Lootlet gLowth. LateL 

the maLsh began to steadily lose wateL to the heavy 

evapoLation and tLanspiLation LequiLements bLought on by 

summeL heat. One of the effects of this fluctuating wateL 

table was to pLovide a zone of tLansitoLY habitats at the 

edge of the maLsh fOL such annuals as at~i~le~ ~Qt~lQ~ 

SugeQQ Q~~lQeDtQllS and CbeDQ~QQ1Um bU~~lQUm. It is 

Leasonable to suppose that fluctuating soil moistuLe levels 

along the flanks of the Canelo Hills stLeam and cienega may 

also pLovide tLansitoLY habitats fOL annuals. 
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SUMMARY 

The natu~al histo~y of wetlands in the Ame~ican South

west is poo~ly known. This is unfo~tunate when one con

side~s that pe~haps only a small percentage of native 

Southwestern riparian vegetative types remain today, and 

that the areal extent of this habitat type continues to 

dec~ease. Although a number of good general surveys of the 

plants and animals of various wetlands have been published, 

beginning with some excellent repo~ts in the 19~0's, the 

literoture reveals few autecological studies. Virtually 

nothing has been published on the phenology or timing of 

life cycle events of plants in and adjacent to any South

western wetlands. 

Historic and prehistoric literature reveals that groups 

in arid Americo hove chosen to live in or next to riparian 

habitats. For example, in historic times the choice of 

campsite location by the Kaibab Paiute was governed strictly 

by the availability of water. Half of the 57 principal 

places recognized by the Kiliwa of southern California were 

springs or arroyos. A prehistoric record in Colorado 

reveals that through time people located their habitations 

near riparian ecosystems. In the Great Basin of Utah, 

perhaps up to 10,000 years of cultural stability is 

represented in the organic remains of wetland locations; the 

records there suggest a variety in diet not matched in 

------ ----- -------
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historic subsistence records. 

The San Pedro river valley in southeastern Arizona has 

hosted humans for millennia, many of them living in or near 

wetlands. The earliest Big Game Hunters 11,500 years ago 

ambushed large mammals, especially mammoth, at the sites of 

lehner, Naco and Murray Springs. These hunters were 

followed by a series of foraging traditions, leading even

tually to settled groups that practiced simple ditch irriga

tion and floodplain agriculture. When some of the Spanish 

traveled through the San Pedro valley in 1697, one observer 

estimated that over 2000 native people lived in a series of 

1~ riparian villages, all along the river. The valley then 

witnessed a series of historic attempts to raise livestock 

and mine silver. 

In light of the fairly continuous human occupation of 

the San Pedro river valley, it is not surprising that a 

number of major changes have been documented. Although the 

impact of such ancient activities as intentionally set 

fires, land disturbance through agriculture, and local wood 

depletion cannot be ignored, perhaps the most extensive 

changes are the result of historic forces. Chief among 

these were the grazing of thousands of domestic animals in 

the valley in the 17th and 18th centuries, and extensive 

wood cutting to fuel silver smelting furnaces. Uegetation 

changes included the decimation of woodlands, changes in 

diversity of composition of the grass Qnd shrub communities, 

---------------------
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invasion of weedy species, and compaction af sails. Perhaps 

the most dramatic historic event was the late 1800's 

entrenchment of the valley and its tributaries, which 

continues today. 

Even with a history of long-term human occupation and 

dramatic historic vegetation changes, the San Pedro valley 

still retains some well-preserved riparian habitats. For 

this reason, a series of wetlands in this valley were eval

uated to locate two healthy habitats where native species 

were replacing themselves and where current impact from 

humans appeared minimal. 

Ramsey Canyon and Canelo Hills Cienega, both under the 

care of the Arizona Chapter of the Nature Conservancy, met 

these requirements. Ramsey Canyon in the Huachuca Mountains 

of Cochise County is drained by a freshwater semi-permanent 

stream that disappears before it reaches the San Pedro. 

Canelo Hills Cienega in Santa Cruz County is a permanent 

wetland that is fed by two permanent underground springs 

discharging into O'Donnell Creek. 

A suite of 127 native plant species were observed over 

a 16-month period and phenological changes noted, especially 

stem elongation, leaf expansion, flowering and fruiting. 

Herbarium specimens that support plant identifications at 

permanent collecting stations have been depositsd in the 

University of Arizona Herbarium, Tucson. 
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It would be reasonable to assume that phenological 

events would vary in timing from year to ~ear; the magnitude 

of variation remains to be determined. Informal observa

tions made during this study suggest that Q two week shift 

in the timing of flowering or fruiting might be common. The 

data was gathered primarily to perceive the potential value 

of riparian plants for humans during the year. However, 

plant ecologists can use phenological profiles to view 

strategies of competitive plant taxa to maximize photo

synthate production under favorable environmental regimes, 

and to evaluate the importance of life-cycle event timing 

for ruderal and stress-tolerant species. Wildlife 

biologists can use it to understand animal use of wetlands. 

The first major goal of this study, to provide a broad 

and full view of the availability of riparian plants to 

humans in the American Southwest, has been satisfied by 

merging these newly developed phenological profiles with a 

broad review of both historic and prehistoric records on 

actual and inferred plant use by humans. It seems that 

these riparian habitats offer humans a wide range of plont 

taxa and parts thruughout the year that could satisfy a 

diversity of human requirements. All major lifeforms con

tribute to this potential resource base for foragers. 

The primary reason plants would be gathered would be 

for food. 

expected. 

Periods of scarCity and abundance could be 

The period of greatest potential food stress, 
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when the smallest numbe~ of nut~itionally valuable ~ep~o

ductive pa~ts are available, is during March and April. In 

st~ong cont~ast the months of August th~ough Novembe~ 

appea~ to offe~ maximum ha~vesting opportunities. Actual 

selection would be based not only on the p~esence of a 

pa~ticula~ ~esource at a given time, but on other facto~s 

such as: (1) alte~native choices, including faunal 

~esou~ces, (2) effo~t ~equi~ed to acquire and p~ocess each 

separate food, and (3) p~oductivity. The actual nut~itional 

benefits acc~ued might indi~ectly influence selection. 

Non-~ep~oductive pa~ts available fo~ food include bark, 

buds, bulbs, fibe~s, galls, inne~ ba~k, leaves, plants, 

~hizomes and ~oots, sap, shoots, stems, and stalks. Some of 

these pa~ts could be gathered yea~ ~ound, if necessary. Fo~ 

that ~SQson many might be conside~ed famine foods. 

l~ addition to food, ripa~ian plants could be $ought 

fo~ a se~ies of othe~ uses. These include incidental foods, 

medicines, ce~emonial needs, construction material, dyes! 

paint/ tanning agents, fuel, household needs, hunting tools! 

fish pOisons, and as clothing!adornment, g~ooming and 

smoking materials. Plants satisfying this series of needs 

vary widely in pe~iod and length of availability. 

An examination of the diffe~ent uses to which a pa~tic

ula~ category of parts can be put also reveals va~iety. As 

an example, flowe~s could be eaten, employed as a seasoning 
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and beverage, made inta a medicinal preparation or soap, 

sought as ceremonial paraphernalia, prepared as a dye, 

fashioned into a toy, used as a hairbrush, and observed to 

forecast winter weather. Other reproductive parts, as well 

as vegetative above and below ground parts reveal the same 

diversity of uses to which flowers are put. 

Possibly some native plants that commonly occur in 

mesic settings have received special care by humans, at 

least in historic times. Whether this care reflects long

term traditions stretching back to prehistoric times is 

unknown. This is because the care given may have been quite 

casual, resulting in none of the observable morphological 

changes in reproductive parts that are commonly used to 

suggest prehistoric domestication or intensified horticul

tural efforts. 

The six plant taxa possibly receiving special care have 

been divided into two groups. These include: (1) plants 

that ore quite likely native, including species of E~n1~~m~ 

fQ~YlY~~ Sgl~~ and ly~bg, and (2) plants that are possibly 

introduced cultivated varieties such as Eb~a~l1s and ~lt1~. 

Although fbYSQll~ and ~ltjS might actually represent native 

southwestern species, the evidence is equivocal. In any 

event, it seems likely that people having need for partiCU

lar riparian species were not averse to activities that 

would make acquisition easier. 

Trees and shrubs serve human needs more often than 
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otheL lifefoLms. Of the SouthwesteLn FIoLa composed of oveL 

5~00 species, only 2% (n~109J aLe tLee species. Yet tLees 

aLe widespread, so one is more likely to encounter a 

familiaL tree in a new aLea than a familiar shLub, 

herbaceous peLennial OL annual. Since the total number of 

tree species is small to begin with, the uses and needs to 

which tLees aLe put by humans could be leaLned more quickly 

and shared more readily among groups. Shrubs follow tLees 

in the fLequency with which one might encounter them, and 

for the same Leasoning might be selected by humans in 

gLeater pLoportions than actually LepLesented on the 

landscape. 

In addition to an ethnobotanical overview, lifecycle 

data has also provided some ecological insights. For 

example, when the yearly phenological profiles aLe grouped 

by lifeform, they can be used to assess group patteLns of 

stem elongation, leaf growth, full flowering or mature fruit 

presence. These patteLns correlate with local weather data 

in a yeaL that expeLienced close to the highest average 

temperatures and maximum pLecipitation in over 80 years of 

Lecorded data. Rising and maximum tempeLatures coincided 

with many phenological events, including the formation of 

overwintering buds. This implies that plants in riparian 

locations are not indifferent to climate. Less often, 

periods of increased precipitation fell within times of 

----- ------- --------
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maximum flowe~ing and f~uiting of he~baceous pe~ennials 

(including g~assesJ and annuals. Fo~ ce~tain species 

adjacent to a ~ipa~ian habitat, p~ecipitotion may c~itically 

influence phenology. 

Phenological data f~om othe~ sou~ces includes comments 

by an ea~liec abserve~ on flowe~ing events of species at 

Canelo Hills. These obse~vations we~e in ag~eement fo~ fou~ 

taxa, diffe~ing only in the ~ecQ~d of IU~bg. In a study of 

wetlands plants in a salt ma~sh in Utah, gene~al ag~eement 

existed in the initial g~owth and anthesis of six simila~ o~ 

identical species. Such simila~ity of ~esponses f~om some 

of the species in dive~se geog~aphical settings with 

diffe~ent environmental ~egimes suggests a simple genetic 

mechanism unde~lying phenology. 

Soil moistu~e levels, info~mally monito~ed at Canelo 

Hills, seemed to follow a yea~ly ~egime simila~ to that 

obse~ved elsewhe~e. Cienega and st~eam levels we~e at a low 

in the month of June, and highest in Janua~y. Noticeable 

wate~ table d~op in Feb~ua~y can be ~elated to inc~eased 

uptake by the local vegetation in antiCipation of the up

coming growing season. These wate~ level diffe~ences ag~ee 

gene~ally with those observed at a salt WQt6~ ma~sh in 

weste~n Utah, whe~e it was suspected that vegetation also 

played a key ~ole in changing levels. Fluctuating wate~ 

levels a~ound the flanks of a ~ipa~ian habitat in a dese~t 

~egion could be expected to p~ovide a t~ansito~y habitat fo~ 
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plants that could either: (1) adopt to such changes or (2) 

mature reproductively within the relatively short period of 

time during which water was present in the soil. 

To understand the archaeological record of riparian 

plant remains, I predicted what plant ports might survive in 

the archaeological record, based on the inherent qualities 

of plant ports and on ethnobotanical records of preparation 

and US5 that would promote or inhibit preservation. It 

seems reasonable to assume that any port routinely exposed 

to fire has on increased chance of preserving via charring. 

Tough ports such as nutshells or small round seeds, and 

parts with certain chemicals such as lignin in wood, are 

thought to have increased chances of preservation.. Fragile 

flowers and leaves, or resources prepared in ways which 

might obliterate anatomical characteristics (boiling, 

mashing), would have lowered chances of survival. 

With this perspective comes the revelation that many 

plant ports sought by humans, at least in historic times, 

appear to have poor chances of surviving in on archaeo

logical setting. One can appreciate the skewed nature of on 

ancient record that preserves only charred seeds, fragments 

of fuel wood, and perhaps large woody roof beams. The bulk 

of the record may be miSSing, including buds, bulbs, fibers, 

flowers, galls, inner bark, latex, leaves, needles, plants, 

reSin, rhizomes, roots, root bark, sop, stalks, tubers, 

---- .. _---_ .. __ ._ .. 
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twigs, young pods, and young shoots. These ports are rare 

in Southwestern sites, except in dry coves. At covered, dry 

sites the abundance of fragile material can be overwhelming. 

Another perspective lost from the ancient record is the 

diversity of uses to which certain plant parts can be put. 

For example, medicinal preparations, points, dyes, soap, 

toys, utensils, beads, incense, hair rinses, mending 

materials, toiletries, and chewing gum are just a few of the 

non-food needs to which seeds and fruit have been put in 

historic times. Incidental gathering of moist herbage and 

gross stems to provide steam in a roosting pit would not 

easily be recognized from plant remains charred during food 

preparation, except via car~ful comparison of all site 

contexts. 

To provide insight helpful to on archaeobotanist 

interpreting pollen from on ancient site, I conducted a 

pollen wash study of selected reproductive and vegetative 

ports. For fourteen separate samples, pollen from on 

overage of 16 additional taxa were recovered on a specific 

port. Concurrent flowering of a taxon harvested is not 

necessary for pollen ent&apment, nor is lock of flowering 

detrimental. With few exceptions the pollen types recovered 

were from taxa known to be available in the area. Also, 

redeposition of pollen shed in a prior season contributes 

only moderate amounts of pollen to parts harvested. 

Data from this study is also helpful in understanding 
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mechanisms and likelihood of pollen entrapment. For example 

attached flowers or flower ports (Rib~~~ e~oi~~m Qbt~~~m~ 

~ltl~, e~~tg~tgQb~lQ~ and Qu~~~U~) will likely retain 

pollen. Also, plants with perianth ports that enlarge and 

modify in development (R~m~~J will entrap abundant pollen, 

as will ports with hairs (generally) or oil glands (tlQDQ~QQ. 

Qu~r~u~). Insect-carried pollen groins are nat necessarily 

apt to fall from a flower to lower leaves below (a~~li~), 

although if they do the event may be revealed only by 

examining pollen concentration rather than by the relative 

pollen percentage (~QDgrgg). Smooth or glaucous fruit coots 

occasionally corry small amounts of pollen (RbgIDDY~~ 

JYD1Q~rY~), sometimes entrapped by pollen-harboring ports 

such as pedicels and sepals (~~t~a. e~~tQatQgb~lQaJ. 

Occasionally a smooth-coated fruit (a~~b~~i~) retains 

quantities of pollen for reasons not understood. 

Other inSight into pollen transport of the fourteen 

species is revealed by this study. Percentages or concen

trations of Q~~~~~~ and eLQmioe~e pollen caught by foreign 

taxa easily mimic those obtained when acorns or gross ports 

are actually collected. Thus, actual harvest of acorns or 

gross spikslets or florets as resources may not be 

ascertainable through analysis of the pollen record. Guide

lines for interpreting pollen representing the remaining 

taxa have also bean developed. 

------------------------
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There are two major reasons why data presented here 

would be useful to colleagues elsewhere in southeastern 

Arizona. Riparian species often have expanded elevational 

distribution and geographic spread, in relation to dry site 

upland species~ Of the 127 species included in this study, 

16 appeared in a list of plants broadly distributed among 50 

southwestern floras. So data from Ramsey Canyon and Canelo 

Hills on these taxa may be of use to those studying other 

regional wetlands. Also, the worldwide record of plant 

domestication suggests that humans in different locations 

tend to be attracted to similar taxa. The extensive 

ethnographiC citations to many of the speCies in this study 

reveals that the same native plants have been repeatedly 

sought by groups spread over wide areas. It therefore seems 

likely that the perspective on riparian plant use provided 

here may also have applicability for other specialists 

working with the southeastern Arizona ancient plant record. 

---- ._--_._-_._------
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Appendix 1. Basic abse~vations on 10 ~ipa~ian habitats in 
southeostern Arizona visited in 1983. Roman numerals 
rep~esent the author's subjective evaluation of the native 
plant diversity and protected [from present impactJ nature 
of the locations, relative to eech other. A rating of I 
signifies best preserved and IV represents the worst. Note 
that some areas ~eceived the same ~elative ~atings. Map 
references a~e to United States Geological Survey Quadrangle 
maps of Arizona. 

I. Canelo Hills Cienega 

Santa Cruz County, A2j O'Donnell Canyon 7.5' Quod~an-

gle; T21S, R18E, Section 33; ~9S0' elevation. Visited 

1/29/83. 

A very dive~se native vegetation in a small area, due 

to the p~esence of a cienega fed by two springs, a f~esh-

water stream, and the drier upland flanks. No evidence of 

current domestic animal grazing. A number of plant species 

in the area are domestic, such as pecan [~g~~gJ, mulberry 

[~Q~~~J, pea~ [furu~J, and opple [~glu~). A small amount of 

int~oduced tumbleweed 5g1~clc was obse~ved along the bo~de~ 

of the cienega. The dominant JUD~U~ in the cienega also 

appears to be on int~oduced species, J~ ~gltl~U~. 

II. Empire Cienega 

Pima County, A2; Empire Ranch 7.5' Quadrangle; T19S, 

R17E, Sections 17-18; ~600' elevation. Visited 1/28/83. 

An a~ea of mode~ate diversity of native plants. Grass 

species a~e dominated by the int~oduced be~muda grass CUDC= 

QgD, though at least six native grasses are also p~esent. 

Dominant trees are fQU~l~S and S~li~, plus f~Q~QUis. 
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Evidence of domestic animal grazing present in the form of 

abundant feces as well as obviously low-cropped vegetation. 

III. Pasteur Cienega/St. David Spring 

Cochise County, A2; St. David 15' Quadrangle; T1BS, 

R21E, Section 29; 3720-3750' elevation. Uisited 2/13/83. 

An area lacking in diversity of native plants. Intro-

uced Igmgrl~ abundant around man-made impoundment. Native 

domestic animal grazing, including many holes sunken into 

cienega that appear as hoof prints, and grass closely 

cropped to the ground. Historic disturbance includes massive 

earth moving to make an impoundment to store water. 

III. Babocomari Cienega 

Santa Cruz County, A2; Fort Huachuca 15' Quadrangle; 

T21S, R1SE, San Ignacio Land Grant. Uisited 1/29/83. 

The area visited here may not have actually been the 

true cienega, for conflicting information from other 

researchers disagrees with the pessimistic view presented 

here of the current vegetation status. The oreo visited for 

this study UJas strikingly lacking in diversity of native 

plants, and displayed evidence of continued and heavy 

domestic grazing. Int~oduced bermuda grass C~QQgQQ 

comprised the bulk of the gross present. Cattle were 

observed in the orea; most vegetation hod extensive evidence 

----- ------------
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of cropping. A forest of deciduous trees at the edge af the 

cienega seemed more varied, with fQguluS~ Ju~lQns and 

I. Ramsey Canyon 

Cochise County, A2; Miller Peak 7.5' Quadrangle; T23S, 

R20E, Sections 9-10; 5700-6000' elevation. Uisited 2/13/83. 

A diverse, stratified vegetation, dominated by deci-

duous trees. ~dmixture of desert species (egQ~~. YY~~QJ and 

montane elements [eble~~ f~eygQt~ygQ~ flDy~J is striking. A 

variety of age-classes present for dominant species, im-

plying a healthy vegetation replacing itself. No indica-

tions of current domestic animal grazing. Extensive ~lD~Q 

mQJo~ covers stream bonks 6-12 meters wide on either side in 

the lower portion of the canyon; in upper segment this 

introduced species is replaced by native f9Yl~gtYm. 

II. Sonoita Creek 

Santa Cruz County, A2; Mt. Wrightson 15' Quadrangle; 

T225, R15E, at the edge of present town of Patagonia; ~OOO' 

elevation. Uisited 1/28/83. 

A stratified somewhat diverse vegetation, dominated by 

deciduous trees. Understory of tall grasses and shrubs. 

Same nan-native species include CUOQgQO, e~l~otbu~ and ~~~Q= 

tlQDQ [tree-tobacco). No current evidence of domestic 
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Appendix 1 (continued). Basic observotions on 10 riparian 
habitats in southeastern Arizona visited in 1983. 

grazing animals; knee to waist-high perennial grasses 

suggests grazing pressure is low. Current human impact is 

implied by recently deposited garbage in the stream, and the 

p~Qximity of a railroad track and small town. 

III. O'Donnnell Creek 

Santa Cruz County, A2j O'Donnell Canyon 7.5' 

Quadrangle; T21S, R18E, Sections 27-28. Uisited 1/29/83. 

Considered to be less diverse than other freshwater 

streams evaluated, with both streamside and slightly 

elevated adjoining alluvial terraces rather monotonous in 

terms of numbers of species. Edges of stream are heavily 

covered with B~ccb~~is ~lutiQQS~. Lock of direct evidence of 

domestic animal grazing is reinforced by the waist to head-

high stands of S~Q£g~gly~ spp. that are in evidence. 

III. Bass Creek 

Cochise County, A2j Winchester Mountain 15' 

Quadrangle; T12S, R21E, Sections 29, 31, 32; elevation 

~027'. Uisited ~/9/83. 

Nice upper canopy of diverse tress, but lower 

vegetation is depauperate and sparse. Not nearly as varied 

as the other locations visited. Human impact is obvious in 

terms of current domestic animal grazing. 

IU. Lower Sabino Canyon 

Pima County. A2j Sabino Canyon 7.S· Quadrangle; T12-
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National Forest Land; elevation 2800-333~'. Uisited 2/20/83. 

Streamside native vegetation less diverse than ather 

fresh-water streams evaluated. No evidence of current 

domestic grazing, but the area is heavily impacted by 

humans. Hundreds of people hike, bike and take daily 

shuttle buses in the area. 

I. Bingham Swamp 

Pima County, AZi Redington 15' Quadrangle; T11s, R18E, 

Sectiuns 22,23,26,27; elevation 2680'. Uisited ~/15/83. 

There appears to be a fair amount of native plant 

diversity in both upper and lower canopies. The wetland is 

extensive, and of stagnant water. Domestic grazing animal 

presence is noted by low-cropped grass, worn paths, fresh 

organic deposits, and gentle mooing in my ear. 
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Acetolysis p~ocess applied to 1~ pollen wash samples, 

based on p~ocedu~es in Faeg~i and Ivecsen (1975:107) and 

unde~ the guidance of Ms. Pat~icia Fall, Pollen Lab, 

Geosciences Dept., Unive~sity of A~izona, Tucson. O~iginal 

wash samples consisted of from .5-.75 lite~ of distilled 

wash wate~, with a pH of 2-3 due to addition (at the time of 

the wash) of 10~ Hel. Sieving of samples fo~ la~ge 

particles was not deemed necessa~y, but could occur at this 

point in the p~ocess. 

1. A single ~~~Q~QQ~~m pill (Batch No. ~1~831) was 

odded to each wash sample. ~~CQ~QQ1~m can se~ve as a t~ace~ 

spo~e to asce~tain that sample p~ocessing was app~op~iately 

done. It can also se~ve as a method whe~eby one can 

calculate app~ox-imate concent~ations of pollen types 

p~esent, based on the numbe~ of LygQ~QglYID spo~es 

encounte~ed ~elative to a given number of pollen g~ains. 

This is possible because the numbe~ of ~~CQ~QQi~m spo~es per 

o~iginal pill fo~ this batch has been estimated at 12,100. 

2. To concent~ate the pollen and decant the weak Hel 

solution, small amounts of the wash solution we~e spun fo~ ~ 

minutes at 2000 rpm until all had been cent~ifuged. Befo~e 

each spin a good squi~t of 100% ETOH was added to help the 

pollen settle to the bottom of the tube. A distilled water 

wash at the end of the process helped eliminate Hel. 

---_ .... _._-_. __ ._ ... 
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3. After distilled water decanted off, test tubes were 

filled 1/3 to 1/2 with glacial acetic acid to dehydrate the 

sample. Again some 100%.ETOH was added to help the pollen 

settle to the bottom. Five minutes of centrifuging were 

followed by decanting the glacial acetic acid into a separ-

ate beaker which would eventually be used to neutralize the 

acetolysis mixture. 

~. Acetolysis (or degradation of organic material, 

including the inside contents of the pollen grains) 

followed. While wearing a face mask and rubber gloves for 

protection: 

a. 5 ml of acetic anhydride was added to each sample 

b. exactly.5 ml of sulphuric acid was pipetted into 
sample 

c. samples were stirred and placed into a boiling 
water bath for exactly 2 minutes 

d. samples were centrifuged ~ minutes and decanted 
into the neutralizing mixture referred to above 

5. Glacial acetic acid was added immediately after 

decanting, to neutralize or stop the acetoylsis process. 

Again the samples were centrifuged ~ minutes and the glacial 

acetic decanted. A distilled water wash followed, with ~ 

additional minutes of spinning and decantation. 

6. Two samples were examined under the microscope at 

this time, and it was determined that some organic materiol 

still remained, including a number of possible fungal 

..."..--_ .... _ .. _--_._.-
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necessary to try and remove some of this material. If 
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abundant silicates h~d been observed, an HF wash would hove 

been needed, but this was not the case. 

7. A 5% KOH solution put into the test tubes was then 

heated for 2 minutes in a boiling water bath. Centrifuging 

for If minutes was followed by decanting. A minimum of two, 

and up to 5 [hot] distilled water washes followed, depending 

on when the supernatent cleared up. After each wash, If 

minutes of centrifuging and decantation occurred. 

8. Staining was accomplished by adding 1-2 drops of 

safran in red and a few ml of distilled water. Again the 

samples were centrifuged and decanted. 

9. Final preparation included adding a small amount 

[2-3 mlJ of TBAI centrifuging, and decanting, and using TEA 

to help wash the pollen mixture into already labeled small 

glass vials. The small glass vials were centrifuged for 6 

minutes, the TEA decanted off, and a volume of silicon oil 

equal to that of the mixture reMaining in each glass vial 

added. Glass viols were placed into the dessicator with 

their lids off for overnight drying; they were removed the 

next day and tightiY capped. 

---- . _ .... __ . __ ._---



Appendix 3. Phenological data (sole incoaplete) on non-native taxa. • = leaflstel activity resumes, fb = floMer buds, ff = 
full floMering, fM = floMers withered, F = lature fruit, d = dorlant. 

TAXON LOCATION ARIZ No. JAN FEB I1AR APR MAY JNE JLY AU6 SEP OCT 

Agropryon rep ens (L.) Beauv CH-3 (1159-831 UA255077 t ff h F F F 
Agrosti! stolonifera L. CH-2 (1158-83) UA255223 • ff ff,F ff,F d 
BroBus anoia Ius Rupr. ex. RC-4 11175-831 UA255024 ff ff ff,F 
Fourn. 

Cardaria draba (L.I Desv. CH-3 (1310-831 UA255493 • fb H,F ff,F d 
Dactylis glolerata L. RC-3 (1073-83) UA255077 H ff h,F 
Festuca pratensis Huds. CH-1 (1094-831 UA255215 ff ff,F ff,F F d 
Juncus balticu5 Willd. var. CH 1 (1124-831 UA254619 H ff H h,F F 
montanus Engel •• 

"orus aff. alba L. CH-3 11160-83) UA255930 H,t h fM,F 
Nasturtiul officinale R. Br. CH-8 (1148-83) UA255011 ff,F ff,F 
Paspalum diiatatul Poir. CH-2 (1178-831 UA255204 ff ff,F H,t: 
Pl

t
"I' •• 1,", •• 1,1, l. CH 2 (1128-83) UA254659 • ff ff ff ff,F ff,F ff,F 

Po pr atensi s L. RC 2/3, CH 112 UA255490 • ff ff fM,F d 
Po ypogon lonspeliensis (L.) CH-4 (1133-83) UA255202 ff ff ff,F 
D sf. 

RUI@x congloleratus l1urr. CH-3 (1130-831 UA254639 * ff h F F F 
RUI~x obtusifolius L. RC-6 11112-831 UA25463B * ff ff h,F F F 
Sonchus asper (L.I Hill. CH-1 (1155-83) UA255008 d • ff,F ff,F ff,F ff,F 
Spirea sp. RC-l (1066-831 UA255928 fM F 
Trifoliul repens L. CH-4 (1135-831 

\ 
UA254887 ff 

NOV 

d 

F 

d 

• F 
ff,F 

ff,F 

DEC 

d 

d 
d 

ff,F 

m 
m 
Ln 
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Appendix 4. Pollen types recovered in distilled lIater Mashed over modern plant parts iidenti tied 
by hrst he letters o~ genus and species). Tay,a with an • were not reported by Vatskievych 
(1980) or TooIin (1980) or directly observed in the region by the author. 

Arpu Bewi Jude !1oau Oxde Pabu Paob Quee Rhca Rhtr Riau Ruvi Sege Viar 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- .. ---

EQH~n im§ iQ~n!i!i:~Q 
Abies 5 
Acaci a pol yad I 
IImbrosi a 24 7 2 165 23 16 30 14 47 30 30 3 
Amaranthaceae 1 
cf. Arctostaphylos 33 3 
Arteml si a 7 5 14 2 21 2 
Berberi s 359 
cf. CaGlpanula::eae " .. 
Ceanothus 
Celtis 4 5 '71"! .... 
Cercocarpus 4 
Chenopodi i neae 32 23 17 q 20 18 15 14 
Compositae (Ligulifiorae) 4 
Coaposl tae (Tubuli florae) 16 2 68 ~"' 54 137 19 34 69 III 4 " 
Cyperaceae I I 2 
Deteriorated ' 

Broken 3 2 5 5 ! 
~ 4 1 .. 

Concealed 3 1 1 3 
Corroded 5 1 2 2 4 6 I" <- 4 
Crumpled 4 1 8 3 15 2 2 6 
Degraded 3 1 

cf. Deiphinium 2 
Dodonaeai 5 
Ericaceae tetrad 
Eri ogonufii 2 2 
Euphorbia 
Fraxinus 
6allum 1 
6ramineae 157 6 44 28 103 159 128 101 49 26 17 
Juglans I 2 

.,..' ._, ,;.,-..,. ........ I."~_ Juniperus 5 3 4 8 
Labiatae 
Legumincsae (Papllion. i 5 4 .. 3 .-
Liliaceae 
cf. l10narda austromontana 12 
Ostryat 
Oxalis 
Piceat 
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Appendix 4 {conti nued I. Pollen types ret:overed in distilled lIater washed over plant parts. 

Arpu BeNi Jude tloall O~de Pabu Paob Quel Rhca Rhtr Riau Ruvi Sege Viar 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ... _-- ---- ----

EQU~~ !m~ ig~nUii~Q 
Pinus S B 59 34 
Pinus-Diplo~yl on 1 
Pi nus-Hap I oxyl on b 3 
PI ant ago I anceol ata 2 
Plantago d. tenuiflora 
Platanus 
Pol ygonom cf. bi storta 
Populus 2 3 7 

,j 

cf. Portul aca 
Pseudotsuga 
Quercus 44 62 15 3 43 15 19 2 
Quercus tetrad 1 
Rhamnus 13 
Rhus tri I obata 3 
Ri bes aur eum 2i6 
Ri bes aureulI! cl ump 2 
Ribes aureum tetrad !?l 
Rosaceae 
Rumel: 19 .. 'l 2 456 I. I. 

RUle:: cl Ulllp2 6 
RUle:, tetrad 1 
Sali:: 4 "! 

-' 2 7 
Sa!sola 4 2 2 2 5 
d. Setaria3 55 
Sphaeralcea 
Tha! i ctrull 
Uillbelll ferae 2 
Unknown 5 5 4 6 
VltiS 

'Deteriorated pollen grains Here ret:ognized at:t:oroing to a st:heme outlined by Cushing (1967). 

Broken grains have suffered rupturing of the exine; concealed cannot be e~amined fully due to 
attached dr!bris; corroded grains have er.ines affected by etching or pithng; degraded grains have 
undergone a structural rearrangement to the exine; crumpied grains are badly foideo, wrinkled or 
collapsed. Because of theIr deteriorated condition, these grains Here not identifiable. 

2 10-30 pollen grains per dump. 

3 Reference slides of ~gt!!(i!! ggnt£!!l!!t!! have pollen grains approximately 40-45 microns in 
di am~ter, wi th rei ati vel y thi t:k annul i. 
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